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Foreword

Since the first Low-Rank Fuels Symposium (formerly called the Lignite Symposium)
was held in 1961, this biennial conference has been a forum to bring together members of
the energy community with an interest in low-rank coals.

Low-rank coal, which is found in the United States basically west of the Mississippi,
is typically cleaner than U.S. eastern coal, with a lower sulfur content. Therefore, it is
becoming more and more the coal of choice for many utilities faced with increasingly
stringent emissions standards. Low-rank coal is also the primary coal in much of Europe
and the Pacific Rim. The Energy and Environmental Research Center (EERC) has expanded
its coal research programs to become the leading low-rank coal research facility in the
world, conducting research in such areas as high-efficiency utilization technologies,
emissions control, ash reuse and disposal, and mine land reclamation-thus our continuing
interest in organizing the Low-Rank Fuels symposium.

The increasing awareness in the United States and around the world of our extreme
dependence on liquid and gaseous fossil fuels has provided impetus for renewed research
and development efforts focused on dean, efficient utilization of the world's enormous low-
rank coal resources. In view of this situation, the Energy and Environmental Research
Center, along with the Montana Coal Council, is pleased to cosponsor the 16th Biennial
Low-Rank Fuels Symposium.

, Director _,_
Energy and Environmental Research Center "-_
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Introduction

Low-rank coals represent a major energy resource for the world. The Low-Rank Fuels
Symposium, building on the traditions established by the Lignite Symposium, focuses on
the key opportunities for this resource. This conference offers a forum for leaders from
industry, government, and academia to gather to share current information on the
opportunities represented by low-rank coals. In the United States and throughout the
world, the utility industry is the primary user of low-rank coals. As such, current
experiences and future opportunities for new technologies in this industry were the primary
focuses of the symposium.

The plenaP/session featured Dr. Lowell MiUe_, Associate Deputy Assistant Secretary
for the Office of Clean Coal Technology, and Mr. Ronald Wolk, Director of the Advanced
Fossil Power Systems Department at the Electric Power Research Institute. Following these
keynote addresses, the conference highlighted two concurrent sessions on Research and
Development and Commercial Utilization, featuring mmV excellent speakers covering the
various aspects of the low-rank coal industry.

This year's symposium was enhanced by a presymposium short course on "Ash
Formation and Deposition During Coal Combustion," which focused on achieving an
increased understanding of mineral behavior under combustion conditions, as well as a
postsymposium Austr,fli_an/USA Workshop which focused on alternative uses for low-rank
coals in an effort to increase their use.

We were very pleased to again have a product and services exhibition. The
technology transfer complementing the topics being discussed in the technical sessions
proved to be an advantageous opportunity for interaction between registrants, speakers,
and aisplayers.

AS the goal of the Low-Rank Fuels Symposium is to meet the technical needs of the
public, the input of the Symposium Advisory Council is invaluable. The Advisory Council
members are representatives from the various industries involved with low-rank fuels, and
they provide input to help shape upcoming symposia programs. In addition, comments
and suggestions from Symposium attendees and the readers of these proceedings are
welcome and should be addressed to the University of North Dakota Energy and
Environmental Research Center.

The Energy and Environmental Research Center would like to express its appreciation
to the Montana Coal Council, which cosponsored the Symposium, and to BNI Coal, Ltd.,
for their contnq:yution as a donor. We also extend our appreciation to, and acknowledge the
contn2nitions of, the speakers and participants who helped make the Sixteenth Biemual
Low-Rank Fuels Symposium a success.

Symposium Director
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The Clean Coal Initiative: An Appropriate
Response to Complex EnvironmentalIssues

By

C. Lowell Miller, Ph.D.
Associate Deputy Assistant Secretary

Office of Clean Coal Technology
Office of Fossil Energy
U.S. Department of Energy

Introduction

lt is an undeniable fact that the uncontrolledburning of coal will release
into the environmentcarbon dioxide (C02),sulfur dioxide (S02),oxides of
nitrogen (NOx),particulatematter, liquid effluents, and ash. The relative
amount and type of these emissionswill be determined by the amount of coal
burned and the effectivenessas well as the degree to which some type of
emission controls are used.

At the same time little effort is required to confirm the importance of coal
as a fuel source for meeting the increasingdemands for energy both in the
United States and internationally. Performing such an exercise would
establish that the U.S. should be preparing to use twice as much coal
representing an increase in its share of total U.S. energy consumption from
today's 26 percent to about 40 percent over the next 50 years (I).

This same study would show that the total coal fired generating capacity
worldwide is expected to nearly double over the next 30 years or by 2020 an
increase of 870 GW over the 1040 GW of installedcoal capacity that existed
in 1990 (2). These two facts, the pollution potential of coal when used as
a source of energy and the world's need for that energy when considered
within the context of the environment,frame the issues and define the
challenges facing the coal industry as we move into the next century.

Technoloqy Development

As the coal industry looks forward to resolving such issues as acid rain,
global warming and minimizing the impact of environmentalexternalities,it
is importantto remember that over the years different but equally as
important issues have been addressed and have been resolved. Improved
technology is the key to compatibilitybetween coal utilization and
environmental protection. On a global basis the importance of this linkage
between technologydevelopment, coal utilization and the environment has
been emphasized by the ConservationCommission of the World Energy
Conference (3) which reported that:

(a) Future global economic growth particularly in the developing
regions will be associatedwith very large increases in
electricitygrowth.

(b) Coal which provides over 80 percent of the world's nonrenewable
energy resource will become increasinglyprominent in the coming
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decades. Worldwide coal usage is expected to exceed the use of
petroleum during the first decade of the next century and to
continue its preeminence during at least the following 50 years.

(c) Technoloqical innovation to support this expansion in coal use
will be essential for the world's economy and its environment.

(d) The geopolitical importance of coal and the technology for its
use are also likely to increase substantially since the bulk of
the world's coal resources is controlled by the U.S., U.S.S.R.,
and China.

[Emphasis added]

Technology innovation, however, is responsive to th_ characteristics of the
resource, the criteria that define the problem and tn_ needs of the market.
In the past, these criteria for the use of coal to produce power have been
cost reliability and thermal efficiency. The success achieved in meeting
these critieria is clearly evident in their historic trends.

The thermal efficienciesof these facilities has increased from five percent
in the late 1800's to nearly 40 percent by the late 1960's. This has
resulted in an 85 percent reduction in fuel consumption per kilowatt hour of
power produced. During the same period, boiler size increased from 50 KW,
to 1200 megawatts causing the cost of new generating capacity to drop from
$350 per KW. in 1920 to $130 per KW, in 1967 and the average residential
service cos_ to drop from 25 cents per kwh to about 2 cents per kwh (A).

While these significantachievementswere being made in thermal efficiency
and cost of production,however, new societal and institutional demands have
been evolving. The fundamental change in the technology for power
production from coal is now being driven primarily by environmental control
requirements (5).

As a result, environmentalperformance criteria has been raised over the
past decade to a level equivalentwith the classical engineering criteria of
cost and reliability in powerplant design. Based on these chan_ing
realities only a fundamentalchange in the technology of coal fired
facilities can respond to the growing constraints on coal utilization and
ensure its continued viability as an energy resource. The required change
or advance in technology is being initiated in the Clean Coal Technology
Demonstration Program. The principle which guides this clean coal
technology development is that sustained environmental improvement can only
be achieved when both emission and cost reduction are achieved concurrently
and not pitted against each other.

Suitably developed CCTs thus provide a unique opportunity to concurrently
satisfy several National Goals. These are to:

(a) Continue the substantialprogress made in emission reductions by
resolving the conflicts between coal use and environmental
protection.



(b) Meet the rapidly approachingelectricity capacity challenge with
reduced cost and increasedproductivity.

(c) Create the opportunity for coal and, in particular, low rank
coal to realize its full potential as a source of a number of
alternate energy fuels.

The Clean Coal Technoloav Proqram

The Clean Coal Initiative is one of the largest technology development
efforts now underway in the department of energy (DOE). The level of
funding corresponds directly to the strategic importance of coal in the U.S.
economy and the internationalmarketplace and recognizes the need to develop
solutions fer the problems (economicand environmental)associated with
meeting increaseddemands for this source of energy.

This conference and its activities are clear evidence and an affirmation of
the fact that the present and near term future of coal as an energy source
depends upon continued advances in coal utilization technology.

The CCT demonstration program itself is a technology development effort
jointly funded by the government and industry. In this program, the most
promising of the advanced coal-based utilization technologies are being
moved into the marketplace through demonstration. The demonstration effort
is at a scale large enough to generate all data needed by the public sector
to judge the commercial potential of the processes being developed. As a
goal, the program will make available to the U.S. Energy marketplace a
number of advanced, more efficient, and environmentallyresponsive coal
utilization technologies. These technologieswill reduce or eliminate the
economic and environmental impedimentsthat limit the full use of coal.

The importance of the Clean Coal Initiative and the Clean Coal Program
recently was emphasized in the National Energy Strategy which noted in part
(6)"

"If we as a nation are to benefit .... from our enormous, low cost
coal reserves, a variety of efforts are necessary to develop and
demonstrate new "clean coal" technologies.... "

"New CCTs can substantially improve efficiency and reduce emissions
from powerplants. Until they are proven at a commercial scale,
however, their use entails more risk for utilities than conventional
technologies. This additional risk could make it difficult for these
new technologies to enter the marketplace quickly, especially given
the tight deadlines of the clean air act amendments of 1990. The CCT
program, the single largest technology development program in the
department of energy, is designed to help overcome this risk by
offering the Federal Government as a financial partner in
demonstrating worthy projects."

"By promoting the export of CCTs the NES will also help other nations
(especially in Eastern Europe and the developing world) to achieve
common goals: a cleaner environment and less dependence on oil."
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What are Clean Coal Technoloqies

The phrase "Clean Coal" itself seems to be contradiction in terms. When we
speak of CCTs we mean advanced coal based utilization systems that offer
significant benefits when used for power production, pollution control or
the conversion of coal into other alternate energy products.

The characteristics of CCTs as improved thermal efficiency, modular
construction, improved environmental performance, fuel flexibility
repowering capability, etc., will help the power industry accommodate a time
of significant change caused by such factors as regulatory reform, uncertain
growth in power demand, environmental pres.sures, new regulations, and now
competition from independent power producers and cogenerators.

Some of these technologies recognize that coal-based powerplants are rapidly
evolving away from the historic boiler-turbine-generator configuration and
toward integrated resource processing facilities whether the prime
technology is pulverized coal, fluidized-bed combustion, or coal
gasification combined cycles. These technologies have the ability to remove
pollutants, while at the same time increasing the power output of the
facility itself from 50-150 percent.

Additionally, the tem "clean coal" emphasizes their role in pollution
control. In this case, the technologies can directly remove SOs and NOx
acid rain precursors or more importantly can avoid the formation of the
pollutant through more efficient process integration with power production.
The specific types and amounts of pollutants or waste products removed will
be a characteristic of the individual process.

Finally, CCTs can create the opportunity to produce coal-derived liquid
fuels to replace oil and gas in numerous important applications. This
capability will permit coal to have a greater role in providing energy to
the industrial,commercial, and transportationsectors.

Status of the CCT Proqram

The program as currently planned (Figure]) consists of five phases, lt is
now in the midst of the fourth phase which was initiated in January of this
year with the release of the fourth competitive solicitationfor projects.
The first three phases also were competitivesolicitations in which a total
of 154 proposals were received from which 35 projects were selected.
Thirty-three projects have been started under the terms of Cooperative
Agreements between the participants and the government. Negotiations are in
progress on the remaining two. In each of these three solicitations,
considerable success has been achieved in obtaining financial participation
by the industrial sector. Although, Congress, in its guidance, requires
that such participationbe a minimum of 50 percent, the participants in the
first three phases are sharing an average 62 percent of the costs. The
funding provided by the participants,constitutes over $2.1 billion of the
to'talestimated cost of $3.3 billion for these 35 projects.

The fourth competitive solicitation,known as a Program Opportunity
Notice (PON), was released on January 17, 1991, and 33 new proposals were



receivedon May 17, 1991. Congressionalguidancecallsfor selected
projectsto be announcedby September17, 1991.

The Technoloqies

The 35 projectsunderway(Figure2) continuethe advanceof innovative
technology. The ten majorcategoriesincludedrepresentthe opportunityfor
continueddevelopmentof advancedconcepts,new processingchemistries,
innovativeequipment,novelcycles,etc.

Includedare circulatingfluidized-bedcombustors(bothatrJosphericand
pressurized),pressurized-fluidized-bedcombustors,integratedgasification
combinedcyclesystems,and advancedslaggingcombustorz. Such processesas
gas suspensionabsorption,confinedzone dispersion,and advancedlimestone
scrubbersare beingdevelopedfor greatercontrolof SO2 emissionswhile
selectivecatalyticreductiontechnologies,combustionmodificationand low
NO,burnerswill reducethe amountof NO. producedduringthe burningof
coal. Simultaneousremovalof the acid rain precursoremissionsof SO2 and
NO. will be achievedthroughthe developmentof such processesas WSA-SNOX
flue gas cleaning,SOX-NOX-ROX-BOXfluegas cleanup;limestoneinjection
multi-stageburnersand the NOXSOprocess. Finally,the industrially-
orientedgoal of the CCT Programis beingachievedthroughthe continued
developmentof such coal utilizationprocessesas coke oven gas cleaning,
directproductionof steelby means of granularcoal injectioninto a blast
furnace,innovativecoal preparationprocesses,mil_ gasificationand
liquidsfrom coal.

All are new processesadvancingthe efficiencyand/orminimizingthe
environmentalimpactassociatedwith the utilizationof coal.

The EnvironmentalRole of CleanCoalTechnoloqies

Thesenew optionsare all intendedto createnew opportunitiesfor coal by
resolvinghistoricconflictsbetweencoal use and the environment. But how,
and to what degreeremainsto be establishedthroughthe operationof the
demonstrationplants. As wouldbe expected,however,each technology
and/orprocesshas associatedperformanceor developmentalgoals. The use
of emissioncontroltechnologieson existingpowerplants(retrofit
technologies)for SO2 removal(Figure3) can resultin reductionsranging
from 50 percentwith duct sorbentinjectionto 95 percentwith advancedflue
gas desulfurization.In the case of NO, (Figure4) theseemissions
reductionsrangefrom 20-30percentfor over-fireair processesto 80-85
percentfor selectivecatalyticreductiontechniques.A wide range in the
percentreductionthat can be achievedis possiblein betweenthese limits
throughthe combinationof one or more concepts.

In contrastto the retrofittechnologies,a replacementor repowering
strategyo;_ferssignificantadvantages(Figure5). A comparisonbetween
these strategiesindicatesthat bothwill haveessentiallythe same impact
on SO2 effects,but thereare cleardifferencesin cost and in the
environmentalloadingof SO_ byproducts(i.e.,solidwastes and carbon
dioxide). The higherefficlenciesof theserepoweringtechnologies
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(Figure6) will result in substantialreductions in the amount of CO_
generated. In addition to the efficiency improvementsachievable wit_
today's repowering technologies (i.e., 40 percent for PFBC, and 43 percent
for IGCC), additional improvementswill be realized through the continued
development of such advanced technologiesas magnetohydrodynamics(MHD) and
IGCC-fuel cell systems.

As we look ahead to the implementationof the recently passed Clean Air Act
Amendments, these new technologiesand their increased potential for
reducing emissions can be critically importantto the coal producer and the
utility decision maker when considering the impact of two of the major new
concepts included in the act. These are: (I) the concept of a cap on
SO2 emissions to assure that once the Phase I and Phase II reductions of
5 millions tons of SO2 each are achieved in 1995 and the year 2000,
respectively,emissions do not rise again (Figure 7) and (2) an emission
credit "market" to utilize emission reductions exceeding those required for
compliance by individual,controlledpowerplants. The "cap" means that all
new capacity built must provide an emission offset equal to its net emission
rate, the emission credit market could encourage existing plants and power
generation systems to seek and install technologiesthat will control
emissions to a much greater degree where it is either cost-effective to
market the resulting credits or to bank them as offsets for future capacity
growth. In either case, (Figure8) CCTs will play a role. This role can be
one merely that permits a utility or system to achieve compliance or as
continued advances in technology are achieved resulting in such systems as
second generation integratedgasificationcombined cycles, MHD, fuel cells;
on___eethat permits a utility or system to reduce emissions below compliance
levels to acquire the extra credits needed to plan and control future growth
or to participate in any resultingemissions credit market. In either case,
these initiativesare likely to encourage levels of emission control on a
regional basis that will exceed the new source performance standards. The

same analysis shows similar results for the impact of CCTs on NOx.

The trend toward ever higher efficiency, coal-based, power generation and
coal utilization technologies in terms of heat rate and environmental
performance currently being developed on an accelerated schedule in the CCT
program is important to accomplishingenvironmental objectives in the United
States. However, these same technologiesbecome essential as environmental
issues expand from a National to a global perspective. For, as we consider
the energy supply options available to many nations now aggressively
attempting to raise their standard of living, the question is not "if " coal
will be used in the developing world, but how it will be used?(5). The
associated environmental impact can only be mitigated through the use of
innovative technologies. This is particularly evident in the contribution
to global warming attributed to fossil fuels. One of the primary paths to
CO2 control is improving the efficiency of fossil-basedenergy production
and use--an operational objective of the repowering technologies in the
ongoing CCT Program and a goal of future solicitations as the program seeks
the opportunity to develop even more efficient technologies as MHD, fuel
cells, and power generation systems. These systems will feature such
advanced concepts as humid air turbines, inter-cooledsteam injected gas
turbines, the chemically recuperatedgas turbine, and, finally, integrated
energy production facilities.



An Appropriate Response

The success achieved thus far in the CCT Program as represented by the
number of projects, the degree of industrial participation,and range of
technologies included, certainly argues well for the potential of this
technology development effort to achieve all of its objectives.

The projects that are now underway offer solutions to a number of the
complex interrelatedissues of energy, economics, and the environment.
These projects and others to follow permit the continued use of coal as an
energy source while:

o being responsive to the requirementsof the Clean Air Act
amendments.

o reducing the amount of acid rain precursors and other waste
products generated during combustion.

o Improvingthe ability of the utility industry to meet increased
demands for power in a cost effective manner.

o Contributingsignificantlyto improved control over carbon
dioxide emissions and thus addressing the issue of global
warming.

o Providing environmentalcontrol options to accommodate a wide
raF_geof specific site requirements.

Summary

The CCT Demonstration Program is, but one activity of many in a continuous
search for innovative technologies that over the years have been needed to
overcome the barriers that threatened the continued use of coal as a source
of energy. These efforts have resulted in a body of sophisticated
technology that would, if the story were told, change the image of coal from
the "old steam engine" to one of high tech. We in the department of energy
have begun an aggressive effort--an Outreach Program--to tell this story and
to implement an intensive technology transfer activity for the technologies
being developed. The needed technologiesto insure the continued use of
coal in a manner responsive to the "new" environmental requirements are on
the way. By telling the story of past achievements,current efforts, and
continued innovations in technology, we can produce the interest needed and
the time required to get these new technologies in place.
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Introduction
The low rank coal reserves of the United States are vast. Potentially recoverable
subbituminous and lignite reserves exceed 225 billion tons. (Slide 1) The states of
North Dakota, Montana, Wyoming, Texas, Alaska, New Mexico, and Washington
have developed large scale mining operations to extract these coals. Due to their
generally lower sulfur content, a broad market has developed for their direct
utilization in conventional power plants. Despite long transportation distances and
the relatively low heat content per pound, their market even now includes some
high sulfur coal producing states, and it will expand with the implementation of the
new Clean Air Act.

Even though there is a large and growing market for low rank coals, their high
moisture content does increase stripping costs to power plants located near
population centers. This provides a major opportunity for a lower moisture
product which could reduce the delivered Btu cost to the consumer. Several
projects have either recently begun operation or are under construction to provide
such a product.

Other new technologies have been developed to utilize low rank coals. Low rank
coals fuel several fluidized bed combustion power plants. The Dakota Gasification,
Inc. plant producing synthetic natural gas from lignite and Dow's IGCC plant
generating electricity and steam from Wyoming subbituminous demonstrate the
economic viability of this resource in more new technology applications. Low rank
coals were also utilized in the early 1980s in large scale coal liquefaction
demonstration facilities. More recently experimental programs have evaluated the
hydrogenation of a mixture of low rank coals and residual otis. The approach
appears to be economically promising.

Other longer range approaches, including power plants based on combining coal
gasification with molten carbonate fuel cells and MHD have been the subject of
recent studies which indicate promising potential.

I2zis paper will provide an overview of activities in these areas. (Slide 2)

Low Rank Coal Characteristics

Low rank coals are generally higher in moisture, ash, oxygen, and calcium content
of the slag and lower in heating value, sulfur and chlorine than bituminous coals
(Slide 3). These properties can be either beneficial or detrimental depending on how
and where the fuel is to be used.
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Low Rank Coal in Conventional Power Plants
In conventional power plants, the low sulfur content of low rank coals helps
utilities avoid the expense of scrubbing the power exhaust to remove sulfur dioxide.
This is a tremendous economic advantage. Unfortunately, their characteristic high
moisture, ash, and oxygen content and the resulting low heating value are
undesirable. Boilers which switch to low rank coals often must be derated due to
limitations in the fans, ash removal systems, coal handling and feed systems and
pulverizers. Also, their low heating value increases shipping and handling costs
(Slide 4). Finally, differences in the ash composition frequently change slagging and
fouling patterns which can lead to additional derating.

Upgraded Coal
Sellers of coal have an opportunity to provide a higher value product to the utility
market by upgrading low rank coals to reduce transportation costs and mitigate or
eliminate the derating. Several projects to upgrade low rank coals are now in
operation or under development. Many of these will be discussed by others in more
detail at this conference.

Amax is operating a thermal coal drying plant near Gillette, Wyoming. Encoal and
Western Energy have plants under construction to accomplish mild gasification and
thermal drying with pyrite removal respectively. Alberta Research Council has
done development work in a 6 T/D pilot plant on coal-heavy oil agglomeration to
simultaneously produce a high Btu solid product and distillate oils from a mixture
of low rank coal and residual oil. UNDERC is also developing agglomeration
technology and hot water drying technology (Slide 5).

The new fuels resulting from these processes will require changes in both the
transportation and utility industries. New techniques will be necessary to handle
and utilize them properly. For example, utilities are concerned about how these
new materials will behave during long term storage. Low rank coals tend to be
pyrophoric, and this tendency will increase if they are dried and not stabilized. It
may be necessary to modify the coal structure or add agents to eliminate coal pile
fires with upgraded low rank coals. Utilities must be assured that they are provided
with proper storage procedures. Compactability in coal storage and flowability are
important so that existing equipment :an be utilized at rated capacity. Any excess
Fines generated by upgrading low rank coals must be accommodated because they
can present major handling and fugitive emissions problems. Changes in ash
chemistry as it relates to waste products must be also assessed because these may
force changes in disposal practice or utilization markets. (Slide 6)

EPRI has developed a computer program which can help utilities assess the
economic impact of these new fuels in boilers. It is named the Coal Quality Impact
Model or CQIM and is available thru EPRrs wholly owned subsidiary CQ Inc. or
from Black and Veatch. This tool allows utilities to assess changes in boiler
performance in terms of output, slagging and fouling and other parameters. (Slide
7)
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Ultimately,thesenew fuelswillrequirechangesinpracticewhich can onlybe
provedoutby largescaletestburninginutilityboilers.We stronglyencourage
productdeveloperstowork verycloselywithpotentialusersofthesefuelsso that
necessarypropertiesand procedurescanbe developedand rewardsofimproved
performanceshared.

Fluidized Bed Combustion of Low Rank Coals
Fluidized beds have won broad acceptance in the industrial market for steam
generation. More recently IPP's and cogenerators have used this technology to their
advantage in those cases where they receive value for steam produced and a market
exists for the electricity. As unit size has increased, the utility industry has begun to
own and operate base load FBC generating units. A number of these are fueled by
low rank coals. (Slide 8) The low sulfur, low chlorine and high reactivity of these
coals are excellent properties for FBCs.

One of the major developments in 1990 was the rapid and successful startup of the
first of a pair of twin 160 MW units at Texas-New Mexico Power's Bremond, Texas
power plant. Lignite for the plant is mined nearby and transported directly into the
plant.

Development issues in early operation of the Heskett Station of Montana Dakota
Utilities with North Dakota lignite included fouling due to tl"e formation of low
temperature eutectics.

The Northern States Power Black Dog unit is utilized five days per week in daily
cycling service. It operates with Sarpy Creek subbituminous coal. Fireclay granules
are fluidized to control combustion. No sulfur sorbent is required because the feed
coal sulfur is only 1.2% Sulfur. Because of the low resistivity of the flyash, the
existing electrostatic precipitators have difficulty. This has limited the output to less
than the design value of 130 MW. (Slide 9)

IGCC Technology
Although the technical successes of the Cool Water and Dow IGCC projects in the
United States have dearly demonstrated that the technology is viable, no U.S.
utility has made a commitment for an IGCC unit. The reasons for this are many,
but the key one is that capital costs are too high, even though projections of
levelized electricity costs are lower. [_ecause the technology is unfamiliar and there
is no current reward for lesser emissions, utility managers are reluctant to take the
risk of new technologies. Utility commissions can, after the fact, decide that a
management decision was imprudent and utility stockholders may then have to
bear the cost of technical failures. The imbalance between utility risk and reward
inhibits decisions in favor of new technology.

Nevertheless, several of these development projects have or will utilize low rank
coal.TheseincludetheLurgidry ashgasificationtechnologyemployed very
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successfully by _'_kota Gasification, Inc. to produce synthetic natural gas; the 160
MW Dow IGCC plant at Plaquemine, LA; the 250 MW High Temperature Winkler
(HTW) IGCC project planned for Germany; and the Shell coal gasification
technology. (Slide 10)

Dow specifically developed its two stage slurry fed gasification technology to take
advantage of the high reactivity and low tar yield typical of low rank coal. (Slide 11)
These properties allowed Dow to combine its desire to operate a slurry fed gasifier
with a need for high efficiency operation. The unit began operation in 1987. Some
operating problems now have been encountered in the heat recovery section of the
plant where Dow chose to utilize a lower cost fire tube design. Revisions planned in
1991 are expected to resolve ali remaining issues. (Slide 12)

RWE (Rheinische Westphalien Electricitatswerke), the largest electric utility in
Germany, has announced a major GCC project utilizing low rank coal. The
feedstock is to be Rhenish brown coal and the gasification technology is to be the
High Temperature (HT) Winkler fluid bed. (Slide 13) An 800 TPD (10 bar pressure)
HT Winkler unit has been operating successfully since 1986 producing gas for
methanol synthesis. A 150 TPD (25 bar pressure) pilot plant is currently being
operated by Rheinbraun (a RWE subsidiary). EPRI is currently funding work with
Rheinbraun to explore the application of this process to U.S. bituminous coals. The
gas turbine for this GCC project is to be a Siemens-KWU V94.3 which will have a
turbine inlet temperature of about 2300"F and deliver about 200 MWe. An
efficiency over 43% is forecast for this 300 MW plant which is scheduled for a 1995
start-up. A decision on air or oxygen blowing is planned for late 1991. (Slide 14)

Shell has carried out extensive operations on eighteen coals in their 250 T/D SCGP-1
Pilot Plant which operated during 1987-1991. The reactor is a single stage vessel with
pneumatically conveyed dry coal. (Slide 15) Among the coals tested were a Texas
lignite and a Wyoming subbituminous. The important properties of these coals
were presented previously (Slide 3). Very successful operations were achieved with
both coals in terms of cold gas efficiency, carbon conversion, and sulfur removal.
(Slide 16)

Both of these coals, Buckskin subbituminous and Alcoa lignite (Sandow mine,
Rockport, TX), have relatively high oxygen contents. The high level of oxygen
imparts high coal "reactivity" which results in a lower oxygen requirement for
gasification compared to lower oxygen, less reactive bituminous coals. The
Buckskin and Alcoa coals required 0.83 and 0.81 lb oxygen per lb. of MAF coal.
Illinois and Pittsburgh coals required 0.96- 1.1 lb. oxygen per lb. of MAF coal.

This higher reactivity results in the ability to achieve high carbon conversion at
lower gasifier temperatures. For slagging gasifiers, the _gh calcium content typical
of low rank coal ash provides a complimentary advantage. It gives the slag
relatively low viscosity. This allows slagging operation without the addition of
limestone flux to control viscosity at the lower gasification temperatures. Chlorine
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contentiscomparativelylow forsubbituminousand lignite.Itisdesirablefrom a
conversionand ash foulingstandpoint.

One ofthemajorissuesingasifyinglow rank coalistheirmoisturecontent.Shell
utilizeda conventionalcoalfiredLoesschemilltoreducecoalmoisturefrom 25-

33% totheoptimum levelrequiredforsmooth dry feedingofthecoaltothegasffier.

Early EPRI studies on Dow based IGCC plants fueled by lignite slurries indicated an
efficiency that was lower by about 10% than plants fueled by subbituminous coal
slurries (Slide 17). Much of this difference is associated with the high moisture and
ash content of the lignite. The most thermally efficient way to deal with low rank
coal moisture is to dry it with low temperature heat rejected from elsewhere in the
system. The least efficient way is to utilize oxygen and coal in the gasifier as in this
Dow lignite case.

Each of the process developers has made significant improvements in increasing
efficiency over the last several years. Although these modifications were not
developed specifically for low rank coals they could improve efficiency by more than
10%.

Integrated Gasification Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell Technology
One very promising technology under development is the integration of coal
gasification with molten carbonate fuel cells which are expected to become
commercially available to meet power plant requirements in the late 1990s.

The most thorough studies completed to date which have been sponsored by DOE
have considered molten carbonate fuel cell systems to be almost direct replacements
for combustion turbines in gasification based power plants. This leads to plant heat
rates about 7500 Btu/kWh, which is substantially lower than for systems using
combustion turbines, since fuel cells are more efficient power generators.

In current configurations of the fuel ceLlsystem, the high pressure syngas is first
reduced to low pressure through an expansion turbine and is then fed to the fuel
cell where the gas's heating value is converted electrochemically into electricity.
Unconverted fuel from the cell is combusted, and this heat, along with heat
generated from cell inefficiencies and the gasification process, is recovered in the
steam bottoming cycle which produces about 40% of the plants power. (Slide 18)

The fuel cell operates at nominally 1200°F. NOx is not generated at this low
temperature. All sulfur must be removed from the fuel gas since it poisons the fuel
cell. Consequently, the HRSG stack contains no SO2. The plant's only SOx and NOx
emissions are from the sulfur recovery system, which are negligible.

Fuel cells have other significant advantages over turbines besides their higher
efficiency and extremely low emissions. Fuel cell efficiency barely changes over the
entire 25 to 110% load range and they suffer no derating at high summer ambient
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temperature. Also the inverters, which convert the fuel cells DC power to AC,
provide superior power conditioning (VAR control). These should provide
considerable economic benefit to most utilities using the technology. Their
relatively low water consumption is another important advantage when utilizing
these systems in the arid western states. (Slide 19)

Capital costsof MCFC systems in gasification plants are still projected to be high, but
successful completion of ongoing development work, for example, utilizing lower
cost materials of construction, should bring these costsin line.

Coal Liquefaction
Cheaper coals, with good to moderate liquefaction characteristics, represent a most
promising method for reducing liquid product costs. The liquefaction potential of
several subbituminous coals from Wyoming has been evaluated in the two stage
liquefaction unit located at the WilsonviUe, Alabama Clean Coal Development
Center. This program has been sponsored by DOE, EPRI and Amoco. A two-stage
design using Wyoming subbituminous coal was developed based on experimental
yields. Cost estimates were developed for a plant liquefying 15 thousand tons/day of
MAF coal. For a grass-roots plant producing about 80 thousand bbl/day of product,
including about 61 thousand bbl/day of 89 road-octane gasoline, the total plant cost
is $3.3 billion (1990 dollars) with hydrogen production by coal gasification. For
product prices of $36/bbl the ROR was calculated to be 11.9%. The economics for
subbituminous coal were calculated to be slightly l_etter than for Illinois #6 coal.
(Slide 20)

MHD
In the MHD process coal is burned at very high temperatures. (Slide 21) The hot
combustion gas is then seeded with small amount, of potassium which ionize at
these temperatures to make the gas electrically conductive. The gas is passed
through a strong magnetic field which diverts the electrons, creating an electric
potential. The electrons are then collected at electrodes to produce a current. After
the gas has passed through the MHD converter, it still retains considerable heat
energy at over 3500°F. Recovering this energy in a heat recovery steam generator
and steam turbine provides most of the plant's power. In this flow process the
potassium seed attaches the sulfur from the coal eliminating the SOx problem.
However, economical regeneration of the seed is a major problem area. Assuming
successful development of an appropriate advanced 3000°F air heat exchanger -
which is not yet under way - an MHD plant might achieve a heat rate of -6000
Btu/kWh (55-60% efficiency). The Department of Energy is sponsoring a proof of
concept operation at the 2-MW MHD Component Development and Integration
Facility in Butte, Montana, which should provide a basis for estimating the viability
of some of the features of the MHD concept.

EPRI has cooperated with this effort by sponsoring studies of the interface problems
that would be involved in adding an MHD unit at the Corette coal-steam plant in
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Billings, in order to boost its power output efficiency, and emissions compliance.
EPRI is now starting a new project with the MHD Development Corp. in Butte.
The objectives of this project are to define an integrated instrumentation and
control system for the combined-cycle MHD/steam plant retrofit of the Corette
Plant. There will be special emphasis on instrumentation and control or the MHD
topping plant. The project is also aimed at developing the requirements and control
strategies required for commercial operation of a mature MHD power plant.

Conclusion
The vastness of low rank coal resources in the United States and their low mining
cost make them extremely attractive for widespread long term utilization. Their
low sulfur content has already established them in a large market which will grow
due to the new Clean Air Act. A great potential exists for upgrading low rank coals
to mitigate some of the effects of their undesirable characteristics which lead to
boiler deratings and high transportation costs. However, either the utility and
transportation industries will have to adapt to the properties of these new fuels or
their properties will have to be modified in the upgrading process. Finally, new
technologies such as gasification, fluidized bed combustion, and liquefaction have
already been developed which take full economic advantage oi the unique
properties of low rank coals. Further developments are continually being made.
(Slide 22)
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PREPARATION OF DEWATERED AND DEASHED LOW-RANK COALS
BY OIL AGGLOMERATION
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ABSTRACT

The Universityof North Dakota Energyand EnvironmentalResearchCenter (EERC) has developedan
oil agglomeration process for low-rank coal (LRC) which produces a low-ash, low-moisture feedstock
suitablefor combustionand/or conversion(i.e., gasification,liquefaction)(1,2). The EERCoilagglomeration
process isdividedintoa high-shearcoal-cleaningstep and a low-shearagglomerationstep. Duringthe first
step, a largepercentageof the ion-exchangeablealkalimetals (calcium,magnesium,sodiumandpotassium)
are leached from the coal matrix. Simultaneously,this ion-exchange conditions the surface of the coalto
make it more amenable to agglomeration. Duringthe agglomerationstep, a coal- or petroleum-derivedoil
is added insufficientquantityto permanentlydisplace surfaceand capillary moistureto effectan oil "bridge"
betweenthe oleophilic coal surfaces. Low-shearmixingproduces nearly sphericallyshapedagglomerates
whose size can be controlled bythe amount of bridgingoil, time of mixing,and the geometry of the mixing
system. The agglomerates are easilyseparated from the leached mineralspecies by screening. Thermal
deoiling of the raw agglomerates recovers the bridging oil for recycle, but leaves a portion of the oil to
permanently "bind" the carbonaceous coal material together.

The EERC oilagglomeration process is characterized by itssimpleequipment,low processseverity,
and use of common chemicals. The process has been tried, successfully,on four North Dakota iignites,
three Wyoming subbituminouscoals, and one Alaskan subbituminouscoal. A numberof low-value,coal-
and petroleum-derivedoil fractionshave been testedas agglomerating agents. Product yieldshave ranged
from 85 to 99 wt% on a fixed carbon basis. Ash reductions have ranged from 36 to 53 wt% for the
subbituminouscoals and from 71to 79 wt% for the lignittccoals. More impressively,agglomerationfollowed
by air drying has reduced the moisture content by 80 to 94 wt%. Thermal deoiling at temperaturesup to
200°C has produced a hard, low-dusting product containing less than 1 wt% moisture (3,4).

This paper describesthe EERC oilagglomeration process,the hypothesizedmechanism of low-rank
coal agglomeration,and the effectof the operating parameters on various product qualities.

INTRODUCTION

Low-rankcoals (lignitic,subbituminous,and brown) are characterized by a numberof qualitieswhich
make them ideal for combustion andor conversionprocesses. The inherentalkalicontent and high-volatile
matter content of the low-rank coals make them ideallysuited as a gasificationfeedstock. The low-sulfur
content of some subbituminouscoals makes them compliance coals for power generation. Additionally,
most low-rank coals are low in ash and are inexpensivelystripmined. Even though these low-rank coals
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are plentifulin southerncoast states, between the MississippiRiverand the Rocky Mountains,and, most
certainly, in Alaska,their marketabilityhas been restrictedby their high-moistureand, consequently,low-
energy content. Additionally,the fouling problemsassociatedwith the high-sodiumcontenthave inhibited
the useof some low-rankcoals. Considerableefforthas been putforthto developprocesseswhich increase
energy content and reduce mineral content, yet produce a competitively priced feedstock from low-rank
coals.

The EERC hasdemonstratedthat low-ashfuel can be produced by a corr:binationof physicalcleaning
followed by chemicalcleaning of fine coal. Laboratorytesting has reduced LRC ash contentsto less than
1 wt% usingfloat/sink techniquesfollowed by dilute acid leaching (5). Low-rank coals with ash contents
as low as 2 wt% have been produced on the pilot scale using dense-media separation followed by
continuousacid leaching (6,7). Each method has also shownthat the sodium contentcan be significantly
reduced. These processes,however,produce a clean coal which would be restrictedto utilizationat a site
adjacent to the preparationfacility. The hazardsassociatedwith finely ground coal, such as dustinessand
oxidation,would prohibitlong-rangetransport of this form of beneficiated coal. However, the EERC has
demonstrated that a processof dilute acid leachingfollowed by oilagglomerationaccomplishessimilarash
reductions and, equally important, producesa low-moisture,high heating value LRC with the potential to
be easily transportedand resistantto weathering.

LOW-RANK COAL AGGLOMERATE FORMATION

Althoughoilagglomerationof bituminouscoals has been conducted for many years,the extensionof
thesetechniquesto low-rankcoals hadachievedlimited success,untilrecently. The primary reasonfor the
inability to agglomerate low-rank coals lay in the incompatibility of the agglomerating oil and the coal
surface. The low-moisture and exchangeable ion content plus relativelyfew oxygen functionalitiesmake
bituminouscoals compatiblewithnonpolaroils. The converseistrue for the low-rankcoals inthat the high-
moisture ccntent, oxygen functionalities, and cations make nonpolar oils unsuitablefor agglomeration.
Polar, coal-derivedoils, however,can be used to agglomerate low-rank coals, and the polar oilsare aided
by surface modification and high ionic-strengthaqueous treatment. Surface modification consists of
removingthe cationswhich contributeto the hydrophilicityand consequent oleophobicityof the coal. The
cation (ash) level of the coal can be reduced by aqueous phase ionic exchange. Simultaneously,the high
ionic strength of the low pH solutionis theorized to establisha concentrationgradient between the water
in the coal capillariesand the bulk water of the aqueous solution. This concentrationgradient allows the
polar oils, which are more compatiblewith the oxygen functionalities,to displacethe capillarywater. The
agglomerating oil also thinly covers the carbonaceous material on the coal surface, and, as a result of
mixing,the oil-covered surfaces come into contact and aggregate together. The aggregate size can be
controlledby the speed of mixing,the amount of agglomeratingoil, and the agglomerationtime.

In the EERC low-rankcoal agglomerationprocess,the agglomerating oilsare distinguishedby their
function, and, consequently,the function of the oil determines its desired properties. The two types of
agglomeratingoilsusedinthe EERCprocessare called bridgingand bindingoils. The bridgingoil functions
as a carrier for the oil which will bindthe coal particlestogether. The bridging oil will also displace water
from the coal surface, if the bridgingo;! and coal surface are compatible. Bindingoil functions to cause
aggregation of the coal particles, to bond the coal particles together after removal of the bridging oil, and
to preventmoisturereabsorption. In some instances,the constituentsfound inthe bindingoil may be found
inthe bridgingoil, and, consequently,the bridgingoilwill havea dual function. Becausethe agglomeration
process is performed at mild conditionswhere decarboxylationdoes not occur, the coal largely retains its
abilityto absorb water. Decarboxylationand pore pluggage by mild pyrolysistars, produced during more
severeprocessessuch as hot-waterdrying and saturated steam drying,greatlyreduce the abilityof the hot-
water dried coals to absorb water. The bindingoil in agglomeration functions similarlyto these inherently
generated tars. The binding oil is hypothesized to bond to the sites where water can normally form
hydrogen bonds. The application of a bindingoil is also similarto the coating of the thermally dried lump
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coal surface. However, the applicationof oil during oil agglomerationis designed to be more uniformdue
to the intimate coal/oil contact during mixing.

Bridgingoil is added in excessduringthe agglomerationprocedureto ensuretheeffectivedispersion
of the binding oiland to cause dewatering. Because the bridgingoil is used mainlyas a dispersingmedia
forthe bindingoil, the bridgingoil will be nearly completelyrecoveredfrom the agglomerates. The amount
of bindingoiladded to the agglomeratewill depend upon oilcost and the amount of oil requiredto produce
a non-or mildlyhygroscopicproduct. The bindingoil isa high boilingpoint fractionwhichmay be present
inthe bridgingoil and, consequently,is not vaporized duringdeoiling, or it may be added separatelyfrom
thebridgingoil. Typically,the bindingoilwill be a low-valueby-productwhichwillcontributeto agglomerate
stabilityand heating value.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

011Aqulomeration

The bench-scale low-rank coal oil agglomeration process developed by the EERC is presented in
Figure 1. The experimentalparametersand their typicalvalues are presented in Table 1. The procedure
Isa two-stageprocesswhichcombinesa diluteacid.leachingstepwith anagglomerate-formingstage. Both
stepsare performed inthe same vessel. The feed for the firststage consistsof a 2/1 ratioof diluteacid to
low-rankcoal. Typically, 100 mL of a 0.75 to 6.0 wt% dilute nitric acid solution is mixedwith 50 grams of
coal sizedto -30 x 200 mesh. The coal fraction is prepared by reducingthe parent coalto -30 meshand
then screeningthe -200-mesh material. The removal of the -200-mesh fractionfunctionsto reduce the ash
content by removing,primarily,the discrete mineral matter from the feed coal. The sized coal is added
directly to the acid solution, and the mixture is agitated at high-shear conditions for approximately 30
minutes. The intenseagitation and sufficientlylong mixingperiod allowsthe protons(H+) of the diluteacid
solutionto penetratethe coal pores to facilitate ion exchangewiththe leachable mineralspecies.

The second stageconsistsof low-shearmixingof the coal/acid solutionwith approximately50 mL of
the agglomerating oil(s). The agglomerating oils may consist of 100 vol% bridging oil or a mixture
containing up to 9 vol% binding oH. The agglomerating oils are added without atomization or other
elaborate fine dispersiontechniques,and the low-speed mixing is sufficientto ensurethat the coal and oil
are intimately combined. Agglomeratesform almost immediatelyuponaddition of the oil, and agglomerate
formation is essentiallycomplete within 5 to 10 minutes. The ions leached during the first stage remain
solubilizedin the aqueousphase,and the agglomeratesare physicallyseparated from the unagglomerated
coal and water-solubleions by screening. The refusematerialconsistsof coal and microagglomeratesthat
pass through a 30-mesh screen. The unagglomerated coal and microagglomeratesare recovered by
vacuumfiltration.

The agglomeratesand finesare allowed to dry ovemight prior to storage, subsequentanalysis,and
deoiling.

Aaalomerate Deoi!ina

Deoiling is performed to recover the bridging oil and produce a low-oil content agglomerate. In
addition to recovering bridgingoil, deoiling produces a hardenedagglomerate which is considerablymore
stablethan the raw agglomerate. Deoilingwas performed usingone of two methods depending upon the
mass of the raw agglomerates. Method 1 was used primarilyto deoil quantities of up to 50 grams of
agglomerates, or the amount typically produced during a single agglomeration test. The procedure
consistedof chargingthe weighed agglomerates intoa glass tube whichwas portedat bothends. The tube
was externallyheated by a temperature-controlledfurnace. Method 2 was used to deoillarge quantitiesof
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-30- mesh Coal
(25-35%)

High-Shear

Water _ ._ p.._

(60-74%) f t Mixing

Oil Mixture
Acid (_ (15-25%)Low-Shear
(0.75-6%) Mixing

®
Clean

30-mesh Screen Agglomerates

Fines, Water & Excess Oil

R(_URE 1 - EERC LOW-RANK COAL OIL AGGLOMERATION PROCESS.

TABLE 1

OIL AGGLOMERATION EXPERIMENTAL PARAM.=_:ERS

Coal Particle Size - <30 by 200 mesh
- <30 mesh by 0

Acid Concentration - 6.0 to 0.75 wt%

Acid-Cleaning Speed - 5500 rpm

Acid-CleaningTime - 30 minutes

Og-MbdngSpeed - 800 to 1000 rpm

Og-MbdngTime - < 10 minutes

Deoiling Temperature - 200(3
i

raw agglomerates which had been mass-produced to provide samplesfor stabgitytesting, ash analysis,and
moisture reabsorptiontests. This procedure consistedof charging up to 250 grams of mw agglomerates
into a basketconstructedof a 30-mesh screen and then placingthe basket intoa 2-gallon, extemally heated
autoclave. Both methods used an inert gas to purge the volatilized agglomerating oB from the heated
containers and to preventunwanted oxidationof the coal duringdeoHing. The agglomerates were deoHed
for approximately 1 hour at 20(7' to 210(3, dudng which time the volatilized agglomerating ogs were
recovered in a sedes of condensation traps. The deoged agglomerates and the condensed oils were
recovered, weighed, and then stored for subsequent analysis.
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...Coalpnd Aaalomerate Analysis

Proximate analysis of the raw coals and the raw and deoiled agglomerates was performed by
thermogravimetricanalysis. Becauseof the largequantitiesof agglomeratesproduced duringearly process
optimizationtests with Beulah lignite, TGA analysis was adopted as a method of providing reasonably
accurate cooland agglomerateanalysis in a fractionof the time necessaryto do ASTM proximateanalysis.
The TGA analyzer was programmed for the agglomerate studiesto determine five fractions inthe cool and
agglomerates: moisture-lightoil, oil, volatilematter,fixed carbon, and residue. The temperaturerangesfor
these fractions were ambient to 110°, 110"-250°, 250°-900°, and 900°C, respectively. The moisture-light
oil fractionof the cool samples is consideredto be comprised entirelyof moisture,whereasthe moisture-
lightoilfraction of the raw and deoiled agglomeratesis predominantlybridgingand bindingoU-derived.The
moisture contents of raw and deoiled agglomerates Were determined by Karl-Fisheranalysis, which
measures moistureas a reactant in the presence of organic compounds. Raw agglomerate moisture
determinationsbyTGA orASTM weight lossmeasurementswere inaccuratebecause ofthe presenceofthe
bddging and bindingoils.

The ash content of the raw coals and the agglomerateswere also determinedby ASTM analysisto
show the residueachievedwhen ashing at the lowertemperatureof 750°C. At the highertemperatureused
inthe TGA analysis,less residue will be produced due to the decompositionof carbonatesand sulfates.

The equilibdummoisturesof the raw coals were determined by a modifiedASTM procedure in which
the incubation period continued until no mass change was observed. Past experience with equilibrium
moisturedeterminationsof low-rank coals has Indicated that the standardthree-day period is insufficientto
allow attainmentof equiUbdummoisture content.

The equilibriummoistures of the deoiled agglomerates were determined by a modified Incubation
processinwhich the agglomerateswere allowedto absorb moisture ina controlledhumidifiedenvironment.
The agglomerates were incubated at 30°C and 96 to 97% relativehumidity,the temperatureand humidity
requiredfor the ASTM equilibriummoisture procedure. The weights of the incubatingagglomerateswere
determined daily, and equUibdumwas considered to be achieved when no mass change occurred. The
weight loss of the agglomerates was determined by the ASTM procedure at 105°C.

The tendency of the agglomerates to absorb moisture after being immersed inwater for prolonged
periods of time was determined by a simple, but nonstandard,experiment. Six 20-mL scintillationvials,
containingapproximatelyfour grams of deoiled agglomerates,were each completelyfilledwith water and
periodicallyshakento ensurecompletewetting of the agglomerates. Afterspecified periodsof soaking,the
agglomerates were separated from the water by vacuum filtration. The mass of wet agglomerateswas
determinedby subtractingthe mass of the dampfilterpaper. The varianceinmass of the damp filterpapers
was determined to be small in comparison to the mass of the wet agglomerates. The agglomerateswere
allowed to dry overnight at the prevailing conditions of the laboratory. To determine reproducibility,
duplicate samples were used for each test. The agglomerateswere pedodicallyweighed duringair-drying,
and the agglomerateswere considered to be at equilibriumwhen there was no weight change.

The agglomerate heating values were expedmentally determined by the ASTM method and are
reported as-determined.

RESULTS

Initial testing to define the parameters of the EERC low-rank coal oil agglomeration process was
performedon Beulahlignite from Mercer County, North Dakota, and these resultscan be found elsewhere
(3). The parameters and associated levels, as determined to be optimum for Beulah lignite, have been
previouslylisted in Table 1. Beulah lignite has become the benchmark cool for study, and the majorttyof
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testingconcerningacid and bindingoilconcentrations,bridgingand binding oiltypes,deoilingtechniques,
anddetailedanalyseshavebeen performed onthiscoal (8). The EERC oilagglomerationprocesshas been
successfullyused to produce low-ash,low-moistureagglomerates from ali low-rankcoals tested to date,
includingfour North Dakota Iignites,three Wyomingsubbituminouscoals, and oneAlaskansubbituminous
coal (3,4,8). The primary focus on the agglomeration of other low-rank coals has been moistureand ash
reduction.

As a matterof simplicityand brevity,thispaper directs itsattention to the agglomerationof two North
Dakota lignite=sandtwo Wyomingsubbituminouscoals. The optimum levelsfor eachprocessingparameter,
asdeterminedfromBeulahligniteagglomerationtesting, havesubsequentlybeen usedduringagglomeration
of ali low-rankcoals. Presumably,some degree of optimization,particularlyof agglomeratingoil(s)and acid
concentration,can be achieved with each coal.

CoqllsA_alomerat_l

The coals tested include the benchmark Beulah lignite, "Husky" lignite from Stark County, North
Dakota, and Eagle Butte and Fort Union subbituminous,both from Campbell County, Wyoming. The
proximate analysis, as determined by thermogravimetricanalysis, ASTM ash content, the experimentally
determined heating value, and the equilibriummoistureof the -30 by 200-mesh fractionsof the four cqals
are presented inTable 2.

The ,p=_0<imateanalysishas been normalizedto a m_tsture-freebasisto allow subsequentcomparison
with the rawa_d deoiled agglomerates. The low-rankcoals contain approximately3 to 4.5 wt% "oil"which
is removed in th_ temperature range of 110° to 250°C during TGA analysis. The inherentoUcontent of the
coal is usedas a i asis to determine the contributionof bridgingand binding oilto the oilcontent of the raw
and de,oiled agglol_erates.

Screening out tie -200-mesh fraction reduced the ash content of the Beulah lignitefrom 9.28 wt% to
7.35 wt%. This subsx_ntlaireduction in ash content was due pdmadly to the removal of discrete mineral
speciescontainingsilicaand iron. The ash contentsofthe as-received "Husky', EagleButte,andFort Union
coal were not determined. Similarly,the fractionof the pulverizedcoal whichwas under200 meshwas not
determined; consequently,the contributionof screeningto ash removalwas not determinedfor these coals.

BddginQ and Bindina Oils Tested

The same bridgingand bindingotiswere used to agglomerate ali four coals tested. The bridgingand
binding oils weredistillate fractions of two coal-derivedstreamsand bothoUswere compdsedprtmadlyof
polar compounds. TCA distUlationproduced approximately 97 wt% distillatefrom the bridging oil and
92 wt% distillate from the binding oil at 2000C.

Previousexperiencewith the bridgingandbinding oils has shownthatthe commonalityof constituents
among the oilsallows each to be used separately to oa_Jsacoal agglomerationand dewatering. However,
by usinga blendof these two oils and varying the ratio of bridgingto binding oils, a sufficientquantityof
oil can be left on the agglomerate after deoilingto ensureagglomerate Integrity.

Beulah UQnite Aqglomeration Testing_

A series of twenty-five agglomerationtests, includingduplicates, were conducted to determine the
effect of ac_ strength and bridging/binding oil ratio on ash reduction, moisture reduction, fixed carbon
recovery,and agglomerate formation. The acid concentrationsstudied were 0.75, 1.5, 3.0, and6.0 vJ1%,and
the bridging/binding oil ratios were 97/3, 94/6, and 91/9 on a volume basis. The total volume of
agglomeratingoilwas maintained at 50 mL
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TABLE2

TGA RAW COAL ANALYSIS

Constituent Beulah "Huskv" Eagle Butte Fort Union

Moisture,wt% 31.99 28.63 13.53 25.42

MoistureFree, wt%

Oil 3.88 4.48 4.07 3.03

Volatile Matter 38.01 36.74 38.52 39.60

Fixed Carbon 52.18 47.25 52.25 48.82

Ash,TGA 5.85 11.48 5.16 8.55

Ash, ASTM 7.35 10.98 6.59 7.76

Moisture-OilFree, wt%

Volatile Matter 39.54 38.46 40.15 40.84

Fixed Carbon 54.29 49.47 54.47 50.35

Ash,TGA 6.09 12.02 5.38 8.82

Ash,ASTM 7.65 11.50 6.87 8.00

EquilibriumMoisture, wt% 27.0 36.1 21.4 29.1

Heating Value, Btu/Ib 10,600 10,350 11,490 11,640

TheTGA proximateanalysisof twelve tests performedat the three bridging/bindingoil ratiosand four
acid concentrationsare presentedon a moisture-freebasis in Table 3. Also included in Table 3 are the
agglomerateash contentsas determined bytheASTM procedure. The agglomerationprocesswas effective
at producin0 a low.ash, low-moistureproduct at each acid concentration and oBratio tested. The ASTM
ash content of the air-driedagglomerates ranged from approximately 3 wt% to as low as 1 wt%, and the
ash contentdecreasedas theacid concentrationIncreased. TheTGA ash analyseswere consistentlylower,
prtmadly because of the higher temperature (_) at which residue was determined. The moisture
contentsof some of the air-dried agglomerates were determined by KarI-Rsheranalysisand ranged from
3.75 to 4.25 wt%. Based on the small moisturecontentdifferences between agglomerates,the moisture
contents were consideredto be Independent of the acid concentration or oil ratio.

The variationinash compositiondue to the combined effect of screeningthe -200-mesh coalfraction,
followed by acid cleaningand agglomeration, is presented in Rgure 2. Acid cleaning was performed with
3 wt% acid, and the bridging/binding oil ratiowas 94/6. Screening the -200-mesh fraction removed ash
which contained a higher concentration of discrete mineralssuch as silica and iron; consequently,the
leachable ion content (calcium and magnesium) was concentrated. Acid cleaning greatly reduced the
leachable ion content,suchas calcium, magnesium,andsodium. The mineralcontent of the agglomerates
appeared to be largely unchangedfrom that of the acid-cleaned coal. As a result of the three cleaning
steps, a low-ash materialwas produced with potentiallygreatlydiminished foulingtendencies because of
the large reduction of sodium.
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TAB.LE3

PROXIMATEANALYSISOFRAWBEULAHAGGLOMERATES,
MOISTURE-FREEBASIS

Bridging/Binding Oil Ratio Acid Concentration, wt%

1.._..5.5 3.0 6......O0
97/3

Oil NA 37.99 38.38 40.53
Volatile Matter NA 28.46 28.25 26.93
Fixed Carbon NA 32.17 32.44 32.16

Ash, TGA NA 1.39 0.92 0.40
ASh, ASTM 2.79 2.15 1.04 1.05

94/6
Oil 33.56 35.80 38.58 39.95
Volatile Matter 30.15 29.42 28.20 27.50
Fixed Carbon 33.96 33.33 32.45 32.13
ASh, TGA 2.37 1.45 0.77 0.41
ASh, ASTM 3.29 2.17 1.01 1.08

91/9
Oil 39.05 40.38 41.50 40.58
Volatile Matter 27.46 27.08 26.79 27.69
ImDcedCarbon 31.00 30.95 30.75 31.39
Ash, TGA 2.50 1.57 0.94 0.33
ASh, ASTM 2.79 2.06 0.99 0.95
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FIGURE 2 - ASH ANALYSIS FOR -30-MESH BY 0, -30 BY 200-MESH, ACID CLEANED,
AND AGGLOMERATED BEULAH LIGNITE.
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The ash reductiondue to agglomerationfor the twelve tests are presentedin Table 4. The moisture
reductionsdueto agglomerationand based upona moisturecontentof 4 wt% are alsoincluded inthe table.
The ash reductionswere determined by Equation1, where Mc and Ma arethe massand Ac and Aa are the
ash contents of the feed coal and air-dried agglomerates, respectively. The moisture reduction due to
agglomeration was determined in a similarmanner. Fixed carbon recoverywas used as a measurement
of the preservationof combustiblematerialduringagglomerationandwas determinedfrom the massof fines
produced per 50 grams of coal agglomerated. The fixed carbon recoveriesare presentedin Table 4.

% Ash Reduction = 100 x [1 - (MaAa)/(McAc)] [Eq. 1]

The fixed carbon recoverieswere high at ali the acid concentrationsand bridging/bindingoil ratios
studied. Thefixed carbon recoveriesrangedfrom a lowof 88 wt% to as highas 99 wt%, and the recoveries
appeared to increaseslightlyas the acid concentrationincreased. This would indicate that as the acid
concentrationincreased,the coal surfacewas increasinglymodified, and more carbonaceousmaterialwas
agglomerated.

Agglomerationwaseffectiveat reducingthe ashcontentat ali acid concentrations,and the reductions
reached a maximum at an acid concentrationbetween 3 and 6 wt%. Consequently,the optimum acid
concentrationfor ash reduction of the Beulah ligniteis 3 wt% when agglomerating30- by 200-mesh coal
containing 7.25 wt% ash. At acid concentrationsof 3 wt% and above, the hydrogen ions are present in
great excess comparedto the concentrationof cationson the coal surface. Consequently,the probability
of a hydrogenion encounteringa leachable cation isnot enhanced bythe higheracid concentrations. The
acid concentrationat which ash reduction is no longer enhanced may vary from coal to coal. The ash
reductions appeared to be unaffected by the bridging/binding oil ratio, so this would indicatethat the
bridgingand bindingoilsact similarlyto agglomeratecarbonaceousmaterialand rejectoleophobicmaterial.

The moisturereductionswere substantialat ali acid concentrations,and the reductions rangedfrom
83 to 88 wt%. The moisture reduction appeared to be independent of the acid concentration,and this
indicatedthat eventhe lowacid concentrationwas effective at inducingthe displacementof moisturefrom
the coal capillaries. The moisturereductions also appeared to be independentof the bridging/bindingoil
ratio. This was probablydue to the high concentrationof polar compoundsin boththe bridgingand binding
oils,which are effectiveat displacingwater from the coal.

The abilityof the coal to aggregate into distinctagglomerateswas determinedto be greatlyaffected
by acid concentration. At acid concentrationsof 3.0 to 6.0 wt%, the agglomerateswere distinct and well
formed. Agglomeratesformed at acid concentrationsof 1.5 wt% were considerablysmallerand oftentimes
bridged together. At acid concentrationsof 0.75 wt%, the agglomerates were either poody formed, or
agglomerationdid not occur untilthe oiled coal was poured onto the 30-mesh screen. The phenomenaof
poor agglomerate formation at low-acidconcentrationshas not yet been explained.

The mass of agglomeratingoil remainingon the air-dried agglomerateswas determined from the raw
coal and agglomerateTGA proximateanalysisand the mass of agglomeratesproduced from 50 grams of
the feed coal. The agglomeratingoilweightwas consideredto be due to the increase inthe mass of oiland
volatile matter. The massof agglomeratingoil remainingon the agglomeratesranged from 23 to 30 grams,
or approximately38 to 44 wt% of the agglomerate. The mass of oil on the agglomerates ranged from 46
to 60 wt% of the agglomeratingoil added duringthe process.

Coal-Specific Agglomeration Testing

A seriesof agglomerationtests were performed on a "Husky"ligniteand EagleButte and Fort Union
subbituminous coals to determine the amenability of these coals to the EERC agglomeration process.
Agglomerationwas performed on the -30 by 200-mesh fractionsat the conditions of 3 wt% acid and a
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TABLE 4

ASH AND MOISTURE REDUCTION FROM AGGLOMERATIONOF BEULAHUGNITE

Acid Concentration,wt%

Oil
Rat""'_ 0.75 1.5 3.0 6.0

Fixed Carbon Recovery,wt% 94.6 92.9 97.6 98.6

91/9 Ash Reduction,wt% 36.7 48.1 76.0 75.5

MoistureReduction,wt% 85.3 84.3 85.0 85.3

Fixed Carbon Recovery, wt% 92.4 96.2 96.2 98.0

94/6 Ash Reduction, wt% 24.1 48.4 75.9 71.7

Moisture Reduction, wt% 85.0 84.5 88.4 83.0

Fixed Carbon Recovery, wt% 88.4 98.2 94.8 99.3

93/7 Ash Reduction, wt% 31.4 50.9 75.3 76.3

Moisture Reduction,wt% 84.0 84.5 83.7 83.7

bridging/binding oil ratio of 94/6 vol%. The raw, air-dried Beulah agglomerates were deoiled using
Method 2, and the "Husky', Eagle Butte, and Fort Union agglomerates were deoiled using Method 1, as
previouslydescribed.

The proximateanalysisof the moisture-free raw and deoiled agglomerates are presented inTable 5.
The heating value and equUibriummoisture content of the deoiled agglomerates are also presented in
Table 5. The ash reductions,as determinedfrom ASTM andTGA analysisof the deoiled agglomerates,the
moisture reductions,and fixed carbon recoveriesare presented in Table 6.

The fixed carbon recoveriesin the "Husky"and Fort Uniontestswere extremelyhigh,and, inthe case
of the Fort Union test, no -30-mesh fines were produced. The lowfixed carbon recoveryfor the Eagle Butte
test was attributedto oxidationof the raw coal during long-termstorage. Oxidationof the coal surface has
been hypothesizedto inhibitthe properorientationof the agglomeratingoilbetweenthe surfacesof adjacent
coal particles. Consequently, the hydrogen and Van der Waals bonding necessary for agglomerate
formation are diminished.

The agglomerationconditions of 3 wt% acid, which was determined to be optimumfor ash reduction
of the Beulah coal, was also effectiveat reducingthe ash content of the three additionalcoals tested. The
ash reductions determined by Equation 1 ranged from 37 to 73 wt%. The high ash reduction in the Eagle

' Butte test was an artifactof the low yield of +30-mesh agglomerateswhich was due to coal oxidation. At
a fixed carbon recovery of 95 wt% or higher, the ash reductionin the Eagle Butte agglomerateswould be
expected to range from 45 to 50 wt%.

The oil content of the raw, air-dded agglomerates,as determined, by ASTM analysis,indicated that a
significant amount of agglomeratingoil remained on the agglomerates. The oil content of the Eagle Butte
agglomerates was low, compared to that of the other agglomerates, primarily because of poor surface
wetting by bridging/binding oil. This was substantiatedby the small quantityof +30-mesh agglomerates
and the large quantityof fines and agglomeratessmallerthan 30 mesh,
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TABLE 5

PROXIMATEANALYSIS OF RAWAND DEOILED AGGLOMERATES

Coal Type

Raw, Moisture-Free,wt% Beulah "Husk'v" Eaqle Butt(_. Fort Uniqn

Oil NA 33.21 27.35 40.41

Volatile Matter NA 29.77 32.46 27.31

Fixed Carbon NA 34.35 38.43 29.84

Ash,TGA NA 2.65 1.85 2.44

Ash, ASTM NA NA NA NA

Deolled, wt%

011 4.64 5.11 4.27 2.03

Volatile Matter 43.84 42.78 42.80 45.92

Fixed Carbon 46.83 46.27 49.94 48.83

Ash, TGA 2.68 3.65 2.99 3.23

Ash, ASTM 2.11 3.46 2.65 3.28

EquilibriumMoisture, wt% 6.14 8.41 8.08 NA

HeatingValue, Btu/lb 12,200 11,830 12,410 12,360

TABLE

ASH AND MOISTURE REDUCTIONS FOR COAL SPECIFIC TESTING
ACID CONCENTRATION -- 3 wt%

BRIDGING/BINDING OIL RATIO = 94/6

CoalType

"Husky" E_01eButte Fgrt Union

Fixed Carbon Recovery,wt% 99.0 51.9 100

Ash Reduction (TGA), wt% 64.1 60.9 46.4

Ash Reduction (ASTM), wt% 66.3 72.9 37.4

MoistureReduction, wt% 88.2 82.0 82.8
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Deoilingthe agglomerateswas effective at reducingthe oil content to slightlyabove the inherent oil
contentof the feed coal on a moisture-,ash-free basis. A significantamount of agglomeratingoil remained
on the agglomerates,as indicatedby the highervolatile matter and lower fixed carbon contentscompared
to the moisture-,ash-free coal. The volatilematter contentsof the agglomeratesare approximately3 to 4.5
wt% higher than those of the feed coal. The amount of bridging/binding oil remaining on the deoiled
agglomerateswas estimated to be 11 to 17 wt% of the original oil added duringthe agglomerating stage.
The agglomerating oil content was highest in the deoiled Beulah agglomerates prtmadly because the
temperatureachieved duringdeoilingof the largequantity of agglomerateswas lowerthanthe temperature
achievedwhen deoilingthe smallerquantitiesof agglomerates. The oil contentsof the other agglomerates
were lower because the method of deoiling the smaller quantity of agglomerates was more effectively
controlled.

Agglomeration and deoiling resulted in the production of solids with a heating value considerably
higher than that of the raw coal. The heating values of the agglomerates ranged from 11,800 to 12,400
Btu/Ib on an as-analyzedbasis. The moisturecontents of the agglomerateswere assumedto be essentially
zero, as Karl-Fisheranalysisof Beulahagglomerateshas shown. The moisture-,ash-free heatingvaluesof
the Beulah, "Husky', and Eagle Butte agglomerates ranged from 600 to 1300 Btu/Ib higher than the
moisture-, ash-free heating values of the feed coals, confirming the presence of agglomerating oil. The
greatest differencewas betweenthe Beulah agglomeratesand feed, and the significantdifferencecan be
attributed to the less efficientdeoilingof the Beulahagglomerates.

In addition to producing a high heating value and low-moisture content product, agglomeration
followed by deoiling was effective at reducing the abUity of the dried coal to reabsorb moisture. The
equilibrium moisture contents of the deoiled Beulah, "Husky', and Eagle Butte agglomerates were
determined usinga modified equilibriummoisture procedure. Instead of wetting the agglomerates and
measuring moisture desorption, dry agglomerateswere placed into the Incubator, and the absorptionof
moisture was determined. The Incubation process was conducted at a relativehumidity of 96 to 97 wt%
and a temperatureof 30°C. The mass lostduringagglomerate drying at 105°Cwas used to determine the
equilibrium moisture. The mass of ASTM-dried agglomerates was slightly less than the mass of
agglomerates placed in the Incubator,and the differences ranged from 0.2 to 0.6 wt%. The equilibrium
moisturesof the deoiled agglomerates ranged from approximately 6 wt% for the Beulah agglomeratesto
approximately8 wt% for the "Husky"and Eagle Butteagglomerates. The equilibriummoisture contentsof
the deoiled agglomeratesare considerablylower than the equilibriummoisturesof the parent coals.

Deoiled Beulah agglomerates,which had been Immersed in water for extended periods, dried to
slightly above their odginal moisture content after overnight drying at ambient conditions. The moisture
content of the agglomeratesafter immersionand the moisture content of the agglomeratesafter overnight
drying are presented in Table 7. lt appeared that the amount of moistureabsorbed by the agglomerates
duringimmersionwas essentiallyunaffectedbythe immersiontlme, even though a slight Increaseoccurred
after the longest immersion pedod. However, after each Immersion period, overnightdwing reduced the
moisture content to essentially the same level. Even though the Immersion experiment was not a
recognized, established method, lt did show that, under certain conditions, agglomerates that have been
saturatedwith water can be restored to very near their original moisture content by air drying.

The abilityof the agglomerates to resist moisture reabsorptionhas been hypothesizedto be due to
a combinationof hydrophilicsite neutralizationand pore blockage. The hydrophilicsites in low-rank coals
are those associated with _veaklybonded alkali metals (calcium, magnesium,sodium, and potassium)and
carboxylicgroupswithwhich hydrogen bonding to water can readilyoccur. The alkali metalsare replaced
by a proton (H*) during acid leaching. Upon displacement of water by the agglomeratingoil(s), the polar
constituentsform hydrogenbondswiththe protonated,_ltesand withthe carboxylicgroups. Duringdeoiling,
the chemisorbed (hydrogen and Van der Waals bonded) oils remain on the agglomerates, resultingin the
dimi_ishr_dability of the coal to absorb moisture.The bindingoil may contributeslightlyto the reduction in
moisture absorption by a phenomena resembling pore blockage. In this instance, the entrances to
capillaries may be restricted by chemisorbed oils, thereby inhibiting the entrance of moisture into the
capillaries.
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TABLE7

MOISTURE ABSORPTIONBY IMMERSED BEULAH LIGNITE AGGLOMERATES

MoistureContent, wt% Immersion Pedod, days

After immersion 23.6 +_.0.1 23.0 _ 1.8 25.6 - 0.5

After air drying 1.37 _ 0.01 1.14 ± 0.08 1.37 ± 0.07

CONCLUSIONS

1. The EERC Low-RankCoal Oil AgglomerationProcesswas effectiveat agglomeratingthe two lignites
and two subbituminouscoals tested.

2. The optimumacid concentrationfor ash reductionduring agglomerationof -,30by200-mesh Beulah
lignitewas determined to be 3 wt%.

3. The abilityof the coalto aggregate intodistinctagglomerateswas determined to be a functionof the
ion concentration,and agglomerate formationwas more distinct at the higher acid concentrations.

4. The fixed carbon recoveriesand moisturereductionswere very high for ali coalstested;however,the
unintentionaloxidationof one coal reducedthe abilityof thiscoal to be dewatered and agglomerated.

5. Thermal treatment of the agglomerates under an inert atmosphere was effective at removing a
significantportionof the agglomeratingoil and producinga hardened agglomerate of essentiallyno
moisturewith a heating value higherthan the moisture-freeraw coal.

6. Theagglomeratesproducedduringdeoilinghad equilibriummoisturecontents substantiallylowerthan
the raw coal, indicatingthe ability of the agglomerate to resistmoistureabsorption.
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INTRODUCTION

Since 1968, Western Energy has been investigating methods of
upgrading low ranked coals to reduce shipping costs and mitigate
safety hazards associated with storage of such coals. In the early
1980's an MSE process engineer, consulting for Western Energy
developed the basic ACCP concept. Western Energy developed and
patented the process and is currently engaged in its
commercialization with Northern States Power under the auspices of
the Rosebud Syncoal Partnership. Presented herein is a description
of the demonstration plant being built dsa clean coal project with
the DOE and Rosebud Syncoal Partnership.

STATUS OF DEVELOPMENT

Much of the ACCP development work has been performed using a
small, 150 pound per hour pilot plant located at the Mineral
Research Center, south of Butte, Montana. Up to I00 ton lots have
been produced to assess stability during shipment and handling as
well as chemical characteristics. Engineering and construction are
currently under way for the 300,000 ton per year demonstration
plant at the Western Energy Rosebud Mine near Colstrip, Montana.
The official groundbreaking was held March 28, 1991 and orders for
major, long lead equipment have been placed. This installation is
expected to be operationa_ by approximately January 1992.

Demonstration Plant Description

The plant is located inside the Rosebud Mine near the unit
train loadout, occupying an area approximately 400 feet by 600
feet. The normal throughput of the demonstration plant will be
1,632 tons per day (tpd) of raw coal, providing 982 TPD of coarse
coal product and 130 TPD of coal fines (minus 20 mesh). The fines
will be collected and briquetted, giving a combined product rate of
1,112 TPD of high-quality, clean coal product.

The heating value of the raw coal fed to the process is 28.0
billion Btu/Day; other energy inputs to the process are from
natural gas (or propane) burned in the process furnace (2.2 billion
Btu/Day) and from electric power for the motors (245 million
Btu/Day), for a total energy input of 30.5 billion Btu/Day. The
heating value of the product coal totals 26.1 billion Btu/Day. The
resulting process efficiency of the process (energy input compared
to useful product) is 26.1/30.5 or 86 percent.

The energy from the natural gas (or propane) and electricity
required by the process is nine percent of the heating value of the
raw coal. The waste coal discarded from the process contains 2.28
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billion Btu/Day, or eight percent of the energy of the raw coal.

PROJECTIONS FOR THE FUTURE

The ACCP partners (Western Energy and Northern States Power
also called the Rosebud Syncoal partnership) intend to
commercialize the process by both preparing coal in their own
plants and by licensing to other firms. The target markets are
primarily the U. S. utilities, the industrial sector an@ Pacific
Rim export market. Current projections suggest the utility market
for this quality coal is approximately 60 million tons per year.
The partnership's goal is to start construction on three facilities
designed to produce 3 million tons per year each by 1995.

PROCESS DESCRIPTION

The Advanced Coal Conversion process (ACCP) consists of three
process steps: drying, cooling and cleaning. These steps are
described below for the demonstration plant being built in
Colstrip.

Coal is taken from the Rosebud Mine unit train loadout stock

pile with an underpile vibratory feeder. The coal is then screened
to 1/2" X 2" and the oversize and fines sent back to the stockpile.
The sized coal is conveyed to a surge hopper preceeding each train
of dryers and coolers.

The plant consists of two identical trains of dryers and
coolers. The operation of one train is described.

Dryinq

Coal from the surge hopper is fed at a rate of 1,139 ib/min.
through a rotary feeder to the first stage vibrating fluidized bed
dryer. The coal is contacted by flue gas at 675°F. The flue gas
entering the first stage dryer is generated in the process furnace
by combustion of natural gas or propane. Prior to being ducted
to the ist stage dryer, the flue gas exchanges heat with recycled
gas from the second stage dryer.

The action of the first stage dryer is to remove surface
moisture from the coal, dropping total moisture to about 15%. The
dryer has an active length of 30 feet and a width of 5 feet. It

vibrates with about a 1/4" amplitude to move the coal through it
and help fluidize the coal. The bed has six inlets along the side
for flue gas to enter, and six outlets along the top.

The coal is fed through rotolocks from the first stage into
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the second stage; both stages are physically the same size. Recycle
gas, raised to 900°F by heat exchange with the process furnace flue
gas, contacts the coal in the second stage dryer. The recycle gas
is about 95% water vapor.

Coal is dried to approximately 1% moisture in the second
stage. Additional reactions occur which decrease the pore volume
and surface area of the coal, thus inhibiting reabsorption of

moisture. CO_ and H2S, as well as light hydrocarbons, are driven
off the coal in this stage, at a rate of about 0.3 Ibs dry gas per
i00 pounds of coal fed to the process.

Dry make gas and the water dried from the coal in the second
stage are fed to the process furnace for incineration. The SO 2
formed by incineration is removed by addition of Nahcolite (NaHCO3)
into the ist stage baghouse.

Cooling

As the coal exits the 2nd stage dryer, it falls into a
vertical coal cooler where process water is sprayed on it to reduce
the temperature to about 350°F. The water vaporized during this
operation is drawn back into the second stage dryer to exit by
means of the make gas stream to the furnace.

After water quenching, the coal enters the vibratory cooler
through a rotary airlock. In the cooler, the coal is contacted by
100°F inert gas and cooled to about 150°F. The cooler gas that
exits the vibrating cooler is then itself cooled by water sprays in
a contact cooler prior to recycle to the cooler bed.

Product Cleaninq

The converted coal product entering the cleaning system is
separated by vibrating screens into four streams: plus 1/2 inch,
1/4 by 1/2 inch, 6 mesh by 3 mesh, and minus 6 mesh (3mesh -- .265
inch, 6 me_h = .132 inch). These streams of coal are then fed in
parallel to four deep-bed stratifie'c;; (stoners), where a rough
specific gravity separation is made using air and vibration. The
light or upper streams from the stoners are sent to the Coal
Product conveyor; the heavy or lower streams for all but the minus
6 mesh stream are sent to trapezoidal fluidized bed separatcrs.
The heavy fraction of the minus 6 mesh stream goes directly to the
solid waste conveyor. The fluidized bed separators, again using
air and vibration to effect a further gravity separation, split the
coal into three streams. The light or upper steam is the Product;
the two heavy, lower streams are combined and sent to solid waste
h;_ndling;

The coal product from the cleaning system is then sent to two-
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6000 ton concrete silos for unit train load out. The waste is
either trucked to an offsite user or a disposal site in the mine.

Process Furnace

The heat required to process the feedstock is provided by
burning natural gas or propane in a process furnace. This system
is sized to provide a heat generation rate of 74 MM Btu/hr. By
attemperating the flue gas with recycle from the first stage dryer,
a maximum temperature of 1700°F is maintained in the furnace. The
1700°F flue gas exchanges heat with the recycled gas from the
second stage dryer, bringing its temperature back up to 900°F.
After further attemperation with first stage recycle gas, the 675°F
flue gas enters the first stage dryer.

In addition to burning natural gas, the furnace also
incinerates make gas from the second stage dryer. Since the make
gas contains enough sulfur compounds to require a flue gas
desulfurization system, a dry sorbent in-duct system will be used.
The emission control philosophy is based on injecting dry sorbents
into the duct work to minimize the release of sulfur dioxide to the

atmosphere. Sorbents, such as calcium carbonate, hydrated lime or
nahcolite, will be injected into the ducts of the ACCP at selected
points to maximize the potential for sulfur dioxide removal while
minimizing reagent usage. The sorbents will be removed from the
gas streams in the particulate removal system, briquetted with the
coal fines, and returned to the product stream.

Heat Rejection

Most heat rejection from the ACCP will be accomplished by
releasing water vapor and flue gas to the atmosphere through an
exhaust stack. The stack design will allow for vapor release at an
elevation great enough that, when coupled with the vertical
velocity resulting from a forced draft fan, dissipation of the
gases will be maximized. Additional heat rejection will be
accomplished usinz an induced-draft cooling tower.

PRODUCT CHEMISTRY

Rosebud Syncoal's Advanced Coal Conversion Process yields a
synthetic solid fuel that represents an evolutionary step in the
coalification process: sized, raw western lignite and subbituminous
coals (which are coals that have experienced a low-temperature
environment while evolving) are, through chemical changes induced
by the thermal environment of the ACCP, upgraded in rank to a fuel
which has the characteristics of a coal that evolved in a higher
...... _ _.... _ _ _ long __ _f t _ m_,_ _ _D_,__ env_,,.._,,_ _ _ __ _ ..._,

product is a synthetic fuel with characteristics of a higher grade
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bituminous coal.

The ACCP effects changes in the coal feedstock by changing the
chemical composition and structure of the coal. The changes result
in: i) a product that has a higher heating value than the coal
feedstock; 2) a stable, hydrophobic product with a much lower
equilibrium moisture content that is less likely to spontaneously
combust due to reh_dration; and 3) a product that is readily
transportable in open rail cars. The chemical changes effected by
the ACCP include the following:

- Increased aromaticity;
- Increase fixed carbon;

- Decreased hydrogen to carbon ratios;
- Decreased oxygen to carbon ratios; and
- Decreased oxygen functional groups.

The balance of this section will explain how th_ above
changes, which are the result of the thermo-chemical re,_ctions
induced by the ACCP, result in the upgrade synthetic coal product.

Chemical Composition Changes

The analyses of the coal feedstock and upgraded product from
one particular pilot plant run are shown in Table I. This run,
numbered WR-l, occurred in October, 1986. The pilot plant
operating conditions achieved during this run represent those
targeted for the commercially sized fluidized beds of the
demonstration plant. The first section of Table I showns standard
proximate and ultimate coal analyses of the coal feedstock and the
synthetic coal product. Table II gives similar proximate analysis
information for a Dominy Lignite run.

Proximate Analysis

The proximate analysis demonstrates that moisture is
essentially eliminated from the coal during the ACCP. This
moisture removal is due to thermal dehydration of the coal particle
and th_ chemical condensation reactions which the feedstock

experiences during its residence in the high temperature
environment of the second-stage reactor bed.

The moisture-free proximate analysis of the feedstock and the
upgraded product also shows that, to a large extent, both their
volatile matter and their fixed carbon content stay within a few
percentage points of each other. This phenomenon is significant
and desirable, because normally raw coal, when subjected to the
temperatures of the ACCP, would undergo devolatilization and
substantial gasification. However recent work has shown that
devoiiiization of low rank coals is very dependant on heat up rate
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(Ref. l, 2.). In the ACCP, the coal is heated slowly, which, as
described in the above references, favors dehydration and
decarboxylation over devolatilization.

Ultimate Analysis

The ultimate analysis of the upgraded product compared with
the Rosebud coal feedstock shows the result of the chemical
reactions which have occurred: there is an increase in carbon, a
decrease in both hydrogen and oxygen, and a decrease in both total
and organic sulfur. Nitrogen, which is not affected by the ACCP,
increases in percentage terms while staying constant in absolute
terms.

Oxygen is removed by the ACCP to the greatest extent of any of
the coal elements. The oxygen removal is from decarboxylation
reactions which drive off both carbon dioxide and water,

dehydration reactions which drive off chemically bound water, and
decarbonylation reactions which drive off carbon monoxide.

The increase in fixed carbon and decrease in hydrogen in the
upgraded product results from chemical reactions which cause
structural changes in the coal. These changes are a result of the
coal becoming more aromatic and repolymerizing into a tighter ring
structure. The reactions causing these chsnges result in pore
destruction, shrinkage and fracture release of the pyrites and ash
that are characteristics of the synthetically upgraded Coal
Product.

The reductions in total and organic sulfur are due to two
mechanisms. Most of the sulfur removal results from the mechanical

removal of pyrites during the cleaning step. However, the ability
to remove these pyrites is a result of the chemical
repolymerizaiton and consequent shrinkage of the organic components
of the coal, which causes fracture release of the ash or mineral
components.

Chemical sulfur removal caused by the ACCP is due to the
rearrangement of the organic molecules which release heteroatom

sulfur. The minor amounts of carbon disulfide (CS2) , carbonyl
sulfide (COS) and methyl mercaptan (CH3SH) which appear in the make
gas result from these heteroatom removal reactions.

Petroqraphic Analysis

The petrographic analysis of the feedstock and upgraded
product in Table 1 measures characteristics of the organic matter
from which the coal evolved. As organic matter changes into coal,
several of the different types of organic matter form "macerals"
known as huminite, exinite and inertinite. These macerals are
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comparable to various minerals in the ash-forming components of the
coal. In general, exinites have a higher hydrogen-to-carbon ratio
than huminities, which have a higher hydrogen-to-carbon ratio than
inertinities.

The maceral composition from the petrographic analysis
indicates an increase in the coal rank of the upgraded product.
Since the changes in the maceral composition are close to the
accuracy limits of this analysis method, the conclusion of
increased rank can not be based solely on maceral composition
analysis. However, the last entry in the petrogrpahic analysis,
the reflectance measurement, shows a very significant change
between the feedstock and the upgraded product.

The reflectance analysis is considered to be one of the most
reliable indicators of coal rank. A reflectance value of 0.42

indicates a subbitumiunous C coal. The upgraded product's
reflectance of 0.51, however, indicates that the Company's
synthetic fuel product is similar to a subbituminous A coal or a
high volatile bituminous C coal. The incr-_se in reflectance
further indicates an increase in the aromaticity of the upgraded
product in comparison to the feedstock. The above conclusions are
supported by a confidential report prepared for the Canada Centre
for Mineral and Energy Technology by Axelson, Munoz, Mikula,
Michaelian and Leung entitled Evaluation of Processed Rosebud Coal
(October, 1985).

Other Analysis

The "Other Analysis" section of Table 1 sbuws several physical
and chemical analysis results As indicated, the surface area
decreases from 288 cm2/g for the coal feedstock to 55 cm2/g for the
upgraded product. This shrinkage is the most direct evidence of
the destruction of the coal's pore structure through the ACCP. The
reduced surface area is one reason why the equilibrium moisture
content of the upgraded product is significantly reduced; the
smaller surface area of the upgraded product cannot hold or attract
as much water as the larger surface area of the feedstock.

Furthermore, the water content of the upgraded product is also
reduced because of the reduction of oxygen-containing functional
groups. Since the upgraded product has less oxygen-containing
functional groups, chemisorption of water through hydrogen bonding
is retarded.

The "Other Analysis" section also shows that the hydrogen-to-
carbon ration (H/C) and the oxygen-to-carbon ration (O/C) are
reduced in the upgraded product as a result of chemical reactions

which increase the aromaticity of the coal and reduce its oxygen
composition through decarboxylation reactions. The fact that these

reactions occur is shown by the increase in apparent aromaticity
(0.46 to 0.66 from feedstock to coal product) and the decrease in
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carboxyl group content (0.74% to 0.53%).

CONCLUSION

ASTM coal classification standards demonstrate that the
s_bbituminous C coal feedstock is converted by the ACCP
to a synthetic fuel classified as a high volatile bituminous C
coal. As noted above, the synthetic upgraded coal product exhibits
the characteristic of reduced pore volume, reduced oxygen, reduced
hydrogen and increased aromaticity. The coal product has a reduced
eq%:ilibrium moisture level and increased heating value; it retains
a majority of its volatile matter with favorable ignition
characteristics.
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TABLE I

FEEDSTOCKAND _L PRO_CT ANALYSES

ROSEBUDMINE

Coal Co_l
ProximateAnalysis Fee.dstock MF___.._ _r_d_,ct MF #

% Moisture 24.07 0.96
% Volatile Matter 27.40 _ 37.64 38.0
% Fixed Carbon 37.15 48.9 51.64 52.0
% Ash 11.38 15.0 9,76 9.85
Btu/lb. 8,421 11,B32
% Increase in Btu/lb. 40,BI%

Ultimate AnaIvsis

% Carbon 49.18 67.71

% Hydrogen 6.57 5.20
% Oxygen 30.99 15.78
% Nitrogen 0.69 1.04
% Sulfur 1.18 0.48
% Organic Sulfur 0.50 0.40

PetroqraphicAnalvsi_s

Huminite 77% 81%
Exinite 5% 2%
Inertinite 18% 14%
Reflectance (R%) 0.42 0.51"

Other Analysis

Surface area (cm2/g) 288 55*
H/C Ratio 1.60 0.92*
O/C Ratio 0.24 0.09*
Apparent Aromaticity 0.46 0.66*
% COOH 0.74 0.53*

Classification

ASTM Subbi tum- hi gh-vol at i I e
inous C bituminous C

# MF indicates moisture free proximate analysis of feedstock and Coal Product

* indicates increased coal rank of Coal Product
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TABLE 2

FEEDSTOCK AND COAL PRODUCTANALYSIS

DOMINY MINE

Coal Coal

proximate Analysis Feedstock MF # Product MF #

% Moisture 34.2 2.6
% Volatile Matter 25.8 3-9T.2 43.2 44-_.3
% Fixed Carbon 33.4 50.8 44.3 45.5
% Ash 6.6 10.0 9.9 10.2

H.V. (Btu/Ib) 7140 _ 10650
% Increase in HV 49.2
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INTRODUCTION

Public attention is today firmly focused on the impact ali industrial activity has on the environment, and
the "greenhouse effect" attributable by environmentalists to the burning of fossil fuels is a topic of worldwide
interest. Coal is singled out from other fossil fuels as being the product of a fired, old, out-dated and inefficient
smokestack industry. This is a distorted view which does not reflect the advances made in new clean coal
technologies, and improved methods of combustion.

Despite coal's environmental problems, it is unrealistic to suggest that this fossil fuel should not be a
primary energy source. Coal remains the world's favoured Choiceof energy and to argue against the use of coal,
is flying in the face of reality. Coal already generates 47 % of the world's electricity, a rapidly expanding coal
market.

The World Coal Instituteestimates coal should overtakeoil as the world's largest source,of primaryenergy
by the turn of the century. Current world coal production of 3.6 billion tonnes in 1990 is predicted to rise to 4
billion tonnes by the year 2000.

It is conceded that a major environmental problem with burning coal is the so-called "greenhouseeffect'.
The question is how do you use the new technologies that have been developed which now allow coal to be burned
with minimum damage to the environment.

Despite their technical merits, acceptance of these new technologies is slow because they appear
uncompetitive when compared with historic energy costs. Unless economic comparisons include some form of
environmental evaluation, this issue will continue to be a barrierto progress. To avoid stagnation and provide the
necessary incentive for implementing badly needed change, structuralchanges in energy economics need to be made
which take into account the environmental cost element of these emerging new technologies.

TRADE

Because low-rank coals were notconsidered avaible proposition in distantmarkets, their utilization has until
recently been mainly confined to generating electricity at the mine mouth. That situation is beginning to change
and when viewed against the background of universal trends in coal markets, the long-term trading prospects for
these coals is now more promising.

In this regard, the U.S. has in recent years become a swing coal supplier as the Eastern U.S. bituminous
coal producers with secure internal markets, move in and out of the export trade as prices warrant. This trend
seems to be spreading Westwards as the recently developed large productionbase of low sulphurand very low cost
subbituminous coal begins to be attractive for international trading. However, this flexible export situation may
change within the next 2 to 3 yearswith the enactmentof the Federal Clean Air Legislation. Internal U.S. demand
for low sulphur coals may effectively remove those supplies from world markets with major implications for the
international price of low sulphur coals.

International trade in steam coal which only took off following the first oil crisis in 1973, is rapidly
expanding as coal replaces oil in electricity generation markets. The U.S. National Coal Association forecasts that
internationaltrade in coal will increase by an annual average rate of 2.8 % betweennow and the year2000, reaching
488 Mmt in that year. This increase will consist primarilyof steam coal for electricity generating markets, and is
in line with a series of forecasts of demand for seaborne coal, published by other sources.
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World Coal Production Trends between 1973 and 1989 are shown in Table 1 and World Seaborne Coal
Trade from 1973 is shown in Table 2.

TABLE !

WORLD COAL PRODUCTION TRENDS
(million metric tonnes)

I

Year 1973 1980 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989
i

Tonnos 2181.5 2725.7 2827.1 2964.2 3127.4 3205.9 3287.7 3371.4 3425.8

Sourco: IEA Coal Information 1990

TABLE 2

WORLD SEABORNE COAL TRADE
(million metric tonnes)

Annual Trade
_- i i ii

Year Coking Coal Steam Coal

1973 87.0 19.0

1979 104.0 53.0

1980 114.0 74.0

1981 122.0 86.0

1982 120.0 89.0

1983 112.0 88.0

1984 131.0 104.0

1985 141.0 133.0

1986 138.0 138.0

1987 142.0 141.0

1988 148.0 157.0

1989 150.0 170.0

1995" 132.0 - 155.0 209.0 - 279.0

2000" 112.0 - 163.0 263.0 - 432.0

" Forecast range from various sources (IEA Coal Information 1990).
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While this marketing development is relevant to the Western U.S. low-rank coal industry, it is of little
relevance to other U.S. low-rank coal-fields. For instance, it is of little relevance to Alaska which has almos, _half

of the entire U.S. coal reserves. Mainly sub-bituminous with typical sulphur contents of 0.2%, Alaska's coal
resources remain largely unexploited because that State is sparsely populated and lacks the infrastructure to
economically transport such coals to distant markets. This situation highlights the need for the industrial application
of new/advanced coal technologies. Unless such environmentally attractive, but remotely located coals can be
commercially exploited, there is a danger that the energy supply and demand situation could become unbalanced
when high sulphur coals are mandatorily excluded from the energy mix.

In terms of coal utilization, it now seems clear that in the final analysis, environmental considerations w_.ll

determine the acceptability of a coal for use as a fuel. Low sulphur and excellent combustion characteristics
features of low-rank coal which are likely to become acceptable trade-offs against the higher heating value of their
bituminous coal counterparts. The U.S. has enormous reserves of these low sulphur coals. From an environmental
point of view it becomes a matter of accepting that improving the environment can only be achieved at a cost.
When measured in these terms, maximizing their utilization makes economic sense.

QUALITY

While quality (primarily low heating values) is a major marketing problem with low-rank coal, other factors
also effect its acceptance in the market piace. It is important to recognize why this is so and how improvements
can be achieved.

Firstly, the physical structure of low-rank coal is quite different to that of higher rank bituminous coal.

This difference is sharply reflected in the behaviour of low-rank coal during its handling and storage. In general
it is not as stable as bituminous coal. Its stability problems occur because its porous natuze and resultant very high
moisture content cause early weathering, resulting in rapid size degradation.

Secondly, ali low-rank coals are highly reactive with very low fuel ratios. The latter is a parameter defined
by the ratio of Fixed Carbon to Volatile Matter. This aspect when coupled with that of porosity gives rise to the
risk of spontaneous heating.

The quality related problems of stability and spontaneous heating can now be overcome by new technologies

developed specifically for low-rank coal. Actual quality control of low-rank coal requires a unique approach
because unlike bituminous coal, beneficiation of low-rank coal essentially necessitates only the removal of moisture

in order to increase its heating value. Its sulphur content is usually below compliance limits and its ash content
normally within acceptable levels.

However to be effective, moisture removal must be permanent. This rules out the use of conventional

evaporative drying processes since their drying temperatures are too low ,o cause permanent changes in the coal

structure. In practical terms, the dried coal behaves like a sponge which when re-exposed to humidity or water
merely re-absorbs moisture. It suffers the further dia-dvantage that after drying, the dried product becomes more
susceptible to spontaneous heating and also size degradation.

To be effective therefore, beneficiation needs to be via. a drying process which fundamentally changes the
coal's structure in order to reduce or eliminate its moisture holding capacity. This is now made possible by

hydrothermal treatment (hot-water-drying) as shown in Figure 1, a unique non-evaporative drying process which
induces coalification in a condensed time scale of minutes rather than millions of years. The process alters the
hydrophiUic nature of low-rank coal by changing it into hydrophobk, material that has equilibrium moisture levels
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HYDROTHERMAL TREATMENT PROCESS

RAW COAL

Water exists in coalas:
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FIGURE 1 - HYDROTHERMAL TREATMENT PROCESS
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similar to those of bituminous coal. Technical feasibility has been demonstrated in a 7.5 tpd pilot plant at the
Energy & Environmental Research Center, University of North Dakota, and the process is now at the threshold of
commercialization.

TECHNOLOGY

Development ofciean coal technology to allow coal to be burned cleanly has been concentratedm three main
areas. These are listed below, followed by a descriptive account of the influence each has on the technology.

• Coal Preparation
Techniques to remove or reduceash and sulphur levels in the coal.

• Combustion

Methods to minimize the formation of free sulphur dioxide and oxides of
nitrogen.

• Flue Gas Treatment

Treatment of the flue gases after combustion to prevent the emission of
particulate matterand SO2.

Coal PreDar_ti0n

The range of coal preparation techniquesnow available include deep cleaning which requires the coal to be
finely ground. Unfortunately for practical reasons, the use of this technique is restricted to treatment of the natural
fines, in the raw coal. It cannot be applied to run-of-mine coal because the resultantclean coal product in the form
of fines cannot be handled and transported in existing dry bulk coal facilities. The technique can however be
employed, if the clean coal product is handled and transportedin a quasi-liquid form as a coal-water-fuel for use
as a direct replacement for oil in industrial and utility boilers.

Of ali alternative coal-based fuels developed to meet the future energy needs, coal-water-fuel is the most
promising. In this connection, there is some evidence that Japanis abandoning its costly coal liquefaction program
in favour of the much cheaper CWF technology. Having recently initiated international trade in coal-water-fuel,
Japan, already the world's largest coal buyerand pioneerin their development, has now included CWF in its future
energy mix, a clear sign of the importanceattachedto this new fuel. Figure 2 shows a commercial operation for
the manufacture and utilization of CWF in Japan. A proposal for the implementation of a similar but smaller
commercial scale CWF demonstration project, is currentlyunder consideration in Alaska. The aim of the project
is to establish the economic case for producing an Alaskan coal-water-fuel for the emerging Pacific Rim CWF
market.

This new market for coal allows it to enjoy the economic benefits of low cost liquid storage and handling
systems. The ease of handling and convenience of being able to move coal in a quasi-liquid form, greatly enhances
its competitiveness, particularly when it is produced from low-cost, low-sulphur, highly reactive low-rank coal.
Until the development of hot-water-drying, the high moisture content of low-rank coal was a constraint to its use
as CWF feedstock. As a consequence, transportationoptions for remotely located deposits of low-rank coal, now
include long distance pipelines which offer the potential for their exploitation and utilization in distant markets.
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FIGURE 2 - MANUFACTURE & UTILIZATION OF COAL-WATER-FUEL
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lt is worth noting that hot-water-drying, which enables the range of CWF feedstock to be extended to
include low-rank coals, is an exclusive U.S. developed technology.

Combustion

Perhaps the greatest progress in burning coal cleanly is being derived from advanced combustion

technologies developed for that purpose. In this connection, combustion characteristics on a coal specific basis, are
now receiving priority consideration (previously they were secondary to quality) and should be viewed as being a
key factor.

Low-rank coal is particularly environmentally attractive because it possesses most of the characteristics that

are a pre-requisite for trouble-free burning at the boiler front. It ignites more easily, bums faster, and is usually
much lower in sulphur than bituminous coal. Because of its fuel ratio, it is highly reactive and good combustion
efficiency is achieved with maximum carbon burn-out. From a combustion point of view it has been established
that smaller particles of coal burn significantly cleaner and more efficiently than larger particles. In general this
principle is followed in most of the new combustion technologies and these conditions are also ideally suited for
the utilization of coal-water-fuel.

Flue Gas Treatment

The treatment of flue gases after combustion virtually ensures ali particulate matter is removed. This is also

the major method for preventing a high proportion of sulphur reaching the atmosphere as SO2. Flue gas

desulphurization (FGD) is established technology now in successful operation at large coal-fired power stations in
many countries. In the case of low-rank coal, their combustion efficiency (which results in high carbon bum-out)
and their low sulphur content, are environmental attractions in their faw.,m"be_ause the need for installation of costly
FGD facilities, is avoided.

ECONOMICS

Due to the relatively tighter supply conditions which have characterized coal markets since late 1987,

international steam coa_ prices are on a rising trend. This situation reflects the higher demand from electric utilities
as well as a constrained supply position. As a consequence of these circumstances, international trade in steam coal

is rapidly expanding, a trend which energy planners forecast will continue through the turn of the century.
Although the U.S. is a swing supplier in this market, hardly any of its coal mines are dedicated to export. U.S.
coal producers with a secure domestic market have moved in and out of international trade according to the demand

and price of coal. However, the U.S. internal supply and demand situation will in future b_"significantly affected
by environmental legislation as the increased demand for low sulphur coal gains momentum. This will require
changes in the present pattern of coal production which continues to be heavily based on mining a large proportion

of high sulphur coal. While clean coal technologies may allow some of these high sulphur coals to continue being
utilized under the new legislation, they are not a universal solution.

In contrast to its dearth of low sulphur bituminous steam coal, the U.S. has substantial reserves of low

sulphu: sub-bituminous coal. These sub-bituminous coals can not only meet environmental needs, they will also
become more economically attractive as their market value increases.
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Replacement of high sulphur bituminous coal with low sulphur sub-bituminous coal in the domestic utility
market, will create supply and demand changes which in mm is likely to cause a steeper rise in the international

price of low sulphur steam coal. Since low-rank coals are currently at the bottom of the price range, any price
increase should compensate for the cost of applying new beneficiation techniques such as hot-water-drying. This
is a luxury previously denied these coals which until now have been sold, untreated.

It is suggested that the environmental needs alone, is sufficient justification for the industrial application
of these new low-rank coal technologies. Enactment of clean air legislation carries a cost penalty which can only
be absorbed by a structural change in energy economics in order to reflect the environmental cost element. While
evaluation and assessment of this element may be complex, future energy cost comparisons must take this penalty
into account. Indeed under a changed coal regime, a premium for the price of low sulphur coal makes economic
sense.
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ABSTRACT

The guidelines,concerningthe reduction of pollutantemissionsInto the atmosphere, given by the
regulatingagenciesof the European EconomicCommunity, obligate Spain to make a global reduction In
phases in 1993, 1998, and 2003. The Puentes Thermal Power Station,with 1,400 Mwe, which fireslocal low
range and high sulfur content coal, has to reduce Its emissionsof SO= in half. Steam generators are
prepared accordingto German technologyto bum lignIte and have undergonea seriesof modificationsto
improvetheirefficiencyand availability.This paper deals with the feasibilitystudiescarried out withdifferent
ecologicalfuels(bituminouscoals, naturalgas, sub-bituminouscoals,and mixes).Having inmindtechnical,
economic, environmentaland strategic reasons,conversionto sub-bituminouscoal has been selected on
the basis of the existence of the P.R.B. coal as a source of supply.The laboratorytests as well as the pilot
testsat the facilitieshave confirmed the feasibilityof burning P.R.B. coal usingEuropeantechnology for low
range coals. This paper also details the most important parameters in the millingand combustionof the
P.R.B. followingthe technology which is being applied in the U.S. and compares them with the ones
obtainable withthe Puentes Power Station conversion.

INTRODUCTION

ENDESA is the main power generating company in Spain. Its production capacity ranges above
10,300 Mwe, and basicallylt does not operate througha distributionfirm, since most of Its electric power
generationmust be deliveredto the Spanishcompany in charge of Its transfer to the high voltage network,
which is also responsible for the integrated planning of the energy resources of our country. The main
production centres of ENDESA are those shownby geographical areas in Fig. 1.

ENDESA's headquarters is in Madrid. Its corporate capital is 2,080 million dollars, and its main
shareholder is the public entity called INSTITUTO NACIONAL DE INDUSTRIA. A remaining25% of shares
is held privately. ENDESA is now listed at the New York Stock Exchange. Last year, the Company ended
up with a profitamounting to 796 milliondollars.

The electric and mining complex located In Puentes, which is equipped with an Installedpower
generation capacity of 1,400 Mwe, representsthe main production centre in Spain, as far as conventional
thermic power is concerned. This complex comprisesthe exploitation of an opencast mine, the extension
of which is 3.8 sq miles.The mine has been producing12 milliontons of brown ligniteper year. The mining
is carried out by means of big bucket wheeel excavators.The Ugnite is then sent bya belt conveyorto the
steam power plant located at a distance of about 2.8 miles. The overburden removed from the mine is
transported by a belt conveyor to a tailing area, the extension of which is 4.2 sq. miles. There, lt is stored
by meansof big spreaders. If the current miningrate stays the same, lt is forecasted that the productive life
of this mine will last until year 2000.

The power station isformed by four identicalunitsof a 350 Mwe capacity, which were brought into
operation, one each year as of 1976. These were designed for a 25-year lifetime. The boilers are made by
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Foster Wheeler/E.V.T., and have a steam production capacity of 2,404 MIb/hr, at a pressure of 2,400 psi
and a temperature ranging 1,005 o F.

The main turbinesare made by Mitsubishiand havea medium reheating;the generatorsare made
by Westinghouse. The residual life surveyswhich were carded out at a depth of level II (non-destructive
tests) forecast a trouble-freeoperation in the most criticalareas, at least, until around year 2000.

The alternatorswere desig_ed in order to burn lignite of a low calorificvalue and a high sulphur
contents (approx. 2,950 Btu/lh H.H.V. and 2,1% S) with limitations as regards pollutingemissions of SO=
max. 12,000 mg/Nm =,SO2med. ";0,800 rag/Nra 3 and dust max. 350 mg/Nm _ (these figuresrefer to gases
with 6% 0_. Table I showsthe results of analysis of the lignite c_jrrentlymined as well as that expected in
future years. We may observethat there will be a decrease in H.H.V. and an increase in S at values that will
increase the emissionsof SO= up to 18.000 mg/Nm 3. Table I also shows a comparative analysis of a
subbituminous coal which is mined in the Powder RiverBasin.

As a resultof the agreementsreached betweenthe Spanish Governmentand the E.E.C. regarding
a reduction of the overalldomesticemissionsof pollutinggases intothe environmentin three phases (1993,
1998, and 2003), ENDESA is obligated to replace the fuel used in its Puentes Power Station. The
responsibilitiesassumedby ENDESA before the SpanishAdministrationestablishthat by 1993 there must
be a reduction of the emissionsequivalent to the consumptionof oneof the unitsand that, by the year 1995,
such reduction should be equivalent to the consumption of a second unit.This will be done by replacing
local coal by an importedone, of a more ecologicalnature (< 1% S). ENDESA may also have to carry out
another mandatory reductionof the polluting emissionsbefore the year 2003, consideringthat any power
station using low range fuels, as in this case, has a great impact in the overallpollutingemissions of any
country. With the aforementionedcommitment to reduce the emissionsby the years 1993 and 1995, the
lifetime of this complex will be extended untilyear 2010; the mine will then produce 6 MT/year.

From the utility and customer perspective, the fuel change may be considered cleady as an
expense. However, from the societal perspective, the impact of this change is clearlya benefit (pollution
reduction, preservationof jobs, postponement of the installationof new power, preservationof the national
energy resources, etc..).

DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTALLATION

Figures 2 and 3 show the main features of the boiler.This boiler is of the tower type, usingnatural
circulation and a tangentialorganization of the fires in the furnace, lt isfitted with6 mills;each of them feed
5 burners located on the verticalplan although forming differentangles to the furnace's walls. As is usual
in European boilers using low range coals, there is a postcombustiongrate at the bottom of the furnace.
The main operatingparametersof thisboilerare shownin Tab. I1.The furnacedimensionsare comparatively
small as compared to thosedesigned for lignite in the U.S.A.. However, said dimensionsare in accordance
with the type of furnaces designed in Germany at the time of their construction.

The kind of millsused in Europe for this type of coals is that shown in Fig. 4; lt is an impact mill.
A beater wheel workingas a fan crushes the coal while removingthe hot gases from the upper part of the
furnace in order to eliminatethe humidity inherent to coal, which is then conveyed to the burners. Cold
gases from the boiler'soutputare used in order to temper the mix, eventhough it is possible to adjust this
tempering, within a reduced margin, by modifying the mills'speed, as shownby the characteristiccurves
appearing in Fig. 5. The coal flow is adjusted by meansof the mill feeder from the coal hoppers fitted with
special output profilesand evacuationrotoextractors.Duringthe firstyears of operation, the boilers had low
availabilityand effir;iencylevelsdue to the formation of slag, coveringpractically the whole of the upper part
of the furnace's walls and the first banks of the superheater and reheater tube bundles.Consequently, the
boiler gas exit temperaturewas around 392-410oF, insteadof the 347' F, as per design;the furnace output
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temperaturewas around 2100°-2190° F, insteadof a design temperature of 1600° F.

The slag analysis showed a high Fe percentage contents. Therefore, usingthe results of a coal
analysiscarriedout bymeans of the fractionationmethod, ltwas concluded that the reasonfor the slagwas
the presence of pyrites in the lignite enteringthe furnace,which were 43% formed by individualspecimen
and 41% formed by fractionsof bigger pieces (>74 microns).

By applyingthe boiler retrofittingtechnologiesused in Eastem European countrieswhere similar
problems had arisen (boilers manufactured under German standardsand used for lignite with a high ash
content), lt resulted in an improved efficle=_cy,since lt was possible to reduce the temperature of the exit
gases from the boilerand the furnace to 37401=and 1832°F, respectively.Basically,the boiler's modification
consisted in concentratingthe firesat the bottom part of the furnace by:

lO Creating a speed positive gradient of the burner Jetsfrom the bottom to the top plans.

2QA downwards inclinationof the burners located in the upper plans.

3oCreating an adjustable negativegradientof the coal concentrationinthe burnerjets from bottom
to top. The amount of secondaryair wast_'usdistributedproportionallyto the amount of coal inthe
differentplans.

Asa resultof thismodificationthe boilers'availabilityIncreased,while the slagproductiondecreased
substantially.Additionally,lt was alsopossibleto use coals.ofa lower range, whichwere previouslyrejected
and sent to the tailingarea.

RETROFITTINGALTERNATIVESBEING CONSIDERED

When consideringa switchto a more ecologicaltype of combustible,the firstthoughtwas for a fuel
easilyavailable in the market:

- Bituminouscoals from the internationalmarket and their variations of high and low volatiles (see
analysis in Tab. I).

- Natural gas.

The observationsmade bycertain Europeanfirmsin the sensethat some bituminouscoals of a very
specific type (ashes < 10% with an SIO= content <50%, Pyritic S <0.5%, coal volatile matter free of ashe
and water >35% and H.I. >65) could be used while maintainingthe same millingand combustionsystem
as the one existinginour Puentesfacilities, togetherwiththe fact that in some countriesof EasternEurope,
subbituminouscoals were commonlyused, lead usto believethatthere could be a possibilitythat we could
maintainour currenttechnology.The discovery of the Powder River Basinas a securesource of supplyand,
at a very competitive price too (cheaper than Australiancoal and even cheaper than the American one,
althoughmore expensive than the coal from South Africa, Colombia,Russiaand Venezuela) wasthe reason
that brought us to considerthe alternativeof switchingto subb_uminous coal.

The fact of usinga higher range of coal means, for a same load, a reduction In the volume of the
combustiongases.Thus, in order to maintain the steamtemperatures lt is necessaryto add some additional
superheaterand reheater surface and to recirculatecold gases.In summary, the more the new type of coal
is different from the originallignite, the more traumatic the conversionwill be.
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Conversionto I_ltuminou_cord

Table II shows the main operating data of boilersconvertedto bituminouscoal, and Fig. 6 shows
the most significantalterationsto be made. lt would be necessary to remove ali existingmills, hot gases
suctionsystems,coal feeders, coal ducts, burners,the complete furnace walls, buckstaysand botton ash
hoppers.We would have to installnew coal feeders, mills,air-coalducts, burners,primary air fans, nrtrnary
and secondaryair ducts, new furnace wallsand buckstaysbeams, new bottonash hoppers, etc.. Also, we
would have to increase the number of fields of the current electrostaticprecipitators.

The directcost of thisconversionprocess,Includinga new coal yard,amounts to 170milliondollars
and implies havingone unit stoppedduring24 months (1.2months per each of two units).

Froma technicalpointof view, a steamgeneratorconvertedto bituminouscoal showssome evident
disadvantagesas compared to a new one usingthissame fuel,consideringthat Itsefficiencyand operational
flexibgity, minimum technical requirementsand starting time will not be as good as in a new one.

From an environmentalpoint of view, thischange meansan Increaseof the NO=emissionsas well
as a higher level of SO2,as compared to a conversionto subbituminouscoal.

Economically,the lesservariable cost relating to fuel does not payoffthe high Investmentrequired
by thisconversion.

Finally, from a logisticpoint of view, the multiplepossibilitiesof supply make this alternativevery
interesting.We must add, however, that withina short or medium term, a price raise is expected in this
market, due to the Increase in demand and to the production difficultiesencountered by some of the
countriesconsidered as traditionalsuppliers(Russia,Poland, South Africa).

Conversionto natural _s

The choice of gas as a fuel was technicallyrejected since It was impossibleto reach the required
steamtemperaturesin spite of recirculatingup to 40% of the gases.However, It was accepted as an _gnition
and support fuel, up to a 35% load, due to the fact that It is easy to use and that It is cheaper than fuel og.

lt is impossibleto considerusing higher amounts of natural gas for the high temperatures of the
flame and the previouslymentioned presenceof pyrites In the lignite.

C.,onvcrsiootosubbituminouscoal

Table II showsthe main operating data of the boilersretrofittedIn order to use subbituminouscoal
and Fig. 7 showsthe main alterationsto be made. Aswe can see in the typicalcurve of a beater wheel mill
in Fig. 5, as the amount of coal and the ash in the mill decrease, the amount of ventilating gases for the
drying processincreases.This is what wouldhappen in our currentmills if, insteadof lignite,we were using
subbituminouscoal, since itsH.H.V. is double. Furthermore, consideringthat the new fuel contains a lesser
amount of relativehumidity, the amount of hot gases would be excessive,and the tempering gases would
not be able to reduce the mill exit temperature. This is why a conversion into subbituminous coal only
requireshavingto replacethe mills,r _alducts, burnersand the addition of some surface to the superheater
and reheater, lt would also require_.,1improvementof the precipitators,althoughnot as Importantas In the
case of a conversionto bituminouscoal.

The direct costs of this process for two converted units, Includinga new coal yard would amount
to 95 milliondollar and Imply havingone unit stopped during 10 months (5 months per each of two units).

From a technical standpoint,converting the unitsto subbituminouscoal means a good adaptation
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of the cur:ent installationsto the new type of coal, allowingthe possibilityof usingbituminouscoals with
highervolatile contents.

From an environmentalstandpoint,the emissionsof NO, and SO_are better than in the case of a
change to bituminouscoal.

However, from a logisticpoint of view, the supply dependency is higher than for bituminouscoal.

Finally, the lesser Investmentrequired compensatesfor the higher variable costs relating to fuel
Implied.

Fig. 8 shows the typical curve of a beater wheel mill when ush'_gcoal from the P.R.B.

C.onvecsk_tO a rnk ui llanite/stfobitumirmuscoal

Table II showsthe main operating data of the current boilerswhen usinga 50% mtxin energy of
both types of coal, and Fig. 10 shows the typical curves of the millwhen operating in such conditions.As
demonstrated by means of the tests carried out, lt is possible to operate correctly using the Indicated
proportion of,mtx,without havingto performany modification, lt would only be necessaryto increase the
amount of recirculatinggases above normal levels. If one wishesto improve the efficiency or to operate
withina more flexibleand broader mix proportionrange, some firmspropose important modifications,such
as adding more surface to the heat recoveryarea or a modificationas the one proposed in Fig. 9.

The direct costs of this process for four converted units, Includinga new coal yard, amount to 66
million dollarsand Imply having one unit stopped during 20 months (5 months per each of four units).

Froma technical,economicalandenvironmentalstandpoint,the proposalreferrirg to a mtxof lignite
and subbituminouscoal is the best possibleone. However, from a logisticstandpoint, lt meansa restriction,
considering that the available sources of supply are more reduced. Nevertheless, due to the unique
characteristicsof the P.R.B., our Company hasdecided to elect thisalternative,as regardsthe conversion
of the Puentes facilities,lt is alsoworth mentioningthat, while maintainingtwo standby ml,s, this solution
allows the possibility of increasingthe steam production capacity by more than 5%, with a subsequent
increase in the power generated of about 25 Mwe/untt. Thiswould only requiresome modif'mationsinthe
turbine and thermic cycle, the cost of which would be about half a Kw cost of the new Installation.

THE CONVERSION OF THE PUENTES FACILITIESAS A REASON TO COMPARE AMERICAN AND
EUROPEANTECHNOLOGIES ON SUBBR1JMINOUSCOAL COMBUSTION

Millina

U.SJ%: Considering the limitations implied by a coal of a high firing risk, when gflnding
subbtiuminouscoal from the P.R.B., the millingprocessapplied is basedon the same technologiesas those
used for bituminouscoal This system usesverticaland horiz.ontalballmills.The coal drying and transporta-
tion to the burnersis performed by means of hot air. Therefore, in order to avoid fire hazards and to dry a
type of coal containing a high humidity degree, it is necessary to use great amounts of air at a lower
temperatureand a rnilloutput temperature limited to 150='F.

As regards the coal fineness, the requirementsare the same as in the case of a bituminouscoal
having agglomerative features (65-70% through200 mesh and less than 2% through 50 mesh). This is not
due to its reactivitywhich is a lot higher, but to the fact that since the combustionof bigger coal particles
is delayed, there is a riskof fouling, as wellas an overall move of the highertemperatures to the convection
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area. In summary, the requirements as regards the coal fineness, are the same as In the case of a
bituminouscoal of a low reactivityand havingan agglomeratingcharacteristic,consideringthe substantial
risks of boiler foulingand the fact of havingto carry out the combu._tionIn a cooler furnace.

In order to preventthe fire hazardsinthe millsduringstoppages,these are fittedwithan inertization
system, which is normallysteam.

EUROPE: Thefact of usingcombustiongases inthe coal drying processreducesfire hazardstn the
mill.The input gases temperature Is 1850° F, and that of output gases mixed with coal Is not higher than
480° F. These temperatures,together with the high reactivity of the coal and the presence of a post-
combustiongrate, do not demand a coal finenesshigher than 90% when passingthrough an 18 mesh or
higher than 40% when passingthrougha 170 mesh.

Fig. 11 showsthe tests performed in a pilot plant, as regardsdrying, wear, and fineness of P.R.B.
coal (35% through a 200 mesh) for differenttypes of mills.The results,whichwere subsequentlyverified by
conducting real scale tests, show a complete and efficient use of this type of mill as far as P.R.B. coal is
concerned. On the otherhand, its lowash content and low SiO2 percentage,as demonstrated by the tests,
make P.R.B. coal an ideal type of coal for beater wheel m,ls, due to its behaviourtowards wear.

While in millsdesigned for subbituminouscoal, the increaseof the HardgroveIndex produces an
increasedcapacity for low range coals, thissame increase of the H.I., motivatedby an increase in the ash
content (normally clay), produces a loss of capacity. Therefore, a low H.I. will not mean obligatorilyan
impossibilityof millingwith beater wheel.

BURNERS AND RRE ORGANIZATION iN THE FURNACE

While for low range coals, jet burners and a tangential organizationof the fire in the furnace are
applied in Europe, in the U.S.A., In additionto this system, they apply turbulent burners on the furnace's
walls with an Individualorganizationof fires, as regards subbituminouscoal from P.R.B.

Furnace

Table III showsthe typicalash fusion temperaturesof coals fromthe P.R.B. witha high or low alkali
content, as wellas thosecorrespondingto the ligniteproduced in Puentesand thosereferring to a 50% mtx
of subbituminouscoal havinga low alkalicontentand lignite.The temperaturesof these mixes, determined
in laboratory, prove that there is no eutectic formation that could cause a reduction of the fusion
temperatures. This table shows the furnace exit temperatures currently designed for boilers by different
American manufacturers. We may observe that said temperatures are lower than S.T. in order to avoid
fouling of the first tube bundles. This same data is also given as regards the Puentesboiler for lignite for
subbituminouscoal and for a 50% mtx in energy, considering, in ali cases, modifying or not the odginal
organization of the fires in the furnace. We may observe that the furnace output temperatures are, in ali
cases, lower than the ash fusion temperatures.

The heat produced by the furnacesurface,which isa parameter more directlyrelatedto the furnace
exit temperature, showslower values in the American boilersthan In the European ones. Therefore, either
the current design trends are more conservativeor the fires organizationtsless optimizedor probably both.

Other parameters,suchas the heat produced by the plane area or the heat produced bythe furnace
volume, are included In saidTable.The firstparameter is theoreticallyquitehigher inAmerican boilers, since
the one existingin Puentesis designedfor lignite(sq. sect.). However, the fire organizationby combustible
negative gradients, fromtop to bottom, and the inclinationof the burners bringthe figuresto closer values.
The heat produced by the furnace volume goes along with that produced by the furnace surface.
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Heat Recovery

American boilersfor subbituminouscoals are designedfor a maximum speed of gasesof 65 ft/sec.
In the case of the Puentesboiler, due to the presenceof high ash content, the speed of gases nevergoes
above 33 ft/sec. On the otherhand,while inAmerican boilersthe separation betweenthetube bundlesmay
reach 6", in our boilerthis separation is more than 9" in the reheater and superheater.

CONSUMPTION FORECASTS OF SUBBITUMINOUS COAL AT SHORT/MEDIUM TERM

Based on the currentlyforecasted use of the PuentesPower Station, the expected consumptionis
the following:

Year 1991: 500,000 Tn.
Year 1992: 700,000 Tn.
Year 1993: 900,000 Tn.
Year 1994: 900,000 Tn.
Year 1995: 2,600,000 Tn.
Year 1996
and after:. 2,400,000 Tn.

The figures may increase up to 3,600,000 Tn., as of year 2003.

Finally, lt is worth ment!oningthat the deteriorationof the coal during its transportationto the
Puentesfacilities has not been very significant,in spite of the many transshipments required,as shown in
the followingtable:

Mine Puentes
Passing Passing

3" 100 100
1-1/2" 75.51 96.43
3/4" 52.04 83.83
1/2" 40.82 65.14
8 # 14.34 29.79
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TABLE 1

COAL ANALYSIS

Lignite Bituminous Coal Subbituminous Coal
Actual Future P.R.B. .High Volatile Low Volatile

HHV, kcal/kg 2.226 2.060 4.862 6.440 6.200

H20, % 40,80 37,55 26,23 11,00 8,15

Ash, % 22,50 27,28 5,12 8,00 14,82

Volatile, % 21,79 20,96 31,41 33,20 23,10

Fixed Carbon, % 14,91 14,21 37,21 47,80 53,93

H20, % 40,8 37,55 26,23 11,00

Ash, % 22,50 27,28 5,12 8,00

C, % 21,54 21,26 50,92 67,00

H, % 2,15 2,00 3,62 4,50

N, % 0,35 0,33 0,76 1,20

S, % 2,76 2,48 0,29 0,65 0,55

O, % 9,90 9,10 13,05 7,58

Ash Analysis

SiO 2, % 48,24 28,71 61,40 61,1 2

AI203, % 31,23 14,51 19,60 26,6

Fe203, % 10,88 7,10 8,20 4,18

TiO2, % 0,78 1,10 0,80 1,83

P2Os, % 0,22 1,18 0,20 1,59

CaO, % 4,74 26,79 2,20 2,00

MgO, % 1,26 5,26 1,90 1,90

N20, % 0,35 2,25 1 10 0,66

K20, % 1,57 0,34 1,90 0,12

SO3, % 2,73 11,27
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FIGURE I - ENDESA: PRODUCTION FACILITIES
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FIGURE 4 - PUENTES POWER STATION: MILL SECTION
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FIGURE 2 - PUENTES POWER STATION: BOILER SECTIONS
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FIGURE 3 - PUENTES POWER STATION: BURNER AREA FIGURE 5 - PUENTES POWER STATION: MILL

PERFORMANCE CLOVES
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ABSTRACT

Many U.S. electric utilities who have historically utilized bituminous coals from east of the
MississippiRiver are now consideringWestern coals. ElectricEnergy Inc., prompted by concerns over
pending stack emission standards and future fuel costs, perforrr:oda test burn on Unit 5 at its Joppa
Station during December 1989 and January 1990. A low-sulfur, low-ash Powder River Basin (PRB)
subbituminouscoal from the CaballoRojo mine located in northeastern Wyoming was selected for the
test burn. Caballo Rojo is owned and operated by Mobil Coal Producing Inc.

Joppa Unit 5 is a 181 Mw CE tangentially-fired pulverized coal boiler designed for a southern
Illinoisbituminous coal. Unit 5 characteristics include closely-spacedconvective tubes, a finned-tube
economizer, compressed air soot blowers, lower pulverizer inlet air temperatures by subbituminous
standards and a small electrostatic precipitator (ESP).

The test burn had two main objectives: (1) to establish the viability of a blend containing 25
percent Caballo Rojo with their current fuels, and (2) to establishplant limitations at higher proportions
of PRBcoals up to 100 percent. Results at the 25/75, Caballo Rojo/Sahara, blend ratio showed that
this blend could be utilized at Joppa while maintaining full load with a spare pulverizer and with no
reduction in ESP effectiveness. No load reduction was necessary at a 50/50 blend ratio and a spare
mill was still available, however, ESP performance declined. A 75/25 ratio required the use of ali
pulverizers, resulted in a 6 percent load reduction due to lD fan capacity and caused a further
deterioration in ESP performance. ESP effectiveness returned to its original level at 100 percent
Caballo Rojo, but a 14 percent load reductior; was required.

No coal handling problems were reported by operating personnel, despite a transfer from railc_r
to barge enroute, on-site storage for up to two months, and multiple transfer points at Joppa station.
No uncontrollable wall slagging or ash fouling problems were encountered.

Based_t least partially upon the resultsof this test burn, Electric Energy Inc. has chosen to utilize
up to 30 percent PRBcoals in blends as part of its future fuel supply strategy.
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INTRODUCTION

The utilization of low-sulfur, low-ash U.S. Powder River Basin(PRB) coals in utility boilers originally
designedfor bituminouscoals hasearned increasinginterest in recent years. Several utilitieshave been
using and many others are considering PRB coals as a means to alleviate various combinations of
emission control, fuel cost and coal source reliability problems. As with any fuel change, the
alternative coal property impacts on plant performance, operability and overall generating capacity
shouldbe thoroughly evaluated to properly assessthe advantages and disadvantages of ali coals under
consideration for use in a given plant.

Electric Energy, Inc. (EEl) operates the six unit Joppa station located near Joppa, Illinois. Late in
1989, EEl decided to perform a test burn program with a PRB coal in their Unit 5. The PRB coal
selected was from the Caballo Rojo mine in northeastern Wyoming. The Caballo Rojo mine is owned
andoperated by Mobil Coal ProducingInc. (MCPI). MCP! providedthe services of Northwest Research,
Inc. (NWR) to assist in test planningand data evaluation. The test burn took place between December
12, 1989 and January 6, 1990. This paper _villdescribe the Joppa 5 experience and present test burn
results, where available.

PLANT DESCRIPTION

The Joppa station consists of six identical units constructed during the early 1950s. Each unit
is a Combustion Engineeringtangentially-fired pulverized coal boiler rated at 181 Mw gross. The units
have steam flows of 1.2 x 106 poundsper hour at 1,050°F and 1,925 psig. A summary of selected
design parameters for Unit 5 is provided in Tabl=, 1 and a sectional side view in Figure 1. The units
were ali designedto use air as the sootblowing medium. Particulate emissions on Unit 5 are controlled
by means of an electrostatic precipitator (ESP), with a relatively low specific collecting area of 175
ft=/lO00-acfm. Flue gas from Units 5 and 6 exit through a common stack.

The design coal was a southern Illinoisbituminous coal (10,690 Btu/Ib, 11.5% moisture, 13.2%
ash and 2.5% sulfur). Present coal supplies, from Illinoisand Kentucky bituminous mines, range over
10,800-12,240 Btu/Ib, 7-15% moisture, 7.7-12.0% ash, and 1.4-3.4% sulfur. Projected fuel cost
savings, as well as potential changes in applicable emissionstandards, have combined to prompt EEl's
present interest in PRB coal supplies.

PRETEST PREPARATION

The test burn program was designedwith two main goals: (1) to establish whether Unit 5 could
operate satisfactorily at a 25 percent blend of Caballo Rojo coal with the bituminous coals now in use,
and (2) to evaluate overall unit performance as the Caballo Rojo feed was increased in steps from 25
to 100 percent. Other areas to be evaluated included Caballo Rojo coal storage and handling
characteristics, mill capacity and boiler efficiency.

Prior to beginning the test burn program, EEl made the following adjustments and modifications:

(1) improved housecleaning in crusher house, conveyors and other preparation and handling
systems;

(2) adjusted station services to permit the use of steam in retractable soot blowe,'s, while
continuing the use of air as medium in wall bluwers:
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TABLE 1

SELECTED DESIGN PARAMETERS, JOPPA 5

Capacity, gross MW 181

Boiler Manufacturer CE

Plan Area Heat Release,
10e-Btu/hr/ft 2 1.61

Furnace Volume, ft 3 114,000

Specific Furnace Volume, ft=/Mw 630

Design FEGT, °F 2100

Operating Excess Air, percent 21

Tube Spacing (centers), in.

Upper Furnace none

First Convection 8.0/5.0

Last Convection 3.1, finned

Wall Blowers/100 Mw 23

Retractable Blowers/100 Mw 12

Blower Medium Air

Mill Temperature, °F

Inlet Air 550

Outlet Air 150

Electrostatic Precipitator,

Design Temperature, °F 313

SCA, ft2/1000-acfm 175
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FI_LGURE1 - SECTIONAL SIDE ARRANGEMENT OF CE STEAM
GENERATING UNITS AT JOPPA.
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(3) after consultation with Combustion Engineering, installed mill temperature monitoring and
water flood capabilities, adjusted mill blast gate controls, and set mill outlet temperature
limits at 150°F maximum and 115°F minimum; and

(4) initiated additional data collection to assist in evaluation of test results.

MCPI and NWR provided input and suggestions prompting these adjustments and modifications
to ensure a safe test burn, as well as to provide the most reliable and useful set of test data possible.

SHIPPING AND HANDLING EXPERIENCE

EEl burned 20,658.5 tons of Caballo Rojo coal during the test burn. The coal was shipped via the
Burlington Northern Railroad from the Caballo Rojo Mine (located in the Powder River Basin) to Cook
Terminal (located on the Ohio River in Metropolis, Illinois) in two unit train shipments. The first unit
trainload (9,871.2 tons) was shipped on October 28, 1989, and the second unit trainload (10,787.3
tons) was shipped on December 10, 1989. One-way travel time for each train to Cook Terminal was
approximately 48 hours. At Cook Terminal, the coal from each trainload was transloaded to 1,500 ton
barges at the rate of one barge per hour. After loading, each barge traveled a few short miles to the
Joppa facility where it was unloaded at the rate of three to four barges per day.

The coal was transferred from the dock via conveyor #21, through the crusher house, to mobile
equipment which stacked and compacted the coal for storage in the vicinity of the conveyor #23
reclaim hopper, as shown in Figure 2. During blend test burns, the coals were proportioned by means
of variable speed drives on the #23 and 24 conveyors through the crusher house. Midwest coal came
from the live pile while the stockpiled Caballo Rojo was reclaimed via conveyor #23. An overview of
the Joppa plant site is provided in Figure 3.

No coal handling problems were reported with the Caballo Rojo coal, despite its rehandling to and
from the barge and having to undergo handling at several transfer points at Joppa. In fact, some of
the coal had to be moved a second time at Joppa due to unexpected changes in coal delivery
schedules. As discussed below, during the extremely cold weather conditions that existed during the
last part of December, only the Caballo Rojo coal could be successfully handled.

TEST BURN RESULTS

The analyses of the coals burned during the test at Joppa 5 are presented in Table 2. Coal from
the Sahara mine in Illinois was the coal selected for blending with the Caballo Rojo coal, as it was
representative of the bituminous coals burned at Joppa. The analyses in Table 2 illustrate some of the
fundamental differences between PRB coals and the midwestern bituminous coals. The low sulfur

content of the PRB coals is the main attraction, of course. Their higher moisture and lower heat
contents have significant impacts on plant performance; however, the low ash content of PRB coal

results in a very comparable ash loading on a Ib/10e-Btu basis. The Caballo Rojo coal has a lignitic ash
[(CaO + MgO) > Fe203}, while these components in the bituminous-type ash of the Sahara coal have the
opposite relationship. These characteristic differences in ash components can result in the occurrence
of very different ash-related phenomena during combustion in a utility boiler. Not indicated in Table
2 are the higher levels of volatile matter and inherent oxygen in the PRB coals, resulting in excellent
flame stability and low carbon carryover.

A summary of test burn results and operating conditions is provided in Table 3. Blend ratio was

established based upon the judgement of coal handling personnel as to the relative proportions
delivered to Joppa 5. The first test condition selected was at a 25/75 blend of Caballo Rojo/Sahara.
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FIGURE 3 - STATION OVERVIEW, JOPPA.
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TABLE 2

TEST COALS, JOPPA UNIT 5, TYPICAL ANALYSES

Mine Sahara Caballo Rojo

Location Illinois Wyoming

Coal Analysis, as received

Moisture, percent 9.1 5 29.85

Ash, percent 7.67 4.69

Sulfur, percent 2.03 0.31

Heating Value, Btu/Ib 12,241 8,511

S02, lbl10e-Btu 3.32 0.73

Ash, lbl106-Btu 6.27 5.51

Coal Ash Analysis, percent

SiO= 50.13 30.70

AI203 20.30 15.64

Fe20_ 18.88 5.11

CaO 2.96 25.43

MgO 1.06 3.77

Na20 0.44 1.57

K20 2.33 0.23

SO_ 2.58 12.13

Ash Fusion Temperature, °F, reducing

Initial Deformation 2025 2170

Softening 2045 2211

Hemispherical 2360 2228

Fluid 2385 2255
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TABLE 3

SUMMARY OF JOPPA TEST BURN RESULTS

Target Blend Ratio,

Caballo Rojo/Sahara 25/75 50/50 75/25 100/0

Test Dates 12/12-1 8/89 12/19-20/89 12/30/89-1/3/90 1/4-6/90
12/29/89

Unit Load, Mw 181 181 1701 1552

Excess Air, percent 16.0 14.5 9.0 10.0

Plant Coal Samples, as received

Moisture, percent 14.78 19.75 24.72 29.70

Ash, percent 6.98 6.27 5.56 . 4.85

Sulfur, percent 1.58 1.16 0.74 0.32

Heating Value, Btu/Ib 11,287 10,350 9,425 8,500

SO2, Ib/106-Btu 2.80 2.24 1.60 0.75

Ash, Ib/106-Btu 6.18 6.06 5.90 5.70

Mills in Service 4 4 5 5

Fineness, -200 percent 67.9 n.a. = 74.5 76.7

Mill Outlet Temp., °F 125 115 115 117

Air Preheat Temp., °F 550 550 550 550

Sootblower Status, number
out of Service 1 2 3 5

Reheater Differential,

inches- H20 1.65 1.70 2.054 2.354

Stack Opacity, percent s 20 32 40 20

Notes:

1 - Load reduction primarily due to lD Fan Capacity limitation.
2 - Load reduction due to combination of lD Fan limitation, high mill amps, and low mill outlet

temperature.
3 - n.a., not available.
4 - Increase in differential due to loss of key retractable blowers in reheater region.
5 - Single stack serving both Units 5 and 6.
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This blend ratio was maintained for one week, from December 12th through the 18rh, 1989. Full unit
load was maintained during this period with four mills in service, the normal condition with bituminous
coal, allowing for a sparf mill. Preheated air temperatures were 550°F. Mill outlet temperatures
dropped to as low as 12GOF at times, with no apparent problem, lD fan capacity limitations forced a
reduction in excess air level from 20 to 16 percent. Ash carbon content, however, did not exceed 1
percent, despite lowered excess air. Opacity of the stack, shared with Unit 6, increased in range from
10-15% to 15-25%. The increase in opacity reflects the small size of the ESP on Unit 5, however,
this opacity level still meets current emission limits. The furnace was reported to be in good condition,
with no slagging. There was no evidence of ash fouling in the convective regions of the boiler with
ali retractable blowers in operation.

On December 19 the blend ratio was changed to 50/50. The unit was able to maintain full load
with 4 mills at this ratio. Mill outlet temperatures dropped to 115°F, again with no apparent
repercussions, lD fan capacity limitations further reduced excess air levels to 14.5 percent, resulting
in a slight increase in ash carbon content (1.6%). Furnace condition was still good, with no slag
buildup reported. The loss of two key retractable blowers on the same side of the reheat region may
explain the slight increase in flue gas pressure drop across the reheater. Stack opacity increased to
the 30-35% range with the 50/50 blend.

An unseasonable period of cold weather began around December 20, with nighttime temperatures
as low as -15°F by the 22nd. The open design of the Joppa units made equipment nperation and
maintenance very difficult, most importantly in this instance, the retractable sootblower.,. The Caballo
Rojo coal handled well under these conditions. However, the bituminous coals froze on belts and
provided other handling problems, resulting in a period during which only Caballo Rojo coal could be
delivered to the plant. Because of these temperature-related problems, the test burn was suspended
until December 29, 1989.

On December 30, the blend was changed to 75/25 Caballo Rojo/Sahara. A unit load reduction was
forced by the inability of the limited lD fan capacity to maintain excess air levels above 8 percent. Unit
load was maintained at 170 Mw (94% of rated) with excess air levels in the 8 to 10 percent range.
Carbon burnout improved, at 0.8% carbon in ash samples. Five mills were required, with outlet
temperatures maintained at 115°F. A small, but not troublesome, amount of wall slag was observed
in the furnace. Ash fouling was observed in the reheater section, but was blamed by plant personnel
on the loss of critical retractable blowers in that region. Stack opacity increased to the 35-45% range.

During the period from January 4 through 6, 1990, the coal feed to Joppa 5 was targeted at 100
percent Caballo Rojo. The combination of low excess air (lD fan capacity) and mill outlet temperature
concerns caused a further load reduction to 155 Mw (86% of rated). The level of carbon in ash was
further reduced to 0.4 percent, at an excess air of 10 percent. Five mills were required, with exit
temperatures stabilized at 117°F, as shown in Table 3. The loss of an additional retractable blower

in tl-.e reheater section made it impossible to arrest the ash fouling in this area. The good condition
of ali other regions of the furnace and convective sections appears to have been maintained throughout
the test burn. Stack opacity returned to the 15-25% range while operating on Caballo Rojo coal alone.

As shown in Table 3 and discussed above, the stack opacity increased with the proportion of
Caballo Rojo up to the 75/25 level. While burning 100 percent Caballo Rojo, the opacity level returned
to the 15-25% range, identical to that observed at the 25/75 blend ratio. This result illustrates one

of several potential interactions between iignitic and bituminous-type ash systems. The primary
contributor to improved ESP performance, i.e. lower fly ash resistivity, for high sulfur bituminous coals
is naturally-occurring flue gas SO_. For PRB coals, on the contrary, little naturally-occurring SOs is
found in flue gas due to the low sulfur in these coals and the high levels of alkali ash components
available to readily react at elevated temperatures with any SOs present. As the proportion of PRB coal
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in the blend increases, not only does the resultant natural SO3 content of the flue gas decrease, but
the proportion of reactive alkali in the fly ash increases. The result is an effective depletion of available
flue gas SO3 for resistivity reduction at the intermediate blend ratios. For low sulfur lignitic-type ash
systems, sodium in ash is the component which serves to reduce fly ash resistivity. As Na20 content
in ash increases above the one percent level, fly ash resistivity is reduced, and ESP performance
improves. While burning 100 percent Caballo Rojo coal, the presence of adequate sodium in ash
becomes the dominant determiner of ESP performance.

The results of boiler efficiency tests during the test burn periods are compared in Table 4 with
results obtained on 11/02/89 with a blend of the bituminous coals normally utilized in Joppa Unit 5.
The major contributor to any reductions in boiler efficiency was the loss due to the increase in coal
moisture. On the other hand, the efficiency penalty due to unburned carbon was reversed to some
degree by the addition of Caballo Rojo coal, despite lower mill exit temperatures and reduced excess
air levels. The reduction in unburned carbon was most likely due to the improved ignition and flame
stability characteristics of the PRB coal (volatile matter and inherent oxygen).

CONCLUSION

Based on the results of the Caballo Rojo test burn on Unit 5, EEl has decided to continue review
of the benefits of at least a 25/75 PRB/midwest blend at Joppa. lt is felt that the ability to maintain
full load with a spare mill, and without opacity problems, has been demonstrated. The 25/75 Caballo
Rojo/Sahara blend appeared to present no furnace slagging or boiler tube ash fouling problems which
could not be controlled with adequate sootblowing.
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TABLE 4

JOPPA 5, BOILEREFFICIENCY TEST RESULTS

Date 11/02/89 12/13/89 12/21/89 01/02/90 01/05/90

Coal Midwest Blend 25/75 _ 50/50 75/25 100/0

Unit Load, Mw 181 181 181 170 155

Efficiency, percent 2 87.38 87.84 86.91 86.55 84.92

Excess Air, percent 17.2 14.9 17.2 13.0 15.6

Carbon in Ash, percent 1._, 1.0 1".5 0.8 0.4

Coal Analysis, as received3

Moisture, percent 10.6 11.4 18.7 19.6 27.7

Ash, percent 10.0 7.6 7.4 7.2 6.1

Carbon, percent 64.4 65.7 59.1 58.0 51.1

Hydrogen, p_rcent 4.3 4.4 3.7 3.8 3.4

Sulfur, percent 2.2 1.7 1.2 1.2 0.7

Heating Value, Btu/lh 11,500 11,763 10,480 10,258 8,949

Lbs/106-Btu

SO= 3.86 2.84 2.36 2.31 1.58

Ash 8.67 6.46 7.02 6.98 6.79

Notes:

1 - Caballo Rojo/Sahara blend ratio.
2 - Efficiency calculation based on ASME Power Test Code 4.1-1964, abbreviated heat loss

method.
3 - Analyses performed on manually collected grab sample.
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ABSTRACT

The 1991 _Symposiumon stationary Combustion NOx Control was held March 25-28, 1991, in
Washington, DC. The sixthmeeting in a biennialseries,the Symposiumwas cosponsored bythe Electric
Power Research Institute(EPRI)and the U.S. EnvironmentalProtectionAgency (EPA). Approximately500
individuals attended representing 53 domestic and 13 foreign utility companies, federal and state

ovemment agencies, researchand development organizations,and equipment vendors fromthe United
tares and abroad. Sixty-sixpresentationswere made.

Thispaper focuseson newresultsand understandingssincethe lastSymposiumin1989(I) (JAPCA,
August 1989) as they pertainto electricutilitypower plantsand other boilersburning coal,oil,andgas. Key
points include the significant increase in full-scale retror_ demonstrations of low-nitrogen oxide (NOx)
combustion systems in the United States and abroad over the past two years; full-scale operating
experience in Europe with selectivecatalyticreduction (SCR); pilot-and bench-scale SCR investigationsin
the United States; increasedattentionon selectivenoncata_ic. ,'eduction(SNCR) inthe United States; and
NOx controls for oil- and gas-firedboilers.

KEYNOTE ADDRESS AND PLENARY SESSION

MichaelR. Deland, Chairman of the President's Councilon EnvironmentalQuality (CEQ), was the
keynotespeaker. Inhis remarkshe describedthe BushAdministration'sfocuson harnessing marketforces
to provide incentivesto reduce pollution. Examples given of thisnew direction were the Administrations
successfuladvocacy of emissionstrading inthe 1990 Clean AirActAmendments (CAAA); its emphasison
the preventionof pollutionby alteringor modifyingindustrialprocesses to increase thermal or production
efficiencies;and its support for the recycling/reuse of by-products. Chairman Deland described several
majorchemical and utilitycompaniesthat are pioneeringthe pollutionpreventionethic, and notedthat the
subject is studied at length in a new CEQ report. The Administration is also promoting these ideas and
technologies in the global context, recognizing that developing countries want both rapid economic
advancement and environmental protection. Chairman Deland also outlined plans to establish presidential
awards to stimulate and recognize achievement in areas such as business-environmental partnerships,
technical innovation, environmental quality management, and education and communications.

The plenary session opened with a discussi_2_ of the significance of the EPA's "top-down' Best
Available Control Technology (BACT) analysis policy. Using this approach, the EPA has been requiring
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morestringent operating permits than New Source Performance Standards (NSPS) limits. In recent permit
decisions requiring BACTanalysis for combustion turbines and combined cycle facilities, the EPA and state
agencies have been mandating use of systems capable of achieving NOxemissions as much as 80% below
NSPS. In a few cases, apphcants have successfully negotiated permits without SCR using carefully
researched and objective analyses of background pollutant levels, economic and technical issues, and the
history of similar permit determinations.

According to a National Atmospheric and Space Administration (NASA) scientist, probl,_rnspersist
in defining sources of the increasing concentrations of nitrous oxide (N20) in the atmosphere. _°j Possible
contributors include forest fires andbiomass burning, nitrification of_mmoni&lammonium (NH_/NH4)residue
in the soil, and denitrification of nitrate formed from NOx iri the atmosphere and deposited" in trie soil. If
denitrification is a contributor, reductions in anthropogenac emissions of NO, would reduce N_O generation.
Further pp,_entialsource_ of N20, cited by an attendee, are fluid bed combustion and petroleum catalytic
cracking._"J

COMBUSTION NOx CONTROLS FOR COAL-FIRED BOILERS

R&D inthe United States to reduceNOxemissionsfromconventionalpulverized-coal-firedboilers,
sources that account for approximately 70% of ali U.S. utilityNO x emissions, is focused on retrot"_
combustion modifications.Low-NO, burners (LNBs), witll or without the addition of overfire air(OFA),
continueto be the preferredapproach, botheconomica!ivand technically,fortangential- andwall-firedunits.
Reburningremains the only w=delydiscussed option for cyclone boilers.

Demonstrationsof full-scaleretrofitLNB and LNB/OFAsystems have increased considerably inthe
past two years, both domestically and internationally,and results from a number of these were reported.
Adopting the proactiveapproachto NO, control taken earlier byoil-and gas-firingutilitiesto meet ambient
ozone regulations,coal-firedutilitiesinthe United States began several demonstrations a few years ago in
anticipation of the Acid Rain "F_leb'gquirementsof the recently passed CAAA. Other factors spurring
!ncreaseOactivity includethe Department of Energy's (DOE's) Clean Coal Technology (CCT) program and
increased vendor initiativein developingand demonstr3ting new controlsystems.

S Table 1. lists .combustion NOx retrot"_demons(rations on coal-fired boilers reported at the
ymposium, inmese aemon;_rations,and others,tl3etrend istoward increasedstaoin_ of airand fuel With

contro!s,emission..level.s.for.tangential;firedboilersare commonly0.30 to 0.50 Ib/_Bt-u (220 to 370 _)pm),
wni_emose mr wa,-t=reoboilersrange Trom0.45 to 0.60 Ib/MBtu (330 to 440 ppm) '.

Post-retrof'rtresultswere presentedfor 10 of these demonstrations,but most resultsappear to have
been obtained inshort-termtesting. One utilityprovidinglong-termdata obtainedbycontinuousemissions
monitoring (CEM) _ing stationpersonnel indicated a 10 to 15% increase inNOxemissionsfrom its earlier
snort-termtesting._"

A viewexpressed inmany of the presentationswas that maximumNO, reduction depends on fuel
chara_6r;_tics: specifically on reactivity, nitrogen content, and fineness. Only Foster W_eeler Energy
Corpo,ation varied from thisposition, reporting no fuel effectson NOx reduction capability._vj

. . Emphasiswas alsogiventothe importanceof examiningthe effectsof low-NO, combustioncontrols
on ooiJerpenormance and operation,specificallyas regardsdepositionrates (slagging), unbumed carbon
(UBC) inthe fly ash, and thermal performance. A.numberof speakers reported increases inUBC in fly ash
when usingcombustion modificationtechniques to controlNOx. The degree of this increase depends on
the coal's reactivity, the degree of staging (amount of OFA), and coal fineness. Except for high-reactMty
coals, UBC increases ranged from 2 to 5%. The high dependence, of NO_ êmission,reductions on the
amount of OFA introducedin the furnace was also reinforced in several presentat=ons.

Tangential-Fired Boilers

fi ..Anaccelerated R&Dprogram to develop an advanced low-NOxcom:_ustionsystem for atan.gential-
red .bo!=erre..trofitwas carriedo.ut and reported by ABB Combustion Engineering Services, Inc.tr) First

instailea at I-usina No>, in Itanj, a 160-MWe unit owned by ENEL, the Italian national utility, the
system-called the Concentric Clustered Tangential FiringSystem (CCTFS)-consists of OFA, concentric

Ali ppm reported are corrected to 3% 02.
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firing (horizontalseparation of the injectionangle of the coaland auxiliary,or secondary, air), and the vertical
clusteringof some of the coal nozzles. Resultsfromthat demonstrationshowed NO_ emissionsof 0.27 to
0.34 Ib/MBtu (200to 250 ppm) using20 to 25% OFA, compared to 0.65 to 0.70 Ib/Mbtu (470 to 510 ppm)
priorto the modification.

A direct relationshipwas alsofoundat Fusina2 betweenthedegree of staging andUBC. The higher
the degree of staging, the lowerthe NOwlevelachieved, and the higherthe amount of UBC--e.g., at 0.34 to
0.41 Ib/MBtu NO×(250 to 300 ppm), UBC increasedto 12% versus 9% at baseline. The most effective
method for reducing UBC was to increasethe fineness of the pulverizedcoal particles. Two low-reactivity
SouthAfricancoals (TCOAandAMCoal) andtwo low-sulfureastern U.S. bituminouscoals(McCall andArch
Mineral)were usedinthe demonstration. Figure1 showsthe effect of coal finenesson UBCat varying firing
zone stoichiometriesusingthese coals.

Public Service Company of Colorado (PSCC) reported on installation of ABB Combustion
Engineering'sLow-NOx Concentric FiringSystem Lf_yel2 (LNCFS-2) on tangential-fired boilersat its 165-
MWe Valmont No. 5 and 350-MWe Cherokee No. 4._°j The modificationswere part of a voluntary effortby
PSCC to reduce NOx emissionsby 25% on a systemwide basis.

System installationand testing at Valmontwas completedwithout difficultyand on schedule, with
NOxemissionsfallinginto the 0.35 to 0.45 Ib/MBtu(260 to 330 ppm) range from 0.50 to 0.60 Ib/MBtu (370
to 440 ppm) priorto the retrot"_.NOx reductionsofover 50% frombaselinewere possibleat full load, where
OFA had the greatest effect, but the average reductionover the full boiler load range was closerto 40%.
PSCC did not reportanysignificantchanges inboilerperformanceand UBClevelsfollowingthe retrofit. The
Valmont unit burnsa h=gh-reactivitycoal thattypicallyproduces less than 2% UBC, and this levelwas not
exceeded after the retrofit.

The installationat Cherokee was alsocompletedwithout majordifficulty,but problemswith fouling
in the convective section and high economizer exit temperatures have limited testing. Under these
conditions,NOx emissionreductionsof 40% have been achieved.

Wall.Fired Boilers

Southern Company Services, Inc., reported on its ongoing demonstration of an Advanced OFA
(AOFA) system a,[3,dlow-NOvburnersupplied by Foster Wheeler at Georgia PowerCompany s 500-MWe
Hammond No. 4._) TheAOFAsystemwas installedfirst,inthe springof 1990, and testingwas subsequently
conducted to determinethe incrementalimprovementof this change alone. Long-termbaseline and AOFA
data (taken over a five-monthperiod usingCEMs) showthat the addition of AOFA reduced NO=emissions
almost 25% to 0.90 to 1.1 Ib/MBtu(66Cto 800 ppm) from an average pre-retrofitlevel of 1.2 to _t.4 Ib/MBtu
(880 to 1025 ppm) at full load. However,this improvementnarrowedto almost 0% at 300 MWe. UBC inthe
fly ash doubled at full load when usingthe AOFA-from 2.0 to 3.5% at baseline, up to 5.5 to 6.5% post-
installation.

The disparity between the short-term and long-term data is most likely attributable to variations in
coal quality, minor unit operating changes (air register settings, etc.), possibly weather conditions affecting
coal grindl"ng (i.e., wet coal), and transients in excess 02 level.

Arizona Public Service Company reporteq_qnitsextensive retror_of Foster Wheeler low-NO xburners
at its Four Corners Steam Electdc Station No. 4._°j This supercritical pressure 800-MWe boiler, originally
equipped with three-nozzle cell burners, was modified in 1989 at a total cost of $22.5/kW. Post-retrofit
testing has shown a 50% reduction in NO, emissions-to 0.45 to 0.60 Ib/MBtu (330 to 440 ppm) versus 1.0
to 1.2 lb/MBtu (730 to 880 ppm)-with no _ignificant change in boiler thermal performance or efficiency.

NO_controlefforts in Europe were reported byBabcock Energy Limited of the UK(10)and ELKRAFT
Power Com_panyof Denmark.V1)

Babcock Energy reported that installation of its new Mark III Low-NOxAxial Swirl Bumer at unit 6 of
the Drax Power Station of PowerGen p.l.c, reduced NOxemissions approximately 50% to levels between 0.48
and 0.53 Ib/MBtu (350 to 390 ppm). The Mark III version of this burner was developed after two earlier
designs had produced excessive slag. The current bumers have actually reduced slagging as wellas NOx.

Babcock Energy also reported on a test of this burner firing bituminous coals with significantly
different fuel properties. The tests were performed on a 48-MW(t) Low-NO, Axial Swirl Burner using an
Indonesian coal with a high volatile matter and nitrogen content, and a high inherent moisture level; a UK
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coal similar to that fired at Drax; and a South African coal with a low volatile matter content and a high
nitrogencontent. NOxemissionswiththe burnerfiringat45 MW(t) ranged from 0.34 Ib/MBtu(250 ppm) with
the Indonesian coal to 0.60 Ib/MBtu (440 ppm) with the South African coal. A value of 0.52 Ib/MBtu (380
ppm) was obtainedwith the UK coal. For alithree coals, carbon monoxide (CO) and UBC levelsin the ash
were 400 ppm and 4 to 6%, respectively. As might be expected, UBC levelswith the low-volatileSouth
African coaltended to be slightlyhigher than for the high-volatileIndonesiancoal.

ELKRAFTindicated that installationof low-NOx burnerssupplied by Burmeister& Wain Energy at
the 270-MWe Asnaes PowerStation No. 4 also reducc=k:lNO, emissionsby approximately50% from initial
levels near 1.0 Ib/MBtu (730 ppm). Figure 2 compares dally average NOx emissionswith new and old
burners at Asnaes.

Cyclone-Fired Boilers

A natural gas reburn system installed by ABB Combustion Engineerin_ in June 1990 at Ohio
Edison's 110-MWe cyclone-fired No. 1 boiler at Niles Station reduced NOx emissions 50 to 60% from
baseline levelsofapproximately1.0 Ib/MBtu (730 ppm).-(12)These results,showninFigure3, were achieved
using 18% of total heat input as natural gas. As a consequence, however, boiler efficiencywas reduced
0.6% compared to baseline-a differenceattributableto higherlatent heat of vaporizationlossesdue to fuel
moistureformation. Boilerperformance withthe rebum system is comparabZeto baseline, but thickerash
depositswere observedinthe secondaryfurnace water wall.This problemwas later resolvedbyeliminating
the flue gas recirculationused to cool the rebum burners.

New Developments

A paper byMonencoConsultantsUmited of Canada reported on developmentof ;_fl.,expertsystem
to help stationpersonnelmaintainnear optimumNO,emissions overnormalload dispatch._'°J If successful,
the systemwilluse on-lineflue gas analysis data, on-lineboileroperational data, and operator-inputsystem
condition informationto provideadvisorynoticesto the operator on NOx]CO/opacity status, andto suggest
any needed f'_es. Constraintssuch as combustible losses,CO, steamtemperature control,and safety will
be preset.

(14) •
Babcock-Hitachi K.K. (BHK) of Japan reported on its new HT-NR2.low-NOx burner. This burner

is constructed to direct the coal stream toward the periphery of the coal nozzle, thereby increasing its
concentration. The nozzle can also be adjusted to vary the concentration and exit velocity of the coal stream
for optimum operation. Combustion air is introduced through dual registers which are physically separated
from the fuel stream, thereby delaying mixing with secondary air. According to BHK,this design approach
increases the size and reduces the stoichiometry of the initial combustion zone, resulting in lower NOxlevels.
Emissions from a pilot-scale test were on the order of 0.18 Ib/MBtu (130 ppm) with the HT-NR2 as compared
to 0.27 Ib/MBtu (200 ppm) with the previous HT-NR burner.

• A new Internal Fuel Stage_o(IFS)low-NOxburner has been developed in pilot-scale testing at Foster
Wheeler's combustion test facility._°JThe IFS burner hasa dual secondary airregister and incorporates fuel
and primary airflows staged to develop coaxial flames in its throat. Test results with several bituminous
coals, includingonewithlowvolatility,suggestthis burner can produce NOxreductions approximately 35%
greaterthan those achievedwiththe standard FosterWheelercontrolledflo_7/split-flame(CF/SF) unit. Foster
Wh.ee.ler has guaranteed NO, emissionsof 0.27 to 0.32 Ib/MBtu (200 to 235 ppm) usingthis new burner in
applications on several new boilers, lt is also being offeredcommercially for retrofitapplications.

POSTCOMBUSTION CONTROLS FOR COAL-FIRED BOILERS

Presentationson postcombustioncontrolscoveredSNCR and SCR activities by utilitiesand others
in the United States, Europe, and Japan.

Selective Noncatalytic Reduction

SNCR technologiesusingammonia (NH3)or aqueous urea are receiving increasedattention inthe
United States and Europe. Full-scaletests indicate that NOx emission reductions up to 50% are possible
with NH3 slip below 5 to 20 ppm.

The firstapplication of urea injection on a coal-firedboiler in the United States occurred on a 75-
MW industrial boiler at Kerr-McGee's Argus plant, where the technology was used to provide the final
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increment of NO reductiontomeet permitconditions (15)Resultsshowed that NOvemissionswere reducedX , ° , " o , _ ,

30 to 40% froman initial levelof 0.27 Ib/MBtu (200 ppm) at full load,with NH3 shpranging from 2 to 12 ppm.

Test results,_ing urea injectionin two U.S. utilityboilers--oneburning oiland one burning gas--
were also reported._'Uj Results confirmedthat NOx reduction is dominated by gas temperature at the
injectionlocation,and bythe mixingof urea withthe combustionproducts. Moreover, NO_ controlseems
to be insensitiveto boilerdesign, operatingconditions, and urea processvariables. StackNOv emissions
at both unitswere 0.03 to 0.06 Ib/MBtu(20 to 45 ppm) depending on load,with NH3 slips lesstfian 20 ppm
using a combination of urea and combustion modification techniques. Urea injection was responsible for
30 to 45% of this reduction.

A presentationon pilot-scaletestingwith chemicaladditivesto widenthe effectivetemperature range
for urea injectionbeyond 17r,0 to 1900_'F(925 to1040_C) indicatedthat the presence of _Q shifts and
broadensthe range to 1400 _o1800UF(750 to 980uC), even at CO levelsas low as 500 ppm._'') However,
CO additionproduces significantincreasesinby-product emiss=ons--especiallyN20 ,which can beas high
as 30 ppm when NOx is reduced from 125to 70 ppm inthe presence of 500 ppm CO.

(18)
Pilot-scaletests indicate that mostSNCR processes convert some NOx to N20. However, the

conversion rate does not ap ._ar to be a strong function of the amount of chemical injected (molarratio of
reagent Nto NO) or of the initiallevelof NOx (overthe range tested, 300 to 700 ppm), but rather of the type
of reagent used. In testingwith NH3 injection,typically less than 4% of the NOx reduced was convertedto
N_O. With urea and cyanuricacid, however,conversionsrangedfrom 7 to 25% and 12 to 40%, respectively.
Triese results, shown in Figure 4, are consistent with chem=calkineticcalculations suggesting that N20
productionwith 8NCR processes occursprimarilydue to the formation of NCO, which subsequently reacts
with NO to form N20.

Selective Catalytic Reduction

SCR presentationscoveredfull-scaleapplicationsand relatedanalysis,and an update of pilot-and
bench-scaleactivities.

Reports from two utilities operating in Germany highlighted discussions of full-scale SCR
applications. Of particular note was experience from Energie-VersorgungSchwaben, AG (EVS), which
operatesboth a conventionalhot-sideSCR (reactor locatedbetween the economizer outlet and _r91_eater
inlet)and a cold-side application(reactor followinga wet fluegas desulfurization[FGD] process),t ) Both
SCR systems are at the same site and fire a similar, 1% sulfurcoal.

Forthe hot-sideapplication,fly ashdeposition on catalystsurface has been a problem,blockingup
to 22% ot the active area. The post-FGD reactor, with significantlylowerflue gas fly ash content, does not
experiencethisproblem-but at the expenseof upto a 3% heat ratepenaltyfor reheating flue gas to reaction
temperatures.

The most significant issue for the hot-side application is formation of SO_ from the catalyst, a
problem aggravated by frequent startups and shutdowns. EVS reported condensation of sulfuricacid in
a filmon duct walls, and emissionof acid particles after cold start. Thesetypes of problemsare minimized
with post-FGD SCR due to the significantlylowerflue gas SO2 content.

h . F-_..perienc_ew-lthboth app!icationsto d_e--totaling over 18,000 hours for the hot-side and 7000
oursTormepg.=-P_u reactor-mdic_es, nosignificantcatalystactivitydecrease, attainment ofdesignNOx

reouc_ionlevels (75 to 80%), ano controloverNH 3 slip to lessthan I ppm.

The consequencesofexcessSO3generation fromSCR catalysts-and remedialsteps thatcan so_
this .problem-were also reported by the German utility Isar-Ampetwerke at its Zolling Power Plant.v'_'
uxidation oi over 30% of the SO_ to SO3 produced SO3 concentrationsup to 25 ppm, causing acid to
condensewithin power plant du_ork, and acid particles to fall out inthe immediate vicinityof the plant.
After the catalyst supplier replacedthe initialcatalystwithonespecificallydeveloped for lowSO2 oxidation,
the.oxi.dat!onrate fell to.lessthan 1%.However, the plantneeded an approximately 10% larger reactorto
ma=nza=noesign target NUx removal _imilar to EVS, catalyst activity decay has not been significant, and
NH3 sl!p is less than 2 ppm (exceeding catalyst suppliers' predictions) after approximately one year of
operation.

• Initialresults from EPRI's 1-MW high-sulfur (4%) SCR pilot plant atTVA's Shawnee Steam Station
snowed that the two catalysts, suppliedby Joy EnvironmentalEquipment Company and Norton Company,
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are meetiqg,predictions of 80% NOv removalwith NH3 slip below 2 ppm after more than three months of
operation._l'j Several difficultiesattributable to operation with high-sulfurcoal have been encountered,
including formation of acid by-products and deposition of NH4/sulfur compounds on the NH3 injection
system. Remedialaction implementedto enablecontinuedoperationat pilot scalewillsupportengineering
solutionsfor full-scaleapplications.

A report on a unique SCR application where the catalyst is depq_ed on the air heater plates
indicatedthat thisapproach can obtain a modest amount of NOx removal._'") This system could also be
used to control residualNH3 from SNCR applications.

A bench-scalestudy sponsored by EPRI identified alkalispecies as the strongest poisonsin SCR

systemsusingvanadium-bas,_ catalysts, and proposeda mechanismbywhichcatalyst deactivationcould
occur with high-sulfurcoals,t= In this hypothesis,the sulfur acts as a transport medium carrying alkali
species to the catalyst surface where these speciescan then degrade catalyst activity. This hypothesiswill
be tested byanalyzing catalyst samplesextracted fromthe EPRI pilotplants.

The EPA is pilot-testingseveralcommercial catalysts overa wide range of process conditions inan
attempt to establish a database of performance for key process variables. This study will also attempt to
identifymechanisms of poisoningand catalyst degradation. One significant findingto date is that N20 is
apparently unaffected (i.e., neitherformed nor destroyed) by vanadiumcatalyst SCR operation.

SCR capita;I..(;pstswerereported for a range of U.S. utilityapplicationsas partof an EPRI-sponsored
engineeringstudY._'") These data are shown in Figure 5. As can be seen in the figure (Case C), retror_
capital costs for SCR on a conventionalcoal-firedboiler are approximately $100/kW. The bulk of thiscost
is for the reactor and catalyst, but a significant fraction is devoted to ancillary equipment-i.e., air heater
modification,ductwork, and flue gas fan. Operatingcosts (not shownon the figure) are estimated at 5 to
7 mills/kWh, and are dominated by catalyst replacement. These operating cost estimates include
incremental costs incurred by the plant in heat rate penalties and for auxiliary power (approximately 1.2
mills/kWh).

NOx CONTROLS FOR OIL- AND GAS-FIRED BOILERS

Substantial developmentactivityon oil-andgas-fired boilerswas reported sincethe lastSymposium
by utilitiesand vendors inthe UnitedStates and abroad. A primereason isthat these units are located near
metropolitan areas where ozone nonattainment and health concerns associated with pollutant
concentrationsare especially sensitiveissues.

In the United States, utilitieshavetaken the lead in examining NO, control requirements for these
types of boilers. Southern California Edison Company (SCE), Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E), and
ConsolidatedEdison Company of New York (Con Edison)presented papers describingstudiesto comply
with the advent of increasingly strict regulations.

Retror_ low-NOx burners at the Alamltos and Ormond Beach generating s,t_ions of SCE reduced
NOx emi.ssionsto levels of 0.11 to 0.12 Ib/MBtu (80 to 90 ppm) when firing gas._"°) These results were
obtaineo withali burnersin serviceand moderate FGR (15 to 20%). NOx levelsof 0.12 to 0.15 Ib/IVlBtu(90
m 110 ppm) had been experienced before the retrorft,but only with burners out of service (BOOS) and
higher FGR rates.

N" PG&E reported ona multifacetedengi,_,6_edngprogramto identifyand evaluate options for reducing
uxemi .ss.ionstrom itsgas- and oil-firedunits. Aspartof the program,the costsofretrof_ing combustion

moi:]ifica(ionsand SCR were evaluated accordingto standard EPRI economic premises. Resultsshowed
capital costs of $40 to $50/kW for combustion modifications, and $72 to $82/kW for SCR (1989 dollars).
Estimates of levelized costs were3 to 4 mills/kWhfor combustionmodification, and 3 to 8 mills/kWhfor SCR.
One general conclusionof the study was that selection of an optimum NO controlapproach for a specific
boiler is rarely obvious without first performing detailed engineering an_ cost analyses of the available
technical options.

Con Edisonre[}orted onan analysisto determinethe minimumcost to achievevarying levelsofNO
emission reductions,r27_ For most of the units in their system, the lowest cost technology usually is o_-
stoichiometricfiring,followed by urea injection,windbox flue gas recirculation(FGR), and _;CR. The study
also found that to achieve an 80% system NOxemissionreductionwould requireanexpenditure three times
greater than to achieve a 70% reduction (i.e., 4.5 versus 1.4 mills/kWh).
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At the 1989 Symposium, Hawaiian Electric Company, Inc. (HECO) di_yssed the existence of a
strong inverserelationshipbetween NOx and opacitywhen firing residualfuel. A 1987 low-NOx retrofit
program on HECO's 145-MWe Kahe No. 6 had reduced NOxemissions65% from uncontroJledlevels,to
below 0.23 Ib/MBtu (170 ppm), and reduced particulatesI_low 0.10 Ib/MBtu (120 mg/Nm"). However,
opacity levels increased from pre-retrofitlevelsof approximately6% up to near 20%.

In an attempt to reduce opacity and stillcomply with NOx emission limits,HECO and EPRI jointly
sponsored a performance improvementprogram to evaluate the potential of new atomizer designs. The
program specifically focused on reducing droplet size and o timizing spray pattern. Eleven atomizer
designs wereevaluated,and a nonuniformspraypatternwas se_cted. Installationof thisatomizer resulted
insignificantlyloweropacityandparticulatelevelswhilemaintainingNOxemissionsbelow0.23 Ib/MBtu(170
.ppm)-even though levelsof OFAand FGR werereduced. Figure6 summarizesthe NOxemissions/opacity
nismryof Kahe No. 6 from unitstartup in 1981 through thisperformance improvementprogram.

KEMA,the Dutchelectricpower researchorganization, reported onthe retroF_RtJow-NO_burners,
FGR,and reburningatthe FlevoStationNo. 1,a 185-MWe oil-and gas-firedutilityboiler._==jWiththis retror_,
NOyemissionswere reducedover90% when firing naturalgas, from an originallevelof approximately0.48
Ib/MBtu (350 ppm) to 0.04 Ib/MBtu(30 ppm), and almost70% when firing0.18% N fuel oil,from0.34 to 0.11
Ib/MBtu(250 to 80 ppm). Withreburning, varyingthe amountof bumout air (when firingeither oilor gas)
indicated that the minimumNOyconcentration could be reached with a rebum zone stoichiometryof 0.8,
and that NOy emissionstended to increase with further reductionsof stoichiometry. Figure 7 shows the
impact on NOx of variationsin rebum ratio, burnerstoichiometry,and FGR with gas firing.

CONCLUSIONS

* R&D in the United States to reduce NOx emissions from conventional pulverized-coal-fired
boilers is focused on retrofitcombustionmodifications. LNB withor without the addition of OFA continue
to be the preferred approach, both economically and technically, for tangential-and wall-fired units.
Reburningremains the only widely discussedoptionfor cyclone bo=lers.

* Demonstrationsof full-scale retroFRLNB and LNB/OFA systems have increased considerably
inthe past two years, bothdomestically and internationally. The trend inthese demonstrationsis toward
increased staging of airand fuel. With controls,emission levels(short-termmeasurements) fortangential-
fired boilersare commonly 0.30 to 0.50 Ib/MBtu (220 to 370 ppm), while those for wall-firedboilers range
from 0.45 to 0.60 Ib/MBtu (330 to 440 ppm).

* A viewexpressed inmanyof the presentationswas that the maximumNOxreductionachievable
without significantlyimpacting boileroperations depends on fuel characteristics: specifically,on reactivity,
nitrogen content, and fineness. A number of speakers reported increases in UBC in fly ash when using
combustionmodificationtechniquesto control NOu. The dearee of this increase depends on the coal's
reactivity,the degree of staging, and coalfineness. _xcept for'high-reactivitycoals, UBCincreases ranged
from 2 to 5%.

* The high dependence of NOv emission reductions on the amount of OFA introduced in the
furnace was reinforced =nseveral prese_ations. This finding had already been identified at the 1989
Symposium.

* New developments reported at the Symposiumregardin_lcombustion NOy controls for coal-
fired boilersincludedanexpertsystem to helpstation personnelmaintain near optimumNOxemissionsover
normal load dispatch, and two new burners: Babcock-HitachiK.Kof Japan's HT-NR2 burner, and Foster
Wheeler's IFS burner.

* SNCR technolo_]iesusingNH_or aqueous urea are receivingincreased attention inthe United
States and Europe. Full-scaletests indicatethat NO×emissionreductionsup to 50% arepossible with NH3
slip below 5 to 10ppm. Optimization of reagent mix=ngat 1700 to 1900°F (925 to 1040°(3), and accurate
temperature measurement,are criticalin obtainingthese results.

* Pilot-scaletests indicatethat mostSNCR processes convertsome NOxto N20. Of the reagents
tested,.. NHo.,, demonstrated.. the lowest.. conversion, and _cvanuric acid. the highest. Pilot-scale SCR
investigations indicate that N20 em=sslonsare unaffected by SCR operataon.
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* Experience with SCR reported by one utility In Germany-totaling over 18,000 hours for a
hot-side and 7000 hours for a post-FGD reactor-indicates no significant catalyst activity decrease,
attainmentof design NOxreduction levels(75 to 80%), and controloverNH3 slipusually to lessthan 1 ppm.

* Two hot-sideSCR applicationsin Germany noted formation ofSO 3from the catalyst, resulting
incondensationofsulfuricacid on plantductworkand emissionofacidparticles. Catalysts can be procured
that oxidizeless SO2 to SO3 (e.g., 0.25 to 1%), but they require about 10% more reactor volume.

* Retrofit capital costs for SCR on a conventional coal-fired boiler in the United States are
estimated atapproximately$100/kW. Operating costsare estimated at 5 to 7 mills/kWh,and aredominated
by catalyst replacement.

* There is a strong inverse relationship between NO_ and opacity when fidna residual fuel oil.
Improved atomization to reduce droplet size and optimize spray pattern can reduce t_is effect. In one
demonstration, installationof an atomizer with a nonuniform spray pattem reduced opacity to 10% while
maintainingNOx emissionsbelow 0.23 Ib/MBtu (170 ppm).

* Many feasibilitystudies indicatethat the optimal approach to controllingNOx emissionsfrom
oil- and gas-fired boilersisverysite-specific. Forexample, itmay be bothtechnically and economicallymore
effectivefor boilers equipped with tall furnaces to use FGR with deep staging instead of low-NOx burners.
NO, emissionlevelsfor experimentalgas-firedburnerswere reportedat 0.07 to 0.11 Ib/MBtu 60 to 90 ppm);
corfiparable emissions for oilfiring were reported at 0.21 to 0.27 Ib/MBtu(150 to 200 ppm).(
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ABSTRACT

Regulations appear to be focuqing on fine particle emissions rather than total mass particulate
emissions. There is concern that elect,_-tatic precipitators(ESPs) may _ ;t be able to meet potentially
stdcterfine particle emission standards. A ,_ewdevelopmentin the area of rdbdc filtrationis the use of flue
gas-conditioningagents to _educe particulat_9missions and pressure drop. Theoretical analysis of the
factors that control the size of a baghouseindk'_tes that pulse-jetOaghousescan be designedto operate
at much higher air-to-clothratiosthan is currently'employed. To help optimize performance of both ESPs
and baghouses,quantitativecharacterizationof th_ cohesivepropertiesof flyash is necessary. Appropriate
methods are determination of aerated and packe.i porosity and measurement of tensile strength as a
function of porosity.

11

INTRODUCTION

Most of the publicity of the 1990 amendments to the Clean AirAct has focused on acid rain issues
primarilyconcerning emissionsofNOx and SO2. Particulatecontrol, however, is alsoan area inwhich there
__renew developments, Including stricter regula_ionsrequirementsand recent improvements in control
technology. The particulate emission limit required by new source performance standards (NSPS) is
0.03 Ib/million Btu, and stack opacity must be less than 20%. NSPS represent the maximum emissions
allowable under any conditions. In the past, this has generally been considered the benchmarklevel that
wouldbe adequate to meet permittingrequirements. Other requirementsof the Clean AirAct, however,may
require much lower allowable emission levels. The Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD)
requirementswere implemented to ensurethat the additionalpollution by new plants would have minimal
Impact on ambient air quality. In some cases, PSD requirementsmay fum(her,mit particulate emissions.
PSD requirementsalso call for Installationof best available control technology (BACT), which is a moving
target. Visibilityprotectionaspects of the law providethe EPA withthe authority to require best available
retrofittechnology when visibilityImpairment is attributed to specificsources.

In view of the trend toward lower allowable emissions, a legitimate question is whether existing
technology can not only meet today's stringent requirements, but also meet even stricter future
requirements.This paper reviewssome of the recent developmentsinparticulate controland the unresolved
issues likelyto determineselection of appropriato control technology.
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REGULATIONS

PSD requirespreconstructionambientairmonitoringfor alicriteriapollutants,if the impact on ambient
air is greater than certain de minimisamounts,which for total suspendedparticulates(TSP) is 25 tons per
year. PSD provisionsdo not limitemissionsto a specificlevel otherthan NSPS, but rather limitthe increase
of the pollutant in ambient air. For Class I designated areas (such as national parks), the maximum
allowable Increasein particulates is 5 pg/m=; for a Class II area the rnaximumis 19/Jg/m_; and for Class
III areas the maximum is 37 #g/m =,ali on an annual geometricmean basis. At present, Class I areas are
specificallydesignated and, except for nonattainmentareas, ali other areas are considered to be Class II.
Designationof areasas Class III,which supposedlyappliesto areas of heavy Industrialdevelopment wh!ch
meet ambient air quality standards, has not been completed to date. This meansthat, for present PSD
increments,the Class II level is the maximumallowed. Ali plantsin the vicinity(for example, 100 miles) of
a Class I area are likely to be subject to the smallerIncrementof 5 pg/m =. The incrementsare measured
over so-called"baselinecocmentmti¢_"whichreflectair quality in a givenarea as of January6, 1975. PSD
requirementsare especiallysignificantfor plantsnear Class I areas or for plants in Class II areas which Arp.
already dose to the maximum allowed increase. In such cases, if a superior and economical control
technologyis not =vailab4e,the plant mayneverbe constructed. If plant emissionsfor particulateswere less
than the {;19minlmisvalue of 25 tons per year, then the plant would not be subjectto PSD scrutinyfor that
pollutant. A current 500-megawatt coal-firedplantwith 99.9% particulateremovalwould emit a maximum
of about 150 tons per year of particulate matterwhich would easilymeet the NSPS of 0.03 Ib/million Btu.
However, becauseemissionswould be greaterthan 25 tons per year, the perm_ing processwould Involve
PSD scrutinyfor particulate matter. If it could be demonstrated that the plant could attain a removal
efficiencyof 99.99% throughthe use of a superiorcontrol technology, particulateemissionswould be only
15 tons per year, and the costlyand time-consumingprocess of PSD permittingfor that pollutantcould be
avoided.

One of the preconstructlonrequirementsof the PSD provisionsof the Clean Air Act (Section 165a) is
that the proposedFacMityis subjectto BACTfor each pollutantsubject to regulationunder the Act. In the
past, the EPA has generallyused a "bottomup"BACTanalysisprocedure, whereby BACTwas established
as the mosteconomicaltechnologythatwouldjust meet NSPS standards. However, the EPA is now using
a "topdown"approachto determine BACT (1). Under thisapproach, the best control technology available
that results in the lowest achievableemissionsrate (LAER)is required,untesslt can be shownthat because
of energy,environmerCal,and economic impacts,this level of control is not required. For particulatecontrol,
BACThas notnecessarilybeen established,butit wouldappear more likelyfor fabricfiltersto be designated
as BA(.,"I"than electrostaticprecipitators(ESPs)because collectionefficiencyof particles in the 0.1- to 5-pm
range is generallymuch better for fabric filtersthan ESPs.

aspect of the Clean Air Act is Section 169A, which deals with visibilityprotectionof Class I
areas. The purposefor thisprovision isstraightforwardas given in Section 169, "Congressherebydeclares
as a nationalgoal the prevention of any future,and the remedying of any existing,impairment of visibility
in mandatory Class I federal areas which impairmentresultsfrom manrnadeair pollution." This regulation
has significantImplicationsbecause for areas with good visibilityonly a small increase in fine particulate
matter can result in noticeable impairment. For example, the annual PM10 (particulatematter 10 pm and
smaller) ambient air quality standard is 50 pg/m =. However, this is above the level at which visibility
impairment may occur. In a case where background PM10 levels are only 5 _vg/m=, if a layer of air witha
PM10 concentrationof 20 pg/m =moved overthe cleanerair, hazewould be noticeable. This is part of the
justificationfor allowing only a 5 pg/m =PSD Incrementfor Class I areas. The visibilityprotectionlaw also
has a provisionto requirethat best availableretrofittechnology be installedon each major stationarysource
that emits any air pollutantwhich may reasonablybe anticipatedto cause or contribute to any impairment
of visibilityin Class I areas, for the purpose of eliminating or reducing any such impairmenL Ali such
sources which were in existence 15 years prior to the date of enactmentof this Section of the 1977 Clean
Air Act are subject to this regutatior_ As such, this portion of the law is unique because lt specifically
requires retrofitcontrol technologyfor preexistingsources. Initially,the EPAfocused on significantvisibility
impairmenttracedto a singleexistingsourceandrequired statesto implementvisibility-monitoringstrategies
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and visibilityImpactreviewsof major, new stationarysources. A second phase requiresstateaction on the
review of existingsourcesfor visibilityImpact and requiresproceduresto protect Integralvistas Identified
by federal land managers. This Includes consideration of best available retrofit technology to correct
visibilityImpairmentcaused by existingsources. Statesare also required to develop long-term strategies
for visibilityprotection. The requirement of best available retrofittechnology is one of the more powerful
aspects of the law which has recently been applied to visibilityimpairment in the Grand Canyon area (2).

Presentemissionstandardsfor particulatematter requirecontrol of total mass particulateemissions
and make no distinctionbetween fine particle emissionsand total mass emissions. Studies,however, have
indicated that lt is the fine particles, lessthan 2.5 pm, which are a greater threat to public health (3). The
ambient PM10 fineparticlestandardand the correlationbetweenfine particles and visibilityImpairment also
suggest that a fine particle emissionstandard will eventuallybe promulgated.

To gain a perspective of the many orders of magnitude difference In dust concentrationbetween
uncontrolledparticulate emissionsfrom a coal-fired boilerand the dust concentrationIn clean ambient air,
refer to Figure I. Uncontrolled total mass particulate emissions from a coal-fired boiler bumlng a
hypotheticalPowder River Basin coal will be about 7500 rng/m= (3.3 gralns/scf), assumlngan alr/fuel ratio
of 9.2, a 10,000 Btu/ib 8% ash coal, and 80% of the ash leavingthe boiler as fly ash. About 15% of these
emissionswould be classifiedas respirable mass (a weighted sum of 5/nn and smallerparticles), but the
amount of respirable mass Is highlydependent on the exact particle-size distributionof the fly ash. Also
shown in Figure 1 are the allowable dust concentrations to meet current NSPS and the PM10 annual
ambient air quality standard of 50 pg/m =. In dean, pristine areas of the country, mecn TSP levels will
typically be about 10 pg/m =. Shown at the very bottom of Figure 1 is the level of emissionswhich have
been achieved with pllot-soale flue gas conditioning applied to fabdc filters. This level represents a
respirablemass particulate removal efficiency of 99.999+ %. Since this emission level is lower than even
the current TSP for pristine areas of the country, lt is likely that lt would meet any particulate control
standard in the distant future. This would allow sitingof plants in areas which are already above ambient
PM10 standards. The fluegas leavingthe plant would be cleaner(as far as particulate matter concentration)
than the combustion air drawn into the plant, so that particulate emissions would not be a valid reasonto
prevent sitingof a plant anywhere.

ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATORS

ESPs have beenusedfor particulate collectionsince 1924,when large pulverizedcoal (pc-fired)boilers
came into use. ESPs represented a significantimprovement over cyclones over a wide range of particle
sizes. They were able to remove over 99% of ali particulate matter generated, which was well within the
control requirementsof the time. Therefore,they becomethe dominant particulate control device for large
pc-fired boUers.

In the early 1960s, when utilities began using lower sulfur coal, lt was found that ESPs that had
previouslyworked well were no longer able to meet particulatecollection requirements,primary due to the
high resistivityof the ashes produced from these coals. At that time, researchwas begun to develop and
improve other types of control technologies, such as fabric filters, as well as find methods to Improve the
performanceof new and existingESPs. The new CleanAirAct amendments have madethisresearch more
imperative, sincethe mandate requiring a 10 mglion-tonper year reduction of SO=by the year 2000 will have
a major impact on ESP performance. This will be pdmadlydue to the expected increasein the use of dry
SO2 control strategies (spray dryers, sorbent Injection,and fuel switching). These technologies will result
in both increased particulate loading and ash resistivity.

Although well-designed ESPs can remove 99.9+% of particulate matter, there is a decrease in
collection efficiency for 0.1- to 5-pm diameter particles. This is presented in Figure 2, which shows a
theoreticalfractional efficiencycurve for a typical ESP (4). The curve follows the classic Deutsch equation
down to about i pm which resuits in a decrease in coliection efficiency with decreasing particJesize. For
particles smallerthan 0.5 pm, diffusionbecomes significant, and, therefore, there is again an increase in
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collectionefficiency. To collectthe particlesbetween 0.1 and 5/zm at higher efficlencleswould requirethe
unitto be much larger than currentdesigns,dramaticallyincreasingthe cost of the ESP.

Due to the large installedbaseof ESPs,the Electdc PowerResearchInstitute(EPRI)and othershave
conductedextensiveresearchto developmethodsto improveboth finepanicle collectionefficiencyandto
reduce the effects of changing fuels on ESP performance. Advancesin electronics have led to a new
generation of microprocessor-basedESP controls. These controls facgitate the use of intermittent
energization (lE) and pulse-energizatlontechnologies. The use of sophisticated controllers with lE can
reduce ESP energyconsumptionup to 80%, with no lossof performancefor high-resistivityashesand 50%
forlow- to medium-resistivityashes. EPRIplansto conducta full-scaledemonstrationof lE technologywhile
co_lectingash from a low-sulfur fuel (5). The development and expanded use of more powerful
microcomputershave also leadto moresophisticateddiagnosticand predictive ESP models. Thesemodels
have helped utilitiesbetter predict ESP performance and cost for differenttypes of fuels.
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-THEORETICALFRACTIONALESP EFFICIENCY CURVE (4).

One of the most promising developments for dealing with high-resistlvl_ ash is the use of a
temperature-controlledprecharger. The addition of a precharger to a conventlonadESP converts lt from
single-to two-stage operation,separating the particle-chargingfunctionfrom the collecting function. With
high-resistivityash, large currentsproduce largeelectrical fieldsacrossthe collectedash layer, resultingIn
electrical breakdownof the ash layer and back corona. The cooled prechargeravoids back corona under
highcurrentsby forming the chargingfield betweena normal chargingwire and a cooled pipe. When high-
resistivityash Is charged In thIs prechargingregion, some of the ash collects on the pipe. However, since
the pipe is cool, the temperature is in the range that wll produce minimum sparldng and back corona.
Collectionof the ash then occursintheunaltered part of the ESP where the voltage can be maintainedas
high as necessary for effective precipitation. A lO-month test program using a precharger was conducted
on a slipstreamat Public Sendce Company of Colorado's Valmont b'_aUon. _ tests have shown
promislngresults,and a full-scaledernonstratlonof this technology is scheduled for 1991-1992 (5).

Chemicalconditioningof theflue gas priorto en ESP has been shownto be sn effectiveend relatlvely
simplemethodof improvingESP collection_ for some hlg_ ashes. The mostwidely used
flue ges-conditioningagent ISsulfurtdoxlde (SO=),which produces• twofold effect. Rr=, by adsorbing on
the ash particle,ltprovidesan Increasedconductionpath andtherebyreducesback corona. Secondly, SO=
slightlyIncreasesthe cohesivenessof the ash, which helps to reduce particle reentrainment (6).

CombinedSO=andammonia conditioninghas been usedfor many y_ars;however,exact mechanisms
responsibiefor ESP pen'orrnanceimprovenlemare not compietelyunderstood. DuaJconditioningwith SO=
and ammonia has been used at Texas Utllty's Big Brown Station, Detroit Edison's Monroe Station, and
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Ontario Hydro, as well as a number of other utilities. In each case, ammonia conditioning was used to
supplementan existingSO=-condltioningsystem that was not giving the desired results.

Pilot-scaletesting of combined ammonia and SOs conditioning of an ESP has been conducted at
EERC'spilot-scalefacilityundera programfunded jointlybyWahlco, Inc. and DOE. In testsfiringa low-rank
fuel, there was a substantial Improvement (65%) in the collectionefficiency, as shown in Figure 3. In
addition, there was an orderof magnitudedecrease inresistivityof the ash and a significantdecrease infine
particulateemissions(< 1/_rn). Using a differentialmobilityparticle sizer (DMPS), lt was determinedthat
the fine particulateemissionswere reduced from 24 mg/m sto 0.42 mg/ms.

Extensive data have been collected at EERC showingthat the ammonia and SO_conditioning of fly
ash greatly Increasesthe cohesiveness of the ash (7). Increased cohesiveness not only reduces ash
reentrainment,but can also substantiallyreduce the rappingpuff. In addition,ammonia appearsto produce
a beneficialspace-charge effect (8). This allows an Increase in the operating voltage for a given current
density. A more extensivediscussion of dual conditioningmechanismswas given in a paper presentedat
the EighthParticulateControl Symposium by Krigmont and Coe (9).

These ESP enhancementtechnologieshave beendevelopedto improveperformanceof existingESPs
or reduce costs when collectinghigh-resistivitydusts. The technologies allow the ESP to meet original
design specificationsand, in most cases, to comply with current standards. However, in general, they
cannot improve performance above the design specification, nor can they provide superior collection
efficiencyforfine particles. Legislationaddressingvisibilitypreservation,emissionof inhalableparticles,and
potentially toxic trace substances could require particulate control levels well beyond current ESP
capabilities,even ff these new technologiesare in place. This type of regulation may mandate the use of
fabricfiltersunlessotherESPtechnologies are developed. EPRI iscurrentlyevaluatingcandidates that have
the potential to providesignificantlyenhancedparticulatecollectionefficiency(5). These includewet ESPs,
pulse energizationtuned specificallyfor fineparticlecontrol, improved rappingtechniquesthrough optimal
timing,and the additionof a compact pulse-jetfabricfilterafter the ESP. In addition, research iscontinuing
in both Europe and Japan to improve ESP performancefor fine particulate control.

FABRIC FILTERS

Pressure Droo Anply_ilp

Unlike ESPs, the theoretical limitation or size of fabric filters is determined by the pressure drop.
Assuming viscous flow, pressure drop across a fabric filter is a function of K= (the specific dust cake
resistance coefficient),dust loading,face velocity, and filtrationtime:

&P = K=C V= t / 7000 [Eq. 1]

where

ZIP = differential pressure across baghousetube sheet (inches of water)
K= = specificdust cake resistancecoefficient(inchesof water-ft-min/Ib)
C = dust loading (grains/acf)
V = face velocity or air-to-cloth ratio (ft/min)
t = accumulation time (min)

K2is determined pdmarilyby the fly ash particle-sizedistributionand the porosity of the dust cake. Typical
K=values for pc-fired flyash range from about 3 to 15 inchesof water-ft-min/Ib, but may in extreme cases
cover the range from 1 to 30 Inches of water-ft-min/Ib. Equation 1 can be used as the basis for
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bag-cleaningfrequency. Assumingthat the bags must be cleaned after an Increase of 4 Inchesof water
pressuredrop and holdingthe dust loading at a constant3 gmins/acf, the relationshipbetween K=,t, and
V Is shown in Figure4. Note that at a face velocity of 2 ft/min, bag-cleaningfrequency is greaterthan 100
minutesfor a K=less than 23 Inchesof water-ft-min/Ib. This explainswhy most reverse-gasbaghousesare
conservativelydesignedfor a face velocityof 2 It/min. Sincereverse-gescleaning takes piace off-lineand
may requireseveral minutesper compartment,theUmerequiredto dean ali of the compartmentsIna utaity
baghouse may be an hour or more. To ensure that adequate cleaning time is available when K= is not
knowndemands a coneervatlveapproach. On the other hand, If K=were known to be less than 6 Inches
of water-ft-min/Ib, Figure 4 Impliesthat a face velocityof 4 ft/min could be employed. However, to date,
reverse-gasbaghouseshavenot been designedmuchaboveface velocitiesof 2 ft/min because an effective
method of controlling K=has not existed.

Pulse-Jetbaghousesare usuallydesigned at much higherface velocities. A conservativedesignfor
pulse-jetbaghouses is a face velocity of 4 ft/rrdn. Assuming the same dust loading, K:, and Ap Increase
between cleaning, at a face velocity of 4 ft/min, the bags must be cleaned 4 times as often compared to
a face velocity of 2 ft/mln. The concerns with increased bag-cleaning frequency are bag life, which is
expected to decrease with increasedcleaningfrequency, and particulateemissions,which are expected to
Increasewith cleaningfrequency. Therefore,in baghousedesign,these factorsmustbe balancedto achieve
acceptableperformanceat a reasonablecost Assumingthat bag life is acceptableand that lowparticulate
emissionscan be maintainedthrough the use of advanced filtermaterials or flue gas conditioning,face
velocitiesmuch greaterthan 4 ft/rnln shouldbe possible. Again, looking_at Figure 4, assuming I0 mln_os
is the minimum cleaning cycle time for a pulse-Jetbaghouse, a face velocity of 4 ft/min can handle a K=
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greaterthan 30 Inchesof water-ft-rnin/Ib. If K= is less than 15 Inchesof water-ft-min/Ib, face velocity can
be Increasedto 8 ft/min. For many dusts,this shouldbe possiblewithout flue gas conditioning. Doubling
face velocityagain to 16 ft/rain Impliesthat K=would have to be lessthan 4 Inchesof water-ft-min/Ib. This
is lowerthan most typicalK=values;however,throughthe use of flue gas conditioning,lt may be possible.
Increasingtheface velocity beyond 16 ft/min appears to be stretchingthe theoreticallimit. Therefore,from
this analysis,operation of a pulse-Jetbaghouseat a face velocityof 16 ft/min should be possible if K=can
be kept less than 5 Inchesof water-ft-min/lb, and bags can be cleaned every 7 minutes. Cleady, there
would be a major economicbenefitto reducethe baghousesize, ifacceptable bag lifecouldbe maintained.
Theoreticalanalysisof pressuredrop indicates that higher face velocity is possible, but the concem over
higherparticulateemissions mustalso be addressed.

Particglate Emlsiione Analysis

Extensivemodeling has been completed by Dennis (t0) and Leith and others (11,12) to predict the
collectionefficiencyin fabric filters. Bycombiningclassicalequationsfor predicting collectionefficiencyby
impactionand interception,Dennis has shownthat the expected removalefficiencyof a completelyclean
(i.e.,brand new) woven glassfabric is low becauseof the large pores inthe weave. As soonas dust begins
to collect on the filter fibers, collectionefficiency should increase very rapidly because pores become
plugged, and deposited particlesbecome part of the collectionmedic Again using classical collection
efficiencyequations,but appliedto a dustcake, collectionefficiencywouldapproach 100% for an unflawed
cake. However, two assumptionsin applying classical theory to a dust cake have been experimentally
shown not to be valid (10,11). The first is that the dust cake builds up in a continuouslayerwithout any
large poresor fissures. The secondassumptionisthat once a particle is captured, it willremain in the dust

FI(_- _E_CAL CLEANING CYCLE REQUIREMENTS/¢E_A F1JN_t(_ OF:KzAND FACE
V_LOQT_.
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cake. Experimental evidence has shown that large pores or pinholes in the dust layer can develop,
increasingemissions,and that a significantamount of dust can be reentrainedor seep through the dust
cake (12). These representthe two general mechanismsof ash penetrationthrougha fabric filter. In direct
or straight-throughpenetration,suspendedpanicles remaininthe gas streamlinesand passdirectlythrough
the filteralong with the gas. Direct penetration Impliesthat there must be large enough pores in the dust
cake/fabric such that particles can avoid collectionvia impaction, interception,or diffusion. With indirect
or delayed penetration,particlesare Initiallycollected, but are later reentrainedand exit the clean side of
the fabdc. Indirect penetrationcan occur by severalsubmechanisms. One such possibilityis when pinhole
plugs break loose,which occurs when large pores are Initially bridged over, but with Increasedpressure
drop and dust cake buildup,some of them open again (11). Indirect penetrationmayalso occur if particles
are not held rigidly in the dust cake, but graduallyseep throughthe fabric (11). A somewhat similarmode
occurswhen particles are reentrainedfrom the rear face of the dust cake, which Dennis (10) refers to as
rear face slough-off. The fact that Indirect penetrationcan dominate as the pdmary mechanism (at least
after forminga dustcake) Implies that particleor dust cake properties mustbe significant in controllingthis
mechanism. Whateverpropertiesof the dust that descdbe itsability to resist seepage, reentrainment,and
pore plug breakingwouldappear to be of major significance in any attemptto model penetration by these
mechanisms. Thispointsto the cohesivecharacter of the dustas being an extremelyImportant parameter.

One parameter which almost ali studiesIndicate as having a profound effecton penetrat:onis face
velocity. Classicaltheory predicts that collection efficiency by Impaction wilt increase with increasing
velocity,collectionby interceptionshouldbe unchanged,and collectionefficiencybydiffusionwilldecrease.
Diffusion is important only for particles smaller than 0.5 pm; therefore, for most dusts, classical theory
predicts an Increase in collection efficiencywith increasing face velocity (assuming no pinholes and no
reentrainment). However, studies which have included face velocity as a test parameter show that
penetration Increasessignificantlywith Increasesin face velocity. This again demonstratesthe significance
of Indirectpenetration and the Importanceof the dust propertieswhich control IL lt follows that increasing
the face velocity will increasethe stress on depositedparticles; subsequently,if reentrainmentis a dominant
mechanism, increased particle penetration is expected with Increasedvelocity.

Flue Gas Conditionino Applied to Fabric Rltrpt!on

A recent development is the use of flue gas-conditioningagents to reduce particulateemissionsand
tube sheet pressure drop. The Energy and EnvironmentalResearch Center (EERC) at the Universityof
NorthDakota has conducted researchfor a numberof years,sponsored bythe U. S. Department of Energy,
to investigatehow fine particle emissionsdepend on flyash properties (13,14). Furtherwork showed that
fly ash properties could be changed to reduce fine particle emissionsand baghouse pressure drop by
injecting small amounts of ammonia (NH=) and sulfur trioxide (SO=) into the flue gas upstream of a
baghouse (6,7,15-23). The conditioningagents changethe cohesivecharacter of the fly ash to facilitatethe
formation of a more porous dust cake (7). To date, pilot-conditioningtests have been conducted with
shaker_eaned and reverse-gas-cleanedfabric filters. Results have been highly successful in that fine
particulate emissionswere reduced from 100 to 10,000 times, and baghouse pressure drop was reduced
up to 75% when 25 ppm of ammonia and 12 ppm of SO= were Injected upstream of a baghouse. The
patented process has been shownto work well with bothbituminous and low-rank coals.

An example of the effect of conditioning on fine particle emissions is shown in Figure 5. These data
were taken during 500-hour tests with MonticelloTexas lignite usinga full-scale,reverse-gas-cleanedfilter
bag (7). Respirablemass emissions, rneesuredwith a laser aerodynamic particle slzer (APS), are shown
as a function of runtime when samples were taken over several hours each day of the 5.day test. Looking
at Figure5, it is apparent that emissionsdropped somewhatduringthe first75 hoursfor both tests and then
remained fairly steady for the remainder of each test. For the baselinetest, respirable mass emissionswere
about I mg/m =,compared to about 104 mg/m =for the conditioned test. Respirable mass values measured
with the APS at the inlet to the baghousewere in the range of 850 mg/m = to 1050 mg/m 3, which, when
compared to the outlet emissions,corresponds to a respirable mass collection efficiencyof about 99.9%
for the baseline test and 99.99999% for the conditioned test. Conditioning reduce<l__rt_icu!ateemissions
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FIGURE 5 - RESPIRABLEMASS PARTICULATEEMISSIONS FOR 500-HOUR REVERSE-AIRBAGHOUSE
TESTS WITH MONTICELLO COAL BAGS WERE CLEANED EVERY2 HOURS.

by about four ordersof magnitude, lt is apparentthat a substantialportion of the emissionsoccurs inthe
firstfew minutesafterbag deanlng. Integratingthe respirablemass emissionsover severaldeanlng cycles
to determine the collectionefficiencybased on an entire 2-hourfiltrationperiod showedthat the average
respirablemass collectionefficiencywas g9.99996%,withabout halfof the emissionsoccurringin the first
minuteafter bdnglngthe bag back on-line. Forthe condltloningtest, mostof the Instantaneousspikeswere
below 10" mg/m=,whichcorrespondsto a respirablemasscollectionefficlancyof 99.99%. This meansthat
evenworst-caseInstantaneouscollectionefficiencyisst_lbetterthan 99.99%when conditioningisemployed.
Extensivemeasurementof submlcronpartlde emissionsand EPA Method 5 measurementsalsoconfirmed
the extremelyhigh collectionefficiency (23). Conditioningapparently improves collectionefficiencyby
enhancing the amity of the dust to bddge large pores or pinholes, preventing direct penetration and
minimizing seepage by enhancingthe abilityof the dust to remainin piace after being collected.

A comparison of baghouse pressure drop between the conditionedand baseline 500-hour tests is
shownin Figure 6. The bags were cleaned every 2 hoursexcept for en initial4-hour pedod at the st'=_rtof
the test. Values plotted includethe pressuredrop justbefore and after bag cleaning. Forthe baselinetest,
the before-bag-cleaning pressure drop was in the range of 9 to 11 Inches of water, while the after-bag-
cleaningpressure drop Increasedsomewhatwith runtime and was about 3.3 Inchesof water at the end of
the test. With conditioning,the before-bag-cleaning pressuredrop was in the range of 2 to 2.3 Inches of
water, and, after bag cleaning,the pressure drop was about 0.7 to 1 inch of water, lt is Importantto note
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that there is no significant increaN of preuure drop withtime for the conditioned test, which Indicatesthat
conditioningdoes not cause beg-cleaningproblemsor an Increase in residualdust cake weight.

The actual K=values of the dust cake dudng operation can be determined from dust loading and
pressuredrop data. The 500-hour tests were started with new begs, and the first4 hourswere conducted
without bag cleaning. Afterthe inltlel 4 hours,the tube sheet pressure drop was 10.5 Inches of water for
the baselinetest and 2.2 Inchesof water for the conditionedtest, which corresponds to 8 K=of 17 Inches
of water-ft-mln/Ibfor the buellne test end3.5 for the conditionedtest. Basedon laboratorymeasurements
of K=as a function of porce#y (7), this Impliesthat the dust cake porositywas about 47% for the baseline
test and71% for the conditionedtest. From Figure 6, pressuredrop Increasedabout 6.5 Inches(fromabout
3 to 9.5 Inches) between the 2.1qo_ beg-cleaning Intervalsfor the baseline test, compared to about 1.4
Inches (from about 0.8 to 2.2 Inches)for the conditioning test. These data result in somewhat higher K=
valuesof 21 for the baselinetest, cowespondingto • dustcake porosityof45%, and 4.5, for the conditioned
test, corresponding to a dust cake porosityof 68%. Viewingthe beg-cleaningprocess throughsightports
In the top of the baghouea and bag cap showedthat the bag generallydid not cloan uniformly,but large
patchesof dust cake were sometlmesleft. This meansthat, after beg-cleaning, the actual localface velocity
for higNy deaned areas is much greater, ff porosity depends on face velocity, this could account for
differencesIn porosityat various locationson the beg and offersen explanationwhy the overall effective
K2of the newly added dust couldbe greaterthan that measured In the first 4 hours.
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To summarizethe effectof conditioningon baghouse pressuredrop, severalmeasurements show a
significantincreasein ash porosity, which directlytranslatesto increaseddust cake porosityand reduced
baghouse pressuredrop. The conditioninghas s double effect in that it Increasesporosity, which allows
operationat a lowerpressuredrop. The lower pressuredrop, inrum, reducesthe compactionpressureon
the dustlayer,allowinga highporosityto be maintained. The reverseistruefor the baselineash or any ash
that has a hightendency to compact. The tendency to compact causes high pressuredrop, which results
in a greater compaction force leading to even lower porosity and higher pressure drop. Therefore, a
treatment, suchas ammonia and SOs conditioning,that reduces the compactiontendency of the ash, can
be effective In reducingbaghouse pressure drop.

Measurement of Cohesive ProDerUesof Fly Ash

Quantificationof the changes In flyash propertles,that occur as a resultof conditlonlng, is deslrable
sothat the levelof performanceImprovementmightbe predictedInadvance. Two laboratorymethodshave
been employedat EERCto quantifythe change Inash propertleswith conditlonlng. Porosltycharacteristics
of the baselineand conditionedasheswere measuredwith a Powder Characteristics Testerthat performs
severaldifferentmechanicalmeasurementsof bulkpowder, such as fly ash (7,23). Two of the more useful
measurementsappear to be the aerated and packed density,which, along with particle density, provide
aerated and packed porosity. The results of these tests are shown in Table 1 for the baseline and
conditioned samples. Althoughthere is slightlymore data spreadfor the conditioned samples compared
to the baselinesamples,the effect of conditioningon the aerated and packed densities is clear. Thesedata
demonstratethat the baselineash hasa hightendencyto compact, and that conditioningImparts to theash
a resistance to packing, lt would appear that ;Just cake porosity might be predicted by these
measurements,but enough data are not availableto correlatewith actual dust cake porosity. In addition,
actual dust cake porosity may depend on other factors, such as face velocity, fabric type, and cleaning
method. Recent porositymeasurementsshowthat resultsare somewhataffected byrelative humidity (24).
Therefore, comparative measurements should be conducted at the same approximate humidity levels.
Nevertheless,the aeratedand packed porosity measurementswouldappear4obe usefulmethods in helping
to _edict baghouse pressuredrop.

TABLE 1

AERATEDAND PACKED POROSITY

Aerated PorosiW Pi_,ckedPorosity

/_h Tw)e % _ _ % ..g_ _.rL.

Monticello 62.6 0.6 9 40.1 0.8 9
Baseline

Monticello 75.8 1.5 10 55.0 1.2 11
Conditioned

• o = standarddevlatlon
b n = numberof tests

Cohesive strengthof the ash samples was determined with a Cohetester,which directly measures
tensile strength (7,23). Multiple tests at different compaction forces provide information to plot cohesive
tensile strength as a function of porosityfor a given ash. Results from the 500-hour tests are shown in
Figure 7. From these results,we can concludethat conditioningsignificantlyincreased the cohesivetensile
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.E1.CaUJ_ - COHESIVE TENSILE STRENGTHAS A FUNCTION OF ASH POROSITY AS MEASURED BY
THE CHOESTESTERMETHOD.

strengthfor a given porosity. The range In porositieswas determined by the range in compaction force,
whichwas thesame for bothconditloedngand baselinetestL Themaximumcompaction force possiblewith
the CohetesterresultedIna I)Ormdtyof 39% for the baselinesamplesand 53% forthe conditionedsamples.
Similarly, the _ compaction force resulted in a porosity of only 51% for the baseline samples,
comparedto 67% for the condilk)nedsarnpk_ These resultsagain show that a major effect of conditioning
is to greatly reduce the packtngter_ency oGthe ash.

Fromthe bench-scaleand baghouseK2data, we concluded that the actual dust cake porosity for the
baseline test was In the range of 45% to 47% and for the conditionedtest In the range of 68% to 71%.
Looking at the tensle sUengthvalues for these porosityrangesprovidesan Int_ observation. The
_ing tende¢rengthforthebaselk_etestsb intherangeot0.7to 1.0gdcm2 comparedto 0.4
to 0.6 gr/cre: for the condltlonedteas. While there Is some data scatter In tns poroslty range for the
basellnetests and e0<lxapolatlonof the conditioneddata was necessaryto obtalnthe tensilestrengthvalue
for the highestporosity,the results Indicatethat the actualtensilestrengthof the dust cake.cLg£j]Z1_ with
conditioning,ratherthan Increased. Thisresultwas not predictable,becausepreviousmeasurementsof ash
pellet strength(6) and effectiveangle of Internalfriction (25) showed that conditioningcauses an Increase
in the cohesivesUenglh of the as_ However,this resultIs highlydesirable because lt would appear that
bag cleanabllty would be dlrecgy relatedto the actualdust cake tensileSUShi. A reduction In dust cake
tensile _ should faclltate bsg cleeNng. This may explaln why the bag cleaned very well for the
conditlormd test and why there was no Increase In residual dust cake weight These results should be
considered prellmlnary and need to be verified with ocher tests. The Cohetester tende strength
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measurement,however,appears to be a good method to evaluatefly ash for fabric filter performanceand
possiblypredict bag cleanability. Again, relative humiditymust be considered when performing tensile
strengthmeasurements(24). More recenttests havebeen conductedusingthe Cohetesterto evaluatethe
effect of SO3 and ammonia conditioning (both separately and dual) on ESP performance. While these
resultsare not publishedyet, they show a strong relationbetween conditioningagent concentrationsand
measuredtensilestrength. This Indicatesthata direct measureof tensilestrengthis a good method to help
optimizethe conditioningprocessand possibly predict fabric filter performance.

SUMMARY

Regulations appear to be focusing on fine particle emissionsrather than total mass particulate
emissions. The effect of stricter regulations on selection of a particulate control device, however, is
somewhat unclear. Since properly designedESPs can providean _veraJlhigh collection efficiency,they
remaina viable control option. ESPs do have a disadvantagecompared to fabric filters in that collection
efficiencyfor 0.1-/_m to 5-#m particles is significantlyreduced.

A new developmentin the area of fabricfiltration isthe use of flue gas-conditioningagents to reduce
particulate emissionsand pressure drop. Theoretical analysis of the factors that control the size of a
baghouseindicates that pulse-jetbaghousescan be designedto operate at much higherair-to-clothratios
than are currentlyemployed. If K2 and particulateemissionscan be controlled at a low levelby the use of
flue gas conditioning, operationof pulse-jetbaghousesat air-to-clothratiosgreater than 8 ft/rain shouldbe
possible.

To help optimize performance of both ESPs and baghouses, quantitative characterization of the
cohesive properties of flyash is necessary. Appropriatemethods are determination of aerated and packed
porosityand measurementof tensile strengthas a function of porosity.

Researchneedsincludedemonstratingflue gas conditioningapplied to fabric filters on a largerscale
for an extended period. A full-scaletest is now underwayat a power plant inTexas. Further work is also
needed to evaluate the potential to operate at higher air-to-cloth ratios with conditioning, to optimize
conditioningagent concentrations,and to testconditioningwithpulse-jet baghouses. These objectivesare
included ina new seriesof tests at EERCcosponsored by DOE and EPRI. Further evaluationof predictive
ash characterizationmethods are also being pursued in a separate DOE-funded project at EERC.
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ABSTRACT

To promote thewidespreaduseof coal inan environmentaUyand economicallyacceptablemanner,
the U.S. Departmen': of Energy sponsors a Rue Gas Cleanup Program to develop environmen_l control
technologyfor coal-firedutilityboners. One of the largest researchand developmentactivitiesoccu,.'ringin
the SO= emission control area is the development of duct injection of calcium sorbents. Base¢; on
encouragingproof-of-concepttest results,the Department of Energy-PittsburghEnergyTechnology Center
has funded a multifaceted Duct InjectionTechnology DevelopmentProgram. The goal of this program is
to develop low-cost SO2 emissioncontrol technology that can be installed on existing coal-fired power
plants. Current work isconcentratedon developingcalciumduct injectiontechnologyby late 1992 suitable
for retrofittingolder plantsthat were built prior to promulgationof New Source PerformanceStandards in
1971. This paper reviewsresultsto date underthis program,summarizeswork stillto be done, and presents
comparisonsof calciumduct injectiontechnology with otherrelated FGD processes. A perspective on how
duct injection technology mightfit into acid rain compliancestrategies is also presented.
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INTRODUCTION

Based on promising proof-of-conceptresults (1), the Department of Energy-Pittsburgh Energy
Technology Center (DOE-PETC) launched a comprehensive program in 1988 to develop duct Injection
technologyfor the reduction of SO2 emissionsfrom existingcoal-firedpower plantsto a state of commercial
readinessby late 1992. The Duct InjectionTechnology Development Programhas five major elements:

1. Duct Configuration Survey

2. Enhanced Sorbent Utilization

3. Fundamental Investigationof Duct and Electrostatic PrecipitatorPhenomena

4. Scale-up Tests and SupportingResearch

5. Duct Injection Technology PrototypeDevelopment

Interactionsamoung the variouselementsare depicted in Figure 1.

This paper is divided into four sections: the first section providesan overviewof what has been
accomplished to date in this program; the second examines what remainsto be done; the third section
presentsa preliminarycomparisonof duct injectiontechnology with other, related processes;and the last
section gives a perspective on how duct injection might play a role inacid rain compliance.

PROGRESS THROUGH EARLY 1991

A Duct Configuration Survey was completed by Bums and Roe ServicesCorporation to obtai.':
informationon duct layouts (betweentheair preheater and electrostaticprecipitator)In existingutilityplants
(2). The survey was directed at unitswithout scrubbers which were built before, or grandfathered under,
the 1971 Clean Air Act. Responseswere received from operators of about 340 candidate _ants.

The survey results have been assembled into a data base whichwill be used In the development
of engineeringdesign criteriaand a predictivecomputer model. The followingare statisticalhighlightsfrom
this survey:

• Typici_lduct crosssectionis rectangular;,cross-sectionalarea variesconsiderably,but 100-
300 tr representsa mean range

• Most unitshave either one or two ducts downstream of the air preheaterswith two ducts
being more typical (58%)

• Approximately70% of theunitsreported superficialgasvelocitiesbetween 30 and 70 ft/sec
at full load

• Over 75% of the unitshave full-load flue gas temperaturesbetween 275 and 350°F
• Almost 60% of the unitshave potentialdrying times of less than one second intheir longest

straight run of ductwork;almost 25% have drying times underone.half second
• Two-thirds of the longeststraight runs were horizontalwhile one-thirdwere vertical
• Unit size for 60% of the respondents fell between 50 and 300 megawatts
• 57% of the plants surveyed were judged to have sufficient space to Increase thair

electrostatic precipitatorsize by 50%

Fundamental mass transfer investigationsfor the Enhanced Sorbent Utilization element of the
program are being conducted by Acurex. They entail the determinationof the controlling physical and
chemicalprocesses that limitsorbentut|lization,and the examinationof varioustechniques to enhance mass
transfer. Laboratory test resultshave confirmedearlier work which showed that increasingsorbentsurface

- area resultsin higher reactivityfor dry sorbentinjection. These reactivitleswere related to the initialamount
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of moistureon the sorbent (3). This led to various effortsto evaluate sorbentswith higher initial moisture
contents, or 'moist solids', lt was found that a fly ash/Ca(OH) 2 mixture could contain much higher Initial
moisture (whilere,q_ainingfree flowing) and be muchmore reactivethan baselineCa(OH)2. An even more
reactive sorbentcould be produced by chemicallyreactingthe fly ash with the Ca(OH)2 during hydration.
These findings he!p to explain the promising results shown by EPA's ADVACATE (Advanced Silicate)
process. Efforts are now underwayto determinethe maximumamount of initialsurfacemoisturethe solids
can contain and remainfree flowingand practical methods of achievingthese moisturelevels.

Parallelto these efforts,Energyand EnvironmentalResearch Corporation (EER) investigatedmass
transfer effects on a global basis by combining fundamental droplet experimentswith developmentof a
predictive model. The goals of thiseffortwere to identifythe rate controlling stepsand to develop sorbent
reactivityenhancementstrategies. Datacollectedfromthe duct spraydryingexperimentsindicate that lime
slurryutilizationis mostsensitiveto the gas-phaseSO=concentrationand the slurryconcentration(4). The
effectsof initialsorbentsurfacearea (before slurrying)and slurrydropletdiameterinthese experimentswere
not significant. Gas-phaseCO2 had no effecton slurryutilization. EER developed a one-dimensionalmath
model of the S_ removal processin duct injectionsystems.

Fundamental Investigation of Duct and Electrostatic Precipitator Phenomena was carded out
by Radian and its subcontractors.A 1.7 MWduct injection/electrostaticprecipitatorpilotplanttest program
at Meredosia,and supportinglaboratory investigationsat FossilEnergy ResearchCorporation(duct/nozzle
flow visualization)and at the Universityof California-Irvine(nozzle testing)have been completed. Finaldata
reduction and the preparationof a final reportare currentlyinprogress. The majorfindingsfrom Meredosia
include (5,6):

• Sorbent Injection Configuration - Dry sorbent injection upstream of humidification(scavenging
mode) resulted in higher SO2 capture than sorbent injectiondownstream (non-scavengingmode)
of humidification. Base case conditionsof Ca/S=2.0, 30°F approach to saturation,and no recycle
resulted in 40 to 45% SO=removal (20 to 22% sorbent utilization) in the scavenging mode versus
30 to 35% SC_removal (15 to 17% utilization)inthe non-scavengingmode. Thissupportsprevious
observationsregardingthe importance of scavenging.

The scavenging mode configurationalso resulted in superior electrostatic precipitator (ESP)
performance. Testsinthenon-scavengingmode produced severecurrent suppressionfrom space-
chargecornna quenchinginthe inlet ESPelectricalfield. Although it was initiallythought thata high
concentrationof small sorbentparticleswas causingthe space charge, recenttest resultsindicate
that submicron1-12SO4particles created whenSO3 contacts the humidificationsprayalso contribute
substantiallyto the problem.

• SO= Removal Across the ESP - The Meredosia p,ot plant consistentlydemonstrated significant
SC_ removal (20 to 30% of the total SC_ removal)across the ESP. This was higherthan expected.

• The Effect of Duct Injection on ESP Performance and Operability was investigated by ADA
Technologies undersubcontractto Radian. The uniqueeight-fieldpilot ESP at Meredosia enabled
testing over a wide range of SCAs(150-600 ft2/1000 ACFM). The resultsfrom these tests indicate
that three major factors affect ESP performance in duct injection applications. First and most
obvious is the increase in grain loading. Solidsloading entering the ESP increased by a factor of
5 during typical duct injection conditions and by approximately 8 during recycle tests.

g Humidification of the flue gas produced excellent electrical conditions in the ESP and, in fact,

i resulted in higher relativecollection efficienciesthan baseline conditions. However, this increase

in efficiencywas not sufficientto overcome the increase in inlet grain loading; outlet emissions
during duct injectiontestingexceeded thoseat baseline levels.

The test data indicate that the reasonfor the highemissions(at what appear to be ideal electdcal
conditions) is severere-entrainmentdue to 'too-low' resistivityof the particles,especially inthe low
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SCA configuration. The re-entrainmentappears to be caused by electrostaticrepulsionratherthan
scouring since re-entrainmentdid not increase at higher gas velocities. The low resistivity re-
entrainmentphenomenahas been observedinothertestprograms, and is mostapparentin smaller
SCA precipitatorswhere there is less re-collectionof the repelled particles.

The thirdfactor affectingESP performanceis corona suppressionin the firstESP field dueto space
charge effects. This is caused by a combinationof submicron sorbent particlesand the formation
of 1-12SO4mist as the flue gas is humidified. Barbed discharge electrodeswere installedin the first
ESP fieldto enable operationat higher currentdensities. These electrodes did allow highercurrent
densities, but not high enough to overcome the corona suppression caused by duct injection.

Tests were conducted during duct injectionconditions to assess the effects of Increasingthe ESP
operating voltage from the standard 50KV levelto >65KV. No improvement in ESP performance
wasdetected. This islikelydueto the lowresistivityparticle repulsionre-entrainmentproblemwhich
is directly proportional to the electrical field strength. Therefore, increasing the capacity of the
power supplies is not an effective ESP upgrade strategy for duct injection.

Chlorideadditivesweretested &san ESP upgrade;unfortunately,the effects of the chlorideadditive
on ESP performal_cecouldnot be fullydetermineddue primarilyto operationalproblems(wetsolids
deposition and plu3ging) which did not permit long-term steady state operations.

• Sorbent Recycle was found to be very effective in increasing overall SO2 removal and sorbent
utilization. SO2 removal increased from 40% (20% utilization) with no recycle, to 56% (28%
utilization)at a recycle ratio of 2 Ibs recycle solids per Ib fresh lime. Although it was difficultto
achieve and maintaina long-term steady state recycle condition at this facility, these resultsare
encouragingand merit further evaluationof recycle on a larger scale.

• The E:.gct of Chloride Additives on SO= Removal - Calcium chloride addition has been
demonstrated to improveSO= removal and sorbent utilization in lime spraydrying. Recenttests at
the TVA spray dryer pilot plant indicate that chlorides may also be very beneficial to ESP
performance by reducing re-entrainment emissions (13). This concept was tested in the dry
injectionmode at Meredosia. When 2.5% calciumchloride(by wt.) was added to the humidification
water, the overall system SO2 removal increasedfrom 55% to 72% with ali other test conditions
remainingconstant. The potentialfor significantimprovementin sorbent utilization,especiallywhen
combined with recycle, invites further investigationon a larger scale.

Scale-up Tests and Supporting Research are underway at the 12 MW (equivalent)Duct Injection
Test Facility (DITF) at Beverlyby Gilbert/Commonwealth and its testingsubcontractor,Southern Research
Institute. The larger scale enablesthe use of certain full-scaleequipment components. This is especially
important to the evaluation of dual-fluid nozzles and the development of nozzle arrays which meet the
performance requirementswhile overcomingwallwettingand pluggage problemsinherentto smallerscale
tests. In dry sorbent injection(DSI), the nozzle array and operation were optimized throughthe extensive
parametric test program. Operation in the DSI mode for extended periods was accomplished at a 30°F
approach to adiabatic saturationwithminimumlocalizedwallwetting (7). SO2 removal resultsfrom DSI have
been similar to those measured at Meredosia and previous proof-of-concept test programs. Tests
conducted in the scavenging mode hav_ shown up to 54% S_ removal at a Ca/S=2.5, 26°F approach to
saturation, and no recycle.

Slurryoperation or duct spraydrying (DSD) is even more encouraging. An overall SO2 removal of
60% has been routinely achieved at a Ca/S ratio of 2.0, a 40-50° F approach to saturation,and no recycle
(7). Tests have shown virtually no solids depositionafter 120 hours of continuous DSD operation. Th_:_
data have shownthat wall wettingand solidsdepositionproblemsencountered in smallerscaletest facilities
may h= i,=_ _°,,",e ;" !,_rger,4,,,.o,.... ,.,,,.,,. Propedy designedatomization systems in full-scale ducts may enable

_ material depositionto be controlled.
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The fifth major effort,Duct Injection Technol_ Prototype Dev¢lopm_. _ ali of the _r
efforts together. United Engineers& Constructors(UE&C) ts usingthe resultsfrom me above laboratory
and pilot plant test programs,c_ined with the supportingtest work of Es _do_ors, to ¢Jm_el¢_
engineeringand design criteriafor the full-scalecommercialapplicationof _ i_j_n. The erKilres_
will be the publicationof a Duct InjectionD_n Handbook and a predictive_er model.

Under subcontractto UE&C, Babcock & Wilcox (B&W)has completed a _rEc_llory _nveatigatienof
corrosionof existingduct materialsin the flue ,gaspath downstureamot duct in'_. _ resultss_st
that the environmentbeneathsorbent/flyashdeposits can potentia_ l_ very corr_ _). _inless
was especiallysusceptibleto pitting in this environment. If wet solids deposir_ cannot be _nted or
controlled, protectivecoatingsmay be necessary. Anor_r area of _ isthe zone downstream ofthe
ESP (outlet ductwork, fan, and chimney) which will be exposed te i_0wtemperature flue gas, with no
protectionfrom alkaline sorbent. Carbon steel and corten showed much higher corrosionthan stainless
steel or C-276 in this environment.

B&W has completed an evaluation of several commercial dual-fluid noTj.les for duet Injection
applications. The nozzleswere evaluatedfor droplet sizeand spraypattem, air consumptionand pressure
requirements, and turndown capability. The nozzles evaluated Included those manufactured by B&W,
Lechler,and Parker-Hannifin. The B&WI-Jet and LechlerSupersonicnozzlesproduced dropletswlth Sauter
mean diametersof 30 to 40 micronsat air-to-water ratiosof 0.2 to 0.5 (9). This performance Is generally
consideredacceptable for duct injection retrofits.

B&W is conducting nozzle array performance tests in a special test duct (6 ft. by 6 ft.) to further
optimizenozzle designand spacingfor commercialscaleapplications` Thiswork willalso providevalidation
data for math model development.

The Universityof NorthDakota Energy and EnvironmentalResearch Center, under subcontractto
UE&C, is conducting a detailed waste characterizationstudy of four waste samples with the goal of
developingwaste disposaland by-productutilizationstrategies.Thewastesamples beingevaluatedconsist
of one from the Coolsidetestingat Edgewater,one fromthe Meredosia pilotplanttesting, and two fromthe
Beverly DITF test work.

Design Handbook

The handbookis dividedinto sectionswhich are arrangedina logicalsequenceto facilitatethe step-
by-step design of a retrofitduct sorbent process. Preliminarysectionsfor design criteria,equipment sizing
and design, and plant and equipmentarrangementconsiderationshave been developed. Sampledrawings
in the handbook can be usedas basesfor the preparationof actual plant processflow diagrams (PFDs)and
associated material balances, piping and instrumentationdiagrams (P&IDs), and other drawings. A
preliminary version of ali of the PFDs and P&IDs have been developed and placed on CAD to facilitate
revision. Sample equipment bid specificationshave been developed which can be easily tailored to a
specific boiler plant. Twenty two of the specifications(outof 24) have been completed.

Predictive Mathematical Model

Concurrentwith the preparationof the designhandbook, a mathematical model isbeing developed
as a companion tool. The goal of this effort is to generatecomputer models which will be readily usable
by utility and/or engineeringpersonnel to accurately predict the performance and cost of duct sorbent
injectionat a specific plant.

Fourseparate DOE contractorsare involvedwith the developmentof the duct injectionperformance
model, Each version of the model has builton the previousversion. The final model will be validated by
_nrnnmrimnn nf nnrvtcd nr¢_llr-tinne uuith tc_-t nrnnr_m r,-e, dte _,rv4 IIt_,_t,,r_ _-,t-,
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An initial, one-dimensional version of the model has been completed by EER. This version
addresses the fundamental mass transfer and reactionkineticsof the process. This 'submodel' has been
incorporated into the code of a first-generationprocess model. The first-generation model has been
essentiallycompletedby CHAM of NorthAmerica undersubcontractto Radian. lt adds the abgityto predict
three-dimensionalflue gas velocity, temperature and species concentrationsto the mass transfer and
reaction kinetics calculations of the initial version. A model of ESP performance under duct Injection
conditions was developed separately by ADA Technologies,also under subcontractto Radian.

B&W is developinga second-generationmodel by refiningthe mass transfer,reaction kineticsand
ESP submodels contained inthe first-generationmodel as requiredto improve agreementwith experimental
data. A user-friendlyinputand output interfacewill be developed includingmenu-driveninput features and
graphical displaysof program predictions.

The success of duct injection technology depends upon it becoming a cost-effective retrofitFGD
process. UE&C hasdeveloped separate dry sorbentinjection (DSI) and duct spray drying (DSD) economic
models. Since duct injectionis so site specific,the programs are beingdesigned to be very versatile. The
technical portion of both models have been debugged and the economic calculationsare in the process
of being refined.

A LOOK AHEAD

As described in the previoussection, there have been many accomplishmentsin the DOE's Duct
InjectionTechnology Development Program. As with any researchand development program, there have
been some significantsuccesses as well as some disappointments. This section attempts to look ahead
to what still needs to be accomplished. In addition,based on what has been learned to date and inlight
of the recentlyenacted Clean Air Act Amendments,the originalobjectives of the program will be reviewed.

Still To Be Done

In order to completethe final design handbook, determinefinal process economics, and complete
the duct injection process model, a substantialamount of research is still needed. Except for the moist
solids experiments,there has been littlesuccess in developing practical sorbent enhancement techniques.
While the moist solidsresultsmay offer the best potentialto improve sorbent utilization, these techniques
may not be far enough along in development to incorporate in commercial design efforts.

The testwork at Meredosia has been completed, leavingthe BeverlyDITF as the primary facility for
investigatingprocessdevelopments for the remainderof the program. The major objectives at Bevedywill
be to complete parametric scale-up testing of the DSI and DSD processes and ESP operation with an
emphasis on optimizing system performance and commercial operability. This will include establishing
'optimums' for injectionconfiguration,approachtemperature,recycle ratios, etc. to achievestated goalsfor
SQz removal and economics. Several advanced process options must also be evaluated. Additives to
improve sorbent utilization and/or ESP performance will be tested, including calcium chloride. Another
major objectivefor the BeverlyDITF is to develop practical and reliable process control systems necessary
to bringthis technologyto commercial readiness. Testing at retentiontimes of one second and less inthe
ductwork needs to be performed at Beverlyto simulateoperationat the majority of existingplants. The final
objective for the BeverlyDITF will be to providevalidationof the second generation model.

UE&C has identified severalareas of unknownsand potentialtechnical and/or economic obstacles
to the commercial applicationof duct injectiontechnologies. Among the most significant are:

• ESP performance and operability
• Ash handling and storage capacity and operation
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• Corrosionpotentialinthe ESP, outlet duct, and stack/chimney liner- evaluationof reheat
systems

• Wall wettingand solidsdeposition and removal
• Applicationof on-sitehydration
• Dry sorbent injectordesign criteria

Each of these areas requiresfurtherstudy and evaluationto commercializethese processes.

Objectives Reviewed

At the beginningof the duct Injectionprogram, DOE-PETC establishedcriteria for a commercial
application of this technology(1):

• 50% SOz removal
• 35% sorbentutilization
• Low capitalcost
• Total levelizedcost of less than $500/ton SO2 removed
• Sim_le to installand operate
• Minimalchanges required for retrofit
• Processreliability

The criterionof5')% SO=removal appears to bewellwithinthe reachof both DSIand DSD. Recent
resultswith recycle indic_,=ethe potential for even higher removallevels.

The goal of35% sorbent utilization appears to be withinreach. Slurryinjectionhas shownbetter
overall utilizationthan dry injection;however, recent resultsfor DSI with recycleand additives have shown
utilization in the range of 35% (5).

Preliminary economic analyses show duct injectionto be a potentiallylow capital cost retrofit
technology when comparedto technologiessuchas wet FGD. ThesepreliminaryevaluationsIndicatea total
capital requirementof $50 to $60/kW for a typicalduct Injectionretrofit, compared to about 3-4 times that
amount for a similarwetFGD retrofit. However, if major plantequipmentupgradesbecome necessary (ESP,
stack, ash removal, etc.), duct injection may lose a portion or ali of this capitalcost advantage.

When evaluated on a levelizedcontrol cost basis,preliminaryeconomicanalyses indicate that the
cost of duct injectionmay be significantlyhigher than the DOE target of $500/ton SO= removed. There
are two major reasonsfor this: first, inherently low sorbent utilizations(20-35%) make sorbent costs the
single highest cost componentof duct injection. Second, moderatelevel (50%) SO=removal technologies
will inherentlyshow a higherlevelized controlcost simplybecausethey remove fewer tons of SO=than high
(90% plus) efficiencytechnologieslike wet FGD.

Despiteproblemsat small-scaletest facilities, duct injectionprocessesappearto success/ullymeet
the criteriaof simple to install and operate if materialdeposition can be minimizedand/or removedon-line.
Successful installationswill depend on proper design and application, and the develop,nent of process
control systems.

The requiredretrofit changes will be site specific. Asstated before, the plant oquipmentmost likely
to require some sort of upgrade includesthe ESP, ash handlingsystem, ductwork and stack.

Process reliability willdepend greatly on developmentsin process controlsystems and attention
and commitment to operation. Unlike many wet FGD and spray dryer technologies,there will likely be no
major component redundancy,and there will be no method to bypass the systemsince the duct and ESP
are the SO2 removal reactors. At this stage of development,duct :njectionhas yet to demonstratethe same
reliabilityas commerciallyinstalledFGD systemssuch as wet scrubbers.
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DUCT INJECTION VS. OTHER FGD PROCESSES

lt may be helpful to compare duct Injectiontechnologywith other FGD processesthat also could
be retrofitto plants with existingESPs. Two such processeswhich are likely to play a role in future acid
rain compliance are wet limestonescrubberswith forced oxidation (LSFO) and furnace sorbent Injection
(FSI).

Commercial Status

The commercial statusof LSFO is wellestablishedwith numerousexistinginstallationsandvendors
willing to offer such a design.

FSI has been tested at fullscale inthe U.S. and Canada, but it has not been installedcommercially
on a PC application. FSI has been applied commerciallyin Westem Europe to boilersrangingup to 700
MW. Most of these installationsbum low sulfurfuels (includinglignites)with less than 1% sulfurby weight
(10). These plants generally havelarge ESPs [specific collectionareas (SCA) of 600-800 _/1000 ACFM].

The commercial status of calcium duct injectionprocesses is similar to FSI. lt has been tested
extensivelyin pilotplants and on two full-scaledemonstrations(with anotherdemonstrationto come on-line
in late 1991). However, no permanent commercial applicationshave been installed.

Performance

The SO2 removal capability of LSFO is typically reported to be 90-95% at a Ca/S (molar) ratioof
1.10-1.20.

For FSI, 50% SOa removalhasbeen demonstratedat a Ca/S ratioof about 2.0, and an SOz removal
of 70% is likely at a Ca/S ratio of about 3.0 (10). lt appears from full-scale testing that conventional
sootblowing effectively handlesconvective pass fouling.

Duct sorbent injection (DSI) performance is similar to FSI: 50% SO2 removal has been
demonstrated at a Ca/S ratio of about 2.0, and 70% is achievable with additives and/or recycle of the
material collected in the ESP. Recycleoperation, however,substantiallyincreasesthe loading to the ESP.

The performance of duct spray drying (DSD) is somewhat better than DSI. A 50% SOa removal
may be obtained at a Ca/S ratioof about 1.5. A 70% SO2 removalis likelyat a Ca/S ratio of about 2.5 (7).

ESP and lD Fan Effects

Because the scrubbervesselsassociatedwith LSFOwould be located downstream of the existing
plant ESP, the retrofitof this technologywould have no effecton it. A pressure drop acrossthe vesselsof
about 10 in. H20 is inherent in this process, however,and new booster fans would likely be required.

The FSI process increasesparticulate loading to the existingplant ESP; however, full-scale tests
have shown that humidificationof the flue gas just upstreamof the ESP to a temperature of 240.2500F is
sufficientto maintain pre-existing stack opacity levels (11,12). Humidifyingthe gas reducesdust resistivity
and increases the net SCA of the ESP by reducing gas volume. Plant lD fans would not be Impacted
substantially by this technology. Any a_ded pressure drop due to sorbent injection and humidification
nozzle obstructionwould likelybe offset by gas volume reduction due to humidification.
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The duct injectionprocesseswould have a major Impact on the existingplant ESP as mentioned
earlier, lt is not _ikelythat older ESPswith lowSCAsand highgas velocitieswillbe capable of maintaining
particulateemissionswithinlimitsafterretrofitof a duct Injectionsystemwithoutsome significantupgrades.
Plant lD fans would not be Impactedsubstantiallyby duct injection technologyfor the same reasons as
stated above for FSI.

Retrofit Difficulty

The relativedifficultywith which an FGD technology may be retrofit to an existing plant is site
specific. In general, however,LSFOwouldrequirethe most substantialrealestaterequirementsand would
bethe mostdifficultto tie in. However,ali of the modificationswould be limited to the backend of the plant.

FSI would requiremodificationsto boththe furnaceandthe ductworkbetweenthe air preheaterand
ESP. This would result in a fairly high degree of retrofitdifficulty. Real estate requirements for FSI are
consideredto be less than LSFO.

The duct Injectionprocessesareconsideredto be only moderatelydifficultto retrofitintoan existing
plant. Real estate requirementswould be aboutthe same as FSI, but no furnace modifications would be
required.

Economic Comparison

UE&C's preliminaryeconomicevaluationsperformed under this DOE program have resulted in a
capital cost estimate of $50-60/kW as noted in the previous section. The criteda used to develop these
costsare consideredto be representativeof anactualduct injectionretrofit situationemphasizinglowcapital
cost but acceptable process reliability. These criteria Include little equipment redundancy, 10 days of
reagentstorage,truck unloadinginlieuof railunloading,etc. Fifteen year levelizedcontrolcosts (including
fixed andvariableO&M costsandfixedcharges)correspondingto these capitalestimatesare $670/ton SOz
removedfor DSD and $T/0/ton SOz removedfor DSI. lt is importantto notethatthese costsdo not Include
ESP upgrades, chimney liner upgrades,or other plantequipment modificationsthat may be necessary in
some applications.

Based on separatework UE&C has completed for EPRI (10), the capital and total levelized control
costsof retroF_tingduct injectiontechnologiesmay be compared to LSFO and FSI. The EPRI estimatesfor
each of these four processeswereali based on commondesign criteriaand philosophies,but these criteria
differsubstantiallyfrom those used byUE&C inthe estimatesdeveloped for the DOE program. Substantial
spare eqt_ipment,60 days of reagent storage,and provisionsfor rail car unloading are examples of the
criteriaupon which the EPRI estimatesare based. Usingthese criteria, LSFOwould requirea capital cost
of about $220/kW for a moderately difficultretrofit. For the same bases, DSD would cost about $85/kW,
and FSI and DSI would require$95-100/kW.

When compared usingthe EPRI 15 yearlevelized control cosL% LSFO has the lowest control cost

($760 per ton SO2 removed). This istrue becauseof its inherentlyhigh sorbentutilizationand SO2 removal
capability Duct spray drying, however,would have essentiallythe same control cost at ST/0/ton S(_
removed. FSI and DSI are the mostexpensiveprocessesat $930 and $950/ton SO2 removed, respectively.
A 15 year economic evaluation was chosen since the application of these processeswill likely be most
suited to older units with limited remainingservic_ lives.

ACID RAIN LEGISLA.13ONAND DUCT INJECTION

Althoughthe Clean Air ACt Amendmentswere just pas.'_edin November 1990, many utilities have
completed, or are inthe process of completing,compliance strategy plans. Overallsystem SC_ reduction
requirements must be considered along with determiningthe most cost effectivesolutions on a plant by
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plant basis. Some trends have already begunto form. Many believe that wet FGD and fuel switchingwill
garner the majority of the Phase I reductions;there are economic incentives, includingemissionscredits,
for early and over-compliance. The Phase I legislation targets those units emitting in excess of 2.5 Ibs
SO2/MMBTU while Phase II requires emissionsof 1.2 Ibs SO2/MMBTU.

Since it isless expensive(in S/ton SOzremoved) to remove SOz froma highersulfur(Phase I) coal,
it isanticipatedthat the value of Phase II allowancesmay be much higher than Phase I. Althougha potential
candidate compliance technology for both phases, duct Injection's greatest strength may be In Phase II
wherein the Importance of marginal costs Increase. Although duct injection is more expensive (on a
levelized control cost basis) than wet scrubbers, there will be little reason to over-scrub (using wet
scrubbers) if the demand for allowances is not there. The Incentives for over-compliance may be more
related to providing offsetsfor new generatingcapacity due to the emissionscap. This limited need may
favor lower capital cost technologiessuch as duct Injection for Phase II and beyond. Phase II will also
permit further time for developmentof duct injectionwhich may result in improved sorbentutilizationand
reduced operating costs.

To be successful,duct Injectiontechnology must have SC_ control costsequalto or less than the
market price of an allowance. Otherwise,utilitiesare likelyto buy allowances ratherthan installand operate
equipm(nt. Duct injectionappearsto meet thiscriteria. A scrubber operating at reduced efficiencyisvery
expensive. Technologies suchas duct injectionmay be used to 'fine tune' system SO2 reduction by filling
in gaps not covered bywet scrubbingandothermethods. These technologies also couldprovideadditional
flexibilityand insurance againstunexpected equipment failures or changes inthe allowancemarkeL

There wnl probably be certain 'niche' market._'fo_'duct injection. As emphasized above, sorbent
costs drive the cost of duct injection. Those units close to sources of a _owcost lime sorbentmay choose
duct injection. Those plants in which lt is physicallyimpossible to retrofit a scrubber, and/or where the
boiler cannot accommodate a fuel switch may be ideal for duct injection. There may be certain Phase II
scenarios in which a fuel switch is combinedwith duct injectionto achieve the desired control level.

The challengefor the Duct injectionTechnology Development Program is to complete the odginal
project objectiveswhile continuingto searchfor practicalmethods to increase SO2 removalcapability and
sorbent utilization. At its current level of development improving sorbent utilization will likely have the
greatest impact in terms of reducing levelized control costs and increasing the role of duct Injection
technologies in acid rain compliance strategies.
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DETERMINATION AND NATURE OF WATER
IN LOW RANK COALS

leo J. Lynch,Wesley A. Barton and David S. Webster

CSIRO Divisionof Coal and Energy Technology
PO Box 136 North Ryde 2113 Australia

ABSTRACT

The nature of water associated with coal is discussed and the concept of Interacting water
considered. Adopting a deflnlUonfor Interactingwater as thai having properties modified from those of
bulk water, the criterion for Its assessment Is that lt does not fuse near 273 K. lt Is recognised that the
modificationof Interfacial water Is a consequence of water-coal molecular interaction and that a further
consequenceof these Interactions ISlikely to be some medlflcattonto the molecular properllesoi the coal
Itself.

A refined method based on proton nuclear magnetic resonance (lH NMR) measurements Is
described for characterising water-substrate systems and In so doing accurately determining the
saturationwater content or maximum water bindingcapacity of the substrata. The method also provides
useful data on the extent to which the substrata molecular structureIS destabilised or 'plasticised' by Its
exposure to water. The procedure Is successfully applied to a high InerUnlte coal with high affinity for
water.

INTRODUCTION

Coal-Water InteracUons

Water sorbed or otherwise Intimately associated with solid-like materials such as coals ,_ likelyto
have properties which differ somewhat from the normal thermodynamic states of bulk water. These
differences can be appreciated and understood best at the molecular level and In particular if the
microdynamicprocesses or moleculardynamicsof the water are considered.

Modifications to the water properties result from molecular interactions between water and
substrataand the extent of this ISdetermined by the molecular nature of the subslmte. For coals polar or
electrostaticinteractions,which Include hydrogenbonding and the couplingof the electric dipole moment
of the water due to the potential gradients generated by the substrata, are greatest for species rich in
oxygen and other electro-negative atoms. Hydrophobicinteractions,related to apolar regionsof the coal,
are also likely_ocontributeto the perturbationo! the water [1].

This expectation that vicinal water is perturbed with respect to bulk water leads to the concept of
interacting as distinctfrom non-Interacting or 'free' water and alsoallows definitionof the saturation water
content(swc) or the maximumcapacity of a substratato Interactwith water. Thermodynamically the swc
is equivalent to the equilibriumwater content(ewc) at 100% relativehumidity (rh).
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The substrate material also is likely to be affected by molecular Interaction with water but most
models of sorbed water systems imply that the substrate is inert. Clearly this is not the case for brown
coals which change irreversibly when dried from the bed moist condition [2]. While the effect on
molecular properties of coal caused by exposure to water will lessen with Increasing coal rank, lt could
still be of Importance for understanding coal-water systems for ali except those of highest rank. Water
vapour sorptionisothermsare used to characterisewater-substrate systems. The Isothermshape can be
related to models of these systems [3] and the swc estimated from values as the rh approaches 100%.
However the accuracy of this determination Is often Impaired by instability of the system near 100% rh
[4]. Methods using protonnuclear magnetic resonance (lH NMR) measurements, which are more robust
for estimating the swc than the gravimetric technique from the Isotherm data, have been described and
demonstrated [5,6]. In this paper a refinement of the previouslydescribed NMR method to characterise
coal-water systems will be discussed. Results obtained for a high moisture-holding coal (7.2% air dry)
dch in fusain/inertiniteare reported to Illustratethe procedures.

1H NMR Relaxation

lH NMR spectroscopy has well developed theories which relate its parameters to molecular
dynamic models of the system under study [7]. This utility of 1H NMR to characterise and study
molecular systems re,es on a fortuitous correspondence which exists between the near-neighbour
magnetic Interactionsof the resonantprotonsor hydrogen nucleiwhich are strategicallydistrlbu_edin the
molecular lattice, and the Intermolecular Interactions which determine the structure and dynamics of
condensed molecular media. The lH NMR relaxation processes are determined by the magnetic
Interactions of the resonant protonsand the nature of the fluctuations in these Interactionswhich adse
from molecular reodentationaiprocesses [7]. In particularthe measured 1H NMR tre.r,.sverseor spin-spin
(T2) relaxation can distinguish molecular structures/lattices on the basis of whether the molecular
reodentatlon rates are below or above -105 Hz. "Suchmolecular structures are termed dgldand mobile
respectively.

The process of spin-spin (T2) relaxation results from the Inherent variations across the molecular
lattice of the static (or near zero frequency) local resultant magnetic fields contributed to by ali the
hydrogen nucleiof the system. Ali spectral componentsrepresenting nlotlonsat frequencies greater than
the equlvelent rnagneUcInteraction strength are effectlvely decoupled so that only those less than this
frequency contribute to the spin-spin relaxatlon. For water and organlc substances thls frequency Is
-10 5 Hz _Wl,d the I H NMR spln-s.plnrelaxation Is sensltlve to frequency changes In a so-cailed 'motlonal-
narrowing range between --10b and 108 Hz [7]. Molecular reodentatlon rates of Ice are ~105 Hz [8]

which means that lt is a d_lod-lattlcein the NMR sense whereas liquidwater is characterised by molecular
reodentaUonrates of -I 0 Hz [9] and Its ._H NMR spin-spin relaxation is insenslUveto changes in these
rates.

EXPERIMENTAL

Crushed (-212 I_m)samples of the Australian coal studied (82.6%C, 4.5%H, 10.7%O (diff) (daf);
7.5% Ash (ad); 28% vitrinite,69% Inertinite (vol. % mmf)) were prepared with ewc's between 0 and 25%
(wt/wt). 1H NMR transverse relaxationsignals I(t) of each specimen wer_ measured usingthe solid-echo
pulse sequence [10] at regular temperature Intervals, allowing for thermal equilibrium to be reached,
during a temperature cyclefrom 310 to 210 and back to 310 K. The adsorption/desorption isotherm was
determined at 298 K by allowing samples to equilibrate at seven different relative humidities for one
month. Alsoduplicatedry samples were monitoredfor four weeks by regular weighing for their uptake of
water in an atmosphereof I(XP/orh at 293 K.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Figure 1 depicts the equilibrium adsorption-desorption isotherm and Figure 2 the gravimetric
approach to equilibdum water content at 100% rh and 293 K measured for the coal of this study. There
is little hysteresis in the Isotherms, the approach to saturation is not 'asymptotic' and an estimate of
12.4% for the swc is made wtth good precision. The uptake at 100% rh (Rg. 2) is seen to be rapid at first
but at least 300 minutes are required for equilibrium to be closely approximated. There is a significant
difference between the two samples tested and the two estimates of the swc obtained are 14.5% and
13.0% - both greater than the isotherm estimate.
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1H NMR transverse relaxation signals i(t) for three different water contents at 280 K arKI for a
sample of 15% ewc at three temperatures are compared in Figures 3(a) and (b) respectively. Each of
these signals appears to have two components di_tinguishedby their rates of relaxation. The Initialor
zero time ampltude of the slowlydecaying signal component, which Is assessed to adse from hydrogen
in mobile molecular structures, Is seen to Increase with ewc and to be slightly reduced at 260 K
cornperedto 280 K. Also the rate of clec_lyIS_ room rapidat g60 K.
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FIGURE _e) - IH NMR TRANSVERSE RELAXATION SIGNALS OF COAL-WATER
SAMPLES OF DIFFERENT WATER CONTENT MEASURED AT 280 K.
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FIGURE 3('0) - lH NMR TRANSVERSE RELAXATION SIGNALS OF A COAL-WATER
SAMPLE OF 15% ewc MEASURED AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES.
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The typical 1H NMR transverse relaxation signals i(t) shown in Figure 3 can be fitted by a slowly
decaying exponential functionim(t) - lm0 exp (-t/T2) and a difference signal Ir(t),=l(t)-im(t) which Is ctosely
Gaussian inform (Figure 4). lt is reasonable to attributethese component signalsto hydrogen contained
in mobile and rigid-like fractionsof the molecular structures respectively. Therefore T2 is the spin-spin
relaxation constant assessed for the mobile species. Since the initial amplitudes lm0 and _='0are
proportionalto the hydrogen contents of the components [7], a hydrogen-welghted(H/H) measure of the
fractionof the spedrnen's molecular structurewhichIs mobUeIs given by I - Im0/(im0 + Iro).

i(t)

--" r(t)
-- iro

im(t) = imoeXp(-tlT 2)

, t0-

I
0

Time (t)

FIGURE 4 - THE FITTING OF A TYPICAL 1H NMR TRANSVERSE RELAXATION
SIGNAL I(t) FOR A COAL-WATER SPECIMEN BY A SLOWLY

RELAXING EXPONENTIAL FUNCTION Im(t) AND THE DIFFERENCE
SIGNAL ir(t).

The 'mobile' signalamplitude can be contributed to by unfrozen water molecules and parts of the
coal molecular structure which are Inherently mobile at the temperature of measurement or are
'plastlcloed'by Interactionwith water. Plots of the parametersI and T2 againstmeasurement temperature
during heating are shownIn Figures 5(a) and (b) for the eight samples of ewc between 0 and 25%. The
group plots in Figure 5 clearly show that these two parameters have a discontinuity near the fusion
temperature of ice (273 K) for specimens with ewc of 12.5% and higher but not for those of lower ewc.
Below the transition T2 and I are Insensitiveto ewc for these higher ewc specimens in contrast to great
sensitivitiesto ewc for the specimens of lower ewc which do not exhibit a dlsconUnuitynear 273 K. This
general behaviour is consistent with the presence of free or non-interacting water In the higher water
content specimens co-existing with a fixed quantity of Interacting water contained at a saturation level
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equivalent to between 10 and 12.5% ewc and also with the average molecular mobility of the Interacting
water of specimens below saturatlon Increasing wlth ewc.
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The trendsfor T2 and I to Increase graduallywithtemperatureoverthe entire r_nge for ali levelsof
ewc reflect the thermal enhancementof molecularmobilitywhichgraduallytransformsmolecularspecies
from the rigid-lattice to the mobile conditionaccording to the 1H NMR criterion. These gradual effec*,s
can be explainedIn terms cda continuousdLstdbutionof statesmodel Ior the Interactingwater [11].
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lt is Informative also to plot these parameters against ewc at temperatures above (300 K) and
below (260 K) the ice fusiontemperature(Figure6(a) and (b)), These represents'donsof the data bettor
reveal the plateau values reached at 260 K for ew(: of >10% (Indicativecd the swc) for both I and T2. The
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steady increases In I and T2 with ewc at 300 K are consistentwith the incremental water adding to the
mobile fraction and constituting a time-averaged uniform population the molecular mobility of which
Increases with ewc. That the fraction I below ~10% swc Is similar at 260 and 300 K Implies that, while
water sorbed at these lower levels has molecular mobility much greater than that of Ice even at 260 K, lt
is essentially (see below) non-freezable. The constancyof both I and T2 at 260 K above this thresholdof
~10% ewc shows that there are clearly distinguished freezable and non-freezable fractions of water
Independentof the amountof water in excess of the threshold.
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Temperature cycling plotsof I and T2 for the 10% and 20% ewc samples (Figures 7 and 8) reveal
two forms of temperature hysteresis. Firstly there is an appreciable degree of supercoolingbefore the
freezing transition of the 20% ewc sample occurs (Figure 8). This behaviour, which is typical of al_
samples that show a freezing transition,Indicates a relativelylow level of nucleating centres dispersedin
the non-interactingor freezable water fractions[12]. The other hysteresis effect, deady apparent for the
T2 plots but less so for the I data, occurs bc,!ow273 K for both sets of data and for ali samples of ewc
greater than 7%. A similar hysteresishas been measured for brown coal [6] and other water-substrate
systems [5,13-16]. Both I and T2 values are greater during cooling than for heating Indicative of a
greater proportion of mobile water which has greater average molecular mobility during the cooling.
Calorimetric measurements have detected diffuse endothermsduring heating in the temperature region
of this 1H NMR hysteresis effect for a number of systems [17-19] Including water associated with coals
[17,18]. Indeed, for a wool-water system bothdiffuseendotherms[19] and the NMR hysteresis[5] effect
have been observed.
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The hysteresis effect is therefore attributed to a diffuse fusion of some of the wagr that
presumably is modifiedby interactionwiththe substrateto the extent of Iowerin9 Shetemperature of, but
not preventing, the freezing transition. Explanationsof how this occurs have been suggested [13-16].
Morariu and Mills [14] attributed the hysteresis they observed for water sorbed on silica gel to a
movement of the phase boundarybetween frozen and non-frozen states. The 'outermost layers' of the
water are considered to freeze first and the position of the ice-water 'boundary' to be further from the
substrate surface on the heating than the cooling leg of the cycle. This hysteresis is therefore a
consequence of Incremental supercooling of the diffusely freezing water. A different explanation
proposed by Barnes [13] envisages the freezing of vicinalwater disturbingthe sorption equilibriumand
causing presently unfrozenwater to move from 'pores' _othe surface where lt would freeze because of
the lower pressure. On reheating,fusionof thiswater wouldoccurat higher temperatures.
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The cdtedon distinguishingnon,Interacting and Interacting water Is the occurrence of the cdtical
fusion transition characteristic of bulk water at 273 K. Where this occurs for the higher water content
specimens, a step change &l Inthe parameter I near 273 K can be measured (Figure 8(a)). AI Is In effect
a direct measure of the non-interactingwater. If the total ewc (mass of water as a % of the mass of dry
coal) and the elemental hydrogen concentrations (k) of the coal specimen are known, the quantity of
Interacting WI (and hence non-interactIngWnl) water on a weight % of dry coal basis can be calculated
thus:

WI = ewc - Wni = ([H]w - &l) • ewc (1)
[HIw

where [H]w. (k.ewc)/(k.ewc + I00 K) and K = 11.19 is the weight percent hydrogen content of water.
The plot of Wi values against ewc in Figure 9 provides an accurate estimate of 11.8% for the swc of the
high Inertinitecoal studied whichis somewhatless than the estimates from the gravimetricexpeflments.
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FIGURE 10 - VARIATION WITH ewc OF THE EXTENT TO WHICH COAL STRUCTURE

IS 'PLASTICISED' BY INTERACTION WITH WA'I'ER Co (HYDROGEN
WEIGHTED BASIS) AS ASSESSED FROM THE ' H NMR DATA.

A similar procedure can be used to estimate the extent Cp to which coal structureIs 'plasticised'
by Its Interactionwith water. This requiresImowiedge of the hydr6genfractionsof Ihe water [H]wand the
coal [Hl.c - l-[HI,w and the measuredmobile signal amplitude parameter I. lt Is necessaryto assumethat
ali the water contributesto the mobilesignal which, although dearly not the case for high water content
specimens below 273 K, Is likelyto be a good approximationnear 300 K. Thus the contributionto the
'mobile'componentfrom hydrogeninthe coalstructure is [H]mc - I x 10"2-{H]wandIhe estimate of water
plasticisedcoal on a hydrogenweighted basisis

Cp - ([H]mc - [H]mco) / [H]c (2)

where [H]mco is an estimate from the 1H NMR data of the proportionof mobile structureexistingInthe
dry coal. The values of C at 300 K (of accuracyestimated at no better than 1% H/H) are plottedagainst

st_)adyewc In Figure 10. The Increase in CD with ewc up to --10% ewc can be attributedto the gradual
penetration and destabilisatlon of parts of the coal structure stabilised by polar bonding and which are

regions of affinity for the interactingwater. The trend for Cp.to 'level off' above the swc (~11.8% ewc) Is
consistent with this idea. However the Increased value of Cp at 25% ewc is not and is probably due to
experimental error. Whereas these results are of limited _)recislon,they clearly demonstrate that a
significant part of the coal structure - perhaps at least 8% H/H - is destabilised by itsexposure to and
interaction with water. These findingsemphasise the fact that coals generallyare not Inertsubstratesfor
which uptake of water can be explained only in terms of equilibrium features of its structure such as
porosity.
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INTRODUCTION

The applicationof new analyticaltechniques has resulted in data that provide mechanistic Insights
which are very useful in understanding ash behavior in utility boilers. Many operational problems
encountered duringcombustionof coalin utilityboilersare relatedto the Inorganicconstituents of the coal.
The problems includedeposition of heat-transfersurfaces,formation of fine particulate that is difficultto
collect, and erosionand corrosionof boiler parts.

Thetransformationsof Inorganiccoalconstituentswhichleadto ashdeposition incombustionsystems
are extremelycomplex. Thereactionsand transformationsofIndividualashspeciesoccurringincombustion
systems are on the scale of a micrometeror less. The extreme complexity of the problem has made
predictionof ash behaviorvery difficult.Overthe course of the past severalyears,significantadvancements
have been made in the understanding of ash formation and deposition that have aided in developing
advanced methods of prediction. This has been the result of the application of computer-controlled
scanningelectron microscopy (CCSEM) to the study of Inorganiccompositionof coal, fly ash, and ash
deposits. These advar ._1methods providesufficientdata on a microscopiclevelthat aids indetermining
the mechanismsof inc _lanictransformationswhich lead to ash deposition during coal combustion. The
current methods used by coal companiesand utilitiesto assessash behavior in combustionsystems often
fall to predict or explain the ash behavior observed becausethese techniques rely on the bulk properties
of the coal and ash. Advanced methods of coal analysis, such as CCSEM, show promise in providing
sufficientquantitativeinformationon the chemicaland physicalcharacteristicsof inorganiccomponents in
coal to allowfor a more accurate meansof predictingash behavior. Computer automation of the electron
microscopeand microprobehas allowed for the analysis of thousands of minerals and particles that can
be used to identifycoal components responsiblefor ash formationand deposition problems. The CCSEM
technique is a significantadvancement over currently used ASTM methods since lt determines the size,
association,and compositionof mineralcomponents in coal. Aliof these parameters Influencethe ability
of the material to form deposits In combustion systems. Because of the growing acceptance and
widespreaduse of CCSEM by the coal combustion community,an effortis being made for standardization.
Researchersat the Energy and EnvironmentalResearch Center (EERC) of the University of North Dakota
are presentlyworking toward standardizationand..,ultimately,ASTM acceptance of the method. In addition,
thedevelopment of advanced computerized methodsto predictash behaviorincombustion systemsutilizes
CCSEM and othertechniques to characterizethe coal and coal ashes.

This paper will describe the methods used at EERC for characterizationof the materials Involved in
ash deposition. Data produced by these techniques have provided Insight into the Intricatemechanisms
of ash-depositformation. The resultsand interpretationsmade from these techniqueswill be compared to
those based on ASTM ash analysisin order to demonstrate the utility of the techniques used at EERC.
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Coal ash deposits in utilityboilersare the resultof very complex processesand materials. In order
to understandthe ash-depositionprocess,one mustfirsthave knowledgeof boththe materialsand system
conditionsinvolved. This necessitatesa combined materialsscienceand process-engineeringapproach.
This paperwillfocuson methodswhichprovidethe materialsdata needed inorderto investigateand predict
ash deposition. Since the transformationsin mineral matter which take place in coal utilizationare so
complex, detailed analysis of the coal, intermediates, and deposits are needed in order to completely
understandthe ash deposition process.

The inorganiccompositionof coal is highlyvariableand diverse. In general,there are two modes of
occurrenceof inorganiccomponentsin coal. The Inorganiccomponentsare either organicallyassociated
or present as minerals. Low-rank coals (lignite and subbituminous) contain high levels of organically
associated elements such as Na, Mg, Ca, K, and Sr in addition to mineral grains. These organically
associatedelements are primarilypresentas saltsof organic acid groups (1). Unlikelow-rank coals, the
inorganiccomponentsinbituminouscoalsconsistmainlyof discretemineralgrainswithvery minoramounts
of organicallyassociatedmaterials.Themineralgrainsincoal consistlargelyof quartz, kaolinite,illite,pyrite,
and calcite, althoughmany other mineralsare found in smallerquantities. The Importantcoal inorganic
parametersthat Influencetheirbehaviorin coal utilizationsystemsare chemistry,size, and associationwith
other mineralsand the organic matrix of the coal. Therefore, lt is Importantthat the physicalas well as
chemicalnature of the inorganiccomponents be quantitativelydetermined.

Duringcombustion,the Inorganicmaterialsare transformedinto Inorganicgases, liquids,and solids.
These speciesare referredto as intermediates. These Intermediatesare also very complex and variable;
their characteristicsreflectthe interactionsof the mineralmatter inthe coal during combustion. Studiesof
the finalash product (flyash) indicatea bimodalsizedistribution(2,3,). The submicron-sizedparticlesform
as a resultof homogeneouscondensationof flame-volatilizedspecies. Rame-volatilizedspeciesmay also
condenseheterogeneouslyon the surfacesof largerparticles. The largerparticlesare sometimesreferred
to as residualash, which is largely derived from mineralgrains. The composition and size distributionof
the largerparticlesresultfrom the transformationsandinteractionsbetweendiscretemineralgrainsinhigher-
rank coals. In lower-rankcoals, the Interactionof the organicallyassociated elementswith mineral grains
occurs, as well as mineral-mineralInteractions. Processes such as ash mineral coaiescence, partial
coalescence, ash shedding,char fragmentationduringchar combustion,and mineralfragmentationali play
an importantrole inthe size and composition of the finalfly ash. The chemical composition,mineralogy,
and size of the ash particles ultimatelydeterminethe likelihoodof ash depositing on heat-transfersurfaces
or causing other operationalproblems.

The characteristicsof the Intermediateinorganicspecies in the flue gas streamand the combustion
environmentdeterminethe mechanismsof ash transport to heat-transfersurfaces. The inorganicspecies
are transported to the heat-transfersurfaces by several mechanismsbased on the state of the inorganic
species(4). Submicronparticles that originatelargelyfromflame-volatilizedspeciesare transported to the
surfaces by diffusion and thermophoresis. Larger particles are transported to the surface by Inertial
impaction.

The growth process of an ash deposit depends upon the size and composition of the ash. Small
particles (lessthan 5 micrometers)and vapor-phasecomponents are transported by thermophoresisand
small particle/vapor phase diffusion. These small particles usuallyform the Initiatinglayerson cool steel
surfaces. Larger particleswill usuallyadhere to steelsurfacesthroughInertialimpaction. Once the initiating
layers have formed, the abilityof particles to stickdepends on the stickinessof the Impactingparticle and
the stickinessof the deposit surface (target). Once a deposit reaches sufficientthickness, lt begins to
insulatethe heat-transfersurface, and the deposit surface temperature increases. As the deposit surface
temperature increases,it may becomeliquid (molten). This liquidphasepromotesthe capture of impacting
particles and the developmentof deposit strengththroughthe process of viscous-flowsintering.

Coalash deposits range inconsistencyfrom beinglightlysintered,highly porousdepositsto strongly
sintered, dense deposits. Depositsthat develop an abundance of moltenmaterial and begin to flow are
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called slags and usuallyform on walls of the radiant sectionof the boiler. Foulingdepositsoccur in the
convectivepass sectionof heat-exchangesurfaces. The foulingdeposits do not containan abundance of
liquidwhen compared to slag deposits. Instead,foulingdeposits usuallyhavea smallerquantityof molten
phases, consistingin part of sulfatesthat have been formed due to the condensationof flame-volatilized
species.

METHODS

Because of the complexityof the ash-depositionprocess, it has been a very vexing problem for the
researcher and plant engineer alike. Part of the problem has been that the detailed materials analysis
needed has been unavailable. Most ash-related parameters used by Industryand researchershave been
based on the bulk chemistryof coal ashes produced by the ASTM procedure. Although several useful
parameters have been developedbased on the bulk chemistryof the ash, these methodshavenot always
been reliable. The problemsarise because the compositionof the ash produced by ASTM analysis is an
averageof the inorganiccontentof the coal and, at best,can be consideredbulk chemicaldata. The ASTM
procedure useshigh-temperatureashing to determinethe abundanceof Inorganicconstituentspresent in
coal. The procedure Involvesashingthe coal at 750°C, followed by determiningthe chemicalcomposition
of the ash. Several major errorsare Involved in this type of analysis. The first error is determiningthe
inorganiccontent of coal. As a result of the ashing process,significanttransformationsof the inorganic
componentsoccur. The lossof mass due to lossesof water from clay mineralsand carbon dioxidefrom
carbonates, and lossof sulfurduringthe decompositionof pyrite during ashing,can significantlyInfluence
the determination of the Inorganiccontent of coal. In addition, the losses of these speciesare usually
includedinthe volatilecontentdeterminationinthe proximateanalysis,resultingindecreasingthe accuracy
of thevolatilematterdetermination.SeveralInvestigatorshavedevelopedmethodsto estimatethe Inorganic
content of coals, and these methods of estimatingare summarizedby Given and Yarzab (5).

Althoughthe bulkchemistryprovidedbyASTMmethods isan estimate of theelementalconcentrations
present inthe ash, lttells nothingabout many of the significantparameters controllingash behavior incoal
utilizationsystems. The bulk chemicaldata does not provide informationconcerningthe mineralogy,size,
and associations of the individualphases present in the coal and Intermediate species; however, the
characteristicsof these materials,along with operating conditions,control the depositionprocess.

Because scanningelectronmicroscopeand electronprobe microanalysis(SEM/EMPA) provideboth
morphologic and chemical Information on a micrometer scale, the SEM/EMPA is well suited to the
characterizationof complex materials, such as coal mineralsand inorganiccombustionproducts. Several
automated SEM/EMPA and automated Image analysis (AlA) techniqueshave been developed to quantify
coal and ash minerals (6-8). The automated SEM/EMPA techniques rely on the analysis of statistically
representativenumbersof particlesto produce quantitativedata on their size and chemistry. While these
automated SEM/EMPA techniques can quantify the inorganic phases present, they often produce Jtttle
informationon the sample morphology. Recentadvancementsincomputer and Imageanalysiscapabilities
have made the routine use of Image analysis practical for the morphologicexaminationof coals and coal
utilization products.

Morphologic Investigationof the sample isvery Importantwhen characterizingthe materialsindetail.
For example, the behaviorof coat minerals in combustion systemscan be dependant on their relationship
to the organic matrix of the coal and to other minerals. Informationon the degree and mechanisms of
sinteringin ash deposits can be gained through SEM/EMPA morphologicInvestigationsas weil.

Two SEM analytical techniques, computer-controlled scanning electron microscopy (CCSEM) and
scanningelectronmicroscopepointcount (SEMPC), are now beingintegratedwith automated digital image
analysis (AIA) in order to characterizecoal mineralsand coal ash at the EERC. A detailed descriptionof
the EERC SEMtechniquescan be found elsewhere(9-11). Advanced SEM/EMPA and digitalimageanalysis
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techniques use morphologicanalysiscoupledwith chemicalanalysisto more accurately identify complex
materials,such as clay minerals, in order to determinethe relationshipof minerals in coal to the organic
matrixand the relationshipof ash components inash deposits.

Digital image analysisworks by transferringthe Informationcontainedon Images into a computer.
This meansthat the Images mustbe transformed intoa computer-compatibleformat (i.e., numbers). Once
digitized insuch a manner, imagescan be stored, retrieved,and manipulatedlikeany other computerized
information.The applicationsforthese digitized imagesare limitedonlyby mathematicsandthe Imagination
of the user.

The followingmethodsdescribedare the SEM/EMPA and Image analysistechniquescurrentlybeing
used at the EERC. The two major techniques are computer-controlledscanning electron microscopy
(CCSEM) and scanningelectron microprobepoint count (SEMPC). In addition to CCSEM and SEMPC,
many other imageanalysistechniquesusefulfor the characterizationof coal mineralsand ash exist,and a
few examplesare given below.

Basically,the CCSEM analysisfinds dispersed Inorganicparticles (i.e., discrete mineralsin coal) and
quantifiestheirshape,size,and composition. UsingCCSEM,one can quantifyboth the mineralogyaud size
distributionof materials,suchas coal mineralsand flyash. TheAIA/CCSEM techniquecan also be applied
in conjunctionwith digital Image analysiswhen even more detailedanalysesare needed. A very beneficial
application of the automated Image analysis application is the determinationof Included and excluded
mineralparticlesinthe presence of coal. This applicationis done inconjunction with the CCSEM routine.
Included mineral particles are containedwithin the boundaries of a coal particle, while excluded mineral
particles existalone, without a commonboundary with a coal particle.

SEMPC analysisis used to quantifythe phases presentininorganic materials. Basically, the SEMPC
analysisusesa large numberof pointanalysesacrossa representativearea of a sample inorderto quantify
the Individualphasespresentinashesand ash depostts.'The SEMPC quantifiesthe mineralogy,the quantity
and compositionof amorphous phases,and the bulk chemistryof ashes and ash deposits. The SEMPC
technique can also be applied in conjunctionwith digital image analysis. The AIA/SEMPC technique
employedat EERC quantifies the phases present in ash deposits and storesdigital Images of each area
analyzed to disk. The images can then be recalled for subsequentmorphologicanalysis.

EERC METHODS COMPARED TO ASTM METHODS

The Powder River Basincontainsa vastamount of subbituminouscoal reserves,and, for the mostpart,
the general characteristicsof the coals, such as ASTM ash chemistry and ash fusion temperatures,are
similar. When compared to an eastern U.S. bituminouscoal, the PowderRiver Basincoals have very low
ash, sulfur,and ironcontentsand considerablygreater calciumand sodium contents. Thoughsomewhat
similar in bulk ash composition,the PRB coals can havewidely differingeffectswhen burned inthe same
pc-firedor cycloneboiler. Ash foulingand opacity problemsmay arisewhenutilizingwesternsubbituminous
coals in conventionalpc- or cyclone-firedboilersdue, in part, to the compositionand distributioninorganics
in the coal.

At the EERC, advanced analytical methods of analysis,fundamental knowledge of the distributionof
coal inorganic constituents,and experience in combustionash deposition mechanisms are used to go
beyond basic ASTM analyses of coal In order to deduce more reliablythe ash-deposition potential of
different coals.

Reliable predictive methods for ash-deposition potentialwere not possiblea decade ago because of
the uncertainty in quantifying the original mineral and other Inorganic constituents in the coal. Highly
improvedscanning electronmicroscope/microprobetechniquesnow make it possibleto sizeand quantify
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mineralinorganicsinthe coalthat are at leastonemicron inaveragediameter (12,13). For lower-rankcoals
that maycontain abundantorganicallybound inorganics(suchas sodiumand calcium)that are submicron
insize(14,15), chemical-leachingtechniquessuchas chemicalfractionation(16) havebeen greatlyimproved
to quantifyorganicallybound inorganicfractions.

A combinedCCSEM and chemicalfractionationapproachcan beused to quantifyalmostali inorganic
constituentsfairly consistentlyin coals of varying rank. Figure 1 showsthe correlationbetween total coal
inorganicsas determined by CCSEM or combinedCCSEM/chemical fractionationand totala,_hcontentas
determinedby proximateanalysis. The list of coals for Figure 1 includesstandardrun of mine coals and
cleaned coals of varying rank. Ashcontentsfor the coals varied from 0.22% to 24%. The abilityto quantify
the total ash content incoal usingCCSEM analysisverifiesthe CCSEM-sizingroutine,sincethe quantity of
the mineralsis derived from Individualmineralsurface areas. Coal ash chemistriesderived from CCSEM
and chemicalfractionatibnanalysisgenerallycorrelatewith morestandardashchemistryanalysistechniques
such as x-ray fluorescence.

Fly Ash Generation

An example of using advanced methods for coal analysis over traditional ASTM methods is given
below using data generated on four coals. To understand the mechanismsof fly ash formationand ash
deposition, an extensive data base of initial coal analyses by CCSEM and chemical fractionation_nd
correspondingflyash chemistryand particle-sizedistribution(PSD) data has been generated at EERC. Fly
ash is generated for test coals ina verticallyoriented laminarflow furnace (drop-tubefurnace). The drop-
tube furnace is a laboratory-scalefurnace systemthat can simulateconditions in commercial combustors
without the high cost associated with pilot-scale combustion testing. The combustion temperature,
residencetime, and gas cooling ratecan be closelycontrolledand monitored (17). Afly ash quench probe
at the bottom of the drop-tube furnace Immediatelyquenchesthe ash withnitrogenas ltleaves the furnace.
The tests reported here were ali performed usinga gas temperature of 1500°C, a particle residencetime
of about 3.0 seconds, an oxygen atmosphere of about 21%, and a filter trap to collect bulk ash. The
resultantash was analyzed for chemistryand particlesize usingCCSEM or SEMPC.

Table 1 lists bulk ASTM coal ash and correspondingdrop-tube furnace fly ash chemistriesfor two
western U.S. subbituminous coals, the Dietz (Montana) and Eagle Butte (Wyoming), and two bituminous
coals from eastern U.S., the Kentucky#9 and Upper Freeport. The subbituminouscoals generally have
greater calcium and sodium concentrationsand lower Si/AI ratiosand ironcontents than the bituminous
coals. No major changes in ash composition appear betweenthe coal ash and fly ash for ali of the coals,
as would be expected since the bulk fly ash was collected on a filter. However, certain fractions of the
originalcoal ash, such as vaporized sulfurand sodium, are not collected by thefly ash probe filter, thereby
loweringtheir concentrationsin the fly ash.

Althoughthe differencesbetweenthe coal and fly ash bulk chemistriesare notthat differentfor each
individualcoal, Table 2 shows major changes in actual mineral or phase compositions between coal
mineralsand flyash phases. Quartz Is normallyfairlyunreactivewith other inorganicsduring combustion.
However, some interactiondoes occur which resultsin an overall reduction in quartz concentrationin the
fly ash. Missingfrom the coal analysesfor the subbituminouscoal is the organicallybound calcium and
sodium which is not detected by the CCSEM analysis, but accounts for 20-30% of the coal ash mass.
Chemical fractionationanalyses revealedthat 60-70% of the Ca and close to 100% of the Na in these coals
were organicallybound. Duringcombustion,organicallybound calcium, whether as elemental Ca or CaO,
interacts within the coal particle with other included minerals, especially the clays, which are usually
composed of aggregates of small particles (11) and have a very large surface area. The result,as shown
inTable 2, isa very significantincreaseina calciumaluminosilicatephaseand a substantialdecrease inthe
amountsof aluminosilicateclays. Interactionalso takes place to a lesserdegree betweenthe organically
bound calcium and quartz to reduce quartz concentration and increase calcium silicate in the fly ash.
Organicallybound sodium is much more elusive in its early stage interactions, lt appears that sodium is
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FIGURE 1 - CORRELATIONBETWEENMINERALSANDTOTAL ASH CONTENT FOR COALSOF VARYING
RANK.

TABLE 1

COMPARISON OF CHEMISTRY OF COAL ASH AND SUBSEQUENT FLY ASH AFTER COMBUSTION

(wt% S03-FREE)

Dietz Eagle Butte Kentucky#9 Upper Freeport
.,Sqt;)..Mont. Sub.. Wvo. Bit. Bit.

Elemental Oxide Coal Rv Ash Coal Rv Ash _.1 Rv Ash _.1 Rv Ash

SiO_ 42.3 39.7 33.1 31.7 47.7 52.0 53.5 52.7

Ai203 24.4 22.8 16.9 10.4 21.8 18.8 24.9 18.3

Fe203 5.8 5.1 7.2 9.2 20.4 19.5 13.6 17.1

TiO2 2.6 2.5 1.6 1.9 1.1 1.2 0.9 1.9

P205 0.8 0.1 1.6 0.6 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.1
CaO 15.6 22.5 31.0 44.1 3.5 3.3 2.4 5.0

MgO 5.3 5.8 7.2 1.6 1.7 0.9 1.4 0.7

Na20 2.6 1.2 1.1 0.1 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.1

K20 0.4 0.3 0.1 0.2 3.1 3.4 2.8 4.1

S03" 14.9 1.8 21.3 1.1 3.3 0.3 1.8 0.2

* SO3 listed for reference.
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,TABLE2

COMPARISON OF INITIALCOAL MINERALSAND SUBSEQUENT FLY ASH
MINERALS/PHASES AFTER COMBUSTION (CCSEM wt%)

Dietz Eagle Butte Kentucky #9 Upper Freeport
Sub,, Wvo. Bit. Bit.

Mineral/Phases _.1 .RYAsh C_I Ry Ash C_I Rv Ash _.1 Fly Ash

Quartz 31 21 45 20 33 8 12 12
Iron Oxide/Siderite 1 1 4 2 3 20 1 14
Calcite/CaO 1 1 3 4 1 2 1 1
Aluminosil./Clays 41 11 14 2 4 2 25 2
Illite-Clays 1 0 2 0 8 9 25 18
Fe Ai-Silicate 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 5
Ca Ai-Silicate 0 23 1 7 0 0 1 1
Mixed Ai-Silicate 2 2 1 1 1 2 6 6
Ca Silicate 0 2 0 9 0 0 0 0
Ca Aiuminate 0 5 0 3 0 0 0 0
Pyrtte/Fe-Sulfate 12 0 8 0 28 0 14 0
Ca Ai-Phosphate 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0
Si-Rich 2 2 1 1 2 14 2 10
Ca-Rich 0 1 1 22 0 1 0 0
Unknown 6 30 11 26 16 38 9 28

much more unstable at the Initial high gas temperatures of about 1500°C; therefore, lt escapes the coal
organicmatrix very rapidly, probably as NaOH, without significantInteractionwith the clays or quartz.

The bituminouscoals tendto show lessdrarnaticreductionsinaluminosilicatesdueto Interactionwith
otherInorganic componentsduring combustion. The Kentucky #9 is a typical eastem bituminouscoal in
that lt has large quantitiesof pyrite (Table2). The CCSEM data in Table 2 for the bituminouscoals show
the disappearance of pyrite and the Increase of iron oxide in the fly ash. A small quantity of iron
aluminosilicatewasproducedfromthe interactionbetweenFe from pyriteand aluminosilicatefromthe days.
Other studies have shown that pyrite rapidly decomposes to iron oxide at high temperature and also
appears to be reduced in size dueto fragmentationor possibly vaporization (18,19). Figure2 revealsthe
particle-sizetransformationofthe pyrite/iron oxidephaseswheremostof the pyrite particleswere either4.6-
10/_m or 22-46 #m in the coal, and the Iron oxide product of the pyrite was mostly 10-46 #m in size. lt
appears that only the largerpyrite mineralsare undergoingsignificantfragmentation for Kentucky #9, and
the smaller < lO-#m iron oxide conversionproducts probably coalesceto form larger ironoxide particles
or iron-richaluminosilicates.InitialCCSEM analysisof the Kentucky#9 coal revealed that about 80% of the
pyrite grains <10 #m were Included within coal particles, which would make them more susceptibleto
coalescence with other mineralsbecause of proximity.

Comparisonof particle-sizedistributionfor coal inorganicsand experimentalfly ashgives helpfulclues
for modeling. Figure 3 for the Dietz coal mineralsand flyash revealscoalescence of the abundant small-
sized minerals and organically bound inorganics. The Kentucky #9 coal, on the other hand, shows a
somewhat lower degree of coalescence compared to the Dietz (Figure 4). This is, in part, due to the
massive fragmentationof the pyrite in the coal. Previouswork (20) seems to verify that lower-rank coals
may have more ash coalescence or agglomeration due to the presence of the organically bound alkali-
alkalineearth inorganicswhich usuallydrive molten liquid phase viscosities of the ash droplets to lower
values,making them more prone to stick together and coalesce.
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R(_URE 4 - PARTICLE-SIZEDISTRIBUTIONOF KENTUCKY d_9COAL MINERALSAND FLYASH
PARTICLES.

The usefulnessof SEMPC data for analyzingfly ash Is exempiifled in Rgure 5. Base/acid ratios of
liquidsilicatephaseswere more dispersedor scatteredovera wider range of values for the Eagle Buttefly
ash, as comparedto the Dletz. ThIs Is usuallyen indicationthat more reaction can occur between basic
andacidic components,drtvingmore liquidphaseintothe meltsystem. Therefore, lt maybe postulatedthat
the Eagle Butte may react more vigorouelyto form an avagable liquid phase for stickingto a deposition
surface or for sinteringash In a deposiL Viscositydistributionsof the two test ashes, shownin Figure 6,
revealed that the Eagle Butte had more lower viscosity liquid phase components, which could act to
enhancethe stickabgityof the ash to depositionsurfacesand also Increasethe potentialfor theash to sinter
once deposited. None of these parameterscouldhavebeenanticipated usingstandardASTM coalanalysis
techniques. Calculated ASTM viscosities of coal ash for Dietz and Eagle Butte were compared to the
viscosity distributionof fly ash generated in the drop-tube furnace to show the effectivenessof scanning
microscopytechniques. Figures7 and 8 revealthat, for both Dietz and Eagle Butte, the ASTM calculated
viscositiesare higherthan 50% of the SEMPC-determlnedfly ash viscositiesat 1100"C (2012=F). In other
words, simple ASTM ash methods, Including ash fusion temperature determination, underestimate the
amount of low viscosityliquid phases in fly ash present In • simulated fouling environment.

Anotherway to exemplifythe Ineffectivenessof standard methodsof charactertzingcoal isto examine
the chemistryof reactiveelementaloxide components. For example, Figures9a end 1Oashow the location
of the coal ash for Dietzand Eagle Butte on • Si02-AI2Os-CaOternary plot. The reactionof calcium wtth
aluminosgicatesor quartzmay determine the extent of liquid phase develol_;nent. Molten calcium silicates
will have lower viscositiesthan molten calcium aluminosHicates,and calcium oxide, silicon oxide, and
aluminum oxide will generallyremain fairly unreactlveor have very high viscosities. The ASTM coal ash
compositionson the ternary plots do not provide much informationabout the reactionbetween the three
elements, except for the fact that Eagle Butte has more CaO. However, Figures9b and 1Obof the fly ash
chemistriesprovidea differentpictureof reactionsbetweenthethree components. Calciumappearsto have
reacted morewith the aluminosgicatedays (ShAI- 1:1) for Dietz and with quartz for Eagle Butte (Figures
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9a and 10b). The reaction of calciumwith quartz to produce calcium silicate may have been part of the
reason for the lowerviscositydistributionand the higherpotentialliquidphase reactivityfor the Dietzash.
Table 3 verifiesthe production of more crystallinecalcium aluminosilicatephases in the Dietz, such as
anorthiteand gehlenite, comparedto EagleButte. EagleButteash alaohad muchmore unreactedcalcium
oxide and unclassifiedmaterial.

TABLE3

PHASES DETECTEDBY SEMPC FOR DIETZ AND EAGLE BUTTE FLY ASH

PHASE COMPOSITION DIETZ EAGLE BUTTE

Gehlenite 15.6 6.6
Anorthite 2.9 1.6
Albite 0.2 0.0
Pyroxene 0.1 0.8
Calcium Silicate 0.1 0.4
DicalclumSilicate 0.2 0.0
Spurrite 0.2 0.0
CalciumAluminate 3.0 0.0
Quartz 8.6 10.3
Iron Oxide 0.6 0.8
CalciumOxide 0.1 10.3

Ankerite (Ca,Mg,Fe)CO3 0.1 0.8
Rutile 0.2 0.0
Pure Kaolinite (Amorp.) 4.3 2.5
Kaolinite-Derived 4.8 0.4
Unclassified 59.0 65.4

CONCLUSIONS

The transformationof inorganiccoal components during combustionto form ash intermediatesand
ash deposits is a very complex process. In order to elucidate the physical and chemical mechanisms
involvedin ash formationand deposition,a multidisciplinaryapproach must be applied. Informationmust
be generated on the following:

• Knowledge of the chemical and physical nature of coal is essential since coal is a very
heterogeneousand complex material.

• The mechanismsbywhichthe sizeand chemical compositionof intermediateash evolvefrom the
originalinorganicdistributioninthe coal duringcombustionmustbe determinedinorder to predict
ash behavior.

• The chemistry, mineralogy,size, and melting behaviorof the intermediate ash speciesmust be
determined, since this will determine whether or not an ash particle will stickto a deposition
surface.

• The characteristics of the deposition site, with respect to the sticking of ash particles, must be
understood in order to predict the potential for ash deposition.
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• The characteristicsof the liquidphase component in the deposit must be determined in order
to predict deposit strengthand growth development.

The above informationcan only be generated through a detailed Investigationof both the system
conditionsand materialsproperties. SEM/AIA techniqueshave been developedwhich produce much of
the detaileddata needed to understandand predict the depositionprocess. The advanced SEM techniques
providea muchgreater insightintothe actual processesInvolvedindepositionthan do standardASTM ash
analyses. The detailed characterizationtechniquesdescribedabove havebeen developed tc a pointwhere
they can be routinelyapplied to utilityash-depositionproblems. Thesetechniquescan be applied to both
laboratory-scaleand full-scalesamplesand have provided great insightsinto the ash-depositionprocess.
Effortsare underwayto standardizethese techniquesto make them more accessibleto the utility operator
and researcheralike. These advanced analysesshouldbe used in many cases where standardtests fall to
predict the ash behavior in coal utilizationsystems.
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ABSTRACT

Victorian brown coal has an Inherently low mineral matter content which makes it particularly
attractive as a feedstock for the production of industrial carbons. Over the last decade, this vast
resource of low rank coal has been extensivelystudied for its potential in the productionof activated
carbon, anode carbon, metallurgicalreductant and other value added carbons. The chemical and
physical characteristicsof these carbon products are highly specificplacing stringentconditions on the
processesneeded to upgradethe coal to carbon products. The methods used in modifying brown coal
propertiessuch as porosity, densityand physical hardnessto produce the various carbon productsare
discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Victoria has vast resourcesof brown coal, the bulk of which is located in the Latrobe Valley
region. Of an estimated total resource of 200 billion tonnes, some 43 billion tonnes is considered as
readily recoverable using present day opencut mining technology. Current usage of brown coal in
Victoria is around 45 milliontonnes per year, primarilyfor power generation,with about 2 milliontonnes
being processed into brown coal briquettes. The briquettes are principallyused as an industrialfuel in
localand export marketsand as a start_upfuel for pov,er stations.

Whilst the major usesof browncoal have been for power generation and briquette manufacture,
extensive research and development programs have been conducted to investigate alternative uses
which includevalue added carbon products, agriculturalapplicationsand conversionto liquidfuels. The
upgrading of brown coal to value added carbon products has received considerable attention over the
last few years (Table 1).

The present paper will reviewthe research and developmentwork which has been, or is being,
undertaken on the production of carbon products from Victorian brown coal. This review will highlight
the characteristicsof Victorian brown coal and their consequences for the production of these carbon
products. The inherentlyhigh purity of Victorian brown coal (Table 2) has made it particularlysuitable
for the manufacture of charsand carbon products.
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MANUFACTURE OF CHAR

In Victoria, hard lump char is manufactured by carbonising brown coal briquettes to a
temperature of 850"C in vertical retorts. Some 160,000 tonnes of briquettesare processed annually to
make approximately80,000 tonnes of char.

The process technology used is based on a controlled heating profile developed by Kennedy
(1). The heating profile,characterised by a very slow Initial temperature rise up to 500°C followed by a
more rapid increase up to 850°C, ensures that internal straindue to shrinkage Is minimised in order to
preserve the Integrityof the char briquettes. The lump.chars are suitable for a number of applications
including ferro-alloy production, recarburisingof steel, calcium carbide production and barbecue fu_
production. The chars are generallyunsuitable for use In conventionalblast furnacesbecause they are
highly reactiveto oxidisinggases and lack the strengthof metallurgicalcoke. However, due to Its high
surface area, the chars can be readilyactivated to yield active carbonswhich are suitablefor both liquid
and gas phaseadsorptionprocesses.

The high reactivity of brown coal chars is attributed to their highly microporous structure
brought about by carbonisation. Evans and Hermann (2) demonstrated that whilst high pressure
briquetting is effective in significantlylowering the macroporosity of brown coal, carbonisation of the
briquette will significantlyIncrease the microporositywithinthe chars. Unlike bituminous (coking) coals,
low rank coals do not undergo a plastic phase during pyrolysiswhich would allow the collapse or fusion
of pores withinthe coal structureand produce an Increase in density.

The effects of briquetting and carbonisation on the physical properties of brown coal and Its
derived char are demonstrated by resultsof density and porositymeasurementson run-of-mineVictorian
brown coal, briquette grus (finesgenerated from briquettes) and their corresponding chars (Table 3). A
marked increase in apparent densityand a correspondingdecrease in porosity occurred in grussamples
which had been subjected to briquetting pressurescompared to run-of-minecoal. This observation is
consistentwith the collapse of macropore structureswithin the coal due to compaction. Briquettinghad
little effecton the true (skeletal)densityof the coal whereas carbonization substantiallyincreased It. The
decrease in apparent density of both grus and coal following carbonization indicates the further
development of pore structures within the char, while the grus char still has a lower porosity than the
unbriquettedcoal char.

These physical characteristicshave important implications for the upgrading of brown coal to
various carbon products, lt is apparent that in order to Increasethe densityof chars to produce anode
carbons, lt is necessary to destroy existingmicropores in the coal and prevent further development of
microporosityin the char during carbonisation. On the other hand, in order to convert brown coal to
high surface area carbons such as activated carbons, It will be necessaryto Increasethe development of
fine micropore structureswithinthe char matrix. Variousmethods to increaseor decrease microporosity
in chars to produce activated carioonsor anode carbor,s have met with differentdegrees of success.

ACTIVATED CARBONS

The possibility of using briquettesas a feedstock for the manufacture of hard granular activated
carbons had been investigated by Garner and Packer (3). Crushed briquettes were carbonized under
nitrogen or steam to produce a range of activated carbons for evaluation. The activated carbons
showed good gas-phase and liquid-phaseadsorptioncapacities which were comparable or better than
commercial activated carbons, however,this was achieved only at the expense of a high carbon bum-
off. The carbons were found to be generallydeficient in terms of hardness.
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The resultsobtained by Garner and Packer (3) prompted a scale-up investigationby the Coal
Corporation of Victoria and AustralianChar (Holdings) Pty. Ltd. which Involved the use of a multiple
hearth pilot plant facility. Differentgrades of activatedcarbons were produced using char and briquette
grus as feedstocks. Whilstgood adsorptioncapacitieswere obtained, product hardness remained far
below that of commercialcarbons.

The potential of Victorian brown coal as a feedstock for the production of hard activated
carbons via the chemical process was first highlightedby Schafer (4). The process used was relatively
simple and Involved carbonising a paste of brown coal which had been chemically treated with
potassium hydroxide. By this process, lt was possible to produce carbons with high surface area in
excess of 1000m2/g. These compare well with a surface area in the vicinity of 700m2/g for carbons
from the same untreatedbrowncoal (4,5).

A major obstacle In the developmentof a good activated carbon product from brown coal has
been the concurrent achievement of structuralhardness and high surface area. Brown coal, being a
naturallysoft n_aterial,produces a relativelyweak char on carbonisation, when compared to activated
carbon from other precursors such as coconut shells. Two methods have been used with some
successto overcome the physical hardnessof the carbon product (Figure 1). The first method involves
the use of high pressure or hot briquettingof the browncoal prior to carbonization. The second method
involves the chemical digestion of brown coal usuallywith alkali to produce hard feedstocks pdor to
carbonization. In the latter method, effective bindingof the coal is believed to be provided by the alkali
solubilizedcoal in the form of humic acids (6). Hot briquettingof the coal can significantlyIncreasethe
mechanical strength of the char, although the improvement achieved remains insufficientto meet
specificationsfor a premium hard activated carbon (7). The use of additives such as tar or pitch as
binders in the hot briquetting process to Improve binding has met with some success, although high
pressurecompaction is usuallyrequiredto achievethe desired result (8).

Since the work of Durie and Schafer (5), several investigationshave been conducted to produce
hard activated carbons usingthe chemical pretreatmentroute. Attempts by McAIlan et al. (9) yielded
carbons with propertieswhich were below those of commercial activated carbons. Maximum surface
area developmentand mechanical (Takeda) hardness of the brown coal derived carbons were achieved
at around a 50% KOH: coal ratio.

The Coal Corporation of Victoria (CCV) has been Investigatingthe production of hard activated
granular carbons by this route for the past 7 years. The process of Durie and Schafer (5) has been
further developed to the point where carbons with high surface area, physical hardness and excellent
performance for gold recovery in the CIP process could be consistentlyproduced (10). The brown coal
derived carbon compared favourably with commercial activated carbons in both performance and
properties (Table 4).

Recent investigations into the effects of alkali concentration on the development of pore
structures have shown that pore size distribution in the brown coal carbons may be controlled by
varying experimentalconditions and alkali/coal ratio to tailor the physical propertiesof carbons to meet
requirementsfor various industrial and environmentalapplications. The production of activated carbon
from alkali digestion of brown coal as a function of increasingalkali concentrationappears to take the
following stages: dissolution of coal -, development of microporosity -, development of meso- and
macroporosity. The developmentof fine microporositywithinthe carbon structure increasesup to about
30% KOH after which mesoporedevelopmentbecomes predominant(11).

The adsorptive performance (Iodine number) of the carbon improves up to a limiting value at
around 40 to 50% KOH/coal. Abrasion resistanceand impact resistance(Takeda) also show Increasing
value up to 40% and thereafter decrease. The type of alkalinemetal used in the digestionof brown coal
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has a significant effect on the pore structure development. The pore structures and physical properties
of carbons derived from alkali digestion of brown coal are very similar to commercia_ activated carbons
derived from peat (10).

CARBONS FOR METHANE STORAGE

Brown coal derived activated carbons have been evaluated for their ability to improve storage
capacity of gas cylinders. The Investigationwas undertakenas part of the developmentof compressed
natural gas (CNG) as a vehicular fuel. In the method to improve the energy density of natural gas, the
gas cylinder is filled with the highly porous activated carbon. By this approach, gas is actually removed
from the gas phase and stored within the micropore volume of the carbon as a pseudo liquid phase.
The major advantages that this method may offer are the potential of Increasingthe gas capacity per
unit volume at currentworking pressure(20MPa) or that of providingthe same capacity per unit volume
at a relativelylower workingpressure(Figure2).

Chaffee and Pandolfo (12) have reported that, of a range of carbons evaluated, only carbons
which provide both a high surface area and a high packing density appeared suitable as adsorbentsfor
gas storage. The volumetric capacity for methane and packing density of brown coal derived carbons
were found to be dependent on the methods of activation or porosity development. Carbons activated
using KOH gave the best results as adsorbent for methane, followed by CO= activated and steam
activated carbons. Activationby KOH gave the best volume capacity and packing density due to the
high microporosity created in the carbon by this method. The highest storage density achieved for the
brown coal derived activated carbons evaluated in their study represented a 2.8 fold improvement (at
4MPa) over the amountof compressedmethane which can be contained in a cylinderwithout adsorbent
at the same pressure.

Comparisons were also made with the storage capacities of activated carbons from different
precursors such as coconut shells, macadamia nut shells and bituminous coals. The brown coal
carbonsshowed outstanding granularmethane capacity (g methane/g carbon), however theirvolumetric
methane capacity often sufferedbecause of their poorer packing density(Table 5).

MOLECULAR SIEVES

A significantproportion of the total surface area in brown coal derived chars can be associated
with pores of diameter lessthan 0.8 nm. This may give the chars a molecular sieve character, in which
gas adsorption is controlled,at least in part, by the molecular size of the gas adsorbed.

Brown coal chars usually have macro, meso and micro pores, depending on how they are
prepared. In general, macroporosity favours large adsorption capacities with negligible mass transfer
limitations during adsorption/deso_tion (Figure 3). However, the processes are not ._ffected by
molecular size. Microporosity,on the other hand, allows selective adsorption, but may Induce significant
mass transfer limitations. In most brown coal chars, it is difficult to provide selective adsorption at a
significantlevel, largely because the available surface area within the microporous system is small. The
amount of gas adsorbed is large, but the adsorption involves mainly surface areas within macropores.
The net result is that the bulk of adsorptionon brown coal chars is non-selective.

Ma and Trimm (13) have initiated a study to develop methods for the preparation of brown coal
chars with Improved selectivity of adsorption and adsorption capacity. The procedure involves two
processes.
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In the first, a brown coal char associated with high surface areas and high adsorption capacity is
coated with a molecular sieve carbon. The resulting composite carbon molecular sieve has high
adsorption capacity and has the capacity selectively to adsorb gases on the basis of molecular size.
Thus it has proved possible to adsorb selectively oxygen from air, propylene from propane and toluene
from xylene. The adsorption capacity is dictated by the very favourable characteristics of Victorian
brown coal chars, while the adsorption selectivity is controlled by the molecular sieve coating.

In that the selectivity of adsorption needs to be Improved for even more efficient separation, the
second process involves controlling pore size by depositing carbon and sulphur in the molecular sieve
porous systems. Ma and Trimm have been studyingthe improvement of selectivity resulting from the
deposition of carbon derived from the pyrolysis of benzene and from the deposition of sulphur
containing material from the pyrolysis of carbon disulphide.

Experimenta!conditions employed in the preparation of the composite carbon molecular sieves
had a significanteffect on their adsorptionproperties. By controlling the accumulation of carbon from
the pyrolysis of benzene In the pore mouths, it was possible to Improve the selectivity of the carbon
molecular sieves for nitrogenand oxygen gas adsorption. The temperature of carbon deposition also
had a significanteffect on adsorptionselectivity. Carbon molecular sievesderived at a high temperature
showed Improved adsorption selectivity with oxygen being preferentially adsorbed over nitrogen.
Following carbon deposition, the pore mouths of the carbon molecular sievesbecame only large enough
to allowthe interiorof the particlesto be accessibleto oxygenwhile nitrogen is predominantlylimited to
the exteriorof the particles.

Similar resultsare being obtained from studies of the pyrolysisof carbon disulphide. Sulphur
containingresiduestend to affect the pore systemdifferently,with cross pore sulphur linkagesappearing
to be preferred.

Work is proceedingto tailor carbon molecular sieves to the particular needs of Industry and to
particularlysignificantgas separations. The combinationof high adsorption selectivity and microporous
selectivity make composite carbons based on Victorian brown coals a very Interestingcombinationfor
potential industrialapplication.

METALLURGICAL REDUCTANT

In recent years, several studieshave been conducted to evaluate the use of brown coal char in
a variety of metallurgicalprocesses. Womer et al. (14) have investigatedthe use of brown coal char for
removal of zinc and other undesirable elements in furnace dusts from steelworks in order to leave
behind a sintered iron composite that could be recycled through the furnace. Each year, significant
quantitiesof furnace dusts are produced in steelworks, and some of these dusts can contain in excess
of 50 percent by weight of metallicelements which includezinc, cadmium and lead. Removalof many
of these elementsis desirable ifthe dustsare to be recycled.

Experiments conducted by Worner et al. (14) incorporated the use of microwave energy as a
heat source and brown coal char as a carbon reductant. Brown coal char has been found to be an
extremely receptive material for microwave energy and is well suited to reduction reactions using
microwavesas a source of heat. In particular, the ability of char to speed up the reaction was essential
to build up a sufficientlyhigh temperature to effect reduction and fuming of the zinc. Temperatures of
around 1000°C were achieved in the presenceof brown coal char and furnace dust in 12 minutes using
microwaveenergy. This is in excess of a temperature of approximately950°C needed for the reduction
of zinc with carbon. The rate of which zinc was eliminated from the dust was found to increase with
increasing percentage of brown coal char. In some cases, almost complete zinc elimination from the
dustwas achieved in a period of 15 minutesto produce a hard sintered masswhich may be suitablefor
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recycle.

Worner et a1.(14)also demonstratedthe successfulmicrowave smeltingof tin in the presence of
wood charcoal, coke, brown coal and brown coal char. In their experiments,microwave energy was
used to heat the composites of tin concentrates, carbon and flux to approximately 700°C before the
composites were passed to a final smelting unit. Of these carbon sources, brown coal char emerged as
the most successfulmetallurgical reductant under the conditions used. During py_'olysis,the moisture
and volatile matter in brown coal was found to hamper the rapid build up of heat necessary for the
reductionprocess.

The suitabilityof brown co_.iand its derived char has been Investigatedin laboratory scale tests
for the recoveryof nickel in flash-smeltingslag by Waladanand Rankin (15). U n d • r i d e n t i c a I
experimental conditions, brown coal char was found to be as good a reductant as the regular smelter
coke in lowering the nickel level in the slag. The high volatile matter content of brown coal made it
unsuitabletn practice, however, because when the coal was added to the surface of the slag, the volatile
matter bumed in the space above the slag which resulted in overheating of the furnace roof. Its
perfonTBnceas a reductant would be Improved by injectingthe coal into the slurry so that the volatile
matter could be used for reduction purposes. The high reactivity of char was seen as most
advantageousto its performance as a reductant for nickel recovery from slag under conditions of high
agitation and mixing. Work is continuing on the use of brown coal and char as _;ternative carbon
reductantsfor nickel recovery.

HIGH DENSITY CARBONS

The major hindrance to overcome in converting brown coal to high density carbon products
such as anode carbon is the substantial microporosity of the chars produced. This porosity is
responsible for the low densityand high reactivityof the char which is undesirable in the manufactureof
anode carbon. The current aggregate material for carbon anodes in Australia is manufactured from
petroleum coke which has typical true (skeletal) densities ranging from 1.88 to 2.11 g.cm_ (8). Brown
coal chars have typical true densitiesof approximately1.7 g.cm"3(Table 3).

Several techniquesto densify char to meet the prerequisitefor carbon anode manufacture have
been investigated. The techniques (Figure4) have included:

(i) high pressurehot briquettingof coal or char, with and without added binders
(ii) pore impregnationwith carbons from tars or pyrolysisof hydrocarbons
(iii) pore enlargementfrom microporeto macropores,and
(iv) co-carbonizationwith tar or pitch binders to generate pore collapse and agglomeration

Of these techniques,the hot briquetting of chars or coal wtth pitch binders has been shown by
Gardner et al. (8) to have any effect in improvingthe char properties for anode manufacture. Significant
increases in densities of compacts from coal-pitch or char-pitch mixtureswere achieved to enable the
production of experimental anodes for testing. The anodes produced, however, proved too reactive
during electrolysis testing due to the non-graphitizingnature of the tar binder which was derived from
the pyrolysisof brown coal.

The impregnationof pore structureswithin brown coal char with tar binders or pyrolytic carbon
from the pyrolysis of methane at high temperature did not achieve the desired effect because the
deposited carbon did not bond firmlyto the char skeletonand were readily dislodged from the char or
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devolatilized out during carbonization. The deposited carbons also had difficult access to the finer
microporesparticularlywith the use of tar binder even when vacuum Impregnationwas used. Many of
the pores were closed ratherthan collapsed or filled in the process.

The carbonizationof brown coal with tar or pitch bindershas also been investigatedby Heng et
al. (16) with the aim of producing physicallyhard and dense char product. A range of tar and pitch
binderswere closelyexamined for theirability to react with brown coal and promote the developmentof
plasticity in the coal to enable the collapse of pore structuresto occur. The formation of a fused zone
between the coal and some of the binders led to the conclusionthat pore structuresin the coal may
have been filled with binder or collapsed. However, density measurementssuggest that pore sealing
predominatedwhich led to minimalor no change in the overalldensityof the carbonized product. Voids
or vesicles formed by the devolatilizati_nof binder and coal also proved detrimental to the attempt to
Increase density.

The study by Heng et al. (16) revealed that a binder has to satisfy a number of criteria to be
effectivein bindingwith browncoal. These criteria include:

(i) an ability to wet the surfaceof coal in order to effectgood bonding during carbonization
(ii) a high softeningtemperatureand a high temperatureof dgidity to ensurethat the fluid phase of

the binder matchesthe pyrolysisstage of brown coal
(iii) a low volatile matter contentto minimisepore developmentin binder carbon from devolatilization

during carbonization.

CONCLUSION

Brown coal char derivedfrom high temperaturecari_:nizationof brown coal briquettes provides
a good carbon source for pyrometallurgical application where relatively high carbon reactivity is
desirable. By controlling the porosity of the char, it may be possible to tailor the reactivity to suit
different product requirements. Enhancement of the porosityand surface area of brown coal chars can
readilybe achieved to upgradethe char into highvalue activated carbons. Chemical (alkali)digestionof
brown coal prior to carbonization appears to be the most successful route to manufacture high
performance activated carbons, particularly for gold recovery applications. The brown coal derived
activated carbons may be suitablefor a variety of novelapplicationssuch as gas storageand molecular
sieve gas separation. Due to its inherentlyhigh microporosity,the potential for manufacture of high
density carbon products such as carbon anode from brown coal appears limited due to the current
technology available. While it is possible to reduce porosity and increase density, the carbon products
at presentcannot meet anode carbon requirements.
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TABLE 1

COLLABORATIVE PROJECTS FUNDED UNDER THE SPONSORED RESEARCH PROGRAM
ADMINISTERED BY THE COAL CORPORATION OF VICTORIA

PRODUCT AREA OBJECTIVES INVESTIGATING
ORGANIZATION

Carbon Adsorbent Molecular sieves for gas University of New South
separation Wales

Methane gas storage for CSIRO Division of Coal and
natural gas vehicles Energy Technology

Evaluation for CIP AMIRA
applications

MetallurgicalReductant Nickel recoveryfrom Universityof Melbourne
flash smeltingslags

Pyrometallurgicalapplication Universityof Wollongong
involvingmicrowaveenergy

Carbothermal reduction in CSIRO Divisionof Materials
Betasialon production Science and Technology

Carbon Fibre Browncoal pitchas CSIRO Divisionof Coal and
precursorsfor carbon fibre EnergyTechnology

ParticulateCarbon Particulate carbons from CSIRO Division of Mineral
differentbrown coal Processingand Engineering
feedstocks
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TABLE 2

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF VICTORIAN BROWN COALS AND DERIVED CHAR

Yallourn

Loy Morwell Coal Coal Char"
Yang
Coal

Moisture (%) 62.8 61.3 66.4 -
Ash (% db) 1.4 3.0 1.7 3.0
Volatiles(% db) 49.8 48.3 50.3 3.5
Fixed Carbon (% db) 48.8 48.7 48.0 93.5

Carbon (% db) 68.5 69.2 67.5 94.4
Hydrogen (% db) 4.8 4.9 4.8 0.9
Nitrogen (% db) 0.59 0.60 0.57 0.40
Sulphur(Total,% db) 0.38 0.33 0.28 0.30
Oxygen (% db, by difference) 25.8 25.0 26.9 2.8

* Commerciallump char

TABLE

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF RUN-OF-MINE COAL AND
BRIQUETTE GRUS FROM YALLOURN COAL SEAM

Before Carbonization After Carbonizationt

Grus Coal Grus Char Coal Char

Apparent density 1.25 0.89 0.94 0.74
(mercury, g/cm 3)

True density 1.42 1.39 1.75 1.72
(helium,g/cm 3)

Porosity(%) 11.9 36.1 46.7 56.8

Total Pore Volume
(cm3/g) 0.10 0.41 0.50 0.76

t carbonized for 2 hours at 850°C
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TABLE 4

PROPERTIES OF ACTIVATED CARBONS

CCV PICA G21OAS NORIT SUPRA CHAR

SurfaceArea (m2/g)
. CO: (Dubinin) 1192 1084 1175 890
• N2 (BET) 1134 1143 1000 153

Iodine Number 1145 1180 1030 125
(mg/g)

Hardness (%) 91 91 75 70

StirringAbrasion 99 100 nd 96
Resistance(%)

Gold Capacity 21 19 23 11
(kg Au/tonne C)

nd = not determined

TABLE 5

METHANE ADSORPTION CAPACITIES AND SURFACE PROPERTIES OF
HIGH SURFACE AREA CARBONS (CHAFFEE & PANDOLFO, 1990)

BET SURFACE PACKING METHANE METHANE ACTIVATION/
AREA (m2/g) DENSITY ADSORPTION CAPACITY PRECURSOR

(g/cm3) (g/g) (g/L)

BrownCoal char 755 0.564 0.084 45.1 Steam
CCV carbon 1845 0.485 0.153 74.2 KOH
CCV carbon 1806 0.339 0.156 53.0 H3PO4
CCV carbon 1564 0.396 0.145 57.4 K2CO3

PICA G210AS 1118 0.486 0.147 68.8 Coconut
DARCO 655 0.464 0.073 33.9 Bit coal
NORIT Supra 1090 0.247 0.123 43.9 Peat

Macadamia nutshell 1366 0.440 0.146 62.2 KOH
Coconut shell 836 0.561 0.100 56.0 KOH
BrownCoal 2358 0.229 0.203 46.6 KOH

Methane capacity: 76.6 g/L at 4 MPa pressure is equivalentto 2.7 times greater than unpacked
cylinder.
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Coal (Char) #_41_ @)__ Coal

Dry (Binder) _ _ Chemical Treatment

@ 1Briquette 6:9 _
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Hard Carbons _ d;_ _
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FIGURE 1 - METHODS FOR INCREASING PHYSICAL HARDNESS OF CARBON PRODUCTS
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PRESSURE (MPa)

FIGURE 2 - PRESSURE/VOLUME RELATIONSHIP OF AN EMPTY CYUNDER COMPARED WITH
ONE FILLED WITH ADSORBENT (CHAFFEE AND PANDOLFO, 1990)
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Accessibilityto interiorof particle Umited accessto interior
is facilitated by a combination of of particle in presence of
micro and macropores micropores only

FIGURE 3 - ROLE OF MACROPORES AND MICROPORES IN MOLECULAR SIEVE GAS
ADSORPTION

pore filling

_ _nise carbonise
,--=lD- Pore Filling

digest

__ _ _ ca/_o_se Pore Dissolution

__ cs_act _ carbonise
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FIGURE 4 - METHODS USED TO DENSIFY BROWN COAL CHAR
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Use of Hot-Water Dried Subbituminous Coal-Water Slurry
in a Direct-Fired Gas Turbine

C. Wilkes and R.C. Bourke

Allison Gas Turbine Division,
General Motors Corporation,
Indianapolis, Indiana 46052

ABSTRACT

This paper summarizes the work sponsored by the U.S depart-
ment of Energy (DOE) Morgantown Energy Technology Center (METC)
and performed over the past five years aimed at the development
of a direct fired, coal-fueled industrial gas turbine in the 3.5
to 5 MW class. Early development tests were performed using
deeply cleaned (0.7% ash) bituminous coal-water-slurry (CWS)
fuel. This fuel was chosen with the intent of minimizing ash
deposition and turbine erosion problems while accepting a pro-
jected moderately higher fuel cost. Later, as component technol-
ogy development improved, the opportunity was taken to explore a
wider range of fuels including a subbituminous coal-slurry with
increased ash content. The results of bench-scale combustor (6
MMbtu/hour heat input) testing of this fuel were so encouraging
that additional tests were run on a full scale, 70 MMbtu/hour
nominal heat input combustion system. As a result of these

successes, proof-of-concept tests are now in progress using a 3.5
MW industrial gas turbine burning hot water dried subbituminous
coal-water slurry supplied by the University of North Dakota
Energy Research Center (UNDERC). These tests, and future plans
to convert the fuel system to permit the feeding of dry coal,
including a dried Powder River Basin coal, are described.

INTRODUCTION

The oil crisis of the 1970's prompted an interest in the use
of alternate fuels for gas turbine power generation and resulted
in the award of a NASA sponsored coal-derived fuel combustion
component development program (I). This program was subsequently
taken over by the U.S. Department of Energy and extended to
included work on low and medium Btu gases (2). Later, this
combustion effort was expanded to cover component screening tests
(3) that were designed to investigate the effects of burning coal
fuel in a gas turbine combustor on ash deposition, corrosion and
erosion on simulated turbine hardware. In each of these pro-
grams, emissions compliance was a major consideration. In
particular, oxides of nitrogen from both fuel-bound sources and

thermally dissociated molecular nitrogen were addressed by the
use of a fuel rich-quench-lean staged combustion system.
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In 1986, component technology development was sufficiently

advanced to the degree that DoE METC awarded Allison a contract

for the development of proof-of-concept gas turbine engine. At

that time, the future predictions for coal water slurry fuel

prices appeared to be attractive while those of natural gas and
distillate fuel were expected to increase and become less compet-

itive. The fuel of choice was therefore a coal-water slurry. Use

of slurry fuel avoided the problems associated with the injection

across a pressure barrier while maintaining the goal of burning
coal.

The primary concern with burning coal in a gas turbine is
the resultant effects of ash deposition, erosion, and corrosion

(DEC) on nickel-based hot gas pathcomponents downstream of the

combustion system. In addition, the fuel must be burned in a
manner that allows oxides of nitrogen, sulfur and other exhaust

species to be controlled to acceptable levels. This paper de-

scribes a high temperature-high pressure gas turbine combustion

system that has been successful in simultaneously controlling NOx
and CO levels to less than 20 ppmvd while removing ash from the

gas stream in a dry state. Included in the discussion are re-
sults obtained from two subbituminous coal-water-slurry fuels

provided by the UNDERC.

COAL FUEL REQUIREMENTS FOR DIRECT-FIRED GAS TURBINES

As part of the DoE proof-of-concept engine program, fuel

specifications were developed and refined as the program pro-

gressed. Ali of the coal-water slurries tested to date were
micronized and had solids loadings in the 50-55% (nominal) range.

Control of rheological properties is critical in order to permit

the fuel injector to produce a uniform spray of finely atomized

droplets. Through judicious use of additives to control settling

and viscosity, acceptable blends were produced by a number of
manufacturers that resulted in apparent viscosity vs shear rate

relationships that met the requirements of less than 300 cP at a

shear rate I000 reciprocal seconds. Other requirements for
bituminous coals are shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Coal Water Slurry Property Requirements
for Bituminous Coal

Feedstock High Volatile A Bituminous

MAF HHV > 14800 btu/ib (as Received)

Ash Content < 1.0 % by weight dry

Sulfur Content <0.8 % by weight dry

Volatile Content > 36 % by weight dry
Particle Size < 7 microns median

< 15 microns top

Solids Content 50 % by weight

Viscosity < i00 cP @ i00-i000 secs-i

Initial baseline testing was performed with a deeply-cleaned

bituminous coal supplied by Otisca Industries of Syracuse New
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York. The coal was produced from the Taggart seam and was ground

to a mean particle size of 5-8 microns. The fuel property speci-

fications shown in Table 1 were based on the experience gained

with this fuel. After successfully developing bench scale com-

bustor components with barrel-lots quantities of this fuel, the

opportunity was taken to broaden the specifications by testing

less-beneficiated fuels that offered the potential for reduced

costs. A low cost fuels program was conducted in which several

suppliers were contacted and provided CWS fuels that ranged in
ash content from 1 to 6%. Included in this batch was a hot water

dried subbituminous CWS supplied by UNDERC. Table 2 shows the

fuel properties for the baseline bituminous and subbituminous

coals. Screening tests were run on these and other coal water

slurries by examining rheological properties and performing
atomization tests. Fuels were then selected from the list for

further testing based on the results of these screening tests and

projected future availability and cost. The results of the base-
line and subbituminous coal tests are described later.

Table 2: Baseline Bituminous

and Subbituminous Coal Water Slurry Properties

Fuel Type Bituminous S-Bituminous

Seam Name Taggart Kemmerer
Location VA WY

Supplier Otisca UNDERC

Particle Size, microns

Median 4 16

Top 20 43

Ultimate Analysis (dry wt %)
Carbon 84.96 72.31

Hydrogen 5.41 4.84

Nitrogen 2.20 1.45
Sulfur 0.75 0.44

Oxygen 5.90 18.16

Chlorine 0.08 0.08

Ash 0.70 2.72

Ash Fusion Temp (Reducing F)

Softening 2186 2022

Ash Fusion Temp (Oxidizing F)
Softening 2320 2505

Higher Heating Value MAF, btu/ib 15121 12800

As component development testing continued, economic stud-
ies highlighted the need to reduce fuel costs further as the

anticipated rise in natural gas and oil prices did not material-

ize. The limited demand for CWS forced many potential suppliers

out of the market and prevented the reduction in fuel preparation

cost that would have been realized with large volume production

runs. As a result of this uncertain near-term future for CWS,

0")I,
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Allison has, with METC's concurrence, elected to proceed to-

wards commercialization with the development of a dry coal

feeding system. Initial testing will be conducted with a subbi-

tuminous fuel supplied by AMAX. The coal is produced as a by-

product of a fuel-drying facility located near Gillette Wyoming
and is available in the form of a micronized powder with a median

particle size of 15 microns. This fuel was chosen as a baseline

dry coal because of ready availability and similarity to the

UNDERC coal that exhibited excellent burning characteristics.

501 EXTERNAL COMBUSTOR ENGINE MODIFICATIONS

The Allison 501 series gas turbine is an aero-engine deriva-

tive that has been adapted for industrial use. In the standard

configuration, six can-type internal combustors are used to burn

natural gas or conventional liquid fuels. For the combustion of

coal fuels, however, an external combustion system is required.
To accommodate this combustor, modifications were made to the

center-casing to allow compressor discharge air to be extracted

from the engine and directed to the external coal combustor.

Figure 1 shows a cross-section of the modified engine which has

been designated as the model 501-KM. After combustion and ash

removal, the gases are returned to the engine via a hot gas

transition duct that replaces the six internal production combus-

tors. The transition duct is effusion cooled with compressor

discharge air to protect the metal from incoming gas temperature

of 2070 °F while the turbine rotor inlet temperature is main-

tained at the normal maximum power design value of 1895 °F. The

engine nominal output on natural gas is 3.5 MW but is increased

to 4.5-4.9 MW on CWS fuels due to the significant increase in

turbine mass flow rate resulting from higher fuel flow and water

injection rate.

STAGED COMBUSTION SYSTEM

One of the major program requirements for the combustion

system is to control the emission of oxides of nitrogen and

carbon monoxide to acceptable levels. In addition, carbon

conversion efficiency of 99%+ is needed to maximize thermal

efficiency while ash must be removed from the hot gas stream

prior to entry to the turbine. To achieve these and other goals,

an integrated staged combustion system has been developed that

utilizes the fuel rich/fuel lean staging technique developed

earlier for control of fuel bound nitrogen emissions. Figure 2

shows a simplified combustor schematic and illustrates the prin-

ciple of operating staged combustion zones.

Gasification Zone

Fuel and air are mixed and burned at 3000 °F in the gasifi-

cation zone under fuel-rich conditions, producing a low heating

value gas containing hydrogen, carbon monoxide, carbon diox-

ide, nitrogen and water. In addition, molten slag is formed as

ash is released from the burning coal particles and entrained in
the gas stream. To avoid the difficulties that can be encoun-
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tered when dealing with slag _emoval and deposition, a new
approach was adopted in which water is sprayed into the fuel rich
stream leaving the rich zone. The water cools the gas tempera-
ture to between 1500 °F and 2000 °F and freezes the slag, form-
ing a mixture of solid particles and hot gas.

Hot Gas Clean U_

Separation of the solid particles from the hot gas is cur-
rently achieved by means of cyclones. Ash is removed from the
cyclone discharge in the dry state, an advantage over more con-
ventional slagging systems in that start up and shut down diffi-
culties are avoided and the use of advanced filtration methods

utilizing porous ceramics is permitted. As coal ash levels are
increased from 0.7% to the 5% level, conventional cyclones are
no longer adequate to protect the turbine against ash deposition.
Plans call for the installation of a ceramic barrier filter in

place of, or in conjunction with, cyclones in order to remove
particulates of 1 micron in diameter or larger. Bench-scale
testing will begin in mid 1991 on a candle-type filter vessel
containing up to 26 candles. Sulfur emissions will be controlled
through the injection of calcium-based sorbent into the quench
zone to demonstrate sulfur capture capability under reducing
conditions. Control and removal of alkali species will be exam-
ined using alkali sorbents. Measurements will be taken using a
condensing probe located downstream of the filter both with and
without sorbents. Using this technique, the potential for
vaporized alkali carry-over through the filter will be examined.

Lean Zone Low BTU Combustor

The cleaned fuel-rich gas leaving the separator enters the
lean zone combustor and is mixed with combustion air to raise the

temperature to 2500-2800 °F depending on the coal type. The lower
heating value of the fuel gas is typically in the 30 to 40
btu/scf range or about an order of magnitude lower than that
produced by more conventional gasification systems. The high
temperature of the gas entering the topping combustor, however,
results in auto-ignition as contact is made with the combustion

air, resulting in virtually complete combustion of the quench
zone gases. Additional air is injected into a final dilution
stage to cool the gases to a level acceptable to the first stage
turbine. By redistributing the dilution air, this system is
also capable of providing exit gases at higher temperatures for
future engine growth capability while maintaining the hot gas
clean up system at 1500-2000 °F.

RESULTS

The results presented here were obtained from the bench
scale test rig unless otherwise stated. From the limited testing
performed to date, the indications are that similar results can
be expected from the full scale test rig. Data available from
this rig are also presented and compared with the bench scale
results.
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Low Cost Fuels Testinq

As a part of the low cost fuels program, 13 coal water
slurries were provided by various suppliers for evaluation as
potential gas turbine fuels. Ash content ranged from 0.7 % to
6.24 % by weight and median particle size ranged from 4 to 46
microns. The fuels were fully characterized by determination of
their chemical and physical properties using ASTM testing
methods where appropriate. Reference 4 describes these results
in detail. Fuels were chosen for bench scale combustion rig
testing on the basis of projected future production costs, avail-
ability, theological properties and atomization performance.
Included in these fuels were the baseline Taggart coal and the
UNDERC subbituminous slurries.

Atomization Tests

Atomization tests were run at atmospheric pressure using an
Allison-designed air-assist fuel nozzle and a Malvern 2600D
particle analyzer. Sauter mean diameter (SMD) for spray droplets
was determined over a range of operating conditions and compared
with that of the baseline fuel. As expected, the two major
variables affecting atomization quality were the slurry rheology
and the energy supplied by the high pressure atomizing air.
Results from these tests are shown on Figure 3 as a function of
assist air pressure ratio, defined as the air inlet pressure
divided by the ambient pressure.

Data were obtained over a range from approximately 1.8:1 to
6:1 to check for consistency of the data, although the operating
design pressure ratio at full pressure is 2:1. The trend of
reduced SMD with increasing pressure ratio is clear for both
fuels shown and is typical for air-assist nozzles. At the design
pressure ratio, the subbitu_.inous slurry produced a spray with a
significant smaller SMD compared to the bituminous slurry. It is
believed that the differences between fuels can be correlated to

the slurry rheological properties.

Slurry Viscosity Measurements

Slurry viscosity was determined over a range of shear rates
using a Haake viscometer for both the baseline and UNDERC fuels.
The results of these measurements are shown on Figure 4. Al-
though the viscosity of the baseline slurry at low shear rates is
less than that of the UNDERC slurry, there is a tendency towards
dilatent rheological properties, the apparent viscosity increas-
ing with shear rate. The UNDERC may be seen to exhibit near-
Newtonian characteristics, maintaining an almost constant vis-
cosity that is independent of shear rate. At the tip of the fuel
nozzle as the atomizing air comes in contact with the slurry,
shear rates possibly as high as i0,000 reciprocal seconds are
experienced. It is likely, thel'efore, that the improved atomi-
zation quality of the UNDERC fuel at the lower air assist pres-
sure ratios is due to reduced apparent viscosity of the slurry at
high rates. Based on these results and others reported in refer-
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ence 4, coal particle size, although a critical parameter for

combustion performance evaluation, does not appear to have a

strong influence on droplet size.

Bench Scale Combustion Tests

Combustion tests were performed o- the bench scale comb_is-

tion test rig at a nominal heat input rate of 6 MMbtu/hr and i0

atmospheres pressure. One of the most critical combustion parame-

ters that must be optimized is the rich zone carbon burn out.

Failure to completely gasify ali of the carbon will result in

reduced combustion efficiency as the unburned char will be re-

moved from the system with other solid particulates in the gas
stream by the hot gas separation sys em. Previous results from

this rig D indicated that reducing t le rich zone fuel-equivalence

ratio, defined as fuel/air divider by stiochiometric fuel/air,

would result in increased burn out as the equivalence ratio

approached 1.0.

A series of measurements was made using the baseline fuel by

removing and quenching particulate samples leaving the rich zone

and establishing the carbon burn out by uhe ash tracer method

outlined in reference 6. These results are shown on Figure 5 and

clearly illustrate the strong effect of o_lerating equivalence
ratio on burn out. Similar results were obtained on UNDERC fuel

at a few selected test points _ith the limited quantity of fuel

that was available. The results show that although the UNDERC

fuel has a significantly higher coal particle size, with respect

to burn-out efficiency the levels achieved were in excess of 99%

and were essentially indistinguishable from those obtained on the
baseline bituminous fuel. This is in contrast to results ob-

tained previously on two other bituminous fuels also shown on

Figure 5 in which burn-out efficiencies are 4-5% below those
obtained with the baseline fuel. It is believed that the in-

creased particle sizes of these fuels were a contributing factor
to the decrease in efficiency rather than the decreased reactivi-

ty of bituminous coal causing the incomplete burn-out in the rich
zone.

Full Scale Combustor Tests

As a result of the encouraging data obtained from the bench

scale rig with UNDERC slurry, an order was placed for 5,000 gal-

lons for full scale combustion rig testing. Limited testing was

completed in early 1991 with positive results. Ash samples taken

from the cyclone discharge indicate that complete carbon burnout
was obtained, confirming the data taken from the bench scale

rig. This result is also shown on Figure 5 for comparison with
the bench scale data.

NOx and CO Emissions

The effectiveness of the fuel rich/lean staging technique in

controlling fuel bound nitrogen emissions can be determined by
measurement of NOx and CO concentration at the combustor exit.
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Figure 6 shows the measured values of CO vs NOx emissions after

correction to 15% exhaust oxygen concentration.

The results shown are mostly for the bench scale test rig

and are the results of optimization experiments in which the rich

zone, quench zone and lean zone temperatures were varied while

maintaining the combustor exit temperature constant at the design

value. The average value for fuel bound nitrogen in these tests

was 1.7% by weight which, if all converted to NOx, would pro-

duce over ii00 ppmv. Approximately 30-50% conversion can be

expected in conventional combustion systems without fuel staging,

the results shown on Figure 6 indicating that in excess of 90% of
the fuel NOx has been controlled. Further, CO emissions are

seen to have been simultaneouslycontrolled to levels of less

than 20 ppmv at a NOx level of 20 ppmv. Two data points from

the full scale rig are also shown that were obtained during test-

ing without optimization of zone temperatures. It is believed

that, with further testing, reductions in NOx and CO emission

could be obtained that approach the optimized values obtained

from the bench scale test rig.

CONCLUSIONS

A bench scale combustion system of 6 MMbtu/hr has been

successfully utilized for the development of a full scale 70

MMbtu/hour combustor and engine test rig assembly. Results show

that the concept of utilizing a compact fuel-rich gasifier fol-

lowed by dry ash removal and a fuel-lean, ultra-low btu gas

combustor for gas turbine applications is feasible. Capital

equipment cost savings of this system are expected to be signifi-

cant when co1_pared with alternative approaches for coal utiliza-

tion under pressurized conditions.

Use of hot-water dried subbituminous slurry in this system

is possible and offers the long-term advantages of potentially

lower cost and reduced sulfur emissions compared with bituminous

coals. Lower ash fusion temperatures can be tolerated by

adjusting the quench zone operating temperature.

NOx and CO emissions can be readily controlled simultaneous-

ly to levels of less than 50 ppmvd each, corrected to 15% oxy-

gen. Concentrations of less than 15 ppmvd of NOx and less than
i0 ppmvd of CO have also been recorded. The levels were achieved

with coal containing fuel bound nitrogen rangin_ from 1.5 to 2.2%

by weight.

FUTURE PLANS

Delivery of a further i0,000 gallons of hot-water dried

subbituminous slurry has been received from UNDERC for _ngine

test purposes. Check-out tests have been conducted up to full
power with the external combustion system operating on distillate

fuel that have shown that the system is capable of operating

normally under conditions of acceleration from ignition to idle

and during the load sequence from idle to full power. Future
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tests are planned for the late spring of 1991 in which the engine
will run on coal for the first time. These tests will be con-

ducted with the subbituminous slurry recently delivered. Fol-

lowing completion of the coal water slurry tests, the fuel

injection system will be modified to feed dry coal. A series of

combustion and engine tests will be run in preparation for a

proof-of-concept engine run on dry coal expected to take place in
1993.
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ABSTRACT

Integrated gasificationcombinedcycle (IGCC) hasthepotentialto produce power ina cleanerandmore
efficientmanner than conventionalpulverized-coalfired unitswith flue gas desulfurization. The abilityto
clean the gas hot could reduce the cost of electricity by 10 to 15 percent. However, one of the main
obstaclesto utilizingthese systemsis the removal of hot particulatesfrom the gas stream. In September
of 1990 SouthernCompany Services(SCS) entered into an agreement with the Department of Energyto
design, construct and operate a test facility to evaluatethe long term performance of high temperature
particulate control devices. The facilitywill be sized to handle 50 tons/day of coal feed, utilizingboth
bituminousand subbituminouscoals, and will be located at SCS's pilotfacilities in Wilsonville,Alabama.
The gas generator for the facility will be based on M. W. Kellogg'stransport reactor concept and will be
operated in both pressurizedgasificationand combustion modes at temperatures and pressuresup to
1880=F and 300 psig. The designof the facility is expected to be completed by the fall of 1992 with the
target to have the facilityoperationalby the firstof 1994.

INTRODUCTION

Interestin utilizingintegratedgasificationcombinedcycle (IGCC) to generate power inthe utilityindustry
is Increasing. IGCC systemshavethe abilityto produce power with coal in a manner that is more efficient
with lower air emissionsthan conventionalpulverized-coal(PC) firedunitswith flue gas desulfurization.The
feasibility of IGCC as an environmentallysuperior advanced power generation technology has been
demonstrated with the Cool Water Project. (1,..2)Emissionsof sulfurand nitrogen oxide compounds from
Cool Waterwere nominallyan order of magnitude lowerthan New Source Performance Standardsfor coal-
firedunits. SinceCool Water, designplantefficiencieshave increasedsubstantially. Overallplantheat rates
are less than 9,000 Btu/kWh. Estimatesof proposed highlyintegratedIGCC demonstrationplantshave heat
rates less than 8,500 Btu/kWh.

Commercializationof IGCC technologyis rapidlyapproaching with projects being pursued in Europe
as well as the U.S. However, the commercialization of IGCC technology has also brought new player,
namely the petrochemical companies,into the power generationbusiness. These new players bringto the
power generation businessnew approaches to construction, such as modularityand shopfabrication,and
the ability to integrate energy facilities with production facilities-techniques commonly used in the
petrochemical Industry. This new approach to power generation could pose a significant challenge to
regulated utilities in the future. Not only is gasification-basedtechnology an unfamiliarmethod of power
generation, but some owners of the technology are venturing into independent power projects which
compete with traditional utility generationexpansion.

Another major trend in advanced power generation is the commercializationeffort currently underway
for molten carbonate fuel cells. (_) Integrationof gasificationwith molten carbonate fuel cells (MCFC)
offersthe potential of a very clean power generationsystemthat, once optimized, could resultin efficiencies
greater than 55 percent withsystemheat rates lessthan 6500 Btu/kWh. This isconsidereda significantstep
change in power generationwith coal.
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Efficienciesinadvanced powergenerationsystemssuchas IGCC,pressurizedfluidizedbedcombustion
(PFBC)and integratedgasificationfuel cells (IGFC) can be maximized by feeding hot fuel gas or flue gas
to the power block. However, advanced gasturbineshave strictparticulaterequirementsto minimizewear
on the bladesdue to the close tolerancesused to maximizethe efficiencyof the turbomachinery. MCFC
also have strict particulaterequirementsto preventblindingof the electrodes. Therefore, one of the main
barriersto developingthese advanced powergenerationsystemsisthe removalof particulates ina hot gas
stream.

SOUTHERN COMPANY STRATEGIC POWER GENERATION ISSUES

The SouthernCompany is one of the largest investor-ownedutilitiesin the U.S. with over 30,000 MW
of power generatingcapacity servingthe southeasternUnited States. The SouthernCompany iscomprised
ofAlabamaPowerCompany, GeorgiaPowerCompany, GulfPowerCompany, MississippiPowerCompany,
Savannah Electricand Power Company, Southern ElectricInternational,and Southern Company Services
(SCS). SouthemCompany Servicesis the engineering,fuel procurementand centralized servicesarm of
The SouthernCompany.

The current power generationmix for the Southern electdc system is shown in Figure 1. The
presentInstalledcapacity for coal makes up 67 percent of the system'soverall power generatingcapacity,
with approximately75 percentof the system'spower salesgeneratedby coal. Coal-based power plantsare
expected to continue to be important sources of power for The Southern Company. Strategic power
generationIssuesfacing The SouthernCompany Includethe high marginal cost of new baseload units and
Increasingcompetition from independent power producer and neighboring utilities. The next planned
basoloadaddition is scheduledfor the year 2005. Therefore, The Southem Company is in a good position
to evaluate advanced coal-based power generation options over the next five to six years before the
decisionis made to constructa new base load power plant. Also, the Southern electric systemis planning
the addition of several thousand megawatts of combustion turbines in the 1990s. These combustion
turbineswill be operated primarilyfor peaking power and will significantlyalter the power generationmix
for the system by the year 2000 as shownin Figure 1. The increasingemphasison combustionturbines
inthe generationmix shouldmake combined-cycletechnologiessuch as IGCC easier to implementin the
Southernelectricsystem in the future.

SCS STUDIES OF GASIFICATION-BASED POWER PLANTS

SCS has been invc_vedwith site-specificIGCC studies with both the ElectricPower ResearchInstitute
(EPRI) and the DOE. (_,_7)The sitefor both of these studieswas GeorgiaPower Company's PlantWansley
whichcurrentlyhas two existing865-MW PC-fired steam unitin operation. This is a 5,262-acre site located
approximately40 miles southwestof Atlanta, Georgia that was originallydeveloped for up to four 865-MW
coal-firedsteam unitsand is one of the sitestargeted for systemexpansion. The EPRI site-specificstudy
involveda 400-MW IGCC systemwith an oxygen-blownKRWgasifierwithcold gas cleanup. The DOE study
involved severalair-blown gasificationcaseswith hot gas cleanup, looking at the effects of size (100 - 400
MW), KRWgastfierand M. W. Kellogg'stransport gastfierconcept, and simplifiedcycles such as ISTIG for
potentialhigherefficienciesand/or lowercapitalcosts. The resultsof the EPRI study indicated that oxygen-
blown IGCC is competitive with a PC-firedunit but not a clear winner. Comparisonof the DOE studywith
the EPRI study indicated that, with proper development, air-blown IGCC with hot gas cleanup could
potentiallybe simpler,more efficient,and lowerin costthan the oxygen-blownIGCC plantswithconventional
cleanup. The resultsof these site-specificstudiesindicatethat the hot gas cleanupstep can reducethe cost
of electricityby up to 8 percent and net plantheat rate by 5 percent compared to the cold gas cleanupin
the EPRI studyas showninFigure2. Thetransportreactor concept, ifproven,offersbreakthroughpotential
to reduce the cost of electricity by 13 percent and net plantheat rate by 10 percent.
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Figure 1 The SouthernElectdc System ExpansionPlans, Percent InstalledCapacity

SCS RESEARCH STRATEGY FOR GASIFICATION-BASED POWER TECHNOLOGIES

The current approach by SCS to advanced power generation research is to seek to encourage the
developmentof air-blowngasificationpower plantswithhot gas cleanup, suchas those identifiedinthe DOE
study descdbed above, while continuing to monitor, study, and evaluate oxygen-blown IGCC with
conventionalcold cleanup. An Importantreasonfor thisapproach is the beliefthat air-blown systemswith
hot gas cleanupwould better fit the presentcharacteristicsand skillsof the Southernelectric system and
would build on the system's strengths in puNerized coal power generation. By focusing on advanced
systemsthat buildon the strengths of the company,The SouthernCompany could be in a better position
to compete in a deregulatedpower industry. If IGCC systems with cold gas stream cleanup ultimately
prove to be the preferred route for advanced power generation,much of the experience gained through
participation in the development of hot gas cleanup systemswould be readilytransferable to any IGCC
configuration.

For the advanced systemsthat SCS has identified for further development, hot gas cleanup is the key
technology which must be perfected. The most challengingpart of the hot gas cleanup approach is the
removal of particulatesfrom a hot pressurizedgas stream. DOE has been actively involved in hot-gas
cleanupfor over a decade. Hot particulatecontrol devices (PCDs) have been operated in both PFBC and
gasification systems at sub-pilot and pilot scale. Althoughthese tests have improvedthe designs and
performance of particulateremovaldevices,thesedeviceshave not beentested over longdurations (greater
than 1,000 hours)and under realisticconditionsto fullydemonstratesystemand componentreliability.Also,
experiencewith PCD technologies has been limited inapplications above 1200° F and 150 psi. Thus, a test
facility of meaningful scale for long term testing was identified by DOE as necessary to advance PCD
technology.
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Figure 2 C,ost and Pedormance Improvements From SCS Sle-S_cific IGCC System Studies

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

On September 14, 1990, SCS entered into a cooperativeagreementwith the DOE to design, construct
and operate a nominal50 TPD coal feed facility for long-termtestingof PCD systemsfor hot gas cleanup
under pressurizedcoal gasificationand combustion. The project objectivesare as follows:

• Develop criteriafor engineering-scaletestingof hot particulatecleanup devices.

• Design, construct and operate a hot gas cleanup test facility simulating both fluidized bed
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gasificationand PFBC gas stream environments.
t

• Test PCDsunderrealisticconditionsof gascompositions,pressure,temperature,particulateloading
and operatingduration.

• Interpret and disseminateresultsto s_lpportongoing PCD development,demonstrationof hot gas
cleanup technology,and scale-up to commercial operation.

In additionto SCS, otherprojectparticipantsare M. W. Kellogg(MWK), SouthernResearchInstitute
(SRI), Alabama Power Company (APC), Southern Electric International (SEI), and the Electric Power
Research Institute (EPRI). SCS, MWK, and EPRI are sharingthe cost of the project with the DOE. The
organizationof the project is shownin Figure3. The SCS Researchand EnvironmentalAffairsDepartment
is responsible for overall project management and is taking the lead in directing the research and
developmentactivitiesfor the project. In additionto providingcost share funding fur the project, EPRI is
also providingtechnical Input and guidance. Responsibilitiesfor other entitiesof The SouthernCompany
include the overall coordination of the design engineering effort and balance-of-plantdesign by SCS's
Engineeringfunction, constructionof the facility by Alabama PowerCompany, and operation of the facility
by Southern ElectricInternation,-I. MWK is responsiblefor the process engineeringdesign for the facility
and the design of the gas generat_.-r.Southern ResearchInstitute _ ' directthe particulatetesting for the
PCDs.

DOE

I
scs

..................... EPRI
I:_EA

PROJECT / P_D FUND ING

J TECHNICAL INPUT..

SOUTHERN COMPANY OUTS I ni= _UBCIONTRACTORS

i

! _1_ [
E_GI NEERING POWER SEI M._. KELLQ3G RESEARCH

INST.

DES IGN _CT I ON OPB::),ATION DES IGN TEST ING

Figure 3 WilsonvilleHot Gas Cleanup Test FacilityProject Organization

A simplifiedproject schedule is shownin Figure 4. The project Is broken down into four phases.
Phase 1 of the project is the conceptualdesignwhich was Initiated January 1, 1991, and tsexpected to be
completed in late 1991. The detailed design in Phase 2 is expected to be completed by the fall of 1992.
Constructionof the facility is anticipated to last 15 months,with operationstargeted to begin by January
1994. Two years of testingare provided for in the cooperativeagreement.
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Figure 4 WilsonvilleHot Gas CleanupTest Facility ProjectSchedule

FACIUTY DESCRIPTION

The test _acilitywill be designed to operate in either a gasificationor a PFBC mode with gas
temperaturesup to 1800°F and a systempressureof 300 psi. The size of the facilitywill be nominally50
TPD of raw coal feed. The gas generator will be designedto operate with an Eastern bituminouscoaland
an alternatePowder Riversubbituminouscoal.

A simplifiedprocess flow diagram is shown in Figure 5. The facilitywill have its own coal and
limestonestorageand preparationfacilities. Properlysized coal and limestonewill be fed via Iockhoppers
to the gas generator. ParticulateIoadingsfor the gasto be sentto the PCDswillbevaried through changes
inthe operationof the gas generatorand byemployingcyclonesconnectedinvariouscombinations.A gas
coolerwill be providedto adjustthe gastemperature priorto the PCDs. The facilitywillhave space for two
particulate control devices, each capable of handling the full gas flow and tested one at a time. The
particulate-freegas will be cooled again prior to pressureletdownof the gas stream. A thermal oxidation
unitwill be installedto eliminatecombustiblegasesduringoperationin a gasificationmode. A low-pressure
particulatecontroldevicewillalso be included inthedesignfor particulateremovalduringstartup of the unit
prior to engagingthe test PCDs.

The M. W. Kelloggtransport reactorwas selectedfor the gas generatordue to its flexibilityfor gas
and particulate testing. Conceivably, the transport reactorcan run in either a pressurizedgasificationor a
combustion mode over a wide range of operating temperatures and velocities. The feed coal to the reactor
consists of fine particles similar to entrained systems, while the reactor has the temperature characteristics
of a fluidized bed system. The transport reactor potentially allows the particle size distribution, solids
loading, and characteristics of the particulate in the off-gas stream to be varied in a number of ways.

Thetesting program will primarily focus on hot particulate removal. This will include both parametric
testing to determine operating ranges and long term testing (greater than 1,000 hours) to demonstrate
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Figure 5 Wilsonville Hot Gas Cleanup Test Facility Process Flow Diagram

system performance and reliability. Other aspects of the technology will also be Investigated during the
testing, including in-bed sulfur control, transport gasification and PFBC, instrumentation and controls of
integrated systems, and materials and components performance for hot gas cleanup systems.

SUMMARY

The Wilsonville Hot Gas CleanupTest FacilityoffersThe Southern Company a unique opportunity
to "pull"hot particulatecleanuptechnologytoward commercializationinthe utilityindustry. This technology
isviewed as beingthe front end to a varietyof downstreampower generationoptionssuch as IGCC, hybrid
IGCC/PFBC systems,and MCFC units,as shownin Figure 6. The Wilsonvillehot gas cleanup test facility
will introducethe industryto these advanced power generationtechnologies at a scalethat is economical
but islarge enoughto addresssystemintegrationissuesand providemeaningfulsimulation.The Wilsonville
hot gas cleanupproject willassistThe Southern Company and other utilitiesto remainlow-cost producers
of electricity from coal inthe 21st Century.
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ABSTRACT

The State Electricity Commission of Victoria is conducting a program of
research and development into alternatives to the use of conventional boilers
for the generation of electricty from brown coal. The objective of the program
is to reduce the cost of electricty and also to improve the thermal efficiency
so as to reduce the emission of greenhouse gases.

The program presently includes the following four technologies:
. Hydro-thermal Drying,
• Direct Coal Fired Gas Turbine,
• Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle, and
• Steam Fluidised Bed Drying•

This paper will concentrate on the first two projects. The Coal Fired Gas
Turbine (CFGT) is being pursued because it offers the possibility of cheap
electricity at relatively high efficiency when combined with a steam bottoming
cycle• The Hydro-thermal drying (HTD) process is being developed to provide a
coal-water-slurry fuel for the CFGT. Victorian brown coal is a good candidate
for this application because of its low ash and sulphur content• The HTD
process produces a combustible slurry containing a minimum of sodium and it
also facilitates the addition of water-soluble additives to control ash
fouling and corrosion•

Following the successful testing of a sample of Victorian brown coal in
the Hot Water Drying Process Development Unit and Turbine Simulator at the
Energy and Environmental Research Centre, Grand Forks, it was decided to
construct an HTD Pilot Plant and a Turbine Simulator at the Herman Research

Laboratory• The equipment, which will be completed in May 1991, will be used
to continue the development of the HTD process and the CFGT. Details of the
plant and some results from the preliminary tests are given in the paper.
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INTRODUCTION

The State Electricity Commission of Victoria (SECV) generates most of its

electricity from brown coal located in the Latrobe Valley in Victoria,

Australia. This coal is characterised by very high moisture content (greater

than 60_ wet basis) and low ash content (I-2_ dry basis), although the ash can

be high fouling because of sodium in the coal.

The boilers used are very large and have low thermal efficiency because

of the high moisture content, leading to high cost and C09 emissions compared
with boilers fired with higher rank coal. Faced with the problem of

maintaining competitiveness of brown coal, the SECV commenced a program of

research into new technologies for brown coal based electricity generation•

Four technologies were selected as having the best prospects, They were:

. Hydro-thermal drying (HTD) of coal,

• Steam fluidised bed drying,

• Direct coal-fired gas turbine combined cycle, and

• Integrated gasification combined cycle

All four technologies have specific advantages for Latrobe Valley coal and

offer increased conversion efficiency either through energy-efflcient drying

or through the use of a gas turbine combined cycle.

Hydro-thermal drying permits removal of the water as a liquid, taking

with it a large part of the sodium content of the coal, thus reducing its
fouling and slagging tendency. The coal's low ash content makes it one of the

more suitable fuels for use in a coal-fired turbine, particularly if

hydro-thermal drying is used to further reduce the amount of ash and its

sodium content. Steam fluidised bed drying allows the latent heat of

vaporisation of the coal moisture to be recovered within the steam cycle

leading to smaller, higher efficiency boilers. The coal is highly reactive

and is thus a good prospect for gasification.

This paper will concentrate on the combination of hydro-thermal drying to

produce a coal-water slurry for direct firing in a gas turbine. The
technologies are described, results of work to date outlined and technical
issues discussed.

ECONOMIC EVALUATIONS

Economic evaluations have been conducted on a number of alternative power

generation technologies including several coal-fired gas turbine options.

These showed that the coal-fired turbine has the potential to produce

electricity at a lower cost than conventional brown coal fired plant.

The lowest cost alternative was a single cycle arrangement that used

exhaust heat to produce steam for coal drying, but the efficiency was not as

high as combined-cycle systems. A gas turbine combined-cycle plant using

hydrothermally-dried coal-water slurry with 50_ solids loading was estimated
to be able to produce electricity at a cost about 81_ of that from a
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conventional brown coal boiler. The efficiency of conversion was also higher,

with C02 production 25% less than from the same output conventional plant.
Better results would be obtained if a slurry with a higher solids loading
could be used.

HYDRO-_ DRYING

Process Description

The Hydro-Thermal Drying (HTD) process is a development from the

Fleissner steam-drying and the Evans-Siemon thermal-dewatering processes (!)"

All these processes achieve a high energy efficiency by reducing the moisture
content of low-rank coal without evaporation of the water. This is achieved

by heating the coal under pressure to reduce its moisture holding capacity,

followed by separation of the water by mechanical means. The processes differ
in the means used to heat the coal.

The Fleissner drying process uses saturated steam, and the Evans-Siemon

process uses hot water to heat the coal. Both these processes treat lump coal
and the fines are separated out. As Latrobe Valley brown coal is very soft,

large quantities of fines could be produced requiring separate treatment. The
HTD process does not suffer from this disadvantage.

The IITD process was developed by the Grand Forks Energy Technology Center

(now the Energy and Environmental Research Center (EERC) of the University of
North Dakota), with the aim of producing a pumpable coal-water slurry from

lignite that would be suitable for pipeline transport to a power station (2).
The process treats the coal in the form of a slurry hence there is no need for

separate treatment of a fine coal stream. The small size of the coal

particles minimises the residence time required for the dewatering reactions
to take place. The process is not only energy efficient but it also cleans

the coal. Most of the soluble inorganics in the coal are leached out which

reduces ash deposition when the fuel is burned.

The process is shown in Figure I. The raw coal is crushed and then
milled with added water to form a slurry. Additives which reduce ash fouling

are readily added at this point. The slurry is then pumped under high

pressure through a series of heat exchangers which raise its temperature to

about 300°C. lt is held under these conditions for a period (1-20 minutes)

before being cooled down.

At temperatures above about 250°C, some of the oxygen-containing

functional groups in the coal decompose. As a result, the coal particles

shrink and become hydrophobic resulting in the expulsion of the water held in

their internal |1_iles The pressure is higher than the water vapour pressure

at thee@ _%_e_at%tte_ _i!{ImsJntaJns the water as a liquid. After cooling and
depressu_isatio_%, this walei i_n be _emoved by a f11t_ press or a centr]t!,ge.
S_lub!e salts Iu the coal, ill paLt_,,u!a_ sodium chloride, are removed with the
_ater.

The _%_rgy efficiency of the process is larMely determix_d by the

effi¢iene_ of the slurry heat exchangers and als-_ h_ _i_ m_J:isture Lonr_nt of
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the final product. The energy used to remove the water from the coal is

significantly less than that required for evaporative drying.

The process produces a damp cake at around 50% moisture that can be mixed

with a little extra water to form a pumpable slurry fuel possessing a specific

energy of about 25% of that of fuel oil. The process reduces the amount of
oxygen in the coal and, hence, increases its specific energy content. The

soluble salt content is also reduced which helps minimise ash fouling

problems. The fouling behaviour of the product can be further reduced by the

addition of a soluble aluminium compound to the feed slurry. This follows the

finding that naturally occurring acid-soluble aluminium in brown coal

dramatically reduces ash fouling in conventional boilers (3).

Preliminary Tests

A sample of Loy Yang coal was tested in the University of North Dakota

HTD process development unit in October 1989. These tests showed that the

coal could be successfully processed by IITD, producing coal with moisture

content around 50 percent. In one sample the moisture content was reduced to

45 percent, which is a 50 percent reduction in the total moisture in the coal.

A large sample was produced which, when diluted with water to give a slurry
with viscosity of about I000 centipoise, was pumped, sprayed and burned

successfully in atmospheric and pressurised combustors.

As well as drying, the HTD process was found to remove substantial

quantities of the soluble inorganic sodium, which is a key contributor to ash

fouling and corrosion in combustion systems. Further, it was found possible

to introduce aluminium additive into the coal during the slurrying process,

leading to increased displacement of sodium. Table 1 shows some results from

these tests. The sodium content of the coal has been reduced by 75% and the

aluminium content increased 4 times by hydrothermal drying a slurry treated

with aluminium add'itive. The moisture content of these slurries is higher

than that expected in a larger plant with higher centrifuge performance, and

it is expected that slurries with 50 percent moisture can be produced.

Additional testing of these slurries and a program of laboratory
investigations are being undertaken to try and determine the reason for one

very good result which gave a cake moisture content of 45Z (4). The

objectives of this work are to establish the mechanisms of the proceesses, the

kinetics of the reactions and if possible to identify catalysts or additives

that will improve the properties of the slurries. The colloidal and surface

chemistry of the dewatered coals has been examined and their properties

related to the process variables (temperature, residence time), slurry

rheology and stability, dewatering additives and/or rheology modifiers.

When brown coals are hydro-thermally treated the colloidal gel structure

of the coal is collapsed and many pores are destroyed or coated with low

temperature tars. By maximising the extent of pore destruction in the process
the amount of water occluded in the particles can be minimised. For these

largely deflocculated slurries the maximum achievable solids concentration is

primarily controlled by the effective volumetric solids concentration and can

be maximised by minimising the porosity in the coal particle_.
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TABLE 1

HYDRO-THERMAL DRYING : COMPARISON OF SLURRY PROPERTIES

SLURRY TREATMENT

RAW 300°C, 20 Min 300"C, 20 Min
COAL PROPERTY + A1 Additive

Moisture (Z wet) 77.80 60.00 58.50

Ash (% dry) 0.98 0.72 0.85

Oxygen (% dmif) 25.00 21.80 21.90

Sulphur (% dry) 0.24 0.23 0.26

AI,O 3 (% ash) 6.90 7.80 31.50

Na20 (% ash) 13.40 7.80 3.70

CaO (% ash) 10.20 I0.00 2.90

Gross Dry Specific

Energy (MJ/kg) 27.00 28.90 28.60

Gross Wet Specific

Energy (MJ/kg) 5.99 11.56 11.87

NOTES:

1 Raw coal moisture content = 62.1% wet.

2 Raw coal GWSE = 10.23 MJ/kg.

3 Treated slurry viscosity ~ I000 centipoise.

4 Moisture content of filter cake approximately 2 percentage points less

than slurry.

The results of these studies are illustrated in figure 2a and 2b. As the

severity of the dewatering treatment increases (temperatue and residence time)

the total pore volume decreases and the slurry solids concentration increases.

The mode of the pore size distribution also increases from 0.4 to 1.5 microns

(i.e. the pores have become largor). The primary factor responsible for this

beneficiation is the destruction of pores in the process. These studies

provide an understanding of the way that process conditions affect dewatering

and can be used to optimise the product slurry properties.

SECV Pilot Plant

An HTD pilot plant capable of producing 400 kg/hr of coal wate7 slurry at
50% solids loading has been constructed at the new Herma_l Research

Laboratories at Mulgrave, Victoria. The plant is now complete and commenced

operations in early May. An overview of this plant is shown in Figure 3.
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The raw slurry is produced by circulating a mixture of raw coal and water

through a small attritor mill to produce a slurry with a broad particle size

distrubution and a mean size of about 15 micron before passing it to storage

tanks capable of holding 14 tonnes of feed slurry. The slurry is then

pressurised by a high pressure piston pump and heated by a hot-oil circulation

sytem which is also used to recover energy when cooling the slurry. The

maximum temperature and pressure is 325°C and 15 MPa respectively, and the

residence time can be varied to a maximum of 20 minutes by inserting up to

three reaction vessels in the flow. The pressure is let down through two

parallel dump vessels operating alternately. A solid-bowl centrifuge is used

to separate the product coal from the water. The product slurry viscosity is

then adjusted by adding a measured quantity of water before being pumped to

storage tanks also capable of holding 14 tonnes of product slurry. This plant

has a large enough throughput to supply the coal-fired turbine combustor

simulator (see below) or a small-pilot scale gas turbine up to 200 kW if
required.

Technical Issues

The key technical issues to be addressed vlth the pilot plant are the

quality of the dried product and the cost of the full-scale processing plant.

It has already been established that the process is feasible, but it will be

necessary to determine more definitely for a range of coal compositions the

effect of temperature, residence time, particle size and additives on the

moisture content, handling and combustion behaviour of the product slurry.

A particular issue will be to try and improve the dryness of the product

leaving the centrifuge and the solids loading of the resultant pumpable

slurry.

The cost of HTD slurry fuel will depend on the final plant design

arrangement. Already, cost estimates have been developed, based on plant

design studies undertaken by the University of North Dakota. It will be

necessary to refine these figures and incorporate design modifications that

are found necessary or advantageous as a result of the pilot plant
investigations.

CO_.-FIRED TURBINE

Process Description

In the coal-fired turbine, coal is burned directly under pressure in the

combustion chamber and the high temperature products of combustion expanded

through the turbine to provide mechanical power to drive both the compressor,

which provides the combustion air, and the generator for electricity

production. Further power can be obtained if the hot exhaust gases are passed
through a heat recovery boiler to generate steam to drive a steam turbine.

The coal is pumped into the combustion chamber as a slurry under pressure.

The turbine could be fired with dry pulverised coal, but the practical
difficulty of injecting pulverised coal into a pressurised chamber makes the
slurry firing option more attractive.
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The coal-fired turbine has the advantage over conventional steam cycle
plant that it is less costly because the large furnace is not needed and it
can be more efficient because the maximum temperature of the working fluid is
higher. Its efficiency is also less sensitive to the moisture content of the
fuel being fired which makes it more attractive if only partial drying of the
coal is achieved, as is the case with HTD coal.

The principal difficulty with this technology is the problem of
corrosion, erosion and deposition in the high temperature parts of the turbine
caused by ash constituents carried in the combustion gas. To date, this has
limited its commercial application.

Latrobe Valley brown coals are attractive as fuel for a coal-fired
turbine because of their very low ash content, particularly if the coal is
prepared by the hydro-thermal drying process to remove sodium and add fouling
control additives. The technical challenge of overcoming corrosion, erosion
and deposition in direct firing is still high, but Latrobe Valley coals would
appear to provide one of the best opportunities for this technology in the
world.

Preliminary Tests

Samples of hydro-thermally dried Loy Yang coal were burned in combustion
rigs at the University of North Dakota in October 1989. These tests showed
that the coal-water slurry could be burred successfully under atmospheric and
pressurised conditions and that the a_h in the _ombustion gases caused very
little deposition on cooled test probes. These tests were conducted for a
duration of approximately five hours each, with gas temperatures at the
deposition probes of 1000-II00°C. Deposit weights collected on the probes
were below 2.5 grams and were rated as low fouling - claimed to be the lowest
of any coal tested so far in the University's rigs. These results were
sufficiently encouraging for work to proceed with the construction of a
turbine combustor simulator for further testing.

Turbine Combustor Simulator

A combustor simulator capable of burning 200 kg/hr of 50% moisture
content coal-water slurry is at present undergoing commissioning trials. The
simulator, which is shown schematically in Figure 4, consists of a horizontal,
water-cooled and refractory lined cylindrical chamber 300 mm in internal
diameter, fitted with a swirl-type burner and atomising spray nozzle at one
end. At the other end the tunnel contracts to a turbine blade test section

which contains two blades to give three channels that turn the flow through an
angle of 60 ° to simulate flow conditions in the nozzle guide vanes of a gas
turbine. Downstream, in the high speed flow leaving the blades, there is
provision for several erosion/corrosion test pieces. The simulator can
operate at pressures up to 10 atmospheres, and can produce combustion gas
temperatures at the test section up to IIO0°C.

The blade test section, shorn in more detail in Figure 5, can be removed
and disassembled to recover the blades for metallurgical examination to
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determine corrosion and erosion damage. The blades are air cooled and are
fitted with a thermocouple in their leading edges to allow blade temperature
to be controlled and monitored.

This facility will be used to determine the combustion behaviour of
coal-water slurries produced in the HTD pilot plant, and to evaluate
corrosion, erosion and deposition on the turbine blades and test pieces in the
combustion gas. An overall view of the Simulator is given in Figure 6.

Technical Issues

The critical technical issue for the coal-flred turbine is whether it can

accept the levels of contamination of the combustion gas resulting from the
inorganic constituents in the coal.

Ezosion

Erosion is related to the kinetic energy of the particles at the point of
impact and can be reduced if velocities are reduced, or the size and quantity
of particles in the gas reduced. The basis for obtaining acceptable erosion
life is to limit the quantity and size of particulates in the gas. Figure 7
shows the limits suggested by EPRI (5) and the concentrations reported by ABB
in their PFBC facility (see also (5)). Generally it is suggested that there
should be no particles greater than 10 microns (_m) diameter and the total
concentration of particulates smaller than 10 _m should be no more than 10
parts per million by weight (ppmw). However, ABB Carbon measured particulate
loadings up to 200 ppmw without observing any unacceptable erosion.

For low-ash hydro-thermally dried Loy Yang coal, estimates have been made
of the dust loading that can be expected. These are also shown in Figure 7
along with the estimated dust loading if a single high-efficiency cyclone were
used to clean the gas. The size distributions of particles at the inlet and
outlet of the precipitators at Loy Yang A Power Station are also shown for
comparison. With cyclone cleanup the dust loadings are estimated to be less
than those reported for ABB Carbon. Hence, with this level of gas cleaning,
erosion is not expected to be a serious problem.

Corrosion

Corrosion at high temperatures in a turbine is caused mainly by deposits
of molten sodium sulphate on the blades. Sodium sulphate forms through the
reaction of volatile sodium species with sulphur oxides. Both these
constituents are present in coal.

Practical experience with turbines firing oil in marine environments
where sodium can be ingested as sodium chloride salt spray, has shown that the
safe limit for sodium is equivalent to 0.5 ppmw of sodium in the oil. This
corresponds to a sodium concentration in the combustion gas of .012 ppmw. To
meet this limit, more than 99% of the sodium in typical Latrobe Valley coals
would have to be removed, or trapped in other solid ash particles. A number
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of factors that can contribute to sodium removal need to be evaluated to
establish whether acceptable corrosion rates can be achieved:

. Removal of Sodium during HTD Process - The preliminary work on HTD
has shown that large reductions (>70%) in sodium content are
possible with Latrobe Valley coals because the sodium is mostly
water soluble and thus easily removed by washing during the slurry
processing. The extent of removal that can be achieved this way
viii be investigated in the HTD pilot plant.

• Capture of Sodium in Coal Ash - During combustion sodium reacts with
other ash constituents, particularly silica and alumina, to form
sodium alumino-silicates. The extent of capture possible with
Latrobe Valley coal under pressurised combustion conditions has not
been established. Operation at high pressure is expected to enhance
the formation of complex mineral species that can trap sodium.

. Effect of Additives - Certain additives, such as organically-
bound aluminium, have been found to have a dramatic effect on ash
deposits formed when burning high sodium coal. Tests in the SECV's
1000 Hour fouling test furnace showed a change from large sintered
deposits to a small layer of soft powder when coal with a small
amount of naturally occurring aluminium was burned (3).

Aluminium added at 0.1% by weight to the coal in the turbine
combustion tests at the University of North Dakota reduced the
amount of ash collected on the test probes by more than 50 percent,
and the deposits became easier to remove. Experiments in a drop
tube furnace to determine the ash deposition characteristics of a
Loy Yang coal and the same coal treated with aluminium lactate
showed a complete absence of condensed salts on the sides of the
test probe for the treated coal case (6).

lt is likely that aluminium, added during the HTD process, will
dramatically reduce sodium vapour concentration in the combustion
gas by acting as a "getter" for sodium, either by adsorption or by
chemical reaction.

• Modified Combustion Schemes - One way of removing sodium species
from the combustion gas is to cool the gas below the sodium dewpoint
to condense out sodium as particulate species and then filter the
particles from the gas. To do this the gas would need to be cooled
to about 800°C. A scheme involving fuel-rich combustion, quench,
filter and lean burnout can achieve this result. It is intended to
test this type of combustion scheme in the combustor simulator over
the next 12 months.

Deposition

Deposition of ash constituents on turbine blades can result from impact
of sticky particles, or from _hermophoretic transport of very fine condensed
particles through the boundary layer adjacent to the blades. The formation of
bonded deposits is closely linked to the presence of alkali species in the gas
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which condense onto the surface as (mainly) sodium sulphate and form the

"glue" which bonds particles together and to the blades. Deposits should

largely be eliminated if the alkali is removed from the combustion gas and

trapped in other ash particles with high melting temperature. It is expected
that deposition on blades will not be serious if corrosion problems are
overcome.

CONCLUSION

The State Electricity Commission of Victoria is investigating hydrothermal

drying of brown coal slurries and their use in coal-fired turbines as part of
its drive to find lower cost and more environmentally acceptable means of

generating electricity from brown coal. A hydrothermal drying pilot plant and
a turbine combustor simulator have been constructed to evaluate these

technologies and determine the effects of process conditions on slurry
properties and the effects of coal combustion products on turbine blades. The

major technical problems to be overcome are seen to be corrosion, erosion and

deposition on turbine blades, but Latrobe Valley brown coal appears to be a

suitable prospect because of its low ash content and easy beneficiation by
hydrothermal drying.
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ABSTRACT

New EPA requirements for "top-down" best available control
technology (BACT) analyses have resulted in determinations that
require more stringentcontrol technologies. Accordingly, these permit
decisions include nitrogen oxide (NO x) sulfur dioxide, and particulate
emission limits significantly lower than applicable New Source
Performance Standards. HowEver, with careful consideration of
acceptable site-specific impacts, obtaining a reasonable BACT
determir, ation is still possible.

This paper presents a step-by-step approach for conducting a top-
down BACTanalysis, and summarizes important considerations that
will lead to a more effective BACT analysis. In addition, recent per-
mit decisions regarding NO x emission rate and control technology
requirements for combined c_le combustion turbine and coal fueled
power plants are summarized and examined to ascertain the basis
for decisions. Guidance from this paper will help applicants in prepar-
ing an accurate and comprehensive BACTanalysis for their proposed
projects.
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"TOP-DOWN" BACT ANALYSIS --- RECOMMENDED APPROACH AND
RECENT PERMIT DETERMINATIONS

Iohn R. Cochran
Morgen E. Fagan
Black & Veatch

INTRODUCTION possible to obtain a BAC'r determination appropriate
for a proposed project.

On December 1, 1987,the EPAAssistantAdministrator
for Air and Radiation, J.Craig Potter,issued a memoran- NEW SOURCE PERFORMANCE STANDARDS

dum implementing a number of program initiatives
aimed at improving the effectiveness of the Clean Air Baseline air emission performance requirements
Act new source review program. Among these in- (emission limits) for a number of new source types are

itiatives was the implementation of a "top-down" al>. established by the United States Government in the

proach to determine the best available control Code of Federal Regulations, Chapter 40, Part 60 (40
technology (BACI") under the Prevention of Significant CFR 60). The emission requirements dictated by the
Det.erioration (PS[_) program of the Clean Air Act. NSPS establish the minimum level of acceptable air

Primarily, the toi_k_'n approach recluiresthat the most emission control. Table 1 provides a listing of NSPS
stringent feasible control technology available, for coal fueled steam generators and combustion
designed to achieve the Ioaest achievable emission rate turbines.
(LAER) be evaluated first in a BACT analysis. This

technology would then represent BACT unless it could BACl" PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
be reasonably demonsu'ated on the basisof site.specific
energy, environmental, and economic impacts that this The definition of a BACT requirement is an emission
level of control is not warranted. The nextmost stringent limitation based on the maximum reduction for a poilu-
level of control ,*,ould then bee valuated. This process rant regulated by the Clean Air Act, which, on a

would continue until a technology could not be case-by-case basis taking into account energy, en-
eliminated on the basis of energy, environmental, and vironmental, and economic impacts, is determined
economic considerations, in which case this to be achievable through application of available

technology is BACT f_ the project, methods.

The EPAhas indicated that the intent of the new top- The primary objective of the BACT determination
down BAL-I"procedure is not to establish a national process is to minimize consumption of PSD air quali-
BACT standard, but to avoid "bottom-up" evaluations ty increments, thereby enlargingthe potential for future

that do not consider LAER technologies and result in economic growth without significantly degrading air
the use of control technologies designed for corn- quality.To avoid settingnational conu'oi technology re-
pliance with New Source Performance Standards quiremenr.s, BACT guideline," dictate evaluating feasi-
(NSPS)./_ccordingly, permit decisionssince implemen- ble control technology alternatives on a case-by-case

tation of the guideline have resulted in NO x emission basis while considering site-specific impacts. The in-
limits significantly lower than applicable NSPS. Top- tent is that this case-bv..,=aseapproach will encourage
down BAC-1"analysis hasmade it increasingly difficult adoption of imorovements in emission control
for new sources to avoid a requirement for post- technology more rapidly than woulc: occur through

combustion NC)x control systems. F'owever, with uniform control technology requirements or New
careful consideration of site.specific impacts. !t is still Source Performance Standards.

Mr. Cochran and Mr. Fagan may be corlacted at (913J 339-2000.
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Table 1

NitrogenOxide EmissionNSPSfor SelectedSourceTypes

EmissionLimit

SteamGeneratingUnits Largerthan
250 MBtu/h (SubpartDa source}

Bituminous, Anthracite, and Lignite 0.60 Ib/MBtu
Subbituminous Coal 0.S0Ib/MBtu

SteamGenerating Units With Heat Inputs Between
100and 250 MBtu/h(SubpartOb source)

SpreaderStokerand FluidizedBed Boilers 0.60Ib/MBtu
PulverizedCoal 0.70IblMBtu

Lignite 0.60IblMBtu

StationaryGasTurbines"
RatedLoad 75 ppm
PeakLoad 150ppm

"t_rtt_ed to 15percentcup,enminuscortectkx_slprheattaleandfuelboundnitmKen.

ASpreviouslydiscussed,NSPSprovidethebaselinere- that the original BACT analysisguidance did not
_,_.Jirementestablishingthe minimumacceptablelevel adequatelyfocus the BACT processand attain the
orcontrolfora BACTdetermination.TheBAC'Tanalysis objectiveof adequatelyaddressingthe moststringent
wasrequiredto evaluatealternativesbetweenthe NSPS levelofcontrol (LAERtechnology).DraftEPAtop-down

base line and the most stringentcontrol technology guidancedocumentsindicatethat the burdenof proof
which provide the maximum emissionsreduction, for a top-downanalysisisto dispro_ LAER.However,

the EPA maintains that the fundamental purpose

In responseto guidance documentsissuedby the EPA of the tOl>Clownapproachis to arrive at consistent
in December 1978,new source permit applicants determinations that adequately consider LAEP,.
preparedso-called"bottom-up" BACTanalyses.These technology.
analysesstartedwith the NSPSbaseline and then com-
pared the feasibility of more stringent control Theoretically,eitherthetop,_downorbottom-upBACT
technologiesto the NSPSbaseline. Becauseof either procedureshouldresultin thesamepermitdetermina-
regulatoryproceduresorinconsistenciesintheprocess, tion.Thesameprinciplesapplyinbothcases.H_,
mostof thesebottom-upBAC'Tanalysesresultedin per- the real resultof top-downguidanceisa shiftingof the
mit determinationsat or near NSPSlimits. Sincethe "burden of proof:' In bottorn..upBACTanalyses,the
EPAinterpretsthattheintentofCongressfor implemen- presumptionlies in favorof an NSPSdetermination.
tangthe BACTprocesswasto drivetechnology,emis- Therefore,a more stringentcontrol technologymust
sion limits nearNSPSwere an unacceptableresultof beprovento bewarranted.IntOp-dONnBACTanalyses,
the process, the presumptionis to installLAERbasedtechnology.

SinceEPA'sinteq_retationof theBACTprocessis todrive
With the adoptionof a requirementfortL,p-downBACT technology,thispresumptionhasledto morestringent
analysis in December 1987, the EPA recognized determinations.
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TOP-DOWN BACT ANALYSIS PROCEDURE These technical and economic cr,ter,a should be

accurately determined before any substantial efforts

A BACT analysis must be performed for each new, are made on the BACT analysis. Subsequent evalu-
modified, or reconstructed emissions source. The ation of alternative control technologies is greatly
applicability criteria requiring a BACT analysis vary dependent on these evaluation criteria.
among statesand EPAregional jurisdiaion. In general,
BACT is requi_d for pollutants whose potential emis- Technical criteria are primarily used to determine

sions exceed significant emission rates established by potential emissions, a!r quality control equipment
the EPA. effecti_ness, and equipment sizes. The two primary

crit_ia that have a major impact on pollutant

The EPAhas recommended that a BACT analysis follow emission rates and equipment type and size are the
the g,eneral requirements of EPA'sdraft "Top-Down ° Best fuel quality and the maximum anticipated fuel

Available Control Technology Guidance Document, bum rate. For a coal fueled application, a specific
March 15, lgg0. The following discussion describes a fuel source or at least a potential range of fuel
step-by-step approach to performing a BACT analysis properties needs to be determined early in the
that meets EPA requirements. Figure 1 graphically analysis process.For any type of source, a maximum
depicts this step-by-step approach, fuel bum rate should also be established early in the

analysis process. Since this fuel burn rate directly
STEP 1.--DETERMINE SOURCE AND EVALUATION affects the amounts of pollutants emitted and the
CRITERIA subsequent mass emission limits, it is critical that

One of the most important steps in a BACT aralysis is this parameter be established with some margin to
to accurately define source technical and economic account for uncertainties inherent in conceptual
charac_risdcs. Evaluation criteria typically used in a design. Since costs are closely dependent on fuel
BACT analysis are listed below: quality and fuel burn rates, economic portions of

the _ analysis will have to be recalculated
• Technical Evaluation Criteria. whenever these parameters change. This recalculation

-- Type of Combustor. could delay the submittal of a PSD permit application.
-- Fuel Bum Rate.

-- Fuel Analysis Economicevaluation criteria are also important to the
-- Emission Rates (Controlled and BACI" analysis since varying certain criteria can

Uncontrolled). significantly affect the final conclusions, lt is important
-- Flue Gas Flow Rates. that d_eeconomic o'iteria be project-st_=cific.If project-
- Site-Specific Constraints. specific criteria are not available, typical values can be

• Economic Evaluation Criteria. used that are representative of the current economic

-- Commercial Operation Date. trends. Sinceeconomics is not an exact science, some
•-- Economic Re(::o_ry Period. variationin the evaluation criteria could be considered

-- Capital Cost Contingency Factor. in the analysis to provide a range of cost impacts (sen-
- Escalation Rate (Capital and O&M). sitivity analysis).
-- Fixed Charge Rate.

' -- Present Worth Discount Rate. Until recently, economic evaluation criteria have not

-- Indirects Cost Factor. receh,_Jclose scrutiny,.H_r, the economic analysis
-- Interest During Construction. has become a focal point of BACT analyses.Therefore,
-- Capacity Factor. it is very important that an applicant be capable of

-- Fuel Cost. defending ecomomicevaluation criteria. Like fuel quail-
Incremental Capacity Charge- ty and fuel burn rate, economic criteria should also be

Energy Cost. carefully selected to ensure the accuracy of the evalua-

-- Additive Cost. tion and to prevent delays associated with changing
-- Waste Disposal Cost. criteria.
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Step 1
Determine Source and

Evaluation Criteria

* Fuel Data
• Economic Data
• Site-Specific Information

L . iii

I
-Step 2 Step 3

Review Recent Permit Decisions Identify Alternatives

- BACT/LAERClearinghouse • Technically Feasible
Documents • Technology Transfer

• Other Projects • Similar Applications
i

..... t.... ' 1
I

., t ..... I
Step 4 Step $

Economic/Energy Evaluation Environmental Consideration

• Rank Alternatives • Other Poilul_nt Emissions
• Engineering Economics • Waste Disposal
• "Top Down" • Contamination of Other Waste
• Incremental Cost Products

• Comparison of Air Quality Impacts
• Public Health and Safety

Considerations

1 1 ....j ii i _

I

Step 6
Recommend BACT Alternatives

• Technical
• Energy
• Environmental
• Economic

Figure 1
Top-Down BACTAnalysisTechnique
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STEP 2--REVIEW RECENT PERMIT DECISIONS STEP 3--IDENTIFY POTENTIALLY FEASIBLE
The next step in the analysis isto review recent permit ALTERNATIVES
decisions to determine the LAER control alternative. The third step in a BACTanalvsasis to identi_ ali poten-
The BACT/LAER Clearinghouse documents provide a tially/easible control technologies/or the source and

good reference for this activity. These documents (1985 pollutant under consideration. A potentially feasible
and 1990 editions) contain a comprehensive listing of alternative is a technology that can be reasonably a0-

0ermit decisions and the associated control effec- plied to the source to reduce the emissions of a pollu-
tiveness. Clearinghouse documents can be obtained rant. These control technoio_,_es can include control
from the EPA.These documents are also helpful asan processesthat are applicable to slmilar emission source
indicator of what level of control (emission limit) types or gas streams.Technoiogie. required asa result

might represent BACT or, at least, provide a range of of a LAER determination must be carefully considered
control effectivness that should be considered in the (Step 2) in obeBACTanalysis.A I.AERtechnology would

analysis, typically represent the first alternative analyzed in the
top-down approach.

Typically, EPA'spositionis that if a permithasbeen
t

previously issued requiring asp,ecified emission limit Also included in this step oi the BALI" analysis is a

or technology, then this is sufficient justification to technical feasibility evaluation of potential
assume that the control technology or emission limit technologies. A technology could be considered in-
is feasible or achievable. However, it should be feasible because of physical, chemical, and engineer-

remembered that some of the more stringent EP,CT ing impacts, if the application of the technology would
determinations were arrived at for various reasons, not result in successful compliance with an emission

Because of project schedule requirements and fiscal limitation. Hoverer, the reasonsfor technical inieasibili-
health, a number of applicants may have conceded to ty should be clearly documented in the analysis. An

a regulatory agency proposed BACTdetermination to emissionlimit (not a technology) can be eliminated on
expedite the permitting process.Other applicants may a technical basisif it can be shown that other operating
have accepted the use of atechnology or emission rate sources with the same control technology have not

to get below significance levels or to meet increment been able to achieve compliance with the emission
consumption or ambient air Quality standards. In ad- limit or that site..soecificconsiderationswould preclude

dition, a number of so-called BAC"Tdeterminations in meeting the emission limition.
California were arrived at within a state BACT defini-

tion that more closely resembles LAER program re- lt is not necessary to evaluate technologies that offer
cluirements, a level of control that is less than the proposed BACT

limit.

The projec_ with more stringentcontrol and emission
determinations listed in the BACT/LAERClearinghouse STEP 4--ECONOMIC AND ENERGY EVALUATION

documents are in various stages of development. OF CONTROL ALTERNATIVES

Research should be performed to confirm if it is an- Once the technically feasible alternatives have been
ticipated that the plant will still be constructed. If a identified, they are ranked according to control effec-
source is operating, researchshould also be performed tiveness, starting with the most stringent control
to confirm compliance statuswith ali 0ermit limitations, alternativ?. Determination of control technology effec-
Information regarding a 0rojec'tcanceilation or trouble tiveness should consider the effects of ecluiDment

with maintaining compliance would be helpful in reliability and control variability as they may affect the
disputing a LAER technology or a LAER level of con- facility's compliance frecluency.Simply proposing the

tro! requirement, levels guaranteed by the equipment manufacturer will
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not accurately reflect the long-term operation and • Comparison of proposed BACTair quality :Jm-
equipment reliability effects, pacts with impacts resulting from use of a

more stringent control technology.

ThereTbre,it isrecommended that guarantee levels plus

a margin to account for this potential variability be STEP 6--RECOMMEND KAc'r ALTERNATIVE
proposed. This stepbasically summarizes Steps4 and 5. The most

effective emission control technology capabiliw, not

The technologies are then evaluated on the previously eliminated for technical, energy,
basisof economic impacts. Since energy consumption environmental, and economic reasonsisthen proposed

as BACT. Generally, the BACT analysis and
is an integral part of the economic analysis, ener_
impacts are also evaluated as part of the economic recommendation are documented in the PSD
analysis, application.

IMPORTANT BAC'I ANALYSIS CONSIDERATIONS
Engineering economics are the generally accepted
method of evaluation. Capital and annual operating Se_rai important considerations should be intor-

(including maintenance) costs are presented, as well porated into planning an effective BACT analysis.
astotal annual costs (le_lized fixedchargeson capital

plus ievelized annual operating costs) of the various Ti_e economic analysis should be based on a total
alternatives.Costs presented shouldbe comprehensive, levelized annual cost, including capital and operating

reflecting fully integrated systems. Operating costs costs. Levetizedcosts rer'iectthe effect of escalation and
should reTqectexpenditures for maintenance, additive, present worth discounting of future annual expen-
energy, demand, waste disposal, and operating ditures, resu!ting in an equivalent of constant dollars
personnel. In addition, if a control alternative negates over the evaluation period. Levelized costs more

• e potential for sale of waste products,the cost analysis accurately represent financial impacts over the life of
should reflect this impact. Forcontrol alternatives that the project than do first year ¢.ostsonly. Therefore, it
affect unit reliabilities, cost estimates for replacement is important to have good repn.,sentativeeconomic

power should also be included. Totalannual costs are evaluation criteria, since these c='iteria significantly
used to determine incremental cost-effectiveness affectthe resultsof the analysis. The economic evalua-

(incremental total levelized annual cost divided by tion of alternate technologies capable of various
incremental annual emission;} oi the various control degreesof effectiveness should also be compared on

lefts and technologies being considered. Ino'emental an incremental basis. Incremental costs accurately
costs, not total removal costs,are the true indicator of reflect the u'ueeconomic effe_veness of a technology.
cost-effectiveness of a particular control alternative as

Various control technologies require additive or
compared to the next lesseffective control alternative.

catalyst. Special consideration must be given to any

STEP .%--ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION OF technology that requires an additive or catalyst that
might have hazardous or deleterious environme,'_tal

CONTROL ALTERNATIVES effects. For instance, ammonia generally can be used
Environmental impacts of the various alternatives

with relatively little risk. However, an accidental spill
should also be included. Environmental impacts that

should be consideredfor inclusionin the BACi"analysis could havecatasu'ophicconsequences on the safety of
personneland surroundingcommunities. For instance,

include the following: in densely populated areas, emissions of unreacted

ammonia (ammonia slip) could be a significant• Increased emission of other pollutants
environmental disadvantage. Accordingly, suchresulting from use of a control alternative.
considerationsshouldbe included in the environmental

• Handling and storage of hazardous materials.
and economic portions of the BACT analysis.

• Hazardous waste disposal of spent catalysts.

• Contamination of waste products that could During the tor,,-down BACT analysis the selection of a

be sold for reuse, particular technology or emission level may result in
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an increase in other pollutants. A good example of this following discussion are summaries of BACT analyses
is carbon monoxide (CO) and volatile organic and determinations for NO x emissions reduction at

compounds (VOC) which are inversely related to com- severalcoal fueled and combustion turbine combined
bustion control of NO x emissions. Combustion con- cyc.le projects.
trois that are effective in lowering NO x emissions,such

as staged combustion and water injection in combus- COMBINED CYCLE COMBU_-i'ION TURBINE
tion turbines, result in increased emissions of CO and PROJECTS
VOC. The environmental importance of these other Over the _/ears,combustion turbine manufacturers have

pollutants must be evaluated as compared to NO x improved their product by substantially lowering NO x
emissions reductions, emissions. However, the requirement to use selective

catalytic reduction (SCR) systems on combined cycle

The resultsfrom ambient air quality impact modeling units in some cases is mandated by state and federal
should also be included in the BACTanalysis to deter- regulatory agencies.

mine if the project will emit pollutants at a rate that
exceedsPSD significance levels or ambient air quality A recent combined cycle project in Florida obtained
limits. If the proposed emissions from the facility are a draft permit from the statethat did not requirean SCR
below ambient air quality modeling significancevalues, systemso long as the capacity factor for the facility re-
there would be no quantifiable benefit from using a mained below 60 percent. This determination was
more effective control technology. Demonstrating that basedon excessivecontrol technology costs (as com-
emissionsfrom the facility will be below ambient air pared to other similar applications) for use at capacity

quality significant impact criteria will provide a good factors lessthan 60 percent. Subsequently, the Florida
argument againstthe imposition of a LAERtechnology go_rnor and cabinet apprc_,d the draft permit.
in a BACT situation. However, under pressure from the EPA, the Florida

Department of Environmental Regulation issued the

Depending on the nature of the project and the type final permit allowing the use of combustion controls
of combustion technology being considered, only if the capacity factor is limited to 25 percent or
sometimes there is a potential net environmental less. Alternatively, at higher capacity factors the per-
benefit from implementation Dfa project. For instance mit dictates the installation and operation of a SCR
a cogeneration plant providing steam supply _oan in- system.This determination was made despite the fact
dustrial user may f, suit in the retirement of process that the incrementalcostsof an SCR systemon the plant
steam boilers. These process steam boilers probably with a 25-percent capacity factor limitation are much
have higher emission rates than the cogeneration plant higher than generally accepted incremental cost

and are likely to discharge pollutants at relatively low thresholds. Currently, the applicant is contesting this
elevations, resultingin reduced dispersion.Despite the determination.
cogeneration plants use of significantly larger boilers,
ambient air quality impacts may be reduced asa result This does not appear to be an isolated incident. There
of relatively lower emission ratesand incre_ed disper- issome indication from other projects that the high cost
sion. This v,ould be an ectrernely important site-specific of an SCRsystem on a combined c_le plant (as com-

consideration that should be included in the analysis, pared to the cost of control alternatives for other types
of plants) is not a significant factor in regulatory agen-

lt is not unusual for the BACT processto exceed a year cy BACT determinations.
to resolve a contested BACT'.Therefore, it is recom-
mended that a conservativeBACTschedulebe assumed COAL FUELEDHAWAIIAN COGENERATION PLANT

if a project plans to propose and defend BACT at some This project consistsof two 90 MW bituminous coal

level lessthan a LAER technology, fueled circulating fluidized bed (CFB) boilers
scheduled for commercial operation in 1992. The

RECENT BACT DETERMINATIONS project will sell electrical power to a Hawaiian utility
and process steam to a local refinery. The Hawaiian

To evaluate the effect of the top-down process, it is Department of Health worked closely with EPARegion
beneficial to review recent BACT determinations. The IX during the PSD permitting of this facility.
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Department of Health v_orked closely with EPA low-sulfur (lessthan 0..50percent) bituminous coals not
Region IX during the PSD permitting of this available in the Midwest. According to information

facility, provided by the SNCR manufacturer, burning low-sulfur
coals limited the technical effectiveness of SNCR

A SCR system was identified as the most stringent systems to approximately 0.12 Ib/MBtu. However, the
method of NO x control, with selective non-catalytic revised BACT also indicated that with the chlorine
reduction (SNCR) and combustion controls also contents of Midwestem coals, use of SNCR to meet a

evaluated as available control technologies. The BACT 0.12lb/MBtu emission limit ,,,_ouldresult in an ammonia
analysis recommended that SCR and SNCR be chloride plume (resulting from ammonia slip
eliminated because of technical, economic, emissions). To avoid the potential for an ammonia

environmental, and energy considerations. The NO x chloride plume, SNCReffectiveness must be decreased

BACT recommended by the applicant for the project to result in a NO x emission of 0.16 ib/MBtu. The revised
was CFBcombustion consols to meet an emission limit BACT analysis compared the relative economics and
of 036 Ib/MBtu. environmental effects of these tv_ alternate emission

limits and recommended a 0.16 Ib/MBtu emission limit.

EPARegion iX contested this proposed determination As a result of this analysis, the DNR (with agreement
on the basisof reasonable SNCR economics and asnot by the EPA)issued a final permit at the 0.16 Ib/MBtu
being representative of BACT,considering the number emission limit.
of SNCR installations on CFB boilers in California. EPA

Region iX strongly suggested,and the project accepted, COAL FUELED FLORIDA COGENERATION PLANT

the use of a SNCR system designed to meet a NO x This 270 MW projectwill consist of three bituminous
emission limitation of 0.11 Ib/MBtu. coal fueled CFB boilers scheduled for commercial

operation in 1993. The project will sell electricity to
COAL FUELED MICHIGAN POWER PLANT a Florida utility and process steam to a paper plant.
This 45 MW projectconsistsof one CFB boiler buming Once again an SCR s_tem was identified as the most

bituminous coal. The original BACTanalysiscompared stringent method of NO x control with SNCR and
SCR, SNCR, and combustion control options for NO x combustion controls also being evaluated asavailable
emission control. Based on economic energy, and control technologies. The _ analysis recommended
environmental considerations, combustion controls that SGRand SNCR be eliminated because of technical,

designed to limit NO x emissions to 035 lb/MBtu were economic, environmental, and energy considerations.
recommended as BACT.The Michigan Department of The applicant recommended that BACTfor the project
Natural Resources(DNP.) acceptedthe proposedBACT was combustion controls.
and issued a draft permit for public comment.

The Florida Department of Environmental Regulations

During the public comment period, EPA Region V (DER) and EPARegion IV disputed the validity of this
issued an official protest rejecting the DNR's BACT selection, in response,the applicant provided
determination of no post-combustioncontrols.The EPA substantial financial data supporting that an SNCR
recommended that a SNCR system designed for determination would result in cancellation of the

maximum NO x reduction efficiency be required as project. In addition, the applicant demonstrated that
representative of BACT.The EPAreferenced numerous if the project was implemented as recommended, the

California permits requiring SNCR to limit NO x project would replace relatively dirty process steam

emissions to 0.039 Ib/MBtu. boilers leading to overall ambient air quality,
improvements. This information convinced both the

In response, the applic._nt prepared a BACT analysis Florida DER and the EPA that the project-proposed
accepting the use of SNCR, but contesting a require- BACT determination was valid when overall

ment tbr maximum control efficiency. The revisedBACT environmental benefitsand relative project economics
countered that the California plants burned extremely were taken into consideration. Therefore, BACT for
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control of NO x emissions from this project was Should these trends continue, the BACT process will
determined to becombustion controls, This determina- essentially accomplish emission requirements reflec-
tion is a good example of sire-specific consaderations tire of a de fa_o NSPS.

controlling a BACT determination.
For an applicant to effectively dispute regulatory,

CONCLUSION agency-proposed BACT requirements, the BACT
analysis must be performed in a careful, objec_m,_man-

The primary objective of the EPAin issuing guidelines her. This will first require an adequate schedule to

requiring top-down BACT analysis was to gain con- prepare and defend a non-LAER BACT proposal. In ad-
sistency in the process, and to dri,.e plants away from dition, the applicant must carefully research the
NSPS determinations towards permit requirements background and status of comparison permit deter-
more representative of the current state of air quality minations. Economic and environmental considerations

control technology. Hoaever0 the EPAalso maintains must be fully developed to provide adequate arguments
that it is still an objective of the BACT program not to disputing regulatory agency control technology man-
dictate national BACTstandards, but to evaluate the site dates. Finally, the applicant must carefully establish and

specifics of a given project, represent project site specifics.

At this time, it appears that the EPAhasbeen successful lt is becoming a concern that environmental regulators
at achieving the objective of permit determinations are intent on maximizing pollutant reductions from
more stringent than NSPS.This is especially evident new plants without regard for site-specific considera-
on recent permit decisionsforcombustion turbine corn- tions. Therefore, it appears that the BACT process is
bined cycle facilities. In this situation, EPAand state becoming more closely related to the LAER process.
regulatory agencies are mandating the use of selective However, as illustrated by some of the examples, it is

catalytic reduction systemscapable of achieving NO x still possible to use w_il developed site-specific
emissions 80 percent below NSPS.An additional ii- arguments to convince the regulatory agencies that the
lustration of this successhas been the requirement for proposed BACT is a reasonable control technology re-
SNCR systemsata number of coal fueled power plants, quirement.
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ABSTRACT

Bharat Heavy Electricals Ltd(BHEL),has developed a technology
for efficient uti I izat ion of low grade, high ash coals to

introduce efficient energy convertion systems in the Indian power
scene to conserve fuel. The detai Is of the moving bed

coal gasification technology developed for the Combined Cycle
Demonstration Plant (CCOP) and its performance are outlined in

thls paper.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Coal, oil and gas form the major commercial energy resources

in India. Oil and gas reserves are limited, where as coal is

abundantly available and shall continue to be the major source

of energy for power generation. However, most available grades of

coal in India are characterised by low calorific value and high

ash content. The usage of such inferior quality of coal is

affecting the performance of conventional pulverised fuel fired

thermal power plants. It is therefore, essential to make a
• critical appraisal of the various technology options available and

to develop advanced techniques best suitable for our coal
characteristics.

1.1 BHEL's R&D Programme

Bharat Heavy Electricals Ltd (BHEL), the largest engineering

and power plant equipment manufacturing organisation in India, has

taken up systematic development of advanced coal conversion
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technologies mimed st better and wider utilization of infer=or
quelity coals. These include atmospheric end pressurised

fluidised bed combustion, pressurlsed moving bed and fluidised bed

gasification, magneto-hydro dynamics as well development of power

generation systems based on new cycle concepts. One of the major
coal research area is the introduction of Integrated Gaslficetion

Combined Cycle (IGCC) to improve availabil :ty, efficiency and

env=ronmentally acceptable power generatlon systems. In additlon,

BHEL is continuing its concerted efforts to improve the

performance of conventional thermal plants.

I.Z BHEL'S PILOT PLANTS

BHEL has supplied commercial size fluidised bed combustion

boilers upto 60 tons per hour steaming capac:ty designed for

firing low grade fuels with maximum efficiency and

atmospheric fluidised bed power plants upto l0 MWe capacity.
A 18 tons per day (TPO) pressurised fluidised bed gasification

pilot plant is under testing to generate data for designing large
size IGCC plants. A 6 TPO pressurised fluidised bed combustion

test facility has been installed and is undergoing performance

testing with an aim to establish data base for development of

combined cycle powe_ generation plants. Also a 6.Z MWe combined

cycle demonstration plant has been installed and power supplied to
the grid.

A MHD pilot plant facility with _ MN (thermal) input has been

establishe_ to generate research data towards future open cycle
MHD power generation systems.

Z.0 COMBINED CYCLE DEMONSTRATION PLANT

BHEL has established a 6.Z MWe coal based combined cycle
demonstration plant (CCDP) at its Tiruchirapalli unit and is the
first of its kind in India and Asia, and second in the world in

operation (ref.1). The plant is based on pressurised moving bed
gasification technology and is central to the overall development

of commercial strategy.

The CCOP was commissioned in three phases. The gas turbine

was commissioned on oil mode in 1986. In the second phase, CCDP

was commissioned on oil mode in 1987 and in the final phase, CCOP
was operated on coal gas mode in 1988.

Z.] Combined Cycle Concept

The techno-economics of conventional thermal power plants has
almost reached the limit in terms of efficiency and optimisation.
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The combined cycle concept combines two thermo-dynamlc

cycles-the Brayton gas turbine and Rankine steam turbine cycle.
The comblned cycle recovers more energy from t_e fuel than either

cycle operatlng independently. The successful development of

comblned cycle plant using oil/natural gas, has opened options to

use coal based technology techno-econom:cally and effectively :n

power generation.

Z,Z Objectives of CCDP

To indigenously establish the coal gas:flcation technology

including design, development, manufacture and operation of the

entire system & its associated gas cleaning system.

To develop expertise in the engineering of a coal based

combined cycle power generation system and concurrently develop
and validate the mathematical model for system and sub-system.

To generate and analyse the relevant technical and economic
data _or development programme towards a commercial size combined

cycle power plant.

To develop a test system, with flexibility to operate

different types of coal based, _luidised bed gasifier and

pressurised fluidised bed combustion boiler.

Z._ Plant Description

The plant is based on combined cycle consisting of 4 MWe gas
turbine(GT) and Z.Z HWe steam turblne(ST). The GT has the

capability of dual fuel firing viz LDO & coal gas both

independently and in mixed modes to generate power.

The gasification plant consists of 170 TPD pressurised moving

bed coal gasifier to produce IZ000 Ncu.m/hour of gas with

calorific Value in the range of 1200 to 1600 Kcal/Ncu.m.

A wet scrubbing system is used for cleaning the low CV gas

free from tar and dust particulates to meet the requirements of
GT.

The exhaust gases from the GT are fed to the waste heat

boiler to produc_ steam. The steam generated is partly used for
gasification process and the rest is expanded in the steam turbine

to generate Z.2 HWe power.

The flow diagram of CCOP is shown in Figure I.
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).0 GASIFICATION PROCESS

Coal gasification process is based on the method of contact
between the solid coal and the gasifylng agents v:z steam and alr

or oxygen and physical characteristics like bed temperature
distribution, residence time, coal particle size etc. Depending
upon the medium of gasification and pressure, gases with
different composition and calorific value are produced. The

gasification process are classified based on the type of reactor

configuration as-

(i) Moving bed
(i,) Fluidised bed

(iii) Entrained bed

The above process/technologies have been established and

commercial size plants are available.

).I Moving bed gasification technology for CCDP

The pressurised moving bed coal gasification plant developed

for CCOP is an in-house indigenous design. The gasifier is a 8.B

meter high reactor with an internal diameter of 2.72m. lt is a
double walled vessel, with the annulus filled with water and forms

the jacket boiler. The saturated steam produced is in turn used

in the gasification process. A water cooled coal distributor _s

located at the top section and the grate is at the bottom section.

The gasifier is designed for proper distribution of coal in the

reactor as well as uniform distribution of gasifying medla and

withdrawal of ash. The other components are coal lock, steam
separation drum, ash lock etc.

Coal of size 6 to 25 mm is gasified by means of steam and air

at a pressure of 10 ata to generate ]Z,000 Ncu.m/hour of LCV gas.

The coal gas at _40 degrees C is cooled in the gas cooler to _0

degrees C by the exchange of heat with the steam generated in the

waste heat boiler. Cooled gas further passes through quench

column where it is cooled to I00 degrees C and stripped free of
tar by the circulation of tar oil, a by product obtained in the

gasification plant.

Finally the gas is scrubbed free of dust particulates in two
stage wet scrubbing system and the clean gas is used for power
generation.

The gasification plant and its associated system are shown In
Figure 2.
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3.Z Salient Features

3.2.1 Ignition by steam activation method

Coal has complex structure, principally of carbon, hydrogen

and oxygen with lesser amounts of sulphur and nitrogen, the

degradatlon of coal Is generally accomplished by the appl:cat:on
•of hec.t and addition of reactants air or oxygen and steam, 1he
thermal effects In degradation are produced by ra:sing the

temperature of the coal, which in turn Increases the level of
reactivity among all the constituents.

Air oxidation of the molecular structure of coal depends

upon the chemical reactivity of the coal which varies very

broadly in an inverse relation to the rank of coal and more

directly on temperature. Between 70 to 170 degrees C oxidation

rates are increasingly controlled by oxygen transport to the

reaction surface by steam activation. A direct consequence of
carbon oxidation and incomplete dissipation of hea_ of reaction

can cause spontaneous ignition. Thus ignition can be induced on

coal at markedly lower temperatures, in the presence of additional

water vapour.

Some simple laboratory tests were carried out _o validate the

efficasy of steam activation in lowering the ignition temperature

of coal and ignition took piace at around ]00 degrees C.
Subsequently trials were carried out and a safe and reliable start

up metho_ for CCDP gasifier was established using steam act_vatlon
method (tel. Z).

3.2.2 Controls and Instrumentation

3.Z.Z.I Safety interlo'ck system

The interlock system for gasification plant is designed

to ensure safe operation of the plant with the process parameters

within safe limits. There are alarm and trip set points for the

critical process parameters, malfunction/failures etc for alerting
the operator.

Some of- the critical interlock conditions of the plant are-

(i) Gasifier bed temperature very high

(il) Gas temperature very hlgh

(Iii) Gasifler pressure very high

(iv) DP between gasifier and shell very high

(v) Instrument air pressure very low

(vl) Jacket water drum level very low
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In ali these cases, the plant is tripped with _he air flow
control valve shutting off Immediately. After a time delay, the
steam flow contro_ valve Is also shut off. This short purge time
Is for ensuring that the full space below the 9rate Is cleared of
air/oxygen.

).2.Z.Z Sequential systems for coal loading and ash
discharge

The automatic sequential system ensures that the coal loading
to the gasifler and ash discharge from the ash lock are executed
in a safe and efficient manner from the control room. The
sequential control equipment will contain ali other functions
including operational interlocks to ensure correct operational
order of the various sequences. The sequential system and ali the
solenoid valves are operated with 24 V d.c from un-interrupted
power supply source (UPS) so that the system will resume to the
original condition in a safe manner during event of power failure.
The sequential operations are basically controlled by the outputs
of a counter/decoder circuit. The entire system is designed on the

basis of IC logic.

3.Z.3 Heat recovery system

The raw gas at 740 degrees C ts cooled in a gas cooler to
3_0 degrees C, wheretn certain amount of sensible heat is
recovered from the gas for super heating the waste heat boiler
steam from Z80 to 390 degrees C. The g_s cooler has heat transfer
area of 172 sq.m and a design duty of 8,70,000 kcal/hour. The
superheated steam generates Z.Z MWe power in the ST.

4.0 PLANT PERFORMANCE

4.] Performance of gasification plant

Test trials were conducted with coals from Slngarenl
coalfields containing about Z7_ ash and from North Karanpura coal
mines containtng about 40_, using air steam gasification mode.
Following parameters were studied-

i) Pressure - I0 Kg/sq.cm
Li) Air steam ratio - 0.4_ to 0.}F Kg/Kg
iii) Gas output - 60 to 100_
iv) Coal throughput - 60 to 8_

The data generated was analysed and the gasification
characteristics of coal like specific yields, cold gas efficiency,
material and energy balance etc, were computed. The yield of gas
was in the Fange of 2.0 to 2.4 Ncu.m/Kg coal and the calorific
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value of the gas in the range of 1200 to 1600 Kcal/Ncu.m. The cold
gas efficiencIes were 70 to B7_ and carbon conversion to gas was
as hlgh as 90_.

A typical comparison of the performance of the gasification

plant with Singareni & North Karanpura coal :s glven in ]able I.
These are in line with s_mIlar data obtained from other coals.

4.Z Performance of GT/ST combined cycle plant

Commissioning tests of GT was carried out from July to

October, 1986. The mechanical running tests comprising fuel flow
characteristic test, starting characteristic test, governing test.

over speed test and load rejection tests were successfully

completed. The performance tests were subsequently carried out
using LDO as fuel and its comparison with guranteed performance
figures are shown in Table Z.

Commissioning of GT using coal gas as -fuel was carried out in
March 1988. The rated output of 4 Mwe was achieved with a gas flow
of 10.000 Ncu.m/hour & HCV of 1420 Kcal/Ncu.m. Comparison of heat
rate at specified conditions and guranteed performance are shown

in Table _.

GT/ST comb:ned cycle was operated independently on oil and

gas modes as well as on mixed mode. Maximum load of 5 Mwe was
achieved in combined cycle on full gas mode. Further operations

are planned to reach the rated output of 6.Z MWe. The total

power generated is around Z._ million KWhr out of which Z.0
million KWhr have been exported to the grid of Tamil Nadu

Electricity Board.

}.0 MATHEMATICAL MODEL

A mathematical model has been developed to predict the

performance of the pressurized moving bed coal gasification

reactor (ref.3). The model evaluates the gasifier performance for

parameters such as coal particle size, steam air mixture

temperature, part load operation and the effect of different
steam/air ratios.

F.l Concept

The shrinking core model is adopted for calculating the

reaction rates, lt considers a continually receding reaction

interface, surrounded by a porous solid product layer.
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The main factors In this model are-

(l) The unchangeability of particle shape throughout the
reaction.

(i i) 1he solid reactant particle is assumed to be spherical .

The gasifier |s visual lsed as consisting of two zones vlz..
(a) devolatlllsation zone where coal is dried, and volatile matter
and tar are expelled from coal and (b) the reaction zone, where
coal reacts with steam and oxygen to form combustible gases. The
reaction zone is subdivided into a number of horizontal sections
and each section is considered isothermal.

The following independent gas - solid and gas - gas reactions
are considered in the reaction zone-

C + OZ _ COZ ......... Combustion reaction
C + H20 _ CO + H2 ..... Carbon Steam reaction
C + 2H2 _ CH4 ......... Methanation reaction
C + C02 _ 2C0 ......... Producer gas reaction
C + HZO P CO2 + HZ .... Water gas shift reaction

Due to low exothermicity, the water gas shift reaction Is
considered to be in equilibrium throughtout gasification process.
Gas-sol id reactions are considered to follow the shrinking core
model as the velocities are low in the gasifier.

The following overall rate expression for gas component A ts
derived assuming pseudo-steady state conditions-

-dNA _ _ r_ PA(b)
m _ ,

JKmL
where NA is the molar flux, t is the time, _ is core radius,

PA (b) is partial pressure of bulk gas phase, Kr is reaction

constant. Km is mass transfer coefficient, _ is solid reactant
particle radius, R is gas constant, T is absolute temperature and
De is diffusion constant.

_¢ is expressed as a function of 9as component by simple mass
balance principles and time can be changed into length domain by
assuming plug flow. Reaction rates of the gas-solid reactions are
calculated using "Runge-Kutta" method. Initially the quantities
of unburnt carbon inthe out-going ash is assumed and the
calculations are done by the iterative procedure using "Fibonaccl"

search method for the upper boundary condition r = _ at z = z_
where 7_ is the total height of the reaction zone,
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l he heat transfer calculations are restricted to the colder
boundary layer occupying an annular portion of the coal bed near
the wall, the thickness of which Is estimated (ref.4) from coal
propert:es and the operating conditions of the 9asifler.

_.Z Comparison of model results With plant data

The model predicts the behaviour of the gaslfier ba_ed on the
inputs like coal. air and steam. In the model, the
devolatilisation process is considered to be physical In nature
and the volume of the zone is estimated (ref._) based on the
information available in literature. No chemical reactions are
considered while estimating volatile matter evolution, whereas
heating and drying of coal are considered to be instantaneous.

Experimental results obtained from the CCOP gasification
plant using Singareni and North Karanpura coals have been compared
with the model. The coals tested have relatively higher ratio of
volatile matter to fixed carbon from that considered in the model.
This has resulted in the release of higher quantum of combustibles
in the fuel gas, leading to increase in calorific value,

efficiencles in the plant data as compared to the model. A

typical comparison of performance data with model results is shown
in Figure 4.

6.0 IGCC TECHNOLOGY

The Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC) concept

utilizes coal gasification technology for better and wider

utilization of low grade, high ash coals, as well as combined

cycle system for higher efficient power generation. In addition,
it has the advantage o_ low specific investment costs for GT,

quick start up. faster loading and small space reqL_irements. The

distinct reduction in the cooling water demand for _ power station

is an added advantage.

Coal gasification offers an attractive long-term application

for gas turbines, in regions short of gas and oil. Great efforts
are being expended ali over the world to prove the feasibility
operating reliability and economy of coal on demonstration
plants.
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6.] Special features

The special features which dlsttngulsh IGCC power plant from

conventional thermal power _lant are as follows -

(l) Modular construction:

The IGCC concept facilitates addition of powe_ generating

capacity in relatively small Increments with short lead times, and
without substantially increasing the capital cost per KW of
capacity. IGCC offers utilities for tailoring plants to fit
individual requirements. Because of its modular construction, the
plant can be installed in phases, thereby enabling a utility to
match the growth of load very closely by installing additional
units of appropriate size.

(ii) Co-production opportunities:

As a long term advantage, IGCC technology may also open new
avenues for utilities through co-production of chemicals and fuels
by utilizing the gas.

(iii) Co-generation opportunities:

IGCC plants have the flexibility to meet the needs of the
industrial units and uti lttles and co-generate electricity as well

as high pressure steam at a very competitive cost there by
increasing the fuel efficiency.

(iv) Availability factor:

Commercial IGCC plants shall consist of a number of parallel

gasification trains. In case any train is out of service, power

generation will continue at a reduced level. Even if entire

gasification system is not available combined cycle power
generation unit can be operated with fuel oil or natural gas as
the switch over is relatively simple. Hence the availability of
IGCC power plants are significantly better.

7.0 CONCLUSIONS

The successful operation of i_0 TPO pressurised moving bed

gasification plant clearly established the feasibility of

indigenous design and installation of moving bed technology for
gaslfying high ash Indian coals.

The mathematical model developed and the data generated shall

be used to predict the performance and develop scale-up strategies
for higher commercial size gasification plants.
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The successful demonstration of GT/ST combined cycle plant In
gas mode signifies an important development to Introduce coal
based IGCC technology In India for power generation.
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F I@URE I - CCDP FLOW DIAGRAM

FIGURE 2 - GASIFICATION PLANT & IT'S ASSOCIATED SYSTEM
,,
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TABLE 1

150 TPD CCDP GASIFICATION PLANT PERFORMANCE

&: IT'S COMPRARISON WITH MODEL RESULTS

II PARAM_mlERS I Ii

COAL SINGARENI NKP

ASH _ 26 37

HCV OF COAL Kcai/Kg 5160 4055

PRESSURE Kg/cm = 10 10

COAL FLOW Kg/hr. 3833 4000

STEAM/AIR RATIO Kg/Kg 0.50 0.50

STEAM/COAL RATIO Kg/Kg 0.74 0.66

DIA. OF GASIFIER m 2.72 2.72

lt EVALUATION PLANT MODEL PLANT MODEL

GAS FLOW Nrr_ /hr. 8990 8225 8060 7326

HCV OF GAS Kcol/Nm _ 1594 1596 1526 1504

GAS YIELD / kg COAL Nrl_ 2.4 2.3 2.0 1.8

COLD GAS EFFICIENCY = 72 71 76 68

CARBON CONVERSION = 87 75 82 78
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TABLE 2

PERFORMANCE OF 4 MWe GAS TURBINE USING LDO

LOAD OUTPUT POWER, KW HEAT RATE, kcol/kwhr.

GUARANTEE TEST RUN GUARANTEE TEST RUN

25 930 1034 8359 7560

50 1860 1841 5480 4984

75 2790 2830 4558 4225

1O0 3720 3698 411 5 3987

TABLE 3

PERFORMANCE OF 4 MWe GAS TURBINE USING COAL GAS

LOAD GAS FLOW,kg/hr. CV OF GAS, kcol/kg HEAT RATE, kcol/kwhr.

MWe GUARANTEE TEST RUN GUARANTEE TEST RUN GUARANTEE TEST RUN

1.0 611 6 5303 1264 1462 8192 7750

2.0 8323 6895 1264 1462 5365 5039

3.0 10465 8486 1264 1462 4445 41 34

4.0 12589 11210 1264 1153 3980 3230
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ABSTRACT

A data base for the fluidized-bed gasification of different
coals at elevated pressures has been developed at the Institute
of Gas Technology (IGT) with different ranks of coal at pressures
up to 450 psig and at temperatures dictated by the individual
coals. Adequate data have been obtained to characterize the
effect of pressure on the gasification of Montana Rosebud
subbituminous coal and North Dakota lignite. The results
obtained with Montana Rosebud subbituminous coal are presented
here. This program was funded by the Gas Research Institute.

INTRODUCTION

The Institute of Gas Technology has developed an advanced
single-stage, ash-agglomerating fluidized-bed coal gasification
process -- the U-GAS process -- to produce a low- to medium-Btu
gas from a variety of feedstocks, including highly caking, high-
sulfur, and high-ash coals as well as peat and oil shale. The
development of the process has been based on extensive testing in
a low-pressure (50-psig) pilot plant conducted over a period of
several years. Tests with different feedstocks (coals and other
carbonaceous feedstocks) have achieved 98% coal utilization with

long-term steady-state operation. Reliable techniques have been
developed for start-up, shutdown, and process control. Operation
of the pilot plant has firmly established the process feasibility
and has produced a wealth of design data for various coals from

many parts of the world. A detailed description of the process
and the development program is given by Patel (1980), Leppin and
Goyal (1981), and Goyal and Rehmat (1985).
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The U-GAS pilot plant has an operating pressure limitation
of 50 psig. However, the process economics of several coal
gasification applications, including the production of SNG,
chemicals, and combined-cycle power generation, favor the
operation of the ash-agglomerating gasifier at a higher pressure,
in the range of 300 to 500 psig. In the literature, data were
available at pressures up to 230 psig only. Thus, IGT decided to
construct and operate a gasification unit that would be capable
of operating at pressures up to 500 psig.

The nominal capacity of the 3-foot-diameter low-pressure
pilot plant is 30 tons per day. Its operation is expensive
because of manpower needs for plant operation and utilities as
well as data analysis. Thus, IGT constructed an 8-inch-diameter
(ID) process development unit (PDU); it has a nominal capacity of
i0 tons per day at 450 psig operation. The funding for this
testing has been provided by the Gas Research Institute (GRI).

PDU DESCRIPTION

The PDU is located adjacent to the 3-foot-diameter low-
pressure unit in the U-GAS pilot plant building because of the
advantages of sharing the utilities, such as electric power,
natural gas, oxygen, steam, and nitrogen; joint use of the pilot
plant's coal drying, handling, storage, and weighing system; and
the availability of an area for a control room that can
accommodate a standard control panel. Figure 1 is a flow diagram
of the high-pressure PDU system. It consists of i0 sections that
perform all the functions necessary for integrated operations:
1) coal drying, 2) dry coal handling and storage, 3) coal/coke
weight hoppers, 4) pressurized coal-feed lockhoppers, 5) coal-
feed injection, 6) PDU gasifier, 7) product-gas quencher,
8) product-gas cyclone dust collector, 9) pressurized ash lock-
hoppers, and I0) gasifier control system.

The coal dryer is a cocurrent, single-shell rotary drum unit
with a nominal capacity of 1 ton/h when drying coal. The coal
discharged from this dryer has the +1/4-inch (or 6-mesh) oversize
scalped off by a screen. The 1/4-inch X 0 coal is conveyed by a
bucket elevator to the top of either an 80-ton or a 120-ton
storage silo. Each silo has a built-in 5-ton hopper at its top
with variable-speed-drive feed screw to discharge coal. Because
the process is initiated by using metallurgical coke as a start-
up feed material, one silo is set aside for coke storage regard-
less of the feed coal being processed. Each pilot feed hopper
discharges to a batch weigh system, which feeds preweighed
amounts of coal and coke into the feed lockhoppers. The coal
weigh hopper operates at atmospheric pressure.

The feed lockhopper system consists of two lockhoppers, each
having a capacity of half a ton of coal. These are operated
sequentially to pressurize the feed coal to the gasifier
operating pressure.
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The coal-feed injection system uses a design based on the
pilot plant's experience. The coal is injected pneumatically
while the feed rate is controlled by a screw feeder.

The PDU reactor has an 8-inch-diameter X 5-1/4 foot-high
fluidized-bed section and an 18-inch-diameter X 8-foot-high
freeboard section. The hot inner wall is constructed of 310 SS
and the outer wall of pressure-vessel-grade carbon steel.

At the bottom of the fluidized-bed reactor is a removable

grid assembly. It is a one-piece weldment accommodating the
standard U-GAS process grid with some internal components
removable for alteration. In the same manner, the outer shell
has been sectionalized to facilitate installation and dismantling
for examination, modification, or repair.

The reactor gas leaving the freeboard directly enters the

quencher through a refractory-lined tee piece. The direct quench
cools the gas to about 1000°F, and the cooled gas then enters a
310 SS insulated cyclone. The cyclone discharges dust to a
hopper; the collected dust is removed periodically in a scale-
mounted drum. Similarly, the ash-lockhopper arrangement is
designed to lower the ash from reactor pressure to ambient
pressure and discharge it into a scale-mounted drum.

All process-gas flow streams are measured and recorded.
Temperatures are recorded for all process and product-gas streams
as well as at several locations within the reactor. The product-

gas composition can be continuously monitored by on-line gas
chromatography. The product-gas samples are also collected in
gas bombs for later laboratory analyses. All solid streams are
frequently sampled during runs and analyzed for both ultimate and
proximate analysis and for particle-size distribution. Redun-
dancy is provided for the reactor pressure taps used for bed
density and height. Accordingly, all information required to
calculate a material and energy balance for a steady-state
operating period is obtained.

An HP 9845B computer system is used for automatic data
acquisition. About 40 data points (temperature, pressure, flow,
etc.) are collected every 3 minutes, and the reactor operating
status, including various flows, pressures, temperatures, veloc-
ities (grid, venturi, bed, freeboard, cyclone), bed density, bed
height, etc., is calculated and displayed on the computer CRT
screen. These data are averaged every hour, and an hourly status

report is printed automatically. All the data are also stored on
a tape cartridge for later analysis.

TEST RESULTS

With construction essentially completed in September 1983
(Sandstrom and Bryan, 1984), the PDU has been operated to date
with various feedstocks, including metallurgical coke, Australian
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bituminous coal, Western Kentucky bituminous coal, Pittsburgh
No. 8 bituminous coal, Illinois No. 6 bituminous coal, Montana
Rosebud subbituminous coal, North Dakota lignite, and Indiana New
Albany oil shale (Goyal and Rehmat, 1985; Goyal et al., 1986;
Patel et al., 1986; Goyal et al., 1990; Lau et al., 1987).

Several tests were conducted recently in the PDU with
Pittsburgh No. 8 bituminous coal, Illinois No. 6 bituminous coal,
Montana Rosebud subbituminous coal, and North Dakota lignite in a
two-phase program (referred to here as Phase I and Phase II)
under a contract with GRI. The test results obtained with North

Dakota lignite have been reported earlier by Goyal et al.
(1989). The test results obtained with Montana Rosebud
subbituminous coal during both of these phases are presented in
this paper.

Phase I Operation

During Phase I operation, three tests were conducted with
Montana Rosebud subbituminous coal. The characteristics of the

feedstock, including ultimate and proximate analyses, ash-fusion
properties, ash elemental analysis, bulk density, heating value,
and particle-size distribution, are given in Table i. Steady-
state data were obtained with this feedstock at i00, 200, and
300 psig operation. An overview of various set points achieved
during this testing is provided in Table 2, while detailed data
are given in Table 3. About 19,000 ib of this coal was gaisifed
during these runs. Ash-discharge rates were continuous and
controllable during these set-point operations. The PDU was
operated at 200 psig in two different test runs, which confirmed
the data reproducibility. The coal conversion attained during
these set-point operations ranged from 83% to 92%. During 100-
psig steady-state operation with the Montana Rosebud coal, many
rounded particles appeared in the venturi discharge materials.
These particles were ash agglomerates consisting of a number of
40 to 60-mesh ash particles cemented together. A number of these
agglomerates, with some subangular shale and rounded char
particles, are shown in Figure 2. The stucture of an agglomerate
is shown in the photomic:ograph of Figure 3, in which particles
consisting mostly of high-reflectance sintered clay appear to be
cemented together by a low-melting silicate probably containing
both iron and _alcium. Small unidentified crystals are present
in the silicate.

Phase II Operation

Subsequent to operations at 300 psig, major unit upgrading
was undertaken to enable operation up to 500 psig. These
modifications included --

• Rerating of the PDU system to 500 psig. This included
replacing a portion of the 8-inch reactor shell section with
a 12-inch (ID) shell section (dual-diameter reactor) and
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TABLE I

MONTANA ROSEBUD SUBBITUMINOUS COAL-FEED CHARACTERISTICS

Sieve Analysis (mesh size)

u.s.s._.wt % retained on Phase I Phase II

3 0.0 0.0
6 0.1 0.0

12 23.5 20.9
20 29.3 32.4
40 20.5 21.9
70 14.2 14.3

140 8.2 6.0
270 2.4 1.9
Pan 1.8 2.6

100.0 100.0

Proximate Anaylsis, wt %

" {as  ed)
Moisture 15.30 i0.00
Ash 9.07 8.98
Volatile Matter 32.31 33.93
Fixed Carbon 43.32 47.09

i00.00 i00.00

Ultimate Analysisr wt %
_dry)

Carbon 66.55 65.31

Hydrogen 4.61 4.35
Oxygen 16.19 18.34
Nitrogen 1.04 0.90
Sulfur 0.90 1.12
Ash i0.71 9.98

100.00 100.00

Bulk Density, 1b/ft 3 54.1 52.9
HHV, Btu/lh (dry) 11,244 11,059

Ash Fusion Temp.
Ireducing atm), "F

Initial Deformation 2140 2255

Softening 2240 2325
Hemispherical 2280 2360
Fluid 2330 2480

Ash Analysis, wt %

SiO 2 38.45 41.50

A1203 17.27 21.40

Fe203 9.30 5.06

TiO 2 0.62 0.82

CaO 13.91 8.07

MgO 3.95 3.68

K20 0.33 0.36

Na20 0.39 0.27

P205 0.33 0.44

SO 3 14.76 15.00
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1 mm

FIGURE 2 - ASH AGGLOMERATES AND OTHER PARTICLES
IN RESIDUE FROM GASIFICATION OF
MONTANA ROSEBUD SUBBITUMINOUS COAL

0.I mm

FIGURE 3 - PHOTOMICROGRAPH OF CEMENTED AGGLOMERATE
IN ASH RESIDUE FROM GASIFICATION OF
MONTANA ROSEBUD SUBBITUMINOUS COAL
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reinforcing the freeboard section at critical nozzles. A
schematic of the PDU is given in Figure 4.

• Automation of the coal-feed charging system and the ash-
discharge system.

• Replacement of the existing feed and ash-discharge hoppers
for 500-psi operation.

• Installation of a new steam-supply header and a steam

superheater.

• Installation of an isokinetic char-fines sampling system

employing a Royco optical counter for particle-size and rate
determinations.

• Installation of a computer terminal near the control board
for immediate availability of the unit operating status to
the operations staff.

• Installation of an Oxford X-ray fluorescence ash analyzer.

After upgrading the PDU system for 500-psig operation,
several tests were conducted with North Dakota lignite, Montana
Rosebud subbituminous coal, and Illinois No. 6 bituminous coal.
Three tests, consisting of nine set-points, were conducted with
Montana Rosebud subbituminous coal, and steady-state data were
obtained at 200, 300, and 450 psig operation. The character-
istics of the feedstock are giveD in Table i. Over 43,000 ib of
this coal was processed during these runs. The MAF coal
conversion attained during these set points ranged from 74% to
93% (fines carry-over, about 8% to 21% of the moisture-free feed,
are not recycled to the gasifier in this PDU).

During these tests, nine steady-state operating periods were
achieved (and complete material and energy balances were
prepared); the operating data are given in Table 3. These set
points represent data at (Table 2):

• Three pressure levels (200, 300, and 450 psi) at constant
temperature and near-constant steam-to-carbon ratio

• Two steam-to-carbon feed ratios at constant pressure,
velocity, and near-constant temperature

• Three temperatures at constant pressure and velocity.

This testing represents a parametric study conducted to
determine the effect of operating variables (such as pressure,
temperature, etc.) on the gasifier performance.

During operation of the PDU, the knowledge of the ash
content of the bed material and gasifier discharge is very useful
and important due to the low bed inventory and rapid PDU
responses to the process changes. Thus an Oxford X-ray
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fluorescence ash analyzer was purchased and used during the last
two tests. Designed originally for high accuracy on ground coal
samples, our analyses were done with granular samples. The
distinct advantage of the X-ray ash analyzer was a very rapid (i
minute) readout after a cooled sample (approximately 3 ounces)
was placed in the holder and inserted into the analyzer. The
operation of the analyzer is based on using the excited radiation
emitted from the iron atom of the coal ash for ash concentration
calibration. This device is used regularly in the coal industry
for ash determination at the mine as coal cars are loaded and by

electric power companies on coal cars received. Using this
device for the ash determination on coal gasification solids is

an extension of its present applications. In coal gasification,
the solids contain a much higher ash concentration and may have

undergone some fusion. In addition, the particle size and
uniformity is much more diverse. Also, unlike ground coal, the
gasification samples include distinctly separate coal-char
particles and ash particles of various sizes from 20 mesh to
1/2 inch. Based upon the original calibrations, a 5% accuracy
was anticipated. This accuracy was not achieved; however, the X-
ray analyzer's usefulness during tests was considerable and a
procedural learning curve was developed. The application of the
Oxford Analyzer produced better results when the procedures were
improved to include riffling and sample duplication. The timely
analytical results obtained did enable more rapid response to
gasifier process changes, which was the desired objective.

The data collected during the PDU operation do not
necessarily represent maximum achievable coal conversion. Fines
collected by the cyclone are not recycled to the gasifier in the
PDU system; in a commercial gasifier these fines will be re-
cycled, thus increasing the conversion. The fines are routinely
recycled in the low-pressure pilot plant, thus establishing the
feasibility of the fines recycle. Also, the amount of steam used
in the PDU, most of which is required for fluidization, cannot be
maintained at a desired constant ratio with respect to the carbon
feed at different pressures because of PDU design limitations.
This amount also invariably exceeds the amount envisaged for
commercial operation. The use of this additional steam also
reduces the efficiency of the PDU gasifier. Basically, the PDU's
proportionally greater use of steam and coal transport gas along
with the higher heat losses result in a higher oxygen demand than
that expected for a commercial unit.

During the steady-state periods (Phase I as well as Phase II
operation) all the operating conditions were maintained within
the following limitations:

• Steam flow was maintained within 5% of the set-point
conditions.

• Coal feed was maintained within a 5% variation throughout
the set point.
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• Reactor pressure was maintained within 5% of the set-point
conditions.

Reactor temperature was held to within 50°F of the set-point
conditions.

As an example of the rigidity with which these steady-state
criteria were maintained during the test runs, the process flow
profiles and reactor condition profiles for Run GRI-5-3 (Set
Point I, 450 psig operation) are presented in Figures 5 and 6.

During the steady-state operation of the unit, ash-balanced
operation was maintained by monitoring the amount and composition
of fines and ash leaving the system. The expanded freeboard of
the gasifier restricted the fines carry-over to about 8% to 21%
of the coal feed (moisture-free basis). Ash discharge was
adjusted by controlling the amount of gas flow entering the
gasifier through the ash-discharge nozzle. The unit was operated
for at least 4 hours at designated conditions during which both
the product gas and solids discharges were monitored.

The normal test procedure for the PDU requires about 2 days
for a test that includes 18 to 24 hours of steady-state operation
with coal. Surprisingly, the PDU is much faster to start and
shut down than the pilot plant. For example, the time required
from heat-up to steady-state operation is only about 4 hours,
compared with nearly 24 hours in the pilot plant. On the same
basis, the PDU also responds much faster to changes in the
operating conditions than the pilot plant.

DATA ANALYSIS

The operation of the PDU has demonstrated consistent and
reproducible results. Also, at higher pressure, the fluidization
is more stable, as observed from the uniformity of the bed
density and the bed height chart traces. The thirteen steady-
state periods obtained with Montana Rosebud subbituminous coal
covered feed rates ranging from 209 to 866 1b/h, temperatures
from 1456 to 1652°F, pressures of 100, 200, 300, and 450 psig,
yielding MAF lignite conversions from 74% to 93%. These data
were analyzed in terms of product-gas composition, methane make
in the gasifier, and gasification rate. The results of the
analysis are presented below.

Product Gas Composition

The product gas from the gasifier contains primarily CO, H 2,
CO 2, H20, and CH 4. Typically, a fraction of the carbon present
in the feed converts to methane, while the balance of the carbon
is oxidized to carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide. The water-gas
shift reaction --

CO + H20 : CO 2 + H 2 (i)
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is known to proceed rapidly and reach equilibzium in the gas-
ifier. To test this hypothesis, the ratio of [(CO 2 • H2)/(CO •

H2)] (mole fractions) in the product gas was plotted as a
function of the gasifier freeboard temperature and compared with
the theoretical values of the water-gas shift equilibrium

(Figure 7). The experimental values were found to be remarkably
close to the theoretical values of the water-gas shift

equilibrium. The standard deviation of the difference between
the freeboard and shift equilibrium temperatures was only 86°F.
(The shift equilibrium temperature is the calculated temperature
at which the actual gas composition corresponds to the shift
equilibrium composition.) Therefore, it can be generalized that
in the fluidized-bed reactor, the product gas reaches water-gas

shift equilibrium within the range of temperature, pressure, and
reactant feed gases used in these tests. A similar conclusion
was drawn based on the data gathered in the PDU North Dakota
lignite feedstock (Goyal et al., 1989).

Methane Yield

Methane is produced from the devolatilization products of
coal and by a slow-rate methanation reaction. Methane yield is
significantly influenced by the reactor pressure. Slow-rate
methanation proceeds as follows:

C + 2H 2 . CH 4 (2)

The partial pressure of methane relative to hydrogen found in the
product gas during PDU operations has been related to bed
temperature in Figure 8. This equilibrium relationship is
defined as --

PCH
4

where P is partial pressure expressed in atmospheres. The
equilibrium line on Figure 8 is based on graphite, the
correlation of which is given by the following:

in kp = -13.2665 + 19734.5/T (4)

where T is absolute bed temperature in °R.

It can be seen from Figure 8 that more methane is made in
the gasifier for the subbituminous coal than the graphite
equilibrium value dictates. A significant quantity of this
methane is associated with the products of coal
devolatilization. This methane yield can be predicted by the
following pseudo-equilibrium correlation:

in kp = -12.7991 + 19734.5/T (5)

where T is absolute bed temperature in °R.
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In Figure 9, the actual amount of feed carbon converted to
methane is presented as a function of pressure. As expected, the
methane yield increases as the pressure increases. The
correlation for feed carbon being converted to methane is given
by the following equation.

The fraction of feed carbon converted

to methane = 1.1185 p0.39 (6)

where P is absolute pressure in psia.

Gasification Rate

The effect on gasification rate has been assessed by
analyzing the data for the amount of carbon gasified per unit
amount of carbon in the bed at different pressures (Figure i0).
Only the data from set points at about 1550°F bed temperature are
plotted in the figure. The figure shows that the gasification
rate increases with pressure. The data show scatter because the
gasification rate depends on other factors such as surrounding
gas composition, exact temperature, etc., which may be somewhat
different for different set points.

CONCLUSIONS

The high-pressure gasification data were obtained with
Montana subbituminous coal in a fluidized-bed reactor, and
thirteen steady-state periods were obtained. The matrix of
gasification conditions covered includes subbituminous coal-feed
rates from 209 to 866 Ib/h, bed temperatures from 1456 to 1652°F,
and pressures of 100, 200, 300, and 450 psig, yielding coal
covnersions from 74% to 93%. These data were analyzed to study
the effects of pressure and temperature on the coal
gasification. The following conclusions can be drawn:

• The product-gas composition is close to water-gas shift
equilibrium at all pressures.

• The methane yield increases with pressure. It can be
estimated using a pseudo-equilibrium approach.

• The gasification rate increases almost linearly with
pressure.

• The gasification rate increases with temperature.
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ABSTRACT

Development of the Energy and Environmental Research Center (EERC)/AMAX mild gasification
process is progressing,usinga 100-1b/hrprocess developmentunit (PDU) with a high-sulfurmidwestern
bituminous coal and a low-rank, low-sulfurwestern coal. This process development effort, one of four
sponsoredbythe U.S. Departmentof Energy, istargeted to produce metallurgicalcoke substitutes,carbon
black, activated carbon, diesel fuel additives, chemical feedstock materials,and pure chemicals. Work
completed includesa marketassessment,a process literaturesurvey,1-1b/hr bench-scaletests, and 100-
Ib/hr PDU tests. Technicaland economicevaluationof these resultsis currentlybeingcompleted,as isthe
cost estimation of a 1-ton/hr pilot plant. These reports will be available in mid-1991.

The PDU consists of a fast fluidized-bed carbonizer optimized for condensable production and a
bubblingfluidized-bed calcinerto reduce volatileand sulfurcontents to acceptable levelsfor metallurgical
coke production. Condensablesare collected in three unit operations: a high-temperaturetar venturi
scrubber, a sievetower, and a water venturi scrubber. Chars produced at 1100°F have ranged in volatile
contentfrom 15% for the subbituminouscoal to 13%for the bituminouscoal. Ash contentswere 10%and
19%, respectively, for the subbituminousand bituminouscoal chars, while sulfurcontentswere 0.4% and
3%, respectively. Three distinctboilingpointfractionsof liquidswere collected from the condensationtrain.
With subbituminouscoal, the tar scrubber yielded liquids ranging in boiling point from 380°-500°C, the
sieve tower liquids ranged from 200°-470°C, and the water scrubber liquids ranged from 170°-440°C.
With the bituminouscoal, the tar scrubber yielded liquids ranging in boiling point from 400°-510°C, and
the combined sievetower/water scrubber liquids ranged from 170°-460°C.

INTRODUCTION

Coal is the largest indigenousenergy resource in the United States. As consumptionof petroleum
products and electricity increases in the United States, it becomes increasingly important to develop
processes that enable the wider use of coal, including its use as a feedstock for petroleum product
substitutes in energy and chemical markets. One such process, called "mild gasification," is under
developmentat the Universityof North Dakota Energy and EnvironmentalResearch Center (EERC) and is
similarto the petroleum-refiningprocess inthat severalcoal products are produced that meet the needs of
differentend users. Thus,withinthe processeconomic boundaries,production of a high-valueproductcan
be maximized at the expenseof a lower value product. The capability to alter product distributions,either
by changing feedstocks or processingconditions, permits timely response to the ever-changingmarket.
AMAXCoal Companydescribed the "coal refinery=conceptat the Twelfth InternationalConferenceon Slurry
Technology (1).
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In the mild gasification process, for which research is sponsored by the Morgantown Energy
TechnologyCenter (METC) of the U.S. Departmentof Energy(DOE), a rapid devolatilizationof coal under
mild conditions of temperature and pressure produces three products: a reactive char, a valuable
hydrocarbon condensate,and a low-Btugas. The process under developmentat EERC would produce
activated carbon, metallurgicalcoke substitutes,diesel fuel additives, and chemicalfeedstocks.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS

Theeconomicfeasibilityof mildgasificationis contingentuponobtaininga premiumvalue forthe char,
probablyas a metallurgicalcoke substitutein the U.S. steelproduction Industry,which isshowing signsof
_conomicrecoveryand is ina positionto take advantageof new technology. The value ofthe condensable
hydrocarbonproduct as a fuel (or fuel additive) is unpredictableand unstablebecause of dependencyon
the coal/oil pricedifferential,which was favorableduringthe oil supplycrisesinthe late70s and early80s,
but less conduciveto coal researchduringthe last eightto ten years.

A new iron-making process developed by Pellet Technology Corporation (PTC) can use mild
gasificationchar in highlyreactive ironore/char pelletsthat greatly Increasethroughputin a conventional
blastfurnace. The pelletscan also be used in smaller,more efficientore reductionequipmentsuch as hot-
blast cupolas and direct reduction systems. The competitive char value in the PTC process would be
equivalentto that of calcininggrade petroleumcoke, which is estimatedat 30 to 45 dollarsper ton, with a
market potentialof 15 to 20 mi,on tons per year (2).

The best use of the mild gasificationcondensables may be theirconversionto benzeneand phenol,
which are subjectto essentiallyno market volumelimitationsand maycommand pricesof $1.00 and $2.00
per gallon,respectively (2). The best opportunityfor condensablesInthe transportationfuels market is as
a fueladditive for medium-speedrailroaddieselengines. Other possibilitiesfor condensablesIncludetheir
use asfeedstocksfor productionof carbon black (used inrubber goods, pigments,printer'sink, and inthe
production of carbon electrodes for aluminum ore reduction),creosote, cresylicacid, pitch,and rubber-
processingoil, and as a briquettingbinderand a coal dust suppressant. The best use of mild gasification
process gas (from a 1000-ton per day facility) will be as on-site plant fuel, with excesses used for
cogenerationof electricity. Table 1 showsproduct specificationsfor PTC pelletsand metallurgicalcokeand
the boilingpoint fractionsobtainablefrom mild gasificationcondensablesalong with their potentialuses.

The objective of the EERCprogram is to develop a continuousmild gasification processthat has the
flexibilityto enable balancingprocesseconomicswith the demands of the marketplace. Earlierstages of
the programfocused on the use of Indiana No. 3 bituminousand Wyodak subbituminouscoal ina 1- to 4-
Ib/hr reactorto optimize product yields over a variety of reaction conditions. Data generated were used
to designand constructa 100-1b/hrmild gasificationprocessdevelopmentunit (PDU) underTask 4 of the
program. This report describesthe resultsof tests performed in the PDU usingWyodak and Indiana No.
3 coals.

EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION

The PDU was constructed to provide proof of concept for an integrated mild gasification system
operatingon specificdesigncoals and to produce char and liquidproductsfor upgrade testingand market
evaluation. The system was designed to process 100 Ib/hr (dry basis) of feed coal and incorporate
capabilitiesfor drying, carbonizing,and calciningcakingand noncakingcoals in fluid-bedreactorsand for
separating char, liquid, and gaseous products. The system was designed to enable both integrated
operationof the carbonizerand calcinerand independentoperation ofeither thecarbonizer orcalciner. This
reportdeals withtests performed usingthe carbonizer.
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TABLE 1

CHAR PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONSAND CONDENSABLESUSES

PTC Process=' F0rmcoke

% Volatile Content 12 3-6

% Ash 10 10

% Sulfur < 1 <1

CondensableBoilingPoint Fractions

ibp - 330°F GasolineOctane Enhancer, Benzene

330° - 4300F CresylicAcids, Phenols

430°- 700°F Diesel Fuel Blends

700° - 10200F BriquettingBinders,Anode Carbon

a PelletTechnologyCorp. Process.

Heat for carbonizationis principallysuppliedby hotflue gas fromstoichiometriccombustionof natural
gas. (In a commercial-scaleprocess,heat would be providedby combustionof process-derivedgas and
waste coal from a coal-cleaningoperation in a fluid-bed combustor.) Figure 1 is a diagram of the PDU
carbonizationarea and showsthe majorcomponentsof the system. For operation withWyodak coal, the
coal is screenedto a size of 1/4 inch by0. The carbonizerwas designed as a spouted bed gasifier,based
on favorableresultswith caking coals inthe COALCON and KRWgasifiersystems. The operative principle
allowing use of caking coal in this design is the dilution of the entering coal by internalrecycle of char to
the bottom of the tapered bed, where high velocity and low bed density reduce agglomeration. Char
residence time can be varied by bed height, with the design residence time being 30 minutes. The
carbonizer operates at temperatures of 900° to 1500°F (480° to 820°C). Feed coal is entrained and fed
into the bottom of the reactor using nitrogen preheated to 660°F (350°C). Char can be drawn from a
variety of locationsand injected into a nitrogen-purgedtote bin.

The condensables quench and separation system was designed to produce separate tar and oil
fractionsthat meet primaryproduct requirements. In addition, the quench systemshouldprovide trouble-
free operationwithout a tendency to plug and, ideally,should produce no wastewatercondensables. One
objectiveof thiswork isto enable recoveryfrom the gas streamof botha tar and an oil product usingdirect
contact tar and oilventuri scrubbers (called the tar scrubberand the sievetower, respectively)and direct
contactwater scrubbers. Inthe venturiscrubbers,the scrubbing liquidis Injected parallelto the gas stream
above the throat of the venturi.

In Test P010 with Wyodak subbituminouscoal, condensablesrecoveredfrom the tar scrubberranged
in boilingpoint temperature from 716%932°F(380°-500°C). Sieve tower and water scrubber condensables
ranged in boiling point temperature from 392°-878°F (200°-470°C) and 338°-824°F (170°-440°C),
respectively. In Test P011 with Indiana bituminouscoal, the tar scrubberyielded liquidsranging in boiling
point temperature from 752°-932°F (400°-500°C), and the combined sieve tower/water scrubber liquids
ranged from 338°-860°F (170°-460°C). In both tests, after emerging from the water scrubber, the gas
streamwas routed througha demister to ensurethat organic materialdid not escape and pass throughthe
flare system.
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TEST P010 - WYODAK COAL

Product Yields

Table 2 displaysproduct yieldand materialbalance data for Test P010 and showsthat the char yield
was 49% of the moisture- and ash-free (maf) coal fed to the reactor, the gas yield was 42%, and the
condensablesyield was 9%. The condensablesyield of 9% was comprisedof the followingboilingpoint
fractions: about 1% in the 165°-220°F (74°-104°C) fraction, 4% in the 220°-375°F (104°-1910C) fraction,
and 4% in the 375°-550°F (191°-288°C)fraction. The yield calculationsInvolvedaccounting for the CO2,
N2, and H20 contentsof the product gas and condensable streamsthat resultedfrom the combustionof
natural gas to provide system heat. In the table, Column 1 displaysthe amount, in kg, of each reactant
(includingoxygen and methane)fed to the system. Column2 showsthe effectsof naturalgas combustion
by displayinghow the amountsof combustion-affectedreactantswere eitherIncreasedor decreased as a
resultof combustion. For example,Column2 showsthat due to naturalgas combustionwith 80% excess
air, the amount of CO2 fed to the reactionIncreasedfrom 0 to 202 kg, and the amount of 0 2 decreased by
294 kg. Column 3 shows the amount of each compound that emerged from the reactor following the
reaction, and Column 4 showsthe yieldsfrom the reaction. Column 5 showsthe normalizedyieldsfor the
reactionwhichare calculatedafter accountingfor gas, condensables,and char/coal lossesfrom the system
dudng the reaction.

Char Analysis and Metallurgical Coke Substitute Production

Table 3 showsthe resultsof proximateand ultimateanalysesperformedonthe char productsobtained
from Test P010. The steel Industry has specifiedthat for a coal char product to be suitablefor use as a
coke substitute, itssulfurand ash contentsshouldbe lessthan 1 and 10 wt%, respectively. Table 3 shows
that the Wyodak char meets the sulfur specification and only slightly exceeds the ash limit. Pellet
Technology Corporation (PTC) utilizedWyodak charfrom an EERCtest performed underconditionssimilar
to thoseemployedfor Test P010as a metallurgicalcoke substitutein ironore-reducingtests. The PTCtests
were performed usingpelletsmade from Wyodak char, ironore, lime,and silica. After pressing,the pellets
were dried and hardened. Pelletsmade with a 10 wt% (of total pellet weight) binder comprised of calcium
oxide and silica exhibited satisfactorystrength,density,and abrasionresistance.

The resultsof the ore reductiontests, in which the pelletswere subjected to temperatures of 2500°
and 27000F (1370° and 1480°C), showed that iron ore reduction times for char-iron ore pellets could be
reduced by as much as 80%, compared to reductiontimesrequired for coke-iron ore pellets. The fact that
the Wyodak char-ironore pelletswere reduced inabout 5 minutes (as opposed to the 25 minutes required
for coke-ironore pellets) isthought to be due to the high reactivityof the Wyodak char.

Liquids Analysis

To enable comparisonof condensable product streams with each other and with petroleum fuels,
simulateddistillationof each P010 liquidproduct samplewas performed usingcapillary gas chromatography
coupled with flame ionizationdetection. The technique is performed as follows: A condensablessample
(liquid or tar) is dissolved in methylene chloride at a concentration of approximately 20 milligrams per
milliliter(mg/mL), internalstandardsare added, and the mixtureis injectedinto a gas chromatograph (GC).
The temperature in the GC oven is maintainedat 122°F (50°C) for two minutes, after which it is raised to
626°F (330°C) at a rate of 14.40F (8°C) per minute. The chromatogram obtained is compared with a
chromatogram of a carefully prepared mixture of normal alkanes (C7, C8, C9..., C25) obtained under
identicalchromatographicconditions. Since the boilingpoint of each alkane is known, the relationshipof
boilingpointto GC retentiontime can be calculated. Once thisrelationshipisdetermined, the boilingpoint
of any compound inthe samplecan be approximated based on a comparisonof the unknowncompound's
GC retentiontime to the retentiontimes of the alkane standard compounds that "bracket" the unknown
compound; i.e., if an unknowncompound has a retentiontime midway between the retentiontimes of C7
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TABLE2

CARBONIZERMATERIALBALANCEAND YIELD SHEET

1 2 3 4 5 6

ka CHAComb. Prod. ka Out Yields N Yields V01.%

MAF (Coal/Char) 509 506 99 49
H20 in (Coal/Char) 181 4 -35 -35
H20 in (Steam/Cond.) 0 317 62 49
H20 in Gas 165 100 -13 -13
H20 Total 0
Ash 35 67 6 0
Cond. Total 63 12 9
ibp-165 0 0 0
165-220 9 2 1
220-375 28 5 4
375-550 28 5 5
550-1000 -2 0 0
BP>1000 0 0 0

Char Fines 0 0 0
Residue 0 0 0

Gas Total 2698 2533 2846 62 42

H2 9 2 2 4.6
CO2 202 546 67 64 12.5
C3Hs 3 1 1 0.1
H2S 1 0 0 0.0
C2H4 4 1 1 0.2
C2H6 5 1 1 0.2
0 2 529 -294 0 -46 -46 0.0
N2 2096 2201 21 5 78.9
CH4 74 -74 30 6 6 1.9
CO 0 47 9 9 1.7

Btu/scf 45.2
kJ/L 1.7
scf/100 Ib 6974.0
SL/100 kg 370,548.8

Total 3424 3424 3903 194 100
Mat. Balance 114.0

Run No. P010 1 Mass into the system
Feed Coal Wyodak 2 Mass change due to the combustionof naturalgas
Temperature 1100°F 3 Mass out of the system
Pressure 14.7 psia 4 Yields based on MAF coal feed
Res. Time 0.50 hfs 5 Normalized yields based on 100% materialclosure

6 Product gas compositionout of condensationtrain

FluidizationGas: Natural gas with 80% excess air, 6% steam, 78% N2, 7% CO2, 0% CO, 0% H2, 9% 0 2,
100 Total

% lossto gas 22.00 % loss to char off-takeleg 61.00
% lossto Tank 504 17.00 % loss to primary/secondarycyclone 0.00
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TABLE

ANALYSIS OF P010 WYODAK COAL CHAR

Feed Coal Product Product Primary
1/'4 x 0 Chair1 Char 2 Cyclone Char

ProximateAnalysis(wt%)

Moisture 25.0 0.3 0.8 3.7
Volatiles 33.8 18.5 17.6 18.5
Fixed Carbon 36.3 69.5 69.9 66.8
Ash 4.8 11.7 11.7 11.0

Ultimate Analysis(wt%)

Hydrogen 6.2 2.6 2.3 2.7
Carbon 51.0 78.6 78.3 76.1
Nitrogen 0.7 1.3 1.3 1.3
Sulfur,mf1 0.4 0.7 0.5 0.56

Oxygen 36.8 5.2 5.9 8.4
Ash 4.8 11.7 11.7 11.0

Heating Value (Btu/Ib) 9,065 12,582 12,355 12,134

1 Moisture-freebasis.

and C8, the compoundis assigned a boilingpoint midwaybetween the boiling pointsof 07 and C8. After
assigningboilingpointsto ali compounds detected in a sample (this operation is computerizedbecause,
in most samples,about 200 to 400 compounds are detected), a plot is generated of cumulative "area
percent"of a sampledistilledversustemperature. Area percentrefersto how the flame ionizationdetector
(FID) quantitates,on a relativebasis, each compoundina sample. (In the ASTM D-1160 distillationmethod,
the distillate is quantitated on the basis of volume percent distilled.) Comparison of ASTM D-1160 and
simulateddistillationdata obtained for severalsamplesshowedthatthe simulateddistillationtechniqueyields
boiling-pointdata that is nearly identicalto data yielded by the ASTM method.

Anothertechniquefor analyzing liquidsInvolvesthe use of gas chromatographycoupled with atomic
emissiondetection(GC/'AED)to Identifyand quantitatecompoundscontainingsulfur,nitrogen,and oxygen.
A discussionof the technique is found in the January-March 1991 UNDEERC Mild GasificationQuarterly
Progress Report (3). The use of GC/AED for sulfur analysisenables plottinga "sulfurcontent simulated
distillationcurve"for a sample,which can be comparedto the sample's GC/FID simulateddistillationcurve.
Whereas a GC/FID simulateddistillationcurve describesthe relationshipof overall sample volatilitywith
Increasingtemperature,a sulfurcontent simulateddistillationcurve describes the relationshipofthe sample's
sulfurcontentvolatilitywith increasingtemperature. A sample'sGC/FID simulateddistillationcurve may or
may not resemble itssulfurcontent simulateddistillationcurve, depending on the type and distributionof
sulfurspeciesin the sample. GC/AED can also be used to obtainsimulated distillationcurves on the basis
of nitrogen,oxygen, hydrogen,and carbon content.

Some of the condensablessamplesobtainedfromTest P010 contained not only coal-derived material,
but also petroleum products, which were used as start-up fluids in the tar scrubber and sieve tower.
Mandan Decant Oil, a heavy fuel oil resid from the Amoco Oil Refinery in Mandan, North Dakota, was
circulated throughthe tar scrubberduring reactor heat-up,and Diesel #2 was circulatedthroughthe sieve
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tower. A method is beingdevelopedat EERC to determinethe amountsof diesel fuel and decant oil in a
condensablessample usinga computerized "chromatogramsubtraction"technique. This technique is
discussedin the October-December 1990 UNDEERC Mild Gasification Quarterly ProgressReport (4).

Tar Scrubber Condensables Analysis

Table 4 shows analyticaldata obtained for liquidssampled from the tar scrubberduring Test P010.
The liquidsamples were obtainedat roughly5-hour Intervals.Table 4 alsoshows that, for the tar scrubber
condensables(which were solid at room temperature), ash, fixed carbon, and THF-insolublescontent
Increasedand volatilescontentdecreasedover time. The Increasein THF-insolublescontentwas caused
bythe constantInfluxof coal fines intothe tar scrubber. Since the rate of condensablesrecoveryinthe tar
scrubberequaled the rate of liquid entrainmentinthe gas phase flowing throughthe tar scrubber,the net
productionof tar scrubberliquidswaszero, which resultedin no need for pumpingexcessliquidsfrom the
tar scrubber intostoragetanks. Consequently,the coal fines levelinthe tar scrubber liquidsIncreasedwith
time. This contentionis supported by Figure 2, which comparesthe fixed carbon and ash contentsof the
three tarscrubbercondensablesamples. The linearIncreaseinthe ratioof the ash contentto the combined
ash-plus-fixed carbon content Indicatesthat the THF insolubles are coal fines and not polymerizedtar
compounds.

ThesulfurcontentvaluesinTable4 were determined usingGC/AED analysis. The technique Involves
dissolvinga tar sample in methylenechlorideto enable Injectingthe sample into the gas chromatograph.
Sincecoal is essentiallyInsolublein methylenechloride,sulfurcontainedinthe coalfines presentinthe tar
scrubberliquids would not be detected by the GC/AED analysis. GC/AED analysisalso will not detect
inorganicsulfurthat is insolublein methylenechloride. However, if lt isassumed that the sulfurcontentof
the tar scrubbercoal fines is equal to that of the cyclonefines,a sulfurcontent value can be calculatedfor
eachtar scrubberliquidsample that Includesthe sulfurcontainedinthe coal fines. Thesecalculatedvalues
are listed in Table 4 underneaththe GC/AED values.

Theweight percentvaluesinthe "EstimatedComposition"sectioninTable 4 were estimatedusingthe
chromatogram subtraction technique referred to above. Althoughthe tar scrubber samples appear to
containonly coal liquids,use of thetechniqueinthe analysisof the sievetower andwater scrubbersamples
Indicated the presenceof varying residualamounts of diesel fuel and decant oil inthese product streams.

Figure3 shows simulateddistillationcurves for the three tar scrubber condensablesamples. The tar
scrubber liquidsamples (as well as the samples obtained from the sievetower and water scrubber) were
collectedduring a *balance period," the portion of a gasificationtest during which, Ideally,coal feed rate
and char and liquid collectionrates are constantand steady-stateconditionsexist in the reactor system.
The analysis of samples collected during a balance period providesthe data needed for mass balance
calculations.Figure4 showsthe sulfurcontentsimulateddistillationof condensablessamplesobtained from
the tar scrubber duringthe P010 balanceperiod, alongwith data for the Mandan decant oilused as start-up
fluid inthe tar scrubber. The higher distillationtemperaturesof the tar scrubber liquidscompared to the
decant oil indicatethat the sulfurin these liquidsis contained on heavier,less volatilecompounds thanthe
sulfurin the decant oil; this suggeststhe presence of a significantquantity of coal-derived material inthe
tar scrubber liquids. Figure 5 showsthe overall sample simulated distillationcurve, the sulfur content
simulateddistillationcurve,and the hydrogen contentsimulateddistillationcurve (obtained usingGC/AED
to quantitatehydrogen inthe same manner as sulfur)for Tar Scrubber Sample 1. The separationbetween
the sulfurand FID distillationcurvesindicatesthat a greaterpercentageof sulfur-containingcompounds will
distillat any given temperatureon the sulfur distillationcurve (up to about 850°F, at which point the two
curves begin to converge) than will nonsulfur-containingcompounds; this suggests the possibilityof
preferentiallyremovingsulfurfrom the tar scrubber liquidsby distillation.
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TABLE4

ANALYSIS OF P010 TAR SCRUBBERCONDENSABLES1

TS2

Proximate Analysis,wt%
Moisture 0.6 0.1 0.4
Volatiles 79.0 74.0 62.9
Fixed Carbon 17.9 22.8 31.8
Ash 2.5 3.2 4.9

EstimatedComposition(%)
Diesel Fuel 0.0 0.0 0.0
Decant Oil 0.0 0.0 0.0
Coal Liquids 100.0 100.0 100.0

Coal Fines,wt%3 17.1 18.6 29.6

Sulfur,wt%4
GC/AED 0.6 0.5 0.3
MeCI2 Sol. + Coal Fines 0.7 0.6 0.4

i eltingPoint, °F(°C) 127(53) 149(65) 185(65)

1 The tar scrubbercondensableswere solid at room temperature.
2 Tar ScrubberSamples 1-3 were collectedat 5-hour Intervalsduring the test.
3 Determined by THF-insolubilityanalysis.
4 Sulfur contentvalues from GC/AED (gas chromatography/atomic emissiondetection) analysisare low

because the technique only detects sulfur contained in methylene chloride-soluble (MeCI2-soluble)
compounds. Valuesfor "MeCI2 Solubles+ CoalFines"were calculatedusingthe primarycyclone sulfur
content inTable 2 and the "Coal Fines"contents in Table 3 (see text).
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FIGURE 2 - FIXED CARBON AND ASH CONTENTS OF P010 TAR SCRUBBER CONDENSABLES.
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Sieve Tower Condensabln Analvsls

Table 5 showsanalytlcaldata obtalnedfrom condensablessampledfrom the slevetower duringTest
P010. The samples were obtalned at roughly 5-hour Intervals,at the same tlmes as the tar scrubber
condensable samples wereobtalned. AlsoshownInTable 5 are data for Diesel#2 and Mandan decantoil,
the petroleum-derivedstart-upfluidsfor the sievetower and tar scrubber, respectively.

As In the analyslsof the tar scrubber liquids, GC/AED analysisof the slevetower liquids would not
detect any sulfur contained In compounds that am Insoluble In methylene chloride. Flgum 6 shows
simulated distillation curves for the three sleve tower condensable samples. Flgum 7 showsthe sulfur
contentslmulateddistillationcurves for the sievetower samples, alongwlth data for the Mandan decant oil
and dieselfuel used as start-upfluids for the tar scrubber and sleve tower, respectively. Figure 8, whlch
compares thethree distillationcurves(FID, sulfurcontent, and hydrogencontent) for SleveTower Sample I,
shows that sulfurcontent volatilityfollows GC/RD-measured overallsample volatility fairly dosaly.

Water S,Jmbber Condensablee Analysis

Table 6 showsanalyticaldata for condensables sampled from the water scrubber duringTest P010.
The water scrubber samples were comprisedof an organic phase floatingon an aqueous phase. Before
analyzingthese samples, the two phases were separated usinga separatoryfunnel. After undergoingKarl
Fisher analysis for water content, the organic phase samples were analyzed usingGC/FID and GC/AED.
The aqueous phase samples were extracted with methylene chlorideusingan acid/base/neutral extraction
technique (5). The methylene chloride-solubleextractswere then analyzed using GC/FID, GC/AED, and
GC/mass spectrometry(GC/MS). The total organic carbon content of each of the unextracted aqueous
samples was also determined using the standard ASTM method.
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' TABLE 5

ANALYSISOF P010 SIEVE TOWER MOULDS

ST2 ST3 Diesel #2 .Q.Ec<BEL_Q_

Sulfur,wt%2 0.8 0.7 0.5 0.5 2.1

EstimatedComposition(%)

Diesel Fuel 0 0 24
Decant Oil 33 33 18
Coal Uquids 67 67 58

1 Sieve Tower Samples 1-3 were obtained at 5-hour intervalsfrom bottomtray of sieve tower.
2 Sulfurcontents were determinedby GC/AED analysis.
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FIGURE (_- FID SIMULATEDDISTILLATIONCURVES FOR P010 SIEVE TOWER CONDENSABLE&

Figure 9 shows simulated distillationcurves for the three water scruDber condensable samples.
Comparisonof Figure9 withthe estimatedcompositionvaluesinTable 6 showsthat whilethe three samples
containsimilar(estimated)amounts of coal liquids,Sample 2 is less volatileand has a differentdistillation
profilethan Samples 1 and 3. Figure 10 shows sulfurcontent simulateddistillationcurves for the water
scrubbercondensablessamples, alongwith data for the decant oil and dieselfuel. Figure 11 comparesthe
three distillationcurves (FID, sulfurcontent,and hydrogencontent)for WaterScrubber Sample I andshows
that, unlikethe tar scrubber and sieve tower samples in which sulfurcontent is more concentratedin the
lighter, more volatilefractionof the liquids,the sulfurcontent in the water scrubber sample Is significantly
more concentratedin the heavier, less volatilefraction of the liquid.
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TABLE6

ANALYSISOF P010 WATERSCRUBBERLIQUIDS

WS1 WS2 WS3
OraanicI Oraani¢ Orqanic

Water Content,wt%2 22.3 13.9 0.2
Sulfur,GC/AED, wt% 0.5 0.5 0.3
Phenolics,GC/AED, wt%3 5.6 5.3 1.6

EstimatedComposition(%)
Diesel Fuel 38.0 19.0 43.0
Decant Oil 12.0 28.0 2.0
Coal Liquids 50.0 53.0 55.0

WS1 WS2 WS3
Aqueous Aaueous Aqueous

Phenolics, wt%4
Phenol 0.5 0.4 0.3
Cresols 0.3 0.2 0.1
C2-Phenols 0.1 0.1 0.1
Total Phenols 0.9 0.7 0.5

TOCs, mg/L 6800 6300 5170

1 Water ScrubberSamples1-3 were obtainedat 5-hour Intervals. Each samplecontained an organicand
an aqueous phase. The organic phase comprised 14, 14, and 18 wt% of the WS1, WS2, and WS3
sample, respectively.

2 Valueswere determined usingKarl Fisheranalysis.
3 Valueswereestimatedbased on oxygencontentas detected usingGC/AED; no significantquantities of

oxygen weredetected in P010 tar scrubberor sievetower samples.
4 Valueswere estimated usinggas chromatography/flameionizationdetection.
s Total organiccarbon.
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Condensation Unit Operations Efficiency

Comparison of the FID distillationcurvesfor liquidsobtainedfrom each unit operation (tar scrubber,
sievetower, and water scrubber)after each sampling periodshowed that, as expected, the water scrubber
liquidsare the mostvolatile,the sievetower liquidsare lessvolatile,and the tar scrubber liquidsare the least
volatile. Comparisonof the sulfurcontentdistillationcurves for the same samples showed that the sulfur
content volatility of the sieve tower and water scrubber liquids closely follows that of the decant cii,
especiallyfor Samples 1 and 2.

TEST P011 - INDIANA NO. 3

Test P011 (Indiana No. 3) Solids Analysis

Table 7 shows proximate, ultimate,and sulfur forms analyses for Test P011 solid products. Also
includedin the table is the proximateanalysisdata for "hard,glassytar" (fromthe tar scrubber),which was
solid at room temperature. The sulfurformsdata in Table 7 show that, as in past tests with Indianacoal
performed inthe 4-1b/hrreactor,inorganicsulfurcontentisreduced significantly,whileorganicsulfurcontent
remainsessentiallyconstant. Table 7 alsoshowsthat althoughthe productand primarycyclone charsdo
not differ significantlyon the basis of proximateanalysis, they do differ significantlyon the basis of total
sulfurand sulfurforms content.

TABLE 7

ANALYSISOF P011 INDIANA #3 COAL PRODUCTS (wt%)

Product Primary Hard Glassy
Feed Coal C;h_r Cyclone Char T_r1

ProximateAnalysis
Moisture 8.20 2.90 0.30 0.15
Volatiles 37.08 12.69 15.07 49.60
Fixed Carbon 42.81 65.38 62.81 42.31
Ash 11.89 19.01 21.80 7.94

UltimateAnalysis
Hydrogen 5.60 1.95 2.00
Carbon 59.69 71.67 67.96
Nitrogen 1.17 1.22 1.52
Sulfur,mf2 4.98 3.04 4.79
Oxygen3 17.05 3.19 1.93
Ash 11.89 19.01 21.80

SulfurForms Analysis4
Total Sulfur 5.05 2.84 4.85
Organic 2.82 2.58 3.92
Pyritic 1.15 0.20 0.37
Sulfatic 1.08 0.07 0.56

1 Hard glassy tar (solidat room temperature)was removed from the tar scrubber.
2 Moisture-freebasis.

3 Calculated by difference.
4 Analysisperformed by MinnesotaValleyTesting Labs, Bismarck,ND; sulfurforms contentsare givenon

a moisture-freebasis,
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Test POll (Indi_n_ No. 3) Condenubl_ Armlysis

CondensablessamplescollectedduringTest PO11,which wasterminatedaheadof schedulebecause
of recycle coolant loss in the tar scrubber, Includeda hard, glassytar from the tar scrubber and a three-
phase liquidmixturefrom the water scrubber comprised of a top oil layer, a middleaqueous layer, and a
bottom tar layer. Figure 12 is a comparisonof the sulfurcontentdistillationcurvesfor the three samples
and the two start-upfluids. As withTest PO10(performedwith Wyodak subbituminouscoal), the Indiana
(bituminouscoal) tar scrubber ,quids contain heavier, less volatile sulfurcompoundsthan the decant oil;
this suggeststhe presence of sulfurcompounds from coal In the glassy tar. Comparison of the water
scrubber oilcurve with that of the diesel fuel suggeststhe presenceof a significantquantityof coal-derived,
light,volatile suffurcompounds inthe water scrubberoil. Also,the presenceof heavycoal-derivedmaterial
in the Indiana coal liquids is suggested by inspectionof the hydrogencontent simulateddistillationcurves
in Figure 13, which show that the tar scrubber tar contains hydrogen on heaviercompounds than those
found in the petroleum-derived start-upfluids.

Figures 14 and 15 show hydrogen content, sulfurcontent, and FID simulateddistillationcurvesfor the
water scrubber tar and tar scrubber tar, respectively. Comparison of the two figures Illustratesthe
applicabilityof GC/AED analysisin providinga relative measurementof a material'saromaticity. In Figure
14, the highervolatilityof the water scrubber tar hydrogen content,compared to its FID-measuredoverall
volatility,indicatesthat this material is more aliphaticthan aromatic. In Figure 15, the lower volatilityof the
tar scrubber tar hydrogen content, compared to its overallvolatility, indicates that this material is more
aromatic than aliphatic.
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FUTURE PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

• More 100-1b/hr PDU tests will be performed with Wyodak and Indiana coals to produce char for
evaluation in iron ore reduction processesunder development by Pelletec and FMC.

• A study willbe subcontractedto investigatecondensablesupgradingtechnologiesand evaluatew_tentlal
products for commercial acceptance.

• More work will be performed to furtherdevelop a method for Identificationand quantitatlonof sulfur
species in condensabtesstreams;thiswill assist in the development of processesfor the reductionof
sulfurand other heteroatomcontents in the condensables.

• A reportwill be prepared describinga study of the technical and economic feasibilityof a commercial-
scale mild gasificationplant.

• A cost estimate will be prepared for a 1-ton/hour mild gasificationpilot plant.
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ABSTRACT

Houston Lighting& Power Company (HL&P) maintainstwo separate facilitieswith low-rankfuel fired
units: The W. A. ParishGeneratingStation and the LimestoneElectricGeneratingStation.The Parishplant
has been operationalsince 1978 and has developed a successfulcoal combustionby-product utilization
program. The Limestoneplant,on line since 1985, producesa low qualityash and is located ina remote
ruralarea thus severelylimiting marketabilityof its ash. In 1990, W. A. Parishproduced 480,0G0tons of fly
ash, bottomash and fluidized gas desulfurizationsludge (also referred to as "scrubberbase'). 61% of the
of ali by-products produced and 71% of fly ash in particular were marketed. Several factors have
contributedto these highutilizationrates: 1) Productquality,2) relationshipwith ash contractor/marketer,
3) ash management facilities,4) qualityassuranceand control program,5) salesand marketing efforts,6)
product line, 7) attention to industry, legislative and environmental concerns and 8) research and
developmentprograms. The Parishplant producesa highcalcium ClassC flyash which is used principally
as a low cost partial substitute for cement in concrete. Other applicationsfor fly ash, bottom ash and
scrubberbase includesecondary roadconstruction,structuralfills,wasteprocessingand chemicalfixation,
brickmanufacturingand soilstabilization. Severalspecificutilizationapplicationsbothexternaland internal
to HL&Pare described. HL&P'sresearchand developmentprogram includesdeploymentof artificial reefs,
use of fly ash in precast/prestressedconcreteproducts, use of fly ash to stabilize hazardouswastes and
developmentof sulfate-resistantClass C fly ash concrete.

INTRODUCTION

Houston Lighting& Power Company (HL&P)is the eighthlargest electricutility inthe United States (in
terms of kilowatt-hoursales)and has a serviceterritorywhich is one of the most energyintensiveon earth.
This isdue to the extraordinaryamount of electricalenergyrequiredto powerthe highcooling loads of the
"most air conditionedcity inAmerica," coupled withthe vast number of oil, petrochemicaland other heavy
industrialfacilitieslocated inthisgulf coast region. HL&P'snet system generatingcapacity isabout 14,000
megawatts.

Until the late 1970's, HL&P derived 100% of its generatingcapacity from natural gas; in fact, HL&P at
one pointwasthe largestconsumerof naturalgas inthe free world. However,due to the oil fuel supply and
price shocksof the 1970's, HL&P embarked on a fuel diversificationprogram that now includes41% coal
and lignite, 39% natural gas, 15% cogeneration(gas-fired)and 5% nuclear.

HL&P has two separate locations with low-rank fuel fired units: The W. A. Parish Generating Station
(Units 5 through8, 2,335 combined megawatts)and the LimestoneElectricGeneratingStation(Units 1 and
2, 1,440 combined megawatts). At W. A. Parish,the primary boiler fuel is sub-bituminouscoal from the
Powder RiverBasin inWyoming, which is transported to the plant by railcars. At Limestone,the primary
boilerfuel is Texas lignite,which is mined at the plant.
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Since 1978, when the firstcoal-firedunitswent on line,HL&P has managed the by-productsproduced
inthe coal combustionprocess. These by-products,commonlyreferred to as "coalash," havea chemical
and physical compositionsimilarto materialsutilizedin the constructionIndustry. HL&P has recognized
thismaterialas a valuableassetfrom the firsttime it was produced back in 1978 and has Institutedthe Coal
CombustionBy-Products Program to maximizethe utilizationof this natural resource.

The purpose of thispaper isto document the factorscontributingto the more than 10 successfulyears
of the Coal CombustionBy-ProductProgramat HL&Pand to outline future directionswhichshould increase
utilization rates of coal ash even further. The paper will primarilyfocus on the W. A. Parish Generating
Station by-products. Besideshavingmore than 10 years experienceat this plant, the Umestone Station,
which came on-line in 1985, produces a low qualityash and is located in a remote rural area thus severely
limiting marketingand utilizationof its ash.

The principal factors to successful utilization that will be discussed are: 1) Product quality, 2)
relationshipwith ash contractor/marketer,3) ash management facilities, 4) qualityassurance and control,
5) sales and marketing efforts, 6) product line, 7) attention to Industry, legislativeand environmental
concerns and 8) researchand developmentprograms.

Overview of Coal Combustion By-Products

Coal combustionby-products are the residualconstituentsof coal after it has been burned. HL&P's
W. A. Parish facilityproducesthree primary by-products: Fly ash, bottom ash and scrubber base. Table 1
details production, disposaland utilizationfiguresfor 1990.

TABLE 1

1990 COAL COMBUSTION BY-PRODUCT PRODUCTION, DISPOSALAND UTIUZATION

By-Product Tons Tons Tons Percent
Produced Disposed Utilized Utilized
(x 1,000) (x 1,000) (x 1,000),,

Ry Ash 308 92 216 71%

Bottom Ash * 91 91 24 26%

Scrubber Base * 81 81 47 58%

Other 0 0 4 -

Total 480 264 291 61%

"NI bottom ash and scrubber base must be placed and dewatered in disposal cell priorto utilization.

Fly Ash

Fly ash is defined as the fine gas-borne solid particlesof noncombustiblematerialwhich resultfrom the
combustionof pulverizedcoal inthe steamboilers. At the ParishGeneratingStation, it is removedfrom the
flue gas stream bymeansof a bag housefabric filtercollection systemand istemporarilystored dry in silos,
awaiting utilizationor disposal. In 19.30,fly ash made up 64% of the total tonr_=le of material produced at
Parish.

The physicalshape and chemical composition of fly ash give it properties which make it usefulas a
substituteor ancillary materialprimarilyinthe constructionindustry. The particles are principallycomposed
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of whole or broken spheres,some of which are solid and othershollow. Their size ranges from about 4 x
10.5 in. to 4 x 10.3 in. In diameter. This materialfalls withinthe siltysoilsrange for grain size.

The chemicalpropertiesof fly ash are important for utilizationbecause many of the principaluses of
it are basedon pozzolanicand cementitiousreactions. The principaJchemical constituentsof flyash are
oxidesof silicon, aluminum,ironand calcium. The preponderant quantities of siliconand aluminumallow
flyash to combine with Inherentor added limeand water to form pozzolanic compounds such as calcium
silicate. The high calcium content of some fly ashes, IncludingParish ash, enables the fly ash to be self.
hardeningin the presence of water, thus givingit cementitiousproperties.

Table 2 showsa representativechemicaland physicalanalysisof Parishflyash. As can be seen from
the ASTM C-618 Specificationvalues,this isa ClassC _,sh. ClassC ashes generallyhave both pozzoianic
and cementitiousproperties. The othertype of ash, Class F, usuallyhas only pozzolanic properties,i.e., lt
is not serf hardening and requires added lime to form pozzolanic compounds. In contrast, the ash
generated at the Umestone GeneratingStationis a ClassF ash; however, 100% of thisash ts used in the
scrubbersystemand thereforethe end by-productis a wet scrubber sludge and not a dry ash.

TABLE2

W. A. PARISH FLYASH: CHEMICAL AND PHYSICALANALYSIS

i

Item Value ASTM C-618 Specs.

Class C Class F

SiliconDioxide, % 37.7

AluminumOxide, % 20.0

Iron Oxide, % 6.4

Total SiO2,AI203& Fe;O3, % 64.1 50% Min. 70% Min.

CalciumOxide, % 23.8

SulfurTrioxide,% 1.2 5% Max. 5% Max.

Moisture Content, % 0.01 3% Max. 3% Max.

Loss on Ignition, % 0.2 6% Max. 6% Max.
H,

Available Alkaliesas Na20, % 1.39 1.5% Max. 1.5% Max.

Fineness(% retainedon #325 sieve) 13.45 34% Max. 3_% Max.

Water Requirement,% 91.0 105% Max. 105% Max.

Autoclave Expansion,% 0.03 0.8% Max. 0.8% Max.

PozzolanicActivity 99.0 75% Min. 75% Min.

One of the principal reasonsfor successof the ash utilizationprogram is the consistencyand quality
of the W. A. Parishflyash. The table aboveillustratesthat the ashsignificantlyexceeds ASTM requirements
inmost categories. This resultsfrom the type of coal used (WyomingPowder RiverBasinsub-bituminous),
the plantdesign and consistencyof plantoperations.
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Because of itscementitiousand pozzolanicproperties,sphericalshapeand fineness,flyash has been
effectivelyused as a substitutefor or admixtureto cement in concrete. Other typical usesof flyash have
Included structural fill, soil stabilization,pavement subgrade, chemical fixation, waste solidificationand
agriculturalsoil amendments.

Bottom Ash

Bottom ash consistsof noncombustiblesand-like particles and fused clinkerswhich fall to the bottom
of the boilersubsequent to coal combustion. The bottomash issluiced in a streamof water from the boiler
to a hydrobinwhere lt is partiallyde-watered and awaits transportationto the disposal cell staging area.
Bottom ash composed 19% of the 1990 tonnage of by-productmaterialproduced at the Padsh facility.

The grain sizedistributionof bottom ash is generallywell-graded,with sizes rangingfrom 3/4" to a No.
200 U.S. standard sieve. The chemical constituentsof bottom a=;hare similarto fly ash; however they are
not as important as with fly ash since bottom ash cannot generatepozzolanic or cementitious reactions.

Some of the more common usesof bottom ash include:lightweightaggregate in concreteor mortar,
structuralfillsand road subgrades,blastinggrit and flier in the brick manufacturingprocess.

Scrt,hber Base

Scrubbe_base (also referredto as flui0,.'edgas desulfurizationsludge or scrubbersludge) is the solid
stabilizedby-p=-._luctmaterialthat resultsfromthe fluegas desulfurizationscrubbersystem, lt is produced
from the by staL_ilizingthe spent hmestonereagent resultingfrom scrubber operationswith fly ash. The
scrubber is sluic_d to a stack out yard where it awaits transportationto the disposal cell staging area. In
1990, scrubber co_posed 21% of Parishby-products.

_ProaramHistory

In 1978,when HL&P started usingcoal as a boilerfuel, littlewas knownabout coal ash inthe GulfCoast
area. HL&P recognizedthat coal ash is a natural resource,not a waste, and could successfullybe utilized
under certain conditions. The company anticipatedresistance to coal ash being accepted as a viable
constructionmaterial because of unfamiliaritywith it. At that time only a small amount of literaturewas
available addressing ccal ash and it dealt principallywith Class F ash (which primarily resultsfrom the
burningof bituminouscoals). HL&P anticipatedproducing a ClassC ash from its sub-bituminousPowder
River Basincoal.

HL&P, recognizingthat it lacked expertise in coal ash technology, reviewedthe experienceof several
ash marketing/disposal contractorsand secured the services of JTM Industries, Inc. (at that time, Ash
Management Systems, Inc.), an Atlanta based firm with over eighteenyears of ash marketingexperience.
Terms of the contract essentiallystipulatedthat JTM was to take possessionof the ash from the storage
facilitiesand establishan aggressivemarkeJngprogram to utilizeas much of the product as possible. The
agreements were tailored to provide HL&P with sales revenues as well as real savings through cost
avoidance. Critical to the successof the utilizationprogram were contractualincentives builtin througha
pricingstructurethat providesJTMwith increasedprofitsfor marketingand reduced profits fordisposal.Any
materialthat couldnot be immediatelysold wasto be disposed of or stockpiledfor futuresales, ina manner
which was environmentally acceptable and presented no operational problems for HL&P's Energy
ProductionDepartment.

In 1985, HL&P's LimestoneElectricGeneratingStationwent on-line. Lignite is us_l as boiler fueland
ash content is in the 15-30% range, compared with the W. A. Parish Station's 4-5%. 1990 Umestone ash
production was 1.7 milliontons. 100% of thefly ash isused inthe scrubberstabilizationprocess; thusHL&P
nrru-10 0r-_-I 1 _t millinn tnno _tF c_r,_ ,hk,_, F_,e.n _,n,4 rt _1 mlllln,_ _.._,_*- ,._& k.-._l_ .... k |.-. 4 _ LI! O I_ ...... .J__d __
pBe_f_mmUVv_,o e.u ,eoeoew_ole _._eeq_P VI _YmOI_D_I_FY_I IbdP_AO_ _lg_l _J.'_t IIIIOIl_ll t_JIlO _JI Wt/IJIII GOII III I_t,/. BI.,OLF" _VtfdlU_J a

contractfor the sale and/or disposalof by-productsat Limestoneto JTM,structured similarto the contracts
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that JTM holdsat the Parishfacility. To date, almostnone of the Umestone by-productshave been utilized
because of poor ash qualityand distancefrom viable markets.

In 1988, HL&P increased the organizationalemphasisof by-productsmanagementand marketing by
forming the Coal Combustion By-Products Division. Previous to this, by-products management was a
responsibilityof the PurchasingDepartment. To further support utilization,product/market development
engineerswere added in 1990 to augment the new Division'scontract administrationpersonnel.

Summary of Program Achievements

The primarymotivationsto institutea by-productutilizationprogram are to decreasedisposal expense
and maximizeincomeso total by-product managementCostsare minimized. HL&P, in conjunctionwith its
ash handling/marketing contractor,JTM Industries,Inc. (JTM), has achieved a cumulativesavings of over
$15 millionsince 1980. In fact, 1990 was the most successfulsingleyear ever in terms of savings,which
amounted to $1.9 million. These numbers includeboth revenuesfrom sales of by-products and avoided
costsfor disposal and land developmentthat otherwisewould have been incurred. Figure I '!lustratesthe
progressionof savingssince 1980 contrastedwithdisposal expenseat the W. A. Parish Stati_,n.

Theeffectivenessof HL&P'sCoal CombustionBy-ProductUtilizationProgramcanalso be demonstrated
by examiningthe amount of materialutilizedversusthe amount of materialgenerated. Figure 2 illustrates
that total utilizationrates for ali by products have risen from 46% in 1980 to 61% in 1990. Fly ash, the
largest componentof the by-productsstream, has risen in utilization from 35% in 1980 to 71% in 1990.
These improvements in utilization are even more impressivewhen noting that by-product production
increased 53% between 1980 and 1990. Additionally,HL&P's utilizationlooks especially favorable when
compared with national statistics, which indicate that 1989 overall U.S. by-product utilization was
approximately 18% for fly ash, bottomash and scrubber base.

The positive impactof the utilizationprogram has also resultedin significantlife extensionin the W. A.
Parish on-site landfills. To date, two ash cells have been constructed:an 80 acre cell and a 30 acre cell.
The 80 acre cell, constructedin 1983 with a projected 5 to 6 year life, is now projectedto remain open for
the remainderof the plant's life. The 30 acre cellwas constructed solely as a stagingand storagearea for
by-productsso thatthey would not haveto be co-mingled inone cell. The 30 acre cell shouldalso remain
operationalfor the life of the plant.

The highsavingsand utilizationratesare due to a thoughtfuland proactiveapproach taken toward by-
product utilization by HL&P and JTM, as well as favorable access of the by-product source to viable
markets. The remainder of this paper will focus on those catalysts which enabled utilization rates to
consistentlyimprove.

OPERATIONS AND MARKETING

Operations and Facilities

Carefulplanningpr;or to W. A. Parishcoal unitscoming on-line,purposefulcapital additions and over
ten years of experience in by-products management and marketinghave transformed the ash handling
portionsof the W. A. Parish plant into a facilitydesigned to maximize utilization.

Ash Handling Facilities

Fly ash is piped from baghouses to six 1,400 to 2,100 ton dry storage silos. Beneath the silosare
pneumatic tanker loading platforms equipped with scales. The silos and scales are owned by HL&P.
However, immediatelybeyond the silosis JTM's dispatch center and qualitycontrol laboratory(see Figure
3). FromthisfacilityJTM'sdispatchersmanagethe shipmentsof ali by-productsand control haulingtraffic.
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1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

AVOIDED SALES DISPOSAL
COSTS REVENUES EXPENSE

FIGURE 1 - 1980 - 1990 COMPARISON C_FSAVINGSRESULTINGFROM BY-PRODUCTUTILIZATION
VERSUS DISPOSALCOSTS (W. A. PARISHGENERATING STATION)

0

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

BY-PRODUCTS_ BY-PRODUCTSPRODUCED
UTILIZED _ BUT NOTUTILIZED

FIGURE 2 - 1980 - 1990 BY-PRODUCT PRODUCTION AND UTILIZATION (W. A. PARISH GENERATING
STATION)
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HL&P has constructedan ash haul roadfrom a nearby plantentranceto the loadingfacilityto alloweasy
access for truckers, and to permit numerouspneumatictankersto queue during peak sales timeswithout
affectingother power plantoperations. This ash haul roadcontinueson from the silos,past the bottomash
hydrobins to the disposal cells, 2.2 miles away. If fly ash must be transported to the cells for
storage/disposal, it is carried by JTM's pneumatictankers to the cells,then piped from the tanker, mixed
with water into a Halliburton slurrysystem, and discharged into the cell. This fly ash is reclaimed and
marketed as "Rex Base."

Bottomash issluicedfromthe boilerto one of six hydrobins,equippedwith loading platformsbeneath.
Aliof the partiallydewatered bottom ash,with a moisturecontentbetween 10% and 14%, istaken by dump
truckto a stagingarea inthe disposalcellswhere lt is unloaded,stockpiledand further dewateredfor future
sales or processing.

Scrubber base is handled in a similarfashionto bottom ash, except the scrubber storage facilityis a
stack-outyard and the materialmustbe picked up with a front end loaderto be loaded intothe dump truck.
The processof transporting,weighingand stockpilingthe material is the .sameas with the bottom ash.

Near the disposal cell, JTM has constructed a maintenance/office facility for disposal operations
management and maintenance of heavy equipment. Additionally,JTM has erected a pug mill situated on
the disposal cell (see Figure4) whichcan custom blend by-product materialsdepending on the customer's
needs. JTM has also reserved25 acres for additionalexpansion slated for a pelletizing plant which can
manufactureartificial aggregates. These aggregates would be primarilytargeted for end use as artificial
oysterreef material (see full discussionin Research and Developmentsection).

Quality Assurance/Quallty Control Laboratory

One of the most importantelementsof the ash handlingfacilities,from a marketingperspective,isJTM's
qualitycontrol/quality assurancelaboratory. HL&P and JTM recognized, before the first ton of ash was
produced,that strictQA/QC procedureswould be necessaryto penetratethe ready-mix concreteand other
constructionmarkets. Thereforethe originalcontractualagreement requiredthe operationof sucha facility.

The lab has been fullyoperationalfor overtenyears and is staffedwith certified techniciansexperienced
in the appropriate ASTM and other standards. This is the only American Concrete Institutecertified lab
operated by an ash marketer inTexas. The techniciansperform numerous periodic tests which monitor
qualityof by-products. The testingregimenhas been developed over ten years in conjunctionwithTexas
and LouisianaDepartments of Transportationand Corps of Engineersrequirements.The lab can determine
on a daily basisif fly ash qualitymeetsitsown dgorousstandards,whichare significantlytighterthan ASTM
C-618 (the standardfor pozzolanicmaterials). Dispatchers are directedto halt sales of flyash iflt fallsbelow
these standards. The engineeringand constructioncommunityhave recognized JTM's and HL&P's efforts
to produce a consistent,quality product and now generally regard fly ash and other by-products as
"standard"constructionmaterialsto be judged on the meritsof engineeringproperties and economics.

Marketing/Sales

The Houston base of industrial,constructionand transportationmaterialdemands have been a critical
factor in the high by product utilization rates achievedto date. In addition, JTM has established a sales
force to perform the followingfunctions:

1. Promote utilization in establishedmarkets,
2. Search for new end-use applications,
3. Educate potentialend-users in by-product utilization,
4. Submit competitive bids or alternate bids to more traditional materials,
5. Perform job coordinationand customer service functions.
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FIGURE 3 - W./_ PARISH ASH OPERATIONS:HYDROBINS (FARLEFT), BAGHOUSES (CENTER), FLY
ASH SILOS (RIGHT) AND JTM DISPATCH FACILITYAND QA/QC LABORATORY(CENTER
FOREGROUND)

FIGURE 4 - JTM PUG MILL LOCATED ON TOP OF W. A. PARISH 80 ACRE DISPOSAL CELL
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The sales force is organized principallyby product application,thereby allowing each salesman to
specializeincertainapplicationsand markets. The salesmenalso frequentlydraw on the QA/QC laboratory
to investigatepotentialnew usesfor existingproducts orto develop new blendsof materialsfor particular
applications.

Inadditionto these salesactivities,HL&Pand JTM managementhave expended considerableeffort to
incorporatevarious by-productsinto the standardspecificationsof local and state governmentagencies.
This has enabled coalashto bean acceptablealternativeto traditionalmaterials.These effortshaveproven
to be quite fruitful;for instance,on road pavingapplications,Texas HighwayDepartment specificationsallow
fly ash substitutionfor portlandcement in ready-mixconcreteup to 35% replacement.

JTM and HL&P have also emphasizededucationofthe engineeringand constructioncommunityas a
central tenet of its marketingstrategy. Therefore,besidescustomer-specificmeetingsand presentations,
JTM holdsyearlyone-dayseminarsconcentratingon variousaspects of by-product utilization. These free
educational gatheringsare typically well received by engineersand constructors.

Products and Markets

Raw, unprocessedby-productsand various mixturesof by-productshave been utilized since early in
the utilizationprogram. These productshave been developedfor differentapplicationrequirements. Table
3, on the followingpage, showsa listof the HL&P raw by-productsas wellas the principalblendsthat are
commercially available through JTM. End-use applicationsaddressed by these products are detailed
subsequentlyin Table 4.

The followingdescriptionssummarizesome typical applicationsof by-products:

Houston Intercontinental Airport Runway

In 1986, the City of Houstonconstructeda new runwayat IntercontinentalAirport. The City selected
a multi-layeredstabilized base composed of a lime-cement-flyash (LCF) stabilized subgrade. Greater
economy is realized with thisdesignthan witha traditionalconcretealternativebecause of the use of local
lowercost materials,use of lesslabor intensiveoperationsfor earthworkand longer strengthgain with time
afforded with flyash.

The pavement section consists of a lime-stabilizedsubgrade and embankment supporting 28" of
stabilized LCF base placed in four lifts, topped with a 3" asphalt wearing surface. The LCF material
composition consistsof 75% coarse aggregate, 13% fine aggregate, 8% fly ash, 3.5% hydrated lime and
0.5% cement (by weight). Water was includedto achieve optimum moisture contentto obtain specified
compaction. The initialstrengthof the LCF pavementisdeveloped from the compactionof the materialand
chemical reactionof the cement. Strength continuesto increasethroughchemical reactionof the limeand
fly ash in conjunctionwiththe granularmaterials. 28 day compressive strength of the materialwas found
to average 1100 psi. Flyash composed21,000 tons of the 260,000tons of LCF materialused inthe runway.

LaGIoria Chemical Company Chemical Fixation

The LaGIoria Chemical Company is a firm in Tyler, Texas engaged in the production of industrial
chemicals. In 1989, LaGIoriarequiredthat approximately5,000 cubicyards of non-hazardouswaste, stored
in a holdingpond, be solidifiedand transported to a permitted landfill. To accomplishthis,JTM's laboratory
developed an optimalformulationof FixationAsh Base (FAB),a blend of fly ash and bottomash. The FAB
was mixed with the liquidwasteby a backhoe. Once solidified,the material,nowthe consistencyof a sandy
soil, was trucked from the LaGIoria Chemical site to a sanitary landfill operated by Western Waste.
Approximately2,000 tonsof FABwere usedon the entirejob, which istypical of the manychemical fixation
jobs in the highlyindustrializedGulf Coast area.
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SEDCO Storaae Yard Facility

SEDCO, an oil drilling company, constructed a drilling warehouse and storage yard in 1985 which
covered approximately 6.5 acres. JTM's site paving design consisted of lime stabilizedsubgradewith 6%
hydrate. The surfacelayerwas6"to 8"of unprocessedscrubberbase, compacted to 95% standardproctor.

TABLE 3

MARKETEDRAW BY-PRODUCTSAND MIXTURES

|

Tons Sold Description Most Common
(x 1,000) *

Ry Ash 190 The fine solid particlesof noncombustible Ready-mix concrete, concrete
material which result from the combustion of products, soil stabilization,
pulverized coal in the steam electric chemical fixation/
generation units, and are removed from the solidification.
flue gas stream by means of mechanical
collectors.

Raw Bottom 22 The coarse granular aggregate that has been Clay brick manufacturing,
Ash transferredfrom the bottom ash storage secondary road construction,

facilityto a staging area in the disposalcell structural fill.
where it is allowed to dry for future salesor
processing.

Screened 1 Raw bottom ash that has been screened in the Secondary road construction,
Bottom Ash pug mill to a predetermined size requirement, structural fill.

Stabilized 1 A mixture of raw bottom ash and scrubber Secondary road construction,
Bottom Ash base. structural fill.

Unprocessed 21 The solid stabilized by-product Secondary road construction,
Scrubber material resulting from the Rue Gas chemical fixation/

Base DesulfurizationScrubber System, that has solidification,soil stabilization,
been transferred to a staging ar_a in the structural fill.
disposalcell where it is allowed to dewater for
future sales. When the moisture level has
decreased to an acceptable level, the material
can be utilized without any further processing.

Processed 21 Unprocessedscrubber base that Secondary road construction,
Scrubber has been processed through a mixing/ chemical solidification, soil

Base screening operation, thereby providing specific stabilization, structural fill.
material gradations.

Rex Base 9 Rex Base is reclaimed fly ash that has Secondary road construction,
previouslybeen disposed, structural fill.

Rexcrete 4 A mixture of fly ash, bottom ash and scrubber Secondary road construction.
base, that is processedthrough the mixing
operation.

Fixation Ash 4 A mixture of fly ash and bottom ash available Chemical solidification, soil
Base in different ratios, stabilization.

Powerfill 7 A blended product consistingof fly ash, Underground utility
bottom ash and scrubberbase. construction backfill.

• Three year average, 1988. 1990.
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TABLE 4

PRINCIPALMARKETSFOR BY-PRODUCTS

End-Use Tons Sold, Revenues Description
Application 1990 Generated,

(X 1,000) 1990 (x 1,000)
,,,,, ,

Ready-Mix 147 $441 Replacement of various levels of portland
Concrete cement with fly ash.

Chemical 41 $118 Use of fly ash for stabilizing,fixingand
Fixation solidifyingvarious chemicals.

,,

Road/Paving 53 $13 Use of various raw and processed by-
Base productsfor road or paving base

Materials courses.
,,,,

Soil 36 $106 Use of fly ash in conjunctionwith or as a
Stabilization replacementfor lime in soil stabilization.

Brick 16 $9 Use of bottomash as a lightweight,
Manufacturing porous filler materialto enhance clay

brick production.

Pipe 1 $1 Use of variousraw and blended by-
Embedment products for utilitybackfill.

Miscellaneous 4 $7

During the course of the job, the scope of work expanded to 14 acres. Unfortunately,because of
previous scrubber base material commitments, JTM could not supply ali the material. A total of
approximately7,000 tons of HL&P'smaterialwas utilized. For the remainderof the work, SEDCO opted to
usea materialcalled Phospho-Gyp,a cement-stabilizedby-productof the fertilizermanufacturingprocess.

One interestingaspect of this job isthat the two methods of pavingwith differentby-product ,.materials
can be directly compared in situ. The stabilized Phospho-Gyp has developed significant cracking and
degradation in its five years of use. The scrubber base, in contrast, has performed extremely weil,
maintaininga stable, hardand relativelyuncrackedsurface. Thisisdue primarilyto the hytogenuoushealing
capabilities of scrubber base, which enable cracks to self-seal soon after they develop, thus keeping
progressivecracking and water infiltrationto a minimum.

Southwest Freeway (Hwy. 59) Reconstruction

The SouthwestFreeway is the mosttraveledlimitedaccess highwayin Houstonand was not designed
to supportthe amount of traffic it carrieseach day. In 1990, a four year rehabilitationproject began which
wltlP,(_l!ll)!etelyrebuildthe freeway. Texas State concretepaving specificationsallow up to 35% volumetric
sl_h._lli_ltk,!I!f fly ash for cement, Since the W, A, Parish facility lm located only several miles from the
_t_uthwest! t_uW_i_/l !lo&Pfly =sh,costingapproximately$_O/ton (delivered),isali u_r_nomicalchoicewhen
compared with ¢_eii!_fl!_! _50/ton Besides economics, fly ash provides other Important benefits, lt
improvesconcrete workabilit/, _us allowing lower wate!/cement ratios and higher stre_hs. Concrete
perm_btllty isalso reduced res_/_,_r/_i_ ,enhanceddurability By the projef_l's m_ an estimme¢ 50,000 tons
of Parishfly ash will be utilized it, ",_uz_,;,vestfreeway construe_iorl.
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ACME Clay Brick Production

In 1989, ACME brick, the market leader of fired clay bricks in the Houston area, was searching for a
porous fillermaterial which could aid in reducingcuring/dryingtime for its fired bricks. ACME operations
personnel,workinginconjunctionwith JTM's QA/QC laboratory,determined that bottom ashwas a suitable
fillermaterialand would effectivelyreduce required oven curing time by 50%.

ACME now transports approximatelytwo truck loads of unprocessed bottom ash daily from W. A.
Parish,amountingto about 16,000 tons per year. Asa qualitycontrolmeasurespecificallyfor ACME brick,
JTM's lab performsa Baridextest weeklyto determinethe level of soluble sulfatesInthe bottom ash. The
resultsfrom this testare transmittedto ACME which in turn usesthe data to determinethe level of barium
chlorideto add inthe productionprocess. This eliminatesformation of a white filmwhichwould otherwise
develop on the finishedbricks.

Galveston County Road Soil Stabllization

GalvestonCounty, which bordersthe Gulf of Mexico, is often subjected to significantflooding due to
hurricanes and other severeweather. The County maintainsa network of gravel and hot mix secondary
roads which can severelydegrade when the subgradematerialbecomes saturatedwith water. When one
of these roads is no longer serviceable,remedialaction is taken. One method typically used is stabilizing
the road base with flyash. W. A. Parishflyash, becauseof its high calcium content, Is an ideal material for
soil stabilization. The top layer of road (usually6" of limestone)is stripped from the roadway. Next, 4" to
6" of fly ash is deposited on top of the subgrade material from a pneumatic tanker truck equipped with a
spreader bar. The top courseis then replaced and pulver-mixeris utilized to combinethe three layers of
material-top course,flyash and subgrade-ln place. A watertruck spraysthe combinedmaterialsand they
are mixed again with the pulver-mixer. Finally, the stabilized, combined road surface is roller compacted
and a layer of MC-30 is applied for dust control. Approximately300 tons of fly ash were used per mile of
road constructioninthis application.

Internal Utilization Program

Since 1983, HL&P has actively pursued a policy of utilizing as much by-product materialfor internal
projectsas possible. Since that time, Internalutilizationhasranged from approximately3,000 to 72,000 tons
of by-products per year, depending on internalconstructionactivity. This has accounted for between I%
to 23% of total by-productsutilized in a particularyear.

As part of the contractualarrangementwith JTM, HI..&P'scost of using its own material is a handling
fee whichreimbursesJ'rM for its cost only. This provides HI_&Pthe benefit of usinga constructionmaterial
at a savingsof up to 75% below commerciallyavailable rates. In addition, convincingpotentialcustomers
to use by-products in unfamiliarapplicationsis easier ifthe producer of those materialsactively uses them
in similarapplications. Several internalutilizationexamples follow:

Construction of W. A. Parish Baqhouse-,_

The W. A. Parish Stationwas originallyconstructedwith electrostatic precipitators,which, because of
operational problems, had to be replaced with baghouses. Constructionoccurred between 1985 and 1989.
HL&P specified that 19,600 cubic yardsof concreteuse 20% fly ash, resultingin approximately900 tons of
fly ash utilized. Engineeringpersonnelhighlightedseveraladvantages realized inthis project including:1)
reduced heat of hydration and volume change, 2) improved workabilityand 3) reduced cost of mix.

Smithers Lake Levee Repairs

Smithers Lake isa 2,500 acre coolingwater impoundmentcontained partiallyby a 15,000' long earthen
levee. The levee was constructed in the late 1950's and rangesfrom 5' to 12' in height. Beginningin the
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late 1970's evidence of seepage and minor sloughingwere detected. The scope of this project Included
utilizingraw bottom ash in lieuof sand for the sloughed areas and the installationof several bottom ash
toe drainsinthe areasexhibitingsignsof seepage. Dueto its angularparticle shape, bottomashcompacts
easilyand appearsto retaincompaction betterthan sand. Sincethe project wascomplete in 1985,thefilter
drainsare drainingadequatelyandno furthersloughinghasoccurredinthe repairedareas. Severalhundred
tons of bottomash were used in thisapplication.

Medical Center Underground Distribution Ductbank

In 1990, a 1,200', five manhole underground distributionductbank was constructed to provide 35kv
serviceto a new facilityin the Texas Medical Center. The Medical Center is a highlydeveloped area;thus
most constructionhad to occur on road rights-of-way. Constructionconsistedof digging a 3' wide trench
6' to 12' deep. Nine 6" conduitswere placed insidewith 4' of cover. Insteadof usingstabilizedsand, HL&P
opted to use JTM's Powerfillmaterial,specificallydeveloped for pipe embedment construction. Powerfill
consistsof a combinationof fly ash, bottom ash and scrubberbase. About 500 tons of this materialwas
utilized. One of the principaladvantages appreciated bythe constructioncontractor was the longer shelf
life accommodated by Powerfill. Powerfilllastsat least6 to 10 hoursbefore settingup. Stabilizedsand,
on the other hand has a life of about 2 hours. Thisafforded the contractorgreater flexibilityin stagingthe
work, as well as keepingwasted materialto a minimum.

Mason Road Substation Construction

Construction of the Mason Road Electrical Substation occurred during 1990 and 1991. To
accommodate the electricalequipment,a two acre site with a 2,000' access road was prepared. Scrubber
base substitutedfor traditionalclay fillmaterial. Site design consistedof 1.5' to 2.5' of scrubber, placed in
8" liftscompacted to 6". A layer of limestonewas placed as a top wearing course. The principal reason
for usingscrubber inthe siteconstructionwas not justeconomics. Scrubber base has proved, in ma;ly of
HL&P's substationapplications,to be a "forgiving"material during rainy weather. Its optimum moisture
contentis between 22% and 25% and thereforecan accept significantlymore waterthan other fill materials
before it cannot bear constructiontraffic. Scrubberbase does not rut as readilyand sheds water quickly.
Where a clay fill might take three days to recover from a rainstorm,scrubber base can usually function
adequatelythe next day. Thisis an extremely importantattributewhichallows HL&P'sconstructionforces
to more tightlyand cost effectivelyschedule its activities.

Industry, Legislative and Environmental Considerationl

HL&P has deemed active participationinthe industrytrade group, the American Coal Ash Association
(ACAA), essentialfor general promotion of by-product utilizationand support for national legislationand
regulationfavorable to utilization. I_AL&P'smanager responsiblefor the Coal Combustion By-Products
UtilizationProgram,Mr. J. P. Plumb had been Chairmanof ACAAfor five years and is currentlyon itsBoard
of Directorsand Executive Committee. He was directlyresponsiblefor expanding associationmembership,
resultingin a strongergroup betterableto positivelyinfluencenationallegislation. ACAAhas graduallybeen
erasing the "solidwaste" s0gma associated with coal ash and replacing it with a vision of coal ash as a
valuableresource,which, if utilized,shouldbe exemptfromsolidwaste legislation. Legislativeeffortscannot
be confined just to the nationalarena however. State environmentalregulations,enforced by the Texas
WaterCommission(whichalsoservesas an agent _f the EPA), haveat leastas great an impacton how by-
products are handled. ThereforeHL&P'sstate governmentalaffairspersonnel,CCBP management,and JTM
activelymonitorlegislationand promulgatelegislativeinitiativesthat are favorable to by-product utilization.

Existingenvironmentalregulationsmust,of course, be ;'igorouslyfollowed. HL&P ensuresthis through
its EnvironmentalDepartment. Not onlydoes thisdepartment monitorenvi.,onmentalintegrityof the disposal
operations,but alsoanalyzesthe environmentalrisksposed by new product applications. Any new product
developed is requiredto undergostrictenvironmentalscrutiny and riskassessment.
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

HL&P'sCoalCombustionBy-Productsgroupmaintainsa significantresearchanddevelopmentprogram
withthe purposeof investigatingpotentialnew usesfor by-products. Thegroup seesthese effortsas crucial
to future increasesin by-product utilization.

Currently,the group ts involvedwith four major researchand developmentprojects: 1) Artificialreef
development,2) precast/prestressed flyash concrete products, 3) stabilizationof hazardouswasteand 4)
developmentof sulfateresistantflyash concrete. These projects,asdetailed below,willInvestigatepotential
by-productutilizationfrom both a technicaland economic point of view:

Artificial Reef Development

Oyster Reefs

In 1988, HL&P, Texas A & M Universityat Galveston (TAMUG), and JTM began to coordinate
researchwith various state and federal resource protectionagencies for the utilization of HL&P coal
combustionby-productsas artificialreef material. The Gulf Coast oyster industrycurrentlyuses clam
shellas a reef substratematerial. Clam shell is becoming more difficultto obtain;therefore, the need for
other oyster reef materialsexists.

The research focuses on deployinggolf ball-sized sphericalpellets in strategicestuary and bay
locationsalong the gulf coast. This will provide habitat for millionsof micro-organismsto flourishin the
bay as well as furnish an environmenton which oyster_ can attach and grow.

The pelletsare manufacturedfrom a combinationof fly ash, bottom ash and possibly some cement in a
disk pelletizer,which JTM operatesas a pilot plant in Georgia. If the Artificial Reef Project demonstrates
technical and commercialviability,the estimated volume of bottom ash required will, by far, exceed
presentday W. A. Parish bottom ash generationand currentstockpiles. Therefore, Limestonebottom
ash will be required to make up the shortfall. If commercialized, JTM would build a full-scale pelletizing
facility on its 25 acre site at the W. A. Parish disposal cell.

To date, pilot studiesindicatethat the artificial reef materials work at least as well as naturalclam
shell and pose no environmentalhazards. In 1990, five prototype reefs were deployed. Samples taken
thus far have been found to be coveredwith barnacleswith some oyster spat present. Although it is too
eady to gauge the success of the prototypereefs, Dr. S. Ray of TAMUG is optimisticabout the potential
for this material.

Offshore Sport Fishing Reefs

Anotheraspect of HL&P's ArtificialReef Project is examinationof offshore,or sport fishing reef
development. HL&P has become involvedwith an initiativesponsored by the Conoco Oil Company
regardingtheir efforts to place a pipe structurereef offshore. The superstructurewould be fabricated
from 10"refurbishedstructuralpipe and would have a base of 60' by 60', a height of 45' and be located
35 miles southeastof Freeport, Texas at a water depth of 105'.

Along with the pipe reef--whichprovides habitat for pelagic, or mid-levelfish--HL&Pwould develop
appropriate base reef materialsthat would be placed at the bottom of the pipe reef to attract demersal
(bottom feeding) fish such as snapperand grouper. Variousshapes fabricated from combined fly ash
and bottom ash are being considered (e.g. quadripod, tetrapod and modified cube) which would provide
structuralstabilityas well as reef complexityfurnishingthe interstitialspaces and crevices necessary to
attract marine life. Prototype by-product reef material fabrication and environmentalpermittingare
progressingto support deployment in the second half of 1991.
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Precast/Prestressed Concrete Poles and Products

In 1990, a task force studyfound that precastand prestressedconcretemanufacturerstypically did
not utilizefly ash, primarilybecause of concernsthat fly ash retards Initialconcrete hydrationresultingin
low early concretestrength. One-day moldturn-around,crucial to the economicsof concrete product
manufacturing,could be affected. HL&P initiateda researchproject slated to studythe potentialof
usinghigh-percentagefly ash concrete inthe manufactureof precast/prestressedconcretepoles.
Concrete poleswere chosen becausethey are typical examples of prestressedproducts and have a
high potentialfor utilizationon the HL&P system. Scope of the project includes determiningan optimal
design mix for 9,500 psi concretewhich maximizesthe use of fl_,ash but does not negativelyimpact the
production process. Strengthand durabilitytests are being performed to ensurethat materialproperties
are at leastequal to the standard non-flyash mix. Once a design mix is chosen prototype poles will be
manufactured. Fullscale destructivetestingof the prototype poles will occur in 1991. JTM, Sherman
Pole Products and the Universityof Alabamaare also participatingin the research.

PreliminarystrengthtestingresultsIndicate that concretemixes from 15% to 55% flyash substitution
(by weight) produce concrete that exceedsthe control (0%) mix by 8% to 14% at 28 days. In addi_ion,
mixes from 15% to 30% substitutiondemonstratehigh enough early strengthto warrantfurther
developmentof a design mix. Successfulconclusionof the researchwill help open the local
precast/prestressedindustry to increased use of fly ash,as well as allow HL&P to utilizefly ash concrete
in the many precast products it uses.

Stabilization of Hazardous Waste

Hazardouswaste stabilizationwith coal combustionby-products is a promisingnew market for
HL&P. There are numeroushazardousmaterialsites, includingsurface impoundment closuresat
refineriesand chemical plantsand waste stabilizationat hazardous waste disposalfacilitiesin the
Houston area that representsignific.,ntpotentialfor by-product utilization.

A researchcontract has been establishedwith Radian Corporationto evaluatethe feasibilityof using
W. A. Parishfly ash for waste stabilization. The objectiveof this evaluationis to determinewhich ratios
of W. A. Parishby-product material, if any, can be used to physicallystabilizebioremediatedwaste
residuecontaininghazardouscompoundsat a specific Superfund site. The resultsthus far indicate that
W. A. Parishfly ash demonstratesgood technical feasibilityfor short-term physicalstabilization.
Additional research is pendingto complete the investigation.

Development of Sulfate-Resistant Class C Fly Ash Concrete

HL&P has contractedwith Ramon CarrasquilloAssociatesof Austinto determinespecific methods
to improvethe sulfateresistantcapabilitiesof Type I and Type II concrete containingW. A. Parish fly
ash. Previousstudieshave indicatedthat the use of ClassC fly ash significantlyimpairsthe resistance
of concrete to sulfateattack (principallyapplicationsin or near a saltwaterenvironment). Improvingthe
sulfateresistanceof ClassC fly ash concretewould open up significantmarket opportunitiesfor fly ash
in concrete applicationsnear the gulf coast.

The project has been active since 1989 and an interimreport was prepared in 1990 comparing the
performanceof concretesmade with W. A. Parishfly ash with that of sulfateresistingconcretes. The
main objectiveof the interim reportwas to providean early assessmentof the performance of four
differentsulfate resistance-improvingoptionsbeingconsidered. Preliminaryconclusionsindicate that
each of the four methods improves resistanceto some extent. At least two of the methods indicate

potentiallyhigher sulfateresistancelevelsthan Type II or Type IV cements (moderate and high sulfate
resistantcements, respectively),which wouldmake ClassC fly ash concreteextremely attractive,
economicalalternative for engineersand constructorsdesigningconcreteapplicationsin a sulfate
environment.
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UTILIZATION OF LOW-RANK COAL
FLY ASH IN HIGH APPLICATIONS

AT A NORTH DAKOTA POWER STATION

Background

Coal Creek Station(CCS) is a two unit 1100 megawatt lignite fueled power plant located in west-
central North Dakota, approximately six miles south of Underwood, and is jointly owned by
Cooperative PowerAssociation(CPA) and United PowerAssociation(UPA). Approximately7 million
tons of lignite are burned annually. Each unit is equipped with an electrostatic precipitator for
particulate controland a Flue Gas Desulfurization(FGD) System which scrubsa portion of the flue
gas for SO2 control. Lime isthe principalrea_gentused for scrubbinginthe FGD System.

Class C flyash, collectedin the precipitators,is pneumaticallyconveyed to siloswhere it is either
(1) loaded ontoash trucksfor disposalin landfill sites at the mine, (2) used as a supplementfor lime
in scrubbing or, (3) sold for use as a replacement for cement inconcrete. The fly ash demand for
cement replacement is such that only a limitedamount can actually be sold, with the majority being
placed in disposalfacilities. CCS producesapproximately550,000 tons of fly ash annually and sells
approximately75,000 tons.

Purpose

In 1988 the North Dakota Mining and Mineral Resources Research Institute received an EPRI
grant to studythe construction and environmental aspects of a high volume cement replacement
project. CPA and UPA funded the actualconstruction.

The purpose of this project was to demonstrate the use of a Class C fly ash to replace
approximately70% of the Portland cement inc_:'ncreteand alsoto demonstrate its use in a flowable-
slurrybackfillmaterial. Freshfly ash fromthe Ct_aiCreek Station, locatednear Falkirk,North Dakota,
was used to make concrete for paving several roads and parking lots at the station and to make
slurry for backfillingseveral culverts. Twenty-fivethousand squareyardsof pozzocrete and 35 cubic
yards of slurry were placed for this project. Figure 1 shows the layout of the paving and testing
apparatus.

The project was organized with four major tasks: (1) background monitoring, (2) construction
monitoring, (3) environmental monitoring,and (4) post-constructionperformance monitoring of the
concreteand slurry.

The backgrounu monitoringtask involved performingphysical, chemical, and leaching tests on
representative samples of the source fly ash to be used for the concrete and slurrybackfill material.
Results of these tests documentthe physicaland chemicalcharacteristicsof the fly ash and indicate
whether it complieswith DOT specificationspertainingto utilizationfor cement replacement.

The construction monitoringtask involvedperforming quality control tests on the subgrade and
concrete used for pavement construction. The results of these tests indicate whether the
construction work meets design specifications. Results of the monitoringtask were to be used to
evaluate the specifications and determine whether they can be used for future high-cement-
replacementconcrete projects.

The environmental monitoringtask involvedcollectingand analyzing pre- and post-construction
Oll_lll II_ll,_ IWF=AL't,_I I II_III_[J=L_IICJIL%,S_I .=-_=lllll_ ilIVIIIJLlt_IU, ¢AII_I _=JIVII_IIIIIJ,II_L_.,.SI h._UIII_,_IUI_, l ll_l_ UUI.K;_ ,llll ILll_II Ik_U Ugt_g iV

determine the water qualityeffects of any leachate generated from either the concrete or the backfill
material. The resultsof this task have not been completedat this time.
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L
Figure 1: Location of Pavement, Fly Ash Slurry

Piezometers, and Lysimeters
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The post-constructionperformance monitoringtask involvedperiodicallytesting core specimens
from the concrete pavementsections,performingvisual inspectionsof the pavement, and compiling
traffic information for the pa_,edareas. The post-constructionmonitoring activities continued for
approximatelytwo years afterpavementconstructionwas completed.

CCS fly ash has been used for several high-cement-replacementconcreteconstructionjobs prior
to this project. CP has placed10,000 square yards of plant pavingimprovementsat CCS; National
Minerals, Inc., has designed and supervised constructionof several parking lots and driveways in
Fargo, North Dakota;and Atlas, Inc., has installedseveralparkinglots inBismarck, North Dakota.

Constructlon Actlvltles

During the summers of 1988 and 1989, approximately 25,000 square yards of eight-inch-thick
concrete pavement, containing 1042 tons of fly ash, were poured at the Coal Creek Station for this
project. The areas paved included several parking lots and access roads at the station. During
construction, a testing program was carried out to evaluate the physical properties of the high-
cement-replacement concrete. In additionto the pavingwork, several sections of pipe culvertwere
backfilledwithfly ash slurry.

The general contractor for the paving work was Minot Paving Company, the concrete was
supplied by Power Concrete Company, and construction monitoring was performed by Braun
EngineeringTesting Company, in conjunctionwiththe Universityof NorthDakota.

Site Preparatlon and Concrete Placement

The first operation in the pavement construction process was subgrade preparation. The
specificationsfor the project requiredthat the pavement base be strippedof surface vegetation,sod,
debris and organic topsoil to a depth of at least four inches. The subgrade was compacted to a
depth of at least 12 inchesto a densitywithinthe limitsof 91% to 95% of maximumdensity, and the
moisturecontent of the top 12 inchesof the subgrade was to be withinthe limits of 0% lo 4% above
the optimum moisture. The terms"maximum density" and "optimummoisturecontent"are defined by
ASTM D 1557 (Modified Proctor),Method A. Ali material withinthe upper 12 inches of the finished
subgradewas to be till materialclassifiedas Group CL as indicatedinthe UnifiedSoil Classification
(USCS) chart.

The originalconcrete mix designfor this projectspecifiedthe replacementof 70% of the Portland
cement with fly ash. The ingredientsfor this design are listed underMix #1 in Table 1. Mix #1 was
used from the startof constructionuntilAugust 31, 1988. Mix#2 was used from September 2, 1988,
untilthe end of constructionin 1988. Mix#2, which had about 15% more cement added than Mix#1,
was developed because much of the concrete poured in July and August showed test strengths
belowthe specified3500 psiwithin35 days.

!
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When pavement constructionwas resumed in 1989, the originaldesign (Mix #1) was used. The
decisionto return to Mix #1 was made because thisparticular design had been successfullyused for
previouspavementconstructionjobs at Coal Creek Stationin 1985 and 1986.

Constructionactivitiesfor this projectwere completedduringJune of 1989. The 35-day strengths
measuredfor ali of the concretepouredin Junewere well over 3500 psi.

TABLE 1

CONCRETE MIX DESIGN

Desiqned MixComponents AmountAdded per CubicYard Concrete

Mix #1 Mix #2
Cementitious Materials:

A. Type II Portland Cement 170 Ibs 194 Ibs
B. Coal Creek Fly Ash 394 Ibs 394 Ibs
Total 564 ,as 588 Ibs

Admixture:

ProtexAEA 4.2 oz 4.2 oz
Pmcrete.N 11.5 oz 11.5 oz

Fine Aggregate 1330 ibs 1250 Ibs
Coarse Aggregate (1.5"-.75") 730 Ibs 740 Ibs
Coarse Aggregate (.75"-#4) 1110 Ibs 1120 Ibs
Coarse Aggregate (Total) 183P _os 1860 Ibs
Water, Net 240 Ibs 240 Ibs
Water/Cement Ratio (W/A+B) 0.43 0.41
Slump 4 ins 4 ins
Cement Factor (NominalA+B) 6.0 sk/yd 6.0 sk/yd
AirContent (Calculated) 6.0 % 6.0 %

Specifications: Acceptable Range
or ASTM Specification

CompressiveStrength at 35 Days 3500 psi, min
Slump 4" - 5"
Air Content 5% - 7%

Cement Type I-II Portland Cement,
Conforming to ASTM C 150

Fly Ash Type C Fly Ash,
Conforming to ASTM C 618
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Fine Aggregate Passing#4 Sieve,
Conformingto ASTM C 33

Coarse Aggregate 1.5" - #4,
Confirmingto ASTM C 33

ProtexAEA Air EntrainingAgent,
Conformingto ASTM C 260

Procrete-N Water ReducingAGent,
Conformingto ASTM C 494

Water Clean and Conformingto
ASTM C 94

lt has not been determinedwhy muchof the concrete poured in Augustof 1988 exhibitedlowtest
strengths. The concrete batch plant reported a problem on August 8 that caused the concrete to
have a lower than specified cement content; however, this does not explain the cause of the low
strengths measured for the other days. lt was suggested that the relatively low ambient.
temperatures in Augustof 1988 were responsiblefor the low strengths, but temperatures in June of
1989, when the strengthswere high,were generally lowerthan August of 1988. lt was noted that the
fine aggregate generallyhad levelsof organicimpuritiesthat exceeded the maximumallowable level
specifiedby ASTM C33, but again the levelswere similarin bothAugust of 1988 and June 1989.

The concrete was batchmixed off-site andtruckedabout 20 miles to the Coal Creek Station. The
concrete components were separately added to the trucks and mixedwhile being transported to the
site.

At the constructionsite,the concrete was poured from ready-mixtrucks directlyintothe pavement
forms and additionalspreadingwas done by hand. A vibratorwas used to consolidate the concrete
and reduce the voids. When the forms were filled with concrete, a truss-type vibratory screed
traveled alongthe top of the form to strike-offthe surface andproduce a level,8-inch thicksection.

The screeded surfaces were given an initial float finish as soon as the concrete stiffened
sufficientlyfor properworking. The first floatingwas followedby a second floatingat the time of initial
set. The second floating produced a smooth, uniform finish. Any hand troweling required to
complete the finishingprocesswas done after the second floatingwhen the surface had hardened
sufficientlyto prevent an excess of finesfrom beingdrawn to the surface.

The finished concrete sections were protected from moisture loss for not less than seven days
after placement. A membrane curing compound sold underthe brand name "Tri-Kote"was applied
within30 minutesafter the finalfinishingof the surfaceto hold inthe moisture. The curingcompound
was sprayedonto the surfaceat a coverage rate in accordancewith the manufacturer's instructions.
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Joints were sawed inthe pavement at appropriate intervals within24 hours or next working day
after the pour. The jointswere sealed inaccordance with the "Standard Specificationsfor Road and
BridgeConstruction"of the North Dakota State Highway Department. The joint sealer conformedto
the specificationscontained in AASHTO M 173. Expansionjointswere also placed inthe pavement
at appropriate intervals. Preformed filler material conforming to ASTM C 1751 was used for the
expansion joints, and steel reinforcingbars were used to tie the pavement sectiontogether across
the expansionjoints.

In order to monitorthe qualityof the concretebeingdeliveredat the constructionsite, the following
proceduresWere performed:

* Aggregate gradationwas tested usingASTM D 75 and C 136.

* Slump and air contentwere measured on the first three batches of concrete mixed each
day and on each additional 50 cubic yards of concrete placed on any one day. Slump
was determined in accordance with ASTM C 143, and air content was determined in
accordancewithASTM C 231.

* Concrete compressivestrengthof cylinderscast was measured each d_,/that concrete
was being poured. The concrete cylinderswere made in accordance with ASTM C 31
and tested in accordance with ASTM C 39, with the exception that additional cylinders
were cast to permittestingafter 3, 7, 21,35, and 84 days of curing. (The originaltesting
plan called for curingcylindersfor 3, 7, 14, 28, and 84 days, but it was decided that 21-
and 35-day curing times were more appropriate for high-cement-replacement concrete
than 14- and 28-day curing times). At least 12 concrete cylinders were cast for each
day's pour. Each set of cylinders was marked with the date and time of day they were
made, the exact locationfrom where they were taken, the concretebatch number, the air
content, andthe slump. Table 2 containstest results.

" Cylinders collected on five selected pour days were cured for six months,one year, and
two years to provide information on the long-term strength of the concrete. Concrete
beams were also cast on five pour days for testing the flexural strength (ASTM C 78),
freeze-thaw resistance (ASTM C 666), and sulfate resistance of the concrete (Bureau of
Reclamation Method). Tables 3, 4, 5 and 6 contains results.

Slurry Placement ActivlUes

An additionalobjective of thisproject was to demonstrate the use of fly ash slurryas a backfill
material for pipe culverts. The slurrywas designedto flow readilyby gravityaround the pipe culvert.
The strength of the cured slurry was in the range of 150 psi, which is high enough to support traffic
but not so strong that itwould be difficultto remove if the pipe should need repairs. The slurrywas
mixed and transported to the Coal Creek Station in ready-mix trucks. Table 7 contains results of
slurrycompressivestrengths. The mix designfor the flyash slurryis listed inTable 8.

The slurrywas used to backfill several sectionsof pipe culvert at the Coal Creek Station. As
the slurrywas beingpoured,cylinderswere cast for unconfinedcompressivestrengthtests.
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TABLE 22

COMPRESSIVE STREN_3Tt__E_ RESULTS

"-" 84 Days- _ Da._s
Set No. 3 Days 7 Days _

1 1_5 2123 _ _4 _y_ 32_ (26_) 4265
2 1347 1_ 2505 _'_4C_,_J 35(R; 4495
3 1357 2107 2690 [1,4_c_) 3280 4_0
4 9_ 1797 2140 {_4 D_ _25 3465
5 10_ _A7 2325 (14 D_ _0 _70
6 1_7 2037 2400 _14Da_) 3_ 4570
7 2167 2_0 _5 (14 Days) 34_ 4555
8 950 13_ 1_ (14 _ys) 2b_ 3870
9 _7 1517 19_ (14 _ys) 2_ 3_0
10 813 _ 1_ (14 Days) 2025 2950
11 9_ 1510 1_0 (14 Days) 2160 3105
12 953 1253 1_ 2_0 3360
13 730 1493 2200 2795 3_0
14 1060 1_0 2_0 27_ 3535
15 907 1413 1925 2330 3395
16 930 1317 1_0 2120 3205
17 883 1727 24_ 2985 3690
18 1190 1760 2360 2685 3770
19 1810 2247 3230 3955 4610
20 1373 2010 2810 3565 4035
21 970 1893 (9 Days) 2560 3125 3975
22 900 1950 (8 Days) 2695 3565 3975
23 1333 2213 3180 3730 4525
24 2023 2707 3760 4295 5285
25 1473 2497 3285 3905 5495
26 1190 1797 2800 3410 _85
27 1253 2033 2950 3755 4180
28 1590 2_0 3650 3975 5_0
29 1613 2727 3800 4450 5770
30 1503 2673 3655 4310 5035
31 1560 2153 3160 3940 4940
32 1410 2330 3330 4010 5185
33 1000 1873 2_0 3425 4735
34 1360 1990 2750 3180 4185
35 1423 2257 3_0 3710 3940
36 1_7 1967 2695 3035 3955
37 1323 20_ 2700 3620 4_5
38 1560 23_ 3100 3760 4505
39 1910 23_ 4315 4965 6025
40 1297 2193 3985 4890 5920
41 1400 2333 3410 45_ 5230
42 1823 2297 3455 4610 5395

2390 4103 4_5 5165 5715
1423 2867 3705 4205 5055

45 1_7 2650 (13 Days) 3495 4145 5275
46 1_7 2713 (12 Days) 35_ _50 5140
47 1927 2990 3730 5265 5615

1127 1860 3205 3990 _05
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TABLE 3

CONCRETE LONG-TERM COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH
TEST RESULTS

|

Sample No. CompressiveStrength

UND 1 3460 psi after six monthsof curing, and
4215 psi after one year of curing

UND 2 2953 psialter six monthsof curing,and
3979 psiafter one year of curing

UND 3 4279 psiafter sixmonths of curing, and
5016 psiafter one year of curing

UND 4 4681 psiafter sixmonths of curing, and
5894 psiafter one year of curing

UND 5 4995psi after sixmonthsof curing, and
5553 psi after one year of curing

TABLE 4

CONCRETE FLEXURAL STRENGTH TEST RESULTS

Sample No. FlexuralStrength

UND 1 365 psi after 14 days of curing

UND 2 415 psi after 21 days of curing

UND 3 470 psi after 21 days of curing

UND 4 490 psi after 28 days of curing

UND 5 400 psi after 28 days of curing, and
460 psi after 35 days of curing
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TABLE 5

PERCENT CHANGE IN LENGTH AND WEIGHT OF CONCRETE SAMPLES
EXPOSED TO 300 FREEZING AND THAWING CYCLES

Percent Change Percent Change Relative Modulus
in Length in Weight Dynamic of

Sample No. After Exposure After Exposure Modulus Elasticity
(psi)

UND 1 3.051 -2.447 108.7 5.21 E6

UND 2 -0.040 -3.522 104 5.43 E6

UND 3 -0.033 -0.368 93.0 5.17 E6

UND 4 -0.029 +0.375 100.6 6.00 E6

UND 5 -0.135 -0.354 106.1 5.49 E6

(+/-) Indicatesexpansion(+) or shrinkage(-)

TABLE 6

PERCENT CHANGE IN LENGTH OF CONCRETE SAMPLES
EXPOSED TO A SULFATE SOLUTION FOR SEVEN MONTHS

PercentChange in Length
Sample No. After Exposure *

UND 1 -0.126

UND 2 -0.142

UND 3 -0.141

UND 4 -0.137

UND 5 -0.160

==,,,,,,,,m

• Negative values indicate shrinkage.
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TABLE 7

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTHS OF FLY ASH SLURRY SAMPLES

Sample No. Sampling Date Compressive Strength

1 8123188 7 psi after 84 days of curing

2 8/24/88 25 psi after 25 daysof curing
49 psi after 84 days of curing

3 9/02/88 41 psi after 42 days of curing
68 psi after 84 days of curing

4 9107188 30 psi after 42 days of curing
36 psi after 84 claysof curing

5 11102/88 163 psi after 42 days of curing
259 psi after 84 days of curing
315 psi after 6 months of cudng
500 psi after 1 year ofcuring

m

TABLE 8

FLY ASH SLURRY MIX DESIGN

Desiqn Mix Component Amount Added per Cubic Yard Slurry

Coal Creek Fly Ash 250 Ibs

Cement 25 Ibs

Fine Aggregate 3000 Ibs

and Sufficient Water for Required FlowCharacteristics.

Background Monitoring Test Results

A background monitoringprogram was performed to document the physical, chemical, and
leachate productioncharacteristicsof the fly ash used for this project and to determine whether the
fly ash compl=eswith DOT specificationsfor paving materials.
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Fly Ash ASTM C 618 Test Results

The principalacceptance criterionfor fly ash beingused for cement replacementis that it meet
the chemical and physical requirements listed in ASTM C 618 "Standard Specificationfor Fly Ash
and Raw or Calcined Natural Pozzoland for use as a Mineral Admixture in Portland Cement
Concrete." The Coal Creek fly ash is considered a Class C material based on its chemical
compositionand meetsthe C 618 requirementsfor a Class C flyash.

Three sets of analyses were obtainedfor the Coal Creek fly ash to assess its characteristics
and long-termvariability. Data was collectedfor samp!e sets analyzed: (1) prior to the start of the
project, (2) at the beginningof the project but prior to construction,and (3) duringthe construction
phase of the project. Foreach set of analyses,five separatefly ash sampleswere tested.

The fly ash analyses done priorto the startof the projectwere taken from the files of the Coal
By-ProductsUtilizationInstitute.

Resultsof fly ash analyses performedduringthe construction phase of the project are listed in
Table 9. The five samples were collected between 8/15/88 and 9/22/88. These samples met ali C
618 requiermentsfor a Class C fly ash except for fineness variation. The fineness of sample #3 was
32.0%, which was 5.8 percentage pointsabovethe average; ASTM C 618 specifiesthat the fineness
should not vary more than five percentage points from the average. The observed variation in
fineness may have been caused by poor sampling technique. The sample was taken by the
constructioncrew, ar,dthe laboratorymanagerobserved that a small amountof sand appeared to be
mixedinwith the sample.

Resistance of the Coal Creek fly ash to sulfate attack was tested usingthe ASTM C 1012
method. The fly ash was tested in two different mortar mixtures cG,ntaining either 80% or 30%
Portland cement. The 80% cement mixture is representative of conventional fly ash addition for
concrete, and the 30% cement mixture is representative of the high-cement-replacementconcrete
used for thisproject.

The acceptance criterionfor sulfate resistance proposed by ASTM for the C 1012 method is
0.1% expansion at six months for moderate exposure conditions. Comparing the test results
reported in Table 10 for the Coal Creek fly ash to this criterion indicatesthat both the conventional-
and the high-cement-replacementmixturesexhibitedacceptablesulfateresistance.
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TABLE 10

LENGTH CHANGE OF CEMENT-FLY ASH MORTARS EXPOSED TO A
SULFATE SOLUTION, ASTM C 1012

Sample No. Mix Proportions

1 Control- 100 Oortlandcement
2 80% cement- ,_0%flyash (a)
3 80% cement- 2L._%flyash (b)
4 30% cement - 7(P_;,flyash (a)

ExposureTime Average PercentExpansion

Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 Sample 4

1 week +0.004 0 +0.004 +0.005

2 week +0.006 +0.001 +0.009 +0.012

3 week +0._)08 +0.007 +0.011 +0.012

4 week +0.012 +0.009 +0.013 +0.016

8 week +0.018 +0.018 +0.019 +0.028

13 week +0.019 +0.023 +0.027 +0.031

15 week +0.027 +0.023 +0.030 +0.034

4 months +0.036 +0.028 +0.030 +0.047

7 months +0.056 +0.038 +0.032 +0.057

9 months +0.072 +0.044 +0.039 +0.068

1 year +0.120 +0.054 +0.047 +0.069

a - Fly ash used was a compositeof the five Coal Creek samples
characterizedat the beginningof the project.

b - Fly ash used was a composite of the five Coal Creek samples
characterized duringconstruction.

c - Positivevalues indicateexpansion.
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Conclusions

The replacement of a high volume of cement with Class C fly ash is an economical nad
viable practice. Based upon the resultsof over 5 years of traffic and freez(:-thaw cycles on
the pozzocrete placed at Coal Creek Station, the long term functionality has been provsn.
Construction techniques for concrete pavement, when properly applied, allow for the
placement of Pozzocrete in a provenfashion. This demonstrationproject shouldprovidethe
data necessary to strengthen and increase the use of fly ash as a valuable engineering
resource.
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COAL-FIRED MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC POWER GENERATION
STATUS AND DEMONSTRATION DESIGNS

ABSTRACT

Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) is a direct coal-burning, high-efficiency, advanced fossil fuel
technology that is environmentallyacceptable for generating electric power. The development of MHD
technology has advanced to where it can be demonstrated at the 250-meg_,;vatt thermal (MWt) level
aroundthe year 2000. The operationaldata from the MHDtest facilitieshaveverifiedMHD's potentialand
are summarized inthe text. Of particularsignificanceare: the sulfur oxides (SOx), nitrogenoxides (NOx),
and particulate reductions achieved; confirmationof predicted efficiency;and operability and durability
of test articles. The Department of Energy (DOE) Proof-of-Concept (POC) Multiyear Programwill provide
the reliability,durability data on commercial prototypic hardware by 1993. The POC program and its
development is described. The feasibility of a 250-MWt MHD retrofit or demonstration plant has been
verified in site-specific conceptual designs. Assessment of feasibility, performance, cost and schedule
is reviewedfor the studyon Montana PowerCompany's J.E. Corette Plant. The strategicplan for bringing
this MHD demonstration project into realityis outlined. These successful programshave proven MHD has
the potential to be an important electric power generation technology for the 21st Century.
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COAL-FIRED MHD POWER GENERATION
STATUS AND DEMONSTRATION DESIGNS

MHD Background

In 1831, Michael Faraday discovered electrical current could be induced in a conductor by its
movement through a magnetic field, thus, the scientific basis for our present electric utilityindustrywas
established. Everyoneisfamiliarwith copper wireconductors, but fluidscan also be conductors. In 1832,
Faraday performed the firstmagnetohydrodynamics(MHD) experiment usingthe Thames River as fluid
conductor with the earth's magneticfield. His experiment did not result in successful power generation,
but it did result inthe name of the technology--MHD. Research on MHD did not resume untilthe early
twentiethcentury. Patentswere applied for inthe 1920s and early 1930s seriousresearch was performed
from 1938 to 1944. Interest in MHD power generation was renewed in the late 1950s for potential
aerospace application. Large,short-durationMHD generatorswere operated, and MHD super-conducting
magnet (SCM) developmentwas started.

Significant interest in coal-fired,open-cycle MHD electrical power generation development resulted
from the Arab oil embargo in the early 1970s. The government's comprehensive Energy Conversion
AlternativesStudy (ECAS) showed that of ali the new coal-fueled power generation technologies, MHD
has the potential to obtain the lowest cost electricity at the highest efficiency.

MHD Today

Today's coal-fired,open-cycle MHD combustscoal ata hightemperature, fuel-richcondition,and uses
a potassium salt seed to produce an electrical conducting gas that is passed through a magnetic field
to generate electrical power. The still hot combustion gas is then used to generate steam for a steam
turbine to produce additional electrical power. This combined-cycle plant has the potentialfor an overall
plant efficiency of 50 to 60 percent.

The MHD generatorhas no moving mechanicalparts; the moving conductor is a hot (approximately
4,800 °F) stream of combustion gas produced by the high-temperature combustion of coal. A small
amount of seed material (typicallya potassium compound) is added to the combustion gas to increase
the electrical conductivity. Direct current (dc) electrical power is produced when the flowing hot gas
interacts with the strong magnetic field in the generator. The dc electricity produced is extracted by a
series of electrodes located in the opposing MHD generator walls. The energy in the still hot
(approximately3,500 °F) gas that emerges from the generator is directed into a boiler system to make
steam that isused to operate a conventionalsteam turbine generator. Thus, electricalenergy is produced
in both the MHD portion of the process, called the topping cycle, and in the boiler system/steamturbine
generator, called the bottoming cycle.

Figure I is a schematic of an open-cycle MHD power plantshowingthe MHD toppingcycle combined
withthe steam bottomingcycle. An open-cycle MHD power plantofferssignificantefficiencyand emission
advantages over a conventionalcoal-fired steam power plant.

In additionto the direct plantbenefits, this 50 percent more efficient, direct coal-combustion process,
automatically means lessfueluse, lessenergy forfueltransportation, less mining/reclamation,lesscooling
water needs, and less overall plant effluents for each kilowatt hour of electricity generated. Carbon
dioxide produced per kilowatt hour is as much as 38 percent less than a conventional coal-fired power
plant fitted with scrubbers because of the efficiency. Suffurdioxide (S02) emissions can essentially be
reduced to zero. The potassium in the seed material combines with any sulfur in the coal during the
combustion process to form potassium suffate. The potassium suffate is collected as a solid in the
downstream part of the plant, processed, and reused as seed material. Operational resultshave proven
that over 98 percent of the SO2 can be removed from the combustion gases. Thus, the Environmental
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MHD Power Applications
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FIGURE 1 - COMBINED CYCLE TOPPING/RANKINE BOI"I'OMING CYCLE.

ProtectionAgency's (EPA's) New Source Performance Standards (NSPS) are more than satisfied when
the MHD combustor is operating at its nominaldesign condition. Similaroperation:_ldata has shown that
typical MHD operation at its fuel-rich condition, coupled with a properly designed downstream boilerwill
reduce nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissionsto 30 percent of the current NSPS requirements. Collection of
particulates produced in an MHD plant has been successfullydemonstrated with either a baghouse or
electrostatic precipitators. A conventionalcoal-fired power plant equipped with scrubbers has efficiency
of 32 to 33 percent-compared to anticipated first-generation MHD power plant efficiency of 40 to 50
percent (scrubbers not required) and mature plant efficienciesof 60 percent.

Technical ProQress

Experimentalprogress since the mid-1970s, coupled with strong analytical-numericalcomputational
modeling capability,has resolvedalithe major road blocksthat were envisioned for MHD. Some of these
technical advancements are:

1. MHD channel electrode life has increased from seconds to minutes to 1,600 hours of MHD testing
with an extrapolated life of 9,000 hours.

2. An MHD coal-fired combustor and an MHD channel have been combined to produce MHD-
generated electrical power at the 50-megawatts thermal (MWt) level.

3. MHD's inherent environmental performance has been proven experimentaily....measuredSOx and
NOx emission levels are well below EPA's NSPS.
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4. Tube fouling was shown not to be a problem in the steam-bottoming part of the MHD power
plant--operational data indicates conventional soot blowers will dislodge the MHD-type slag/seed
deposits.

5. An MHD 6.2 Tesla superconducting magnet, sized for a nominal 50-MWt MHD test train, has been
successfully built and checked out.

6. An MHD dc-to-ac inverter was developed by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI),built by
Westinghouse,and operatedsuccessfully-transferring up to 2 megawattselectric (MWe) ofpower
to the Montana Power Company grid.

MHD Test Facilities

Two major government-owned MHD facilities, the Coal-Fired Flow Facility (CFFF) in Tullahoma,
Tennessee, and the Component Development and Integration Facility (CDIF) in Butte, Montana, are
activelydevelopingMHD in conjunction with several smallertesting laboratoriesand universities.

The CDIF tests MHD topping cycle components. The first series of tests in 1980 were performed with
an oil-fired ash injection combustor; however, a 50-MWt coal-fired MHD power train has been in operation
since 1985. Integrated power train testing at the CDIF has general objectives of 1) identifying
combustor/channel interface issues, 2) characterizing power train performance, 3) identifying combustor
and channel durability issues and validating design solutions to the endurance problem, and 4)
demonstrating power train reliability and maintainability during operation. The four issues are tested at
conditions and stress levels representative of future large-sca2ecommercial systems. The culmination of
testing at the CDIF will be a 1,000-hour duration test series composed of 10 100-hour tests. The
combustor and channelto providethis performance is currentlybeing designed and willbe delivered and
tested starting in 1992.

The CFFF tests MHD bottoming cycle components. Its functions are 1) to demonstrate the recovery
of heat from the combustiongases to produce steam for electric power generation in a conventional
turbogenerator and to preheat the oxidant for combustion, and 2) to control both gas-phase and
particulate emissionsto meet environmental requirements.

Components of the MHD bottoming cycle are basically identical to those of a steam plant: a radiant
boiler, secondary combustor, superheater, reheater, airheater, and particulate collection devices.
However, muchhigher temperature existsin the combustionprocess as well as a differentgas chemistry
of the combustiongases due to the presence of potassium in the MHD system. Therefore, a new data
base covering heat transfer, cleanliness factors, corrosion, erosion, and particulate removal must be
established for designing an efficient bottoming cycle. Contrary to the topping cycle, where new
components m, ( be developed, the objectives of the integrated bottoming-cycleprogram include:

1. Providing technology and resolving technical issues on emission control, fouling, and corrosion,
which is required for scaleup to larger plants.

2. Demonstrating bottoming system and component characteristics such as operation, life,
performance, and failure modes.

The Department of Enemy's Multlyear Program Plan

Technical developments and breakthroughs have been presented. Yet, in the United States, MHD
required one other kind of breakthrough--a multiyear plan that would culminate in a large MHD
demonstration. The Department of Energy (DOE) formulated such a plan that included {through three
separate open meetings) ali phases of the industry's input. The objective is to provide the critical
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engineering data base that will allow the privatesector to evaluate the risks and benefits of MHD before
proceeding with commercial demonstration. The resultant proof-of-concept (POC) program plan was
presented to Congress in 1988. See Figure 2.

The essence of the POC program is to provide prototypiccommercial hardware for long-duration
testing of reliabilityand durability. Commercial prototypic hardware testing and evaluation is to be
completed by 1993. Inturn, the technology can then be demonstrated and commercialized around the
year 2000. To ensure testing meets the retrofit/demonstrationrequirements, DOE did two things:

• contracted for site specific MHD Retrofit Conceptual Designs, and

• established a broad-based industry coordinationcommittee--the Technology Transfer Integration
and Review Committee (TTIRC)

Testing at the CDIF and CFFF will meet the engineering challenges of the prototypic hardware.

The Next Step - Retrofit

Site-specific MHD retrofit designs of approximately100 MWe were completed. The two sites were
Montana PowerCompany's J.E. Corette PlantandSouthernCompany Services' (Gulf Power)Scholz Plant.
Both retrofit designs show that MHD can be operational,can reduce emissions,can increase efficiency,
and can add to site capacity.

PROOF-OF-CONCEPT FIRST I
I COMMERCIALIZATION '

DEVELOPMENT INTEGRATED I
FACILITY I

I

50 MW!
TOPPING CYCLE I

I I
I

250 MWt I FIRSTCFFF REPOWER AN COMMERCIAL

28 MWt EXISTING UTILITY i PLANT

HRSR PLANT I 350-750 MWI

I

SUPPORT,N_ I _ I
..wu.,..

COMBUSTOR I
SCM I

INVERTER I

I

FIGURE 2 - MHD DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM.
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The following features were incorporated in the two retrofitdesigns:

• size at five times larger than existingtest facilities;

• reliabilitythrough a conservativedesign;

• operate in a utilityenvironment;

• demonstrate operabilitysufficientto rate base the facility;

• integratethe steam, reheat, and feedwater systems;

• increase plant efficiencyand capacity;

• reduce environmentalimpacts:SOx, NOx, and particulate;

• establish cost_ to design, construct, and operate; and

• the steam connectionconcept (Figure 3) was utilized.
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Project Schedule

An overall project schedule for the MHD Retrofit Project is 6 years from the beginning of project
mobilization through startup. See Figure 4.

The long-lead time items are 5 years for the channel, combustor, and magnet and 4 years for the heat
recovery and seed recovery systems. These items will have to be ordered as early in the preliminary
design as possible.

The above schedule is 6 years to commissioning with 2 additional years of operation to establish the

operation data base for reliability and maintainability assessments.

The retrofit design for the J.E. Corette Plant is actNeg/being developed for submittal under the Clean
Coal Technology 5 Program. The details of the J.E. Corette Plant studies are discussed in subsequent
sections.

J. E. Corette Plant Retrofit Desiqn

The MHD Development Corporation (MDC)was contracted to do the J.E. Corette Plant R.._trofitDesign.
MDC, a private corporation, was formed with the express purpose of moving MHD into commercialization.
MDC corporate entities are involved with the development of MHD. Table 1 lists those which performed
the retrofit study.

In addition, the EPRI and the Edison Electric Institute (EEl) MHD task force supported the J.E. Corette
Plant Retrofit Design.

The J. E. Corette Plant is currently restdcted to 166 MWe, which is less than full boiler capacity (180

MWe) and less than full turbine capacity (182 MWd). The MHD retrofit would enable full capacity to be
attained, reduce emissions, and add 28 MWe gross of MHD-produced electricity to
the site.
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FIGURE 4 - PROJECT SCHEDULE.
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TABLE 1

RETROFITSTUDY ENTITLES

• MHD DevelopmentCorporation

• AVCO Research Laboratory, Inc.

• Babcock & Wilcox, Inc.

• General Dynamics

• Montana Energy Research and Development Institute (MERDI)

• Montana Power Company

• MSE, Inc.

• TRW, Inc.

• Westinghouse Electric Corporation

The J. E. Corette Plant description (Table 2) and MHD Design Parameters (Table 3) follow. Energy
input-output diagrams are given in Figure 5.

Cost Estimate

The costs of the J. E. Corette Plant retrofitfacilitywere compiled by estimating costs of each major
component, (e.g., combustor, channel, etc.,) then applying factors forassociatedbulk commodities,labor,
indirect costs, project contingency, and engineering. This resulted in the following retrofitplant costs
(1989 dollars):

Engineering, Environmentaland Integration $19 mil
Constructionand Equipment ........... 202 mil
Contingency ........................ 43 mil

TOTAL .... $264 mil

The MHD portion of the facilityproduces 98.5 MWe, so the cost is about $2680/kW. For a first-of-a-
kind demonstration unit, this cost seems reasonable and is similar to the Coolwater-lntegrated Coal
Gasification Combined Cycle demonstration plant costs.

MHD Retrofit or MHD Stand Alone

What would the economics of a similar stand-alone MHD Demonstration plant be versus the MHD
retrofit to the J.E. Corette Plant? The J. E. Corette Plant retrofit would increase site capacity, increase
efficiency, and decrease emissions, but would it be the most economic way to demonstrate MHD?
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TABLE 2

J. E. CORETTE PLANT DESCRIPTION

Owner: Montana Power Co.
Built: 1969
Location: 70 acres on the Yellowstone River near

Billings, Montana
Nominal Capacity: 180 MWe
Operating Capacity: 166 MWe

Fuel: Montana Rosebud
Moisture: 25.3%
Ash: 9.1%
Sulfur: 0.8%
Energy: 8,600 Btu/Ib

Thermal Generation
Main Stream: 1,800 psi/1000 °F
Reheat Steam: 1,000 °F
Net Output: 157.0 MWe

Heat Rate: 11,010 Btu
Efficiency: 31%

TABLE 3

MHD DESIGN PARAMETERS

Thermal Input: 250 MWt
Fuel Type: Montana Rosebud
Moisture Maximum: 5%
Combustion

Stoichiometry: 0.9 (fuel rich)
HRSR Afterburner

Stoichiometry: 1.05
Ash Rejection: 70% in Combustor
Oxygen Enrichment: 38 mol%
Oxidant Preheat: 1,200 °F
Seed Content: 1% by weight potassium
Mach Number: 1.2 at Channel Inlet

Cash flow comparisons of the rather complex energy values resulting from the integrated retrofit plant
generating steam energy and electric energy versus converting ali the energy to higher-valued electricity
in a stand-alone plant was needed. The economics of building a stand alone MHD plant with its own
turbine-generator were investigated. This evaluation was done by retaining the same design parameters
and same site, but operating the stand alone MHD demonstration plant as an independent power
producer (IPP), i.e., a qualifying facility. Using ali the thermal energy to produce electricity and selling
this electricity at projected IPP rates for the years 2000+ gave the best cash flow arrangements. Though
capitol costs increase about $60 million to add a turbine island and feedwater system, the cash flow
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FIGURE 5 - MHD/CORETTE RETROFIT ENERGY INPUT-OUTPUT DIAGRAM.

from the added electricity produced offset the increased costs over the life of the plant. The added cash
flow also increased the bonding capability. Thus, the stand-alone MHD plant may be more economically
viable.

These studies have shownthat MHD retrofits and new plants can have significant advantages. For
retrofits, MHD negates use of a scrubber and adds to site capacity and efficiency-especially
advantageousif the old boiler is in need of major repairs. Once the selected demonstration is successful
and reliabilityis proven,the efficiencyand environmentalbenefits of MHD make it a desirable technology
to have in the utilitymix of power generation options.

Possible Retrofit Funding Sources

For the retrofit,there are two funding sources that must be successfullyworked together. The first
is the Federal Government. Alternatives to be considered are:

• the existing fossil energy researchand development (R&D) MHD line item;

• clean coal technology;

• congressional line item; and

• environmental legislation--acid rain/greenhouse.
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Of these alternatives, clean coal techno!ogy currently represents the highest potential. However, a
dilemma has been identified on the commercialization of the highest potential/highest payback
technologies such as MHD. The dilemma is that these technologies also have the highest risk and the
longest lead time to realization, mainly because of the many steps required to get them to
commercialization. Also, very large capital outlays are required since application is optimized at the large
scale. This high risk has been increased in some cases by eliminating intermediate development steps
between POC and commercially-viable demonstration. Other large, nonfossil fuel technology
developments that compete with fossil fuel, such as nuclear and fusion, receive different treatment--add
to this, the inability of private, regulated industry to accept the greater risks and the availability of foreign
suppliers receiving subsidy from their own governments.

Therefore, a need has been identified to fund these high-payback/high-risk technologies with a lower
cost-share requirement and in a phased approach to allow their successful realization, lt has not been
identified whether the present Clean Coal Technology Program can be modified to resolve the dilemma.

The second major funding source is the nongovernment sector. Key partners include:

• the sponsoring utilities;

• the EPRI;

• industrial suppliers;

• state governments; and

• foreign partners.

The challenges here include mechanisms to minimizethe total capital outlay, advancing MHD in the
POC phase so that the payback of capital outlays for the retrofit may be accomplished in the time frame
required by current corporate management, and structuring foreign company and government involvement
so that previous investment in the technology is protected. These challenges are being addressed but
require significant government interaction with POC funding and progress as well as addressing the cost-
share dilemma.

Concluslon

There is significant need for coal-fired MHD in the United States, and the world, and there appears
to be a window of opportunity for its commercial demonstration by 2002. This is being paced by
developments being made in the POC phase of the National MHD Program Plan. Conceptual designs
have been completed for retrofit to a commercial power plant as the first demonstration and assessments
of a stand-alone MHD demonstration plant as an option are being made. This project will be the first such
larcje-scale MHD demonstration in the world. The existing team is organizing the _ffort to support the
MHD project, and the Montana Power Company has a plant available. The key to advancement is the
adequate support of the present POC program as well as an allowance for high-payback/high-risk
technology development. Challenges exist, but efforts are being made in ali areas to meet them and
realize the potential of coal-fired MHD.
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ABSTRACT

This study is an economic comparison of the coal-fired magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) technology
with conventional coal-fired steam power plants; the comparisons made are based on a levelized "Cost
of Electricity* for similarly sized plants. A revenue requirement analysis was used for the economic
evaluation of engineering alternatives in the electric utility industry.

The basis for the MHD technology used in the comparison is a recently completed conceptual
design done by the MHD Development Corporation for retrofitting the coal-fired J. E. Corette plant with
a 250-MW, MHD unit. A 500-MWo MHD consideration is based on the "Advanced Power Train"
predictions of the Department of Energy (DOE), and conventional plant considerations are based on
the Technical Assessment Guide of the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI). The economic
comparisons indicate that MHD is considerably more attractive than a conventional unit.

INTRODUCTION

The advancement of a coal-based power generation technology is of primary interest to the DOE.
These interests are well-founded due to increasing costs for premium fuels, increasing acid rain, global
warming, and more importantly, the establishment of energy independence to promote national
security. One of the current goals of the DOE is to promote the development of coal-fired MHD
technology for the electric utility industry.

MHD is a process that generates electrical power by burning coal at high temperatures. The
combustion gases are passed through a duct or channel that is surrounded by a superconducting
magnet. Electricity (direct current) is produced in the channel when the conductive gases pass through
the magnetic field. The process heat remaining is used to produce steam for driving a conventional
turbine generator.

By directly generating electricity in the channel, and by using the remaining heat to produce steam,
large efficiency increases can be achieved when the thermal energy of the coal is changed to electric
energy. Thermal efficiencies approaching 60 percent are predicted for large, fully developed MHD
power plants. Presently, coal-fired and nuclear power plant efficiencies are about 35 percent. MHD
can greatly increase the amount of electricity produced per pound of coal burned while at the same
time reducing the emissions usually associated with burning coal.

Sulfur oxides (SOx) can be reduced (up to 99 percent removal) to well below the current New
Source Performance Standards (NSPS) and can also satisfy the more stringent emission requirements
anticipated in the new Clean Air Act Amendments. Because SOx emissions are believed to be a major
cause of acid rain, MHD can obviously provide a substantial reduction in this area.

Another emission associated with acid rain is nitrogen oxide (NO_). The MHD process reduces this
pollutant to O. 1 Ib per million Btu versus the current NSPS of 0.6 Ib per million Btu for bituminous coal.
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Particulate emissions are reduced by removing 70 percent of the particulate during the first combustion
process, and standard particulate control technology is used to control the particulate emissions to
about 0.2 Ib per million Btu as compared to 0.3 Ib per million Btu allowed by the NSPS. Electrostatic
precipitators or baghouses are adequate and scrubbers are not required in the MHD process.

Carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions are linked to the greenhouse effect, and the MHD process can
reduce CO2 emissions per electrical unit produced by over one-third. Consquently, it appears coal-fired
MHD is the technology of the 1990s and beyond for mitigating the acid rain problem and the
greenhouse effect.

MHD power plants can be built as new stand-alone plants or added on as retrofits to existing
power plants. The retrofit option is particularly attractive since an MHD unit could increase the power
generating capacity of an older plant, increase efficiency, and reduce emissions; these mulitple benefits
may warrent extending the working life of the older existing plants.

The ourpose of this paper is to provide the electric utility industry with an economic comparison
of the developing coal-fired MHD technology with conventional coal-fired steam power plants. The
comparisons made are based on a levelized "Cost of Electricity = for similarly sized plants, which is a
common technique used by EPRI for comparison studies. This type of analysis requires the assumption
that ali considerations have the same capacity factor. For environmental equality between the
technologies, it is assumed the conventional plants have a scrubber. The basis for the MHD
technology is a recently completed conceptual design done by the MHD Development Corporation for
retrofitting the coal-fired J. E. Corette plant with a 250-MW, MHD unit. A 500-MW, MHD
consideration is based on the "Advanced Power Train = predictions of the DOE, and conventional plant
considerations are based on the EPRI Tecnnical Assessment Guide.

ENGINEERING ECONOMICS METHODOLOGY

The cost of electricity for each consideration was determined by the revenue requirement
approach (1).

Revenue requirements (RRs) are costs, and, for ali costs incurred, the company is required to
recover the revenue to pay off these costs. EPRI's diagram of intent (2), shown in Figure 1, illustrates
this process.

RRs are strictly defined as the amount of revenue that must be collected to compensate a utility
for ali expenditures associated with implementing an alternative decision involving money. This
includes the company's minimum acceptable return on investor's committed capital, which is needed
for the required revenues. Therefore, the RRs can be written as:

RR = Carrying Charges (CCs) + Expenses

The CCs (often referred to as fixed charges) are the revenue obligation needed to support an
investment item. CCs are equal to the sum of return on debt (RD), return on equity (RE), Federal and
state income tax liability (T), book depreciation (BD), property taxes (PT), and insurance (I). The
formula needed to make the RR analysis is given in Reference (1).

CC = RD + RE + T + BD + PT + I

Expenses generally are made to cover the way in which a facility is operated or maintained. These
expenses include fuel and operating and maintenance (O&M) costs. Revenue requirements may be
expressed on an annual basis over the service lifetime or as a financially equivalent single amount.
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Consequently, the RR methodology is regarded as most appropriate for the electric utility industry as
a tool used for calculating the cost of electricity (3).

The levelized annual cost of electricity per kWh of energy is determined by levelizing RRs over the
lifetime of an alternative technology. For a typical alternative technology, the levelized RR (LRR) is as
follows:

LRR = (Levelized CC Factor) (Total Capital Requirement)
+ (Levelized Inflation and Escalation Factor) (fuel cost)
+ (Levelized Inflation Factor) (O&M cost)

A computer program was written to determine the levelized factors and produce the LRR. The
LRR is based on the economic parameters given in Table 1 and were provided by the Montana Power
Company (MPC).

Tables 2 and 3 provide the levelized cost of electricity at 85 percent plant capacity for six coal-
fired considerations. The total cost of electricity is the sum of ali the levelized operating costs and
levelized fixed charges and is expressed in $1,000/year and mills*/kWh.

* 1 mill - 1110cent

Levelized Operating Costs

The operating costs are the sum of the O&M and fuel costs. Inflation will tend to increase the
operating costs (in current dollars) over the life of the plant. In this study, a long-term inflation rate
of 5 percent per year is assumed in estimating both the cost of capital and the life cycle revenue
requirements for other expenses. The "present worth" concept of money is used to compute a single
levelized value for the fixod and variable operating costs, which represents the varying revenue
requirements. With the information given on the economic parameters in Table 1, the computed 30-
year levelization factor (LF) for both the fixed and variable operating costs, excluding fuel costs, is
1.65. The computed 30-year levelized O&M cost, is as follows:

30-year levelized O&M = 1.65 X (first yr O&M)

A zero percent fuel price escalation rate is used in this study, and the resulting 30-year LF for fuel
cost is also 1.65. The computed 30-year levelized fuel cost is as follows:

30-year levelized fuel cost = 1.65 X (First yr fuel cost).

Levelized Fixed Charges

At a discount rate of 10.57 percent per year, the 30-year levelized fixed charge rate based on the
economic parameters in Table 1 is 14.2 percent per year. The levelized fixed charges (LFC) in S/year
for a 30-year plant are calculated from the total capital requirement as follows:

LFC = 0.142 X (total capital requirement).

CORETTE RETROFIT PLANT

An MHD facility as a retrofit to an existing power generation plant is the most cost-effective and
attractive method of demonstrating the coal-fired MHD technology because:
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1. early utility involvement is ensured, thereby, reducing the necessary steps to gain support from the
utilities; this also provides for cost-sharing opportunities;

2. the technology transfer to the electric utility industry is enhanced by the joint participation of the
MHD community and utilities that are involved in the design process;

3. sincethe plant will be operated in a normal utility environment, commercial reliability andavailability
can be demonstrated;

4. the overall capital cost of the project will be reduced because existing major facilities will be used;

5. the installation and operational demonstration of MHD will prove to be less of a risk to the utility
host because the existing steam plant will retain its operational capability; and

6. emissionswill be reduced at the site, and the site capacity will be increased.

The MHD retrofit is an intermediate, commercial-sized MHD/steam power system that is to be
operated and tested in a utility environment. Program objectives include verifying the technical and
economic feasibility of commercial MHD power generation (includingthe environmental a_pects) and
providingelectric utilitiesand equipment manufacturers with the necessary information and confidence
to proceed with the commercializa*_ionof MHD.

The MPC's coal-fired J. E. Corette steam power plant in Billings, Montana, was chosen because
it is representative of plants nationwide that could be retrofitted with the MHD technology on a
commercial basis. This facility is a reheat plant with 1,800 psig, 1,000 °F main steam, and 1,000 °F
reheat steam. The conceptual design for this plant was done by teams led by the MHD Development
Corporation in Butte, Montana (4).

Studies indicate the retrofit of an MHD system to a conventional steam plant is practical and
would significantly increase plant performance by providing a higher net power output through
increasedthermal input. In addition, inherent in the MHD process is the ability to reduce emissionsof
SOx and NOx.

The MHD retrofit conceptual design is based on a steam connection concept: MHD produced
steam and Corette produced steam are combined to supply the Corette turbine generator. This steam
connection concept is illustrated in Figure 2.

The 250-MWt MHD power train for the integrated retrofit plant is a 5:1 scaleup of the current
topping cycle demonstrated at the Component Development and Integration Facility (CDIF) in Butte,
Montana. This scaleup provides an MHD channel that produces 28.0-MWo dc electrical output,
generates steam that yields 78.3 MW., and provides a feedwater heating equivalent of 11.6 MW°.
By using the feedwater heat, the Corette boiler provides enough steam to produce 106.7 MW° from
the turbine generator; therefore, the MHD retrofit facility produces a grosspower output of 212.2 MW=
(1 86.1 MW° net), which is a site increase of 28 percent of 46.9 MW.. The overall unit efficiency is
increased from 31 to 33.6 percent. The 5:1 scaleup factor is considered to be only a moderate risk
toward MHD demonstration.

The entire coal-fired MHD process begins when pulverized coal, seed, and preheated oxygen-
enrichedair are injected into the two-stage combustor (see Figure 2). The two-stage combustor burns
the coal at a very high temperature and pressure: 4,580 °F at 5.1 atm. The seed material, potassium
carbonate (K2COz), is added to produce the plasma conductivity necessary for efficient channel
operation.
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In the first stage of the combustor, 70 percent of the slag is removed. Seed (as dry powder
carried by nitrogen or in a molten salt form) is added in the second stage so it will not be lost in the
first stage. The second stage of the combustor burnsthe coal and oxygen in a fuel-rich atmosphere
to the desired plasma temperatu =,;the production of NOx is reduced at these very high temperatures.
The nozzle of the combustor accelerates the plasma before it enters the MHD channel.

In the channel, which is surrounded by a 4.5-tesla magnet, 28 MW. of dc power are generated.
The high velocity exit gases are decelerated in the diffuser to a velocity acceptable for the radiant
furnace while recovering pressure energy from the kinetic energy of the exit gases. The fuel-rich
combustion gases exit the MHD power train out of the diffuser at 3,800 °F and at atmospheric
pressure.

The heat recovery seed recovery (HRSR) system recovers heat from the MHD power train exit
gases and removes and collects the seed and ash from the combustion gases. The heat recovery
portion of the HRSR system produces superheat and reheat steam for the existing Corette steam
turbine/generator.

Finalsolids removal is done with an electrostatic precipitator. The result is that the HRSR system
produces about 183 MWt of superheated and reheated steam at the Corette turbine conditions. At full
load, the HRSR system produces about 40 percent of the turbine steam while the Corette boiler
produces 60 percent. The retrofit design is such that the Corette boiler can supply steam to the
Corette turbine independently or operate in parallel with the HRSR system; thereby ensuring the
integrity of the Corette plant power generation capability.

The cost estimates for the J.E. Corette retrofit plant were provided by the MHD Development
Corporation (4) and are tabulated in Table 4. The total capital requirement costs are estimated at
$275.1 M. This cost is different than that given in Reference 4 because it was adjusted for past
inflation and is based on the GNP deflator. This includes ali equipment except the seed regeneration
facility, materials, engineering, and construction labor. A 20 percent contingency is also included due
to the early stage of this estimate.

MHD Plant

O&M costs involve fixed, variable, and consumablecosts, which aretabulated in Table 4. Annual
maintenance cost for this new technology is estimated as a percentage of the installed capital cost of
the ,_acilities.The O&M cost, with fixed costs remaining constant, is estimated at $25,536 M as of
December 1989 based on 85 percent plant capacity factor. The fuel cost, as delivered to the Corette
plant, is $4,850 M in December 1989. This includesthe cost of Montana Rosebud coal (8,677 Btu/Ib)
and natural gas, which is also based on an 85 percent plant capacity factor.

Corette Plant

The J. E. Corette Plant, located in Billings,Montana, was built in 1969; the plant's total capital
requirements are currently referenced as a sunk cost. The costs tabulated inTable 4 (as of December
1989) are: (1) O&M -- $2,625 M and (2) fuel cost -- $5,369 M. These costs were derived from the
cost of the existing plant based on an 85 percent capacity factor and the design constraints of the
MHD/Corette retrofit plant. As with the MHD case, fixed costs remain constant.

EconomicSummary

Figure 3 shows a plot of the estimated cost of capital, O&M, fuel, actual cost of electricity, and
the levelized cost of electricity in current December 1989 dollars ove; a lifetime of 30 years. The
levelized cost of electricity is equal to 73.83 mills/kWh. Current dollar levelized cost estimates are
given in Figure 4 for sensitivity cases of the MHD/Corette retrofit plant; of particular interest are the
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sensitivities relating to the annual inflation rate, capacity factor, and total plant investment. If the
inflation rate increases by 1 percent, the levelized cost of electricity will increase by 7.5 percent. On
the other hand, if the inflation rate decreases by 1 percent, the levelized cost of electricity will
decrease by 6.4 percent. If the plant capacity is 75 percent, the levelized cost of electricity will
increase by 5.1 percent. In the base case, the plant is assumed to have an 85 percent capacity factor.
If this plant capacity factor is 65 percent, the levelized cost of electricity will increase by 11.7 percent.
If the plant investment increases or decreases by 25 percent, the levelized cost of electricity will
increase or decrease by 9.5 percent, respectively.

COAL-STEAM WITH WET LIMESTONE FLUE GAS DESULFURIZATION, 186.1 MW.

Basis of EstimatQ

EPRI has studied a number of conventional power plants, and a 200-MW. conventional coal-fired
steam plant was chosenfor comparison with the MHD/Corette retrofit plant. A performance and cost
basis for the 200-MWo plant is summarized in the EPRI Technical Assessment Guide (5); the design
and estimates were prepared by Bechtel Power Corporation (6).

The purpose of the study is to provide the electric utility industry with a frame of reference for
comparing the MHD/Corette retrofit plant with conventionalcoal-fired steam plants with wet limestone
flue gas desulfurization (FGD). Therefore, consistencybetween designsand cost estimates is of critical
importance. For this raason, the authors have taken the standard designs and cost estimates for a
200-MWo coal-fired steam plant with wet limestone FGD (5) and modified it slightly to provide for
consistency with the 186.1-MWe MHD/Corette retrofit-based system designs and cost estimates.
These estimates were adjusted for past inflation and based on the GNP deflator and are presented in
Table 5.

Plant Description

The plant is a conventional coal-fired steam plant (subcritical)with a unit size of 186.1 MW,. The
key design assumptionsare as follows:

- uses Montana Rosebud coal (8,677 Btu/Ib);
has subcritical steam conditions (2,400 psig/1,000 °F/1,000 °F);

- uses wet limestone FGD for S02 removal, which is consistant with an MHD retrofit; and
- is designed for base load with an 85 percent plant capacity factor.

Economic Summary

The cost of electricity for a coal-fired steam plant with wet limestone FGD was determined for
current dollar analysis based on the economic parameters in Table 1. The results are presented in
Table 2 and were found to be 75.74 mills/kWh. This cost is the summation of ali the levelized
operating costs and the levelized fixed charges.

COAL-STEAM WITH WET LIMESTONE FGD, 500 MW.

Basisof Estimate

For this portion of the study, a 500-MW° conventional coal-fired steam plant is compared with a
500-MW. MHD/steam plant. A performance and cost basis for this plant is summarized in the EPR_
Technical Assessment Guide (5), and was prepared by Bechtel Power Corporation (6). The estimated
costs were adjusted for past inflation and based on the GNP deflator and are tabulated in Table 5.
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The purpose of this study is to provide the electric utility industry with a frame of reference for
comparing the 500-MWo MHD/steam plant with the 500-MWe conventional coal-fired steam plants
with wet limestone FGD.

Plant Description

The plant is a conventional coal-fired steam plant (subcritical) with a unit size of 500 MW°. The
design basis and general block flow diagrams are presented in Reference 6, and the key design
assumptions are:

- uses Montana Rosebud coal (8,677 Btu/Ib);
has supercritical steam conditions (3,500 psig/1,000 °F/1,000 °F);

- uses wet limestone FGD for SO= removal; and
- is designed for base load with an 85 percent plant capacity factor.

Economi_ _;vmmarv

The cost of electricity for a coal-fired steam plant with wet limestone FGD was determined for
current dollar analysis based on the economic parameters in Table 1. The results are presented in
Table 3 and were 58.15 mills/kWh. This cost is the summation of ali the levelized operating costs and
the levelized fixed charges.

500-MW. MHD PLANT

Basis of Estimate

The number of MHD/steam power plants (new stand-alone) was studied by Westinghouse under
the development program for an MHD advanced power train. In this study, a 500-MW° MHD/steam
power plant was chosen for the analysis of the cost of electricity. The capital cost determined in the
Westinghouse study for the first commercial plant was based on minimum cost, maximum utilization
of state-of-the-art equipment, minimum development time, and the availability for commercial use in
1990. A performance and cost basis for this plant is summarized in the final report of the MHD
advanced power train (7). The design and estimates were prepared by Westinghouse Corporation.

The recent conceptual design study by the MHD Development Corporation for retrofitting the coal-
fired J.E. Corette plant indicates the O&M costs to be sufficiently higher than the Westinghouse
estimates that were calculated in 1983. The authors decided to adjust the O&M cost in consideration
of the material cost, which is 5 percent of the total plant capital requirement. These estimates were
adjusted for past inflation and based on the GNP deflator and are presented in Table 5.

.P!ant Description

The design basis and general block flow diagrams for the 500-MWo MHD/steam plant are
presented in Reference 8. The key design assumptions are:

- uses Montana Rosebud coal (8,677 Btu/Ib);

- has an MHD channel that is of the segmented Faraday type with external diagonal connections;
- has an air seperation unit that supplies the plant with an enriched oxidant;
- has a state-of-the-art technology single reheat steam plant 2,400 psig/1,000 °F with 1,000 °F
reheat; and

o is designed for base load with an 85 percent plant capacity factor.
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Economic Summary

The levelized cost of electricity was calculated for the 500-MW. MHD/steam power plant based
on the economic parameters in Table 1. The results are tabulated in Table 3 and were found to be
49.52 mills/kWh. This cost is the summation of ali the levelizedoperating costs and the levelizedfixed
charges.

Figure 5 shows the plots of MHD/steam power plant for estimated cost of capital, O&M, fuel,
actual cost of electricity, and the levelizedcost of electricity in December 1989 dollars over a lifetime
of 30 years. Current dollar levelized cost estimates are given in Figure 6 for sensitivity cases of the
500-MWo MHD/steam power plant.

MATURE MHD PLANT

Experience has shown that the c_st of implementing a new technology may be rather high for the
first commercial version, but the costs (in constant dollars) decline for subsequent versions as the
technology is improved. This effect is most often referred to as the learning curve. When a new
technology is established and is being produced by many vendors in competition with each other, the
technology is referred to as mature (2).

In this study, two mature MHD plantswere considered: the 186.1 -MW, MHD/Corette retrofit and
a 500-MW° MHD/steam plant. The total capital cost of a mature 186.1-MWe MHD/Corette retrofit
was estimated based on a 28 percent reduction of contingency and capital cost. The estimated results
are presented in Table 4. A similarcost reduction was applied to the 500-MW. MHD/steam plant, and
the estimated cost is tabulated in Table 5.

Economic Summary

The levelized cost of electricity was calculated for both a mature MHD/Corette retrofit and an
MHD/steam plant based on the economic parameters given in Table 1. For a 186.1-MW° mature
MHD/Corette retrofit plant, the levelizedcost of electricity is 61.17 mills/kWh, and, for the 500-MW°
mature MHD/steam plant, the levelizedcost of electricity is 40.85 mills/kWh. The results are tabulated
in Tables 2 and 3, respectively. Figures7 and 8 show the plots of a mature MHD/Corette retrofit and
a mature MHD/steam plant for estimated cost of capital, O&M, fuel, actual cost of electricity, and their
levelized cost of electricity in December 1989 dollars over a lifetime of 30 years.

CONCLUSION

One of the most common techniques used by EPRIfor comparison studies is the levelized cost of
electricity. This type of analysis requires the assumption that ali alternatives have the same capacity
factor (energy produced over time divided by the energy that would be produced if the facility operated
at 100 percent of rated capacity over the same period, expressed as a percentage). A rated capacity
of 85 percent was used for ali cases considered during the preparation of this paper. The results
obtained are presented in Figures 9 and 10. Figure 9 provides the levelized cost of electricity for a
plant size of 186.1 MW.. This figure shows that the cost of electricity for an MHD Corette retrofit
demonstration plant is 1.91 mill/kWh lessthan the cost for a conventionalcoal-fired plant. Also, Figure
9 shows that the cost of elec.tricity for a mature MHD Corette retrofit demonstration plant is
20 percent less than the cost for a conventional plant.

The MHD Corette retrofit is considered a demonstration plant (i.e., the first-of-a kind), and the
MHD portion produces only 40 percent of the steam required for full turbine-generator operation.
However, in future MHD/retrofit plants, considerations of the MHD portion will provide at least
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50 percent of the steam requirement for turbine generators. With this, the overall cycle efficiency
increases, fuel costs are reduced, and the cost of electricity is reduced. Indications are that for a
mature MHD plant providing at least 50 percent of the steam requirement for the turbine generator,
the cost of electricity can be as much as 20 percent lower than a similarly sized conventional plant.

Figure 10 provides the cost of electricity for 500-MW. units. The results indicate the cost of
electricity for a 500-MW. MHD/steam plant are 15 percent lower than the costs for a conventional
plant. The cost of electricity for a mature 500-MWo MHD/steam plant is 30 percent lower than the
cost for a conventional plant. Based on a levelized cost of electricity comparison as indicated in
Figures 9 and 10, it is concluded that the cost of electricity for the MHD technology could be at least
20 to 30 percent lower than the cost for conventional coal fired plants.
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TABLE2

COST OF ELEC'TR|CITY AT 85 PERCENT PLANT CAPACITY FACTOR - 186. I-MWo UNITS

....

HtrWCOAL.STEAHWITH ItIO/COR[TT[ HATUR[ MHD/
WET LIH(STON£ FGD R[TROFH CORETT[ RETROFIT

Net Power, I_, lM.! 186.1 IU.!

Net Heat Rate, Btu/kWh 9,870.0 *10,158.0 10,158.0

30-Year Level lzed Cost SO-Year Level lzed Cost 30-Year Level lzed Cost

Total o&q Cost s 32,791 Z3.56 48,410 33. S4 39,8S3 28.76

Total Fuel Costs 16,388 11.83 15,046 12. ! 7 15,864 12.17

Levellzed Operating Costs 49,178 35.49 63,344 45.71 56,719 40.93

Level Ized Fixed Char�es SS, 794 40.26 38,967 20.12 28,046 20.24

Total Cost of (lectrlclt_ 104.873 15.74 102.3_1 73.8_ 84,165 Sl. 17

*The heat rate tmp_ved from IJ,OOg.O to 10,1S8.0
,.

TABLE 3

COST OF ELECTRICITY AT 85 PERCENT PLANT CAPACITY FACTOR - 500-MW. UNITS

c_t-ST_w.. .... _._. _/sT_ ' ' .Ant _o-"w.
_rT LlflESTON£ FGD PLAPfT RHO/STF.AN PLANT

Net Power, mA, IK)O SO0 SO0

Net Heat Rate. Btu/kVb 8,850 7,937 7,937

30 Year Levellzed Cost 30 Year Lovellzed Cost 30 Year Levtllzed Cost

Sl.O00/yr _ _ _ Sl,O00/_r mills/kVb

Total O&H Costs 62,887 18.88 56,577 1S.20 S0,16S 13.47

Total Fuel Costs 43,940 11.80 35,425 9.SZ 35,42S 9.52

Level I zed Operas tng Costs 106,797 28.89 92,002 24.71 8S. S90 22.99

Levellzed Fixed Charges 109,70S 29.47 9Z,383 24.81 66,494 17.86

Total Cost of Electricity 216,502 58.15 184,35S 49.S2 152,085 40.85
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TABLE 4

COST SHEET

, , ,,

IqHOCORETTE HATUREHHI)/CORETTE
RETROFITPLANT RETROFITPLANT

NET POWER,MW, 186.1 188.1

TOTALCAPITALREOUIREHENT(DECEHBER1989 -- $ millions) 275.1 198.1

PLANT

OPERATINGANDMAINTENANCE(DECEHBER1989 -- $1,000/yr) (') 25,536 21,522

FUEL COST(DECEHBER1989 -- $10000/yr) (bI 4,850 4,850

CORETTEPLANT

OPERATINGANDMAINTENANCE(DECEMBER1989 -- $l,O00/yr) _') 2,625 2,625

FUELCOST(DECElqBER1989 -- $i°O00/yr) (bI 5,369 5,369

lqHg/CORETTERETROFITPLANT

TOTALOPERATINGANDMAINTENANCE(DECEMBER1989 -- $1,O00/yr) (') 28,161 24°147

TOTALFUELCOST(DECENBER1989 -- $1,O00/yr) (bI 10,219 10,219

(') 85 percent capacity factor

(b) Prtce of coal ($12.6/ton) as delivered to Corette plant

TABLE5

COSTSHEET

I84. l.nV_ COAL.STF.M SOO.W.COAL-ST[._ SOO.W SOO.W_M_[
WITHLIk[STOI_[fGD WITHLIMESTONEFm N40/STFM_LAJIT IllD/ST[_IliPLANT

NETPOW[R,I_, 186.lO SO0.O0 SO0.O0 SO0.O0

TOTALCAPITALREQUIR[Iq[NT(DecemberItaJ}

IS/kW) 2. !17.00 I,SS4.00 1,304.00 131.00

MI111ems 393.tO 776.90 lSZ.iX) 461.40

OPERATINGANDRAINTENANCE
(DECER|[I11189-- Sl,OOO/yr)(*) 1J,868.00 30,005.00 34,Z00.00 30,$9S.00

Fixed (S/kW-y1") 44.10 28.14 77.00 $8.40

VartabloandCo_suubles(mlils/l(Vh) 7.42 |.4S O,|Z O.|Z

FUELCOST(OEC(lqlEIll11811Es'b)

(m111s/kVb) 7.16 7.IS S.?[ S.76

(SI ,O00/_ff) 9,92g.00 26,6:P3.00 Z!,464.00 21,464.00

CONSTRUCTIONTIME(years) 3.00 4.00 S.SO 4.00

LIFETIM[(yelPS) 30.00 30.00 ]0.00 30.00

('_ 85 Percentcapacityfactor

(bl Price of coal (Sl2.6/ton) as deliveredto Corette pllnt
, , , ,,, , ,,
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ABSTRACT

ProjectCFB was initiated in May 1988 underfunding providedfrom the U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE), the Empire State Electric Energy Research Corporation (ESEERCO), Northern States Power
Company (NSP), the Electric Power Research Institute(EPRI), Otter Tail Power Company, North Dakota
LigniteResearch Council,ARCO Coal Company, TU Electric,Consolidated Edison of New York, Premier
Refractoriesand Chemicals,and the Universityof North Dakota Energyand EnvironmentalResearchCenter
(EERC). The overall goal of the projectwa.qto providea technical basisfor assessingthe economic and
environmentalfeasibilityof circulatingfluidized-bedcombustion (CFBC) technology,focusingon the effect
of system configurationand coal propertieson performance. Other underlyinggoals of the program were
to 1) designand constructa CFBCtest facility,thereby providinga test facilityat an independentlaboratory,
2) demonstratethat the test unit is capable of meeting the originald¢._ignobjectives,and 3) assessthe
abilityof the unitto provide scalabledata.

DESCRIPTION OF TEST FACIUTIES

A schematic of the overall circulatingfluidized-bed combustionsystem is shown in Figure 1. The
overallsystem is divided up into the followingsystems:

- CombustionAir System - Flue Gas System
- Flue Gas RecirculationSystem - Ash-FoulingSection
- Coal and Sorbent System Combustor
- Solids RecirculationSystem - Natural Gas-Fired Preheater
- Combustor Heat Exchange System - External Heat Exchange System
- Flue Gas Cooling Water System

A forced draft blower supplies the combustion air and secondary air to the combustor. The
combustionair heater is a shelland tube heat exchangerthat useshot flue gas to preheat the combustion
air before it entersthe combustor. The secondary combustionair can be introducedthrough manifoldsat
two differentlevels,located 5' 9" and 10' 6" abovethe distributor plate in Sections2 and 3, respectively,ofthe combustor.

Flue gas flows through the particulate collectiondevice, the ash-foulingsection,the combustionair
heater, an 18-inchcyclone,eightwater-jacketedfluegas heat exchangers,andfinallythrough either the flue
gas bypass, the baghouse,or partially through the 10-inch cyclone. Temperatures and pressures are
monitored throughoutthe flue gas system. The flue gas ducting feeds into the induced draft (lD) blower,
which is controllerwith an electronicspeed controller.
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The flue gas recirculationblower is used to supplyeither air or flue gas as the fluidizingmedium in
the externalheat exchanger(EHX) andto supplyfluegas to the combustorfor fluegas recirculationtesting.
Manual gate valves before the blower select either air or flue gas to the blower. Air was used as the
fluidizinggas duringthis testing.

The ash-fouling section is connected to the exit of the particulate collection device. There are
provisionsfor the Installationof probes to be used for measurementof potentialslagging,ash deposition,
and/or ash foulingthat could occur in the convectivepassof a circulatingfluidized-bed boiler.

The configurationsof the coal and sorbent feed systemsare essentiallythe same. The coal storage
hoppercapacity is abuut2000 Ibs,whilethe sorbent storagehopperis about 500 Ibs. Both haveautomatic
valves below the storage hoppers feeding into weigh hoppers suspended from electronicweigh cells.
Capacities of the coal and sorbentweigh hoppersare approximately1000 and 500 Ibs, respectively. At the
bottom of the weigh hoppers, rotary valves, controlled with electronic speed controllers,are used for
controllingthe feed rates. At the exit of the weigh hopper rotary feed controlvalves,the coal and sorbent
feed into a rotary seal valve,which servesto isolatethe weigh hoppers from the backfiowof flue gas into
the feed system. From the rotary valve, the combined coal and sorbent feed into a 3-inch auger that
conveysthe coal and sorbent mixtureto the combustor. At thispoint,the mixturedropsdownwardthrough
a 3-Inch pipe and feeds by gravity into the combustor.

The combustoris made up of a seriesof refractory-linedsectionsbolted together. Each sectionhas
two inches of hard abrasion-resistantrefractory used in combination with seven Inches of Insulating
refractory. The combustorplenumsectioncontainsthe primarycombustionair entranceand a bed material
drain. A removable stainlesssteel nozzle distributor plate is Installed between the plenum and first
combustorsection.The solidsrecirculationreturnfrom the external heat exchanger entersthe combustor
at the first combustor section(Section 1). The nextseven sections(Sections2-8) each have two doors on
oppositesides for the Installationof either blank refractory doors or water-cooled heat exchange panels.
At this time, eightof the fourteen doors contain heat exchange panelsInstalled in the combustor,two each
inSections2 and 8, and none inSection 5. Coaland sorbentfeed entersthe combustorat Section2, which
alsocontainsthe firstset of secondarycombustionairports. The second set of four secondarycombustion
air ports enters the combustorat Section 3. Section 9, the combustor exit, connectsto the particulate
collectiondevice. Thermocoupleand pressuretaps are presentin ali of the combustorsections.

The refractory-linedcomponentsof the solidsrecirculationsystem Includethe particulate collection
device (PCD), the downcomer,and theexternal heatexchanger (EHX). There arethree removablerefractory
doors inthe top of the collector. Chevronsare installedinthe PCD for the collectionof solidsenteringfrom
the combustor exit. Solidsthat are captured in the PCD enter the downcomer and travel downward into
the EHX. Additionally,solidscollectedinthe ash-foulingsectionhopperand bythe 18-inchcyclonearealso
added back to the downcomer.

The EHX hasa plenumsectionwhere air or fluegas is introduced. A removablestainlesssteelnozzle
distributor plate is installedbetween the plenum and the main section of the EHX. A natural gas-fired
preheater,described later, is attachedto the top sectionof the EHX. Twenty U-shapedstainlesssteelwater-
cooled heat exchanger tubes are installed in a removable refractory-lined door in the EHX. There are
thermocouplesat the entranceand exit of each duct of the PCD. There are thermocouplesand pressure
taps distributed along the lengthof the downcomer and in the external heat exchanger.

There are twenty heat exchangersinstalledinthe externalheat exchanger door. Each U-shaped heat
exchangeris constructedout of 1-inchstainlesssteelpipe with 1/2-tnch stainlesssteel tubing at each end.
There is a thermocouple for temperaturemeasurementof the water exiting each circuit.
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OPERATING CONDITIONS

The 1-_lWth circulating fluidized-bed pilot plant has been designed to operate within the following
ranges:

Superficial Gas Velocity, fps 12 to 23
Temperature, °F 1350 to 1650
Alkali-to-SulfurRatio 0 to 10
Excess Air,% 0 to 100
Sorbent Size, microns 150 to 1000
Coal Size, Inches .-1/8 to -1/2
Fuel Specifications:

HHV, Btu/Ib 4500 to 12500
Moisture,% 5 to 45
Ash, % 3 to 4.5
Sulfur, % 0 to 6

OthervariablesIncludeprirnary-to-secondaryair splitand proportionof heat removed in the external
heat exchanger.

OPERATING HISTORY

The first shakedown test was performed on the unit in June of 1990. Several shakedown runswere
requiredto cure refractory,to establishreliableoperating procedures,to evaluatethe performanceofvarious
systems,and to test necessarymodifications.The most significantmodifications took place in the particle
collectiondevice. A numberof impactordesignswere tested ina cold flowmodel beforea suitablecollector
was developed, consistingof chewon-type collectors. To further Increase recirculationrates, return legs
were added from the ash-foulingsection hopper and 18"cyclone to the downcomer.

An ongoing problem has been obtainingreliable pressuremeasurementsin the combustor. Various
pressuretap configurations,Includingfine screensand air purges, have Improved the reliabilityof most of
the readings,but the highsolidsconcentrationsinthe lowestsectionsofthe combustor remainproblematic.

The shakedown runs were performed with Pittsburgh #8 bituminous coal and New Enterprise
limestone. Silica sand was used asthe bed materialat start-up. The firsttest run used SaltCreek limestone
and subbituminouscoal. Forthese coals, a Beulah lignite was used as the start-upcoal. The mostrecent
testingwas performed with Center lignite.

Several operating problemswere fuel-specific. The Pittsburgh#8 coal had a high level of surface
moisture, which caused the coal to hang up lr, the feed hoppers. Air-drying of the coal alleviated the
problem somewhat. The limestone used in the Salt Creek test was extremely cohesive, making it difficult
to feed at a uniform rate and causingproblemsinthe baghousesuch as blindingof the bags and collapse
of some ofthe cages. Reinforcedbag cagesand a more efficienton-linebag-cleaningprocedure have been
developed. The lignite had high ash-foulingtendencies; depositswere formed on the ash-foulingprobes
and on the chevroncollectors. The deposits have not yet been characterized. Similardeposition has been
observedat the MDU Heskett Station,which burns Beulahlignite.

While new problems arose with each new coal, the majorityof the operating systemsfunctionedat
least as well as expected during ali the runs following shakedown. The air flows to the combustorand
external heat exchanger are easy to control. The computerized control and data acquisitionsystem has
been fine-tuned to provideali pertinentrun information,bothduring and after the run. Solids recirculation
throughthe external heat exchanger providesgood controlof both bed temperatureand solidsinventory.
Temperaturedistributioninthe bed isvery uniform. The naturalgas-firedpreheaterhas performedvery weil,
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achievingsufficienttemperaturefor coal feed in lessthan eight hours. No significanterosion or corrosion
has been detected in the refractoryor on the in-bed EHX cooling coils.

OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE

The unithasperformedsuccessfullyundera wide rangeof operatingconditions.The followingresults
were obtained with Salt Creek coal _'ld limestoneand Center lignite. The proximateanalyses, ultimate
analyses,andash compositionsof the coals are shownin Table 1;the elementalanalysesof the limestones
are showninTable2. Table3 showsthe operatingconditionsand resultsfromthe Salt Creektests. During
100% load baselinetestingwith the Salt Creek coal (Test2), the superficialgas velocitywas held constant
at 16 ft/sec, average combustortemperaturewas 1616°F, excess air was 20%, and primary-to-secondary
air splitwas 54:46. The SO2 retentionwas 66% at a total calcium-to-sulfurratioof 2.6. Figure2 showsthe
average combustortemperature, SO2 emissions(correctedto 3% oxygen), and percentageof excess air
plotted for the 12-hour baselinetest. The average combustortemperaturefor the entiretest was 1621°F,
the average SO2 emissionswere 179 ppm (0.33 Ib/MM Btu), and average excess air was 21.7%. Fairly
consistentsteady-statedata was obtained for mosttest periods. Table 4 showsthe operating conditions
and resultsof the Center lignite tests. The average combustor temperatureat full load was 1554°F, with
a superficialgas velocityof 16.6 ft/sec (Test 1). Excessairwas 26%, and primary-to-secondaryair splitwas
56:44. The SO2 retentionwas 63% at a total alkali-to-sulfurratio of 4.3.

The solidsrecirculationrate wasdetermined bycalculatingthe heat balance aroundthe externalheat
exchanger. The average solids recirculationrate for the Salt Creek test shown in Figure 2 was 11,960
pounds per hour. In the present configuration,adequate recirculationrates representativeof full-scale
systemscan be obtained,and a high overallbed material particulatecapture efficiencyof approximately
99.5% was obtained inthe particulate collectiondevice. The ratioof bottomash to fly ash averaged 58%
for the Salt Creek run;this figuremay be artificiallyhighdue to the cohesivenessof the flyash, which made
accurate measurementof the baghouse ash difficult.

Operationof the systemat typical full-scaleconditionsprovidesscalable heat fluxdata. Average heat
flux inthe combustorwas from 24,500 to 35,850 Btu/hr-ft2 at full load conditionsand 18,030 Btu/hr-ft2 at
50% load, which iscomparable to a full-sizesystem. Heat-transfercoefficientsInthe combustordecreased
with increasingheightfroman averageof 30.6 Btu/hr-ft2-OFfor Section 2 heat exchangersto 18.7 Btu/hr-ft2-
OFfor Section8 combustorheat exchangers. Bedtemperaturedistributionin the combustorfor ali full-load
tests was uniformover the entire height of the combustor. An energy balance showed the greatest heat
lossesoccurring inthe flue gas, which exited the combustorat an average temperature of 1612°F. Forty
percent of the heat was removed with water-cooled heat exchange surface, approximatelytwo-thirds of
which occurred in the combustor. Conductionand radiationlossesaccounted for about 10% of the total
heat loss at full load.

Sulfurcapture was highestat 1559°F, and an added alkali-to-sulfurratio greaterthan 3 was required
to achieve70% sulfurretention. Calciumutilizationdecreasedwith increasingcalcium-to-sulfurmolar ratio.

No attempt was made during this run to determine the optimal temperature for sulfur control. NOx
emissionswere inthe range of 25 to 280 ppm. NOx increased with an increase in temperatureand/or an
increaseinexcessair and increasedslightlywithan increaseincalcium-to-sulfurratio. N20 emissionswere
greatestat lowtemperatures. The effectof excessair on N20 emissionsis negligibleat high temperatures
(greater than 15000F);however, at lower temperatures, N20 emissionsincreased at Increased levels of
excess air. Carbon monoxide emissionswere low, rangingfrom 7 to 42 ppm. The lowest CO emissions
occurred at low temperatures.
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TABLE 1

COAL ANALYSES

Salt Creek Center

Proximate Analysi_(as-re_eived)
Moisture, % 7.9 37.30
Volatile Matter,% 31.1 29.31
Fixed Carbon, % 42.1 28.48
Ash,% 18.9 4.88

Ultimate Analysis(as-received,
Carbon, % 57.7 40.09
Hydrogen, % 4.9 7.14
Nitrogen, % 1.3 0.55
Sulfur, % 0.5 0.68
Oxygen, % 16.8 46.63
Ash, % 18.9 4.88

Ash ComDosltiqn(% as oxides)
Calcium, CaO 1.6 24.46
Magnesium,MgO 1.8 11.20
Sodium, Na20 0.2 3.96
Silica, SiO2 58.9 14.86
Aluminum,Al203 30.9 9.36
Fen'lc, Fe203 2.8 15.96
Titanium, TiO2 1.1 0.36
Phosphorous,P205 0.5 0.70
Potassium,K20 1.0 0.44
Sulfur,SO3 1.1 21.78

Hiqh HeatinqValue (moisture-free)
HHV, Btu/Ib 10013 6912

TABLE2

UMESTONE ELEMENTALANALYSIS

Salt Creek New Enterprise

Silica, % 1.8 2.1
Aluminum, % 0.3 0.5
Iron, % 0.2 0.4
Calcium, % 37.0 48.4
Magnesium, % 0.0 2.4
Sulfur,% 0.1 0.2
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FUTURE WORK

One of the goals of this program is to developa data base of the effectsof numeroustest variables
on CFB performance. Some of the variablesincludedifferencesin coal type, such as high- and low-sulfur
high-rankcoals and high- and low-sulfurlow-rankcoals, temperatureeffects,load control, and limestone
type. Another goal is to mat_;hfull-scale operating conditionsas closely as possible to determine the
scalabilityof pilotplantdata. Tables5, 6, and7 presentsomeof the factorsaffectingscalabilityof CFB data.
Bothphysicalparametersand operatingconditionshavean effecton unit performance. Thetables indicate
which parameterscan be reliably scaled up, which need to be matched closelyto full scale, and which
requirefurther researchbefore scalabilitycan be adequatelyassessed.
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TABLE7

SCALABIUTYOF MEASURED PERFORMANCEPARAMETERSFROM PILOT-SCALECFBC

performance Parameter Scalability

Heat transfer Heat transfer is primarilya function of the recirculationrate
and the particle-sizedistributionin the combustor. Good
correlationbetweenthe pilot- and full-scaleunitscan be
expected if these two parameters can be controlled,as seen
by the EERC data.

Combustionefficiency Carbon burnoutwill be controlled mainlyby the cut point of
the cyclone,with bettercarbon bumout beingachieved for
smallercut points. CO will decrease as the gas residence,or
combustorheight,decreases, but should Increasefor well-
mixed systems. Therefore, carbon burnout shouldbe similar
between full- and pilot-scale units if the cut point is similar.
The impact of combustorheightversus gas mixing offset
each other from full- to pilot-scalesystems,makingoverall
combustionefficiencya scalable parameter.

Bottom ash/total ash split The percentageof bottom ash will be primarilydetermined by
size of the coal ash and limestone,and by the cut size of the
cyclone. Assumingthe same coal and limestonesizing is
used for the pilot- and full-scale testing, similarash splitswill
be obtained only if the cyclone cut size is the same. If a
smallercut size is obtained in the pilot scale, as was done at
EERCversusthe Colorado Ute Nucla Station, a higher
fraction of the ash wUlbe bottom ash.

Bed grain size Assumingthe same coal and limestonesize are used for both
systems,the bed grain size will be primarilya functionof the
cut size of the cyclone. However, unlessthere is a large
differencein cut size between the full- and pilot-scaleunits,
the bed grain size will be approximatelythe same.

Limestoneutilization/sulfur Sulfurcapture and limestoneutilizationbetween the full- and
capture/Ca/S ratio pilot-scaleunitsare similar. Shorter combustorheights in

pilotplants are offset by better particle and gas mixing.
Smallercyclonecut points in many pilot plants alsofavor
betterperformance. Data from the EERC and the Pyropower
pilotplant indicate similarperformance to the Colorado Nucla
Station. The scalabilityof this data may change with differing
full-scaledesigns.

CO emissions CO emissionswould be expected to Increase in pilotplants
because of the shorterresidencetimes, but decrease
because of the improved gas mixing. The net effect for the
EERC pilotplant is a decrease in CO emissionsas compared
to full scale.

(continued)
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TABLE 7 (continued)

SCALABlUTY OF MEASURED PERFORMANCE PARAMETERSFROM PILOT-SCALECFBC

Perf0rmanqeParameter Sc.alability

NOx emissions NOx emissionsin the pilot plantare often higher than in full-scale
unitsbecause of the high surface-to-volumeratioof the pilot plant.
Bettergas mixing in the pilot scale, especiallyof the secondaryair,
however,tends to reduce the NOx inthe pilot scale. NOx emissions
from the EERC pilotplant and ColoradoUte Nucla Stationwere
similar.

N20 emissionshave been observed by a number of researchersto
be higher in pilot plantsthan for full-scaleunits, probablydue to gas

N20 emissions residencetime effects,althoughwall effects may also be important.
Data generated by EERC showed similartrends of N20 emissions
with respect to operatingconditions, but were consistentlyhigher
than those from the full-scaleunit.
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OVERVIEW OF GRI ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH PROGRAMS

I. Introduction

I want to thank the University of North Dakota Energy and Environmental Research
Center (EERC) for inviting me here today. I feel at home in this audience, sinee my
family has been associated with the coal industry for two generations.

I have been asked to talk to you today about the Gas Research Institute, where I am
Senior Project Manager in the Environment and Safety Research Department.

I would like to tell you what GRI is, and how it is managed, then tell you about some
of the ongoing research. When we finish, you will have a better idea of the
philosophy, reasoning and techniques GRI uses to develop and move forward with its
research programs.

II. What is GRI?

What then is GRI?

The Gas Research Institute (GRI) is a private not-for-profit membership
organization of natural gas pipelines, distribution companies and natural gas
producers. GRI's purpose is to plan, to manage and to develop financing for a
gas-related research and development (R&D) program on behalf of its members and
their customers. GRI does not do any research itself.

GRI's R&D program is designed to provide advanced technologies for natural gas
supply, transport, storage, distribution and end-use applications in all markets. In
addition, basic research is conducted for GRI in these areas to build a foundation for
future technology breakthroughs.

A. Funding

Most of the funding for GRI is derived from the sales and trmmportation services
of GRI's interstate pipeline company members. The Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) authorized these companies to include in their tariffs a
charge based on gas used by their regulated customers and gas used by a major
portion of their unregulated direct industrial and electrieal utility customers.
This money is collected on behalf of GRI. Because GRI's revenue comes directly
from the ratepayer, the FERC approves GRI's R&D program and planned
expenditures annually. For 1991 FERC has approved a funding unit of 1.46 cents
per thousand cubic feet of natural gas. The GRI budget for 1991 is approximately
$195 million. Funds are leveraged wherever possible.

B. Advisors

GRI is governed by a board of 39 directors chosen from the gas industry and two
directors-at-large. In addition, there are four major advisory bodies, two
representing the gas industry, one representing the ratepayer at large and one the
scientific and governmental communities. Further, there are approximately 16
project advisory groups whose members come from the gas industry. There are
also a number of task forces made up of project advisors, scientists and working
industry experts who advise specific research operations.
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C. Planning

Planning research at GRI is a major responsibility. The research must meet a
real need and it must be important enough to compete for available funds, just as
in the business world.

There are two planning cycles at GRI. The first involves the entire organization.
This planning is on the concept or idea level and it is here that budgets are set.
This planning eyele involves meetings between project managers and department
directors, then a series of meetings with the Senior Research Committee, which
consists of members of senior management. Finally, all concepts are run through
a speeial computer program to assign priorities. Many fall this last step. Onee
priorities are set, a budget is drawn up and the plan submitted to FERC for
approval. This cycle takes about 18 to 20 months from concept development to
FERC approval.

The second planning cycle is at the contract orproject level, and I will go into
that in a few minutes.

D. Research Departments

Besides the normal support functions, GRI is partitioned into nine research
groups. These include:

° Enhanced Recovery, Coal Seams, and Shales Research,

° Tight Sands and Gas Processing Research,

° Industrial Utilization Research,

° Power Generation and Transportation Research,

* Appliances and Building Systems Research,

° Space Conditioning Research,

° Transport and Storage Research,

* Physical Sciences Research, and

° Environment and Safety Research

III. Environmental and Safety Research Department Program

Today it is the Environment and Safety Research Department (E&SR) that I want to
talk about.

Work in this department includes sections interested in:

* Supply Related Research,

* Air Quality Research,

" End Use Equipment Safety Research,
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° Gas Operations Safety Research, and

° Gas Operations Environmental Research

The Environment and Safety Research Department serves several purposes at GRI.
First, it interacts with other departments when new or ongoing projects contain
aspects that might generate environmental, health or safety concerns. Second, we
try to predict the direction in which environmental legislation and regulatory
activities are moving, then extrapolate how these actions will affect the gas
industry. The research issues that such legislation might raise are defined and
research projects devised to provide insights into the problems. This research is
designed to lead to the development of technology to cope with the problem.

A. Inter-Departmental Cooperation

Inter-departmental work may consist of reviewing the initial research contract
or reviewing a project occasionally. Alternately, it may require a full-scale
parallel research program. For example, the environmental departments
participation in the Underground Coal Gasification (UCG) program at Hanna,
Wyoming was of the latter type.

When the UCG project was first discussed with the advisory bodies in 1984, it was
apparent that industry would not consider commercializing the process if it
created environmental problems. The E&SR Department began a program to
identify the environmental research issues, based on data and anecdotal
information from past tests. Simultaneously, a program was developed to
identify the most cost-effective means of treating water contaminated from
UCG operations, again based on data from past operations.

Water contamination was identified as the primary environmental issue, and a
hypothesis was developed that defined the mechanism by which _this
contamination occurred. WRI in Laramie, Wyoming began bench-scale research
immediately to determine if this mechanism was correct, and if so, to find the
steps that might be taken to reduce such contamination. The EERC acted as
independent advisors. The EERC is also looking at long term process effects on
the strata surrounding the coal seam.

The environmental plan submitted to the Wyoming Department of Environmental
Quality (WDEQ) incorporated both the water treatment and the bench-scale
results. The E&SR department remained involved in the project, overseeing the
shutdown of the very successful UCG operation, and following the post-burn
water monitoring. There are still two years left of the five year coal-seam
water monitoring program requested by WDEQ. I am happy to say that the
results to date suggest that none of the residual contamination created by the
test has gotten to the monitoring wells. Even the original contamination has
almost disappeared.

B. Regulator. Driven Research

The coalbed methane produced water research in Alabama's Black Warrior Basin
is an example of regulatory driven research. In 1984 it was becoming evident
that whole effluent toxicity testing would play a large part in determining the
amount of process effluent water that could be discharged into a stream or other
body of water. A series of projects were started:
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° The first to define background conditions in streams around the Cedar Cove
Field,

° The second to find if there were any effects of discharging water from
coalbed methane development, and

° The third to define the in-stream biological effects of discharging
increasingly concentrated water from a coalbed methane development.

The research showed that chloride and TDS limits imposed by the Alabama
Department of Environmental Management (ADEM) for discharge of chloride
containing waters were very conservative. This information and ADEM's
acceptance of it has supported the growth of the coalbed methane industry in
Alabama to date. Of course, now the industry is growing beyond the capacity
of the local streams to assimilate the salt load. New techniques must be
found for the disposal of produced water. GRI is working on several
approaches to this problem.

IV. Natural Gas Supply Program

The Natural Gas Supply Program is the program that I am particularly interested in.
Research is ongoing in such areas as:

° Restoration of Pipeline Right-of-ways;

° Cleaning Up Town Gas Manufacturing Sites;

° The Development of Methanogenic Bacteria for Soil and Groundwater Cleanup;

° Development of Biological Fluidized Carbon Units for Rapid Destruction of
Carbonaceous Compounds;

° Research on Liquid Redox Sulfur Reeovery for Sulfur Removal from Natural Gas;

° Research on Produced Water and Production Wastes Generated by the Natural
Gas Industry;

° Environmental Effects of Coalbed Methane Production; and

° Subsurface Effects of Natural Gas Operations.

A. Western Coalbed Methane

In the coalbed methane program, the ES&R Department is not only doing the
work described above in Alabama, but is also working with western coalbed
methane producers. The department is new concentrating on the disposal of
produced water in the San Juan Basin. The first projeet was to determine how
much coalbed produeed water the Entrada formation could aeeept; then estimate
how this injected water would affect water flow out of the formation.

Before this project was barely underway, we began to hear tales of water well
contamination resulting from the coalbed methane activity. Simultaneously,
coalbed methane producers in the San Juan were saying that they were producing
benzene and other fight gas liquids with the coalbed methane.
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The E&SR Department switched its efforts to trying to find the real cause of the
groundwater contamination. While we haven't finished this work, it would now
seem that the contaminants, including water, originates from abandoned oil and
gas wells in the regions. A combination of corrosion, not recognizing that the
coal formations needed to be sealed off when the wells were abandoned, and a
very geologically active area, now seem to be the real reasons for the
contamination. We will see how this research finally resolves the question.

B. Groundwater Program

The development of the subsurface effects of natural gas operations on
groundwater is a good example of the way programs are developed at GRI.

It became apparent by 1984 that groundwater related problems would become a
large and continuing issue in this country and that they would eventually affect
the gas industry. The first work done was with the UCG program as outlined
above. In 1988, a concept for further groundwater work was outlined in
sufficient detail to obtain Senior Management Committee approval of the
project. Several years before the Mining and Minerals Resource and Research
Institute of the University of North Dakota had answered a Request for Proposal
(RFP) and won. The EERC had also obtained 49.5 percent DOE eofunding of the
project, on an annual basis. The project finally began in 1989.

First Task

The first task given to the EERC was to define the type of research that would
provide the greatest return for the money to be spent. Thus, the object of the
GRI Groundwater Program is "To develop an understanding of the interaction of
inorganic and organic materials with unsaturated and saturated zone soils." This
data will be of a quality to aid in the development of less expensive and more
effective groundwater and soil remediation technologies.

Second Task

The second task was to develop an approach to the research that would consider
the wide geographical spread of the natural gas industry, and the diversity of
operations, including production, processing, transportation, and storage. Given
that geologists will so often tell you that the interaction of chemicals with the
soil is a site specific problem, this was a difficult assignment, lt was decided
that the United States mainland could be divided into a few zones where factors
of climate, soil characteristics and general hydrology were essentially common.
Then concentration on a minimum number of soil types would yield sufficient
extra information to enable generalizations to be derived that would aid in
defining site specific interactions of the soil with gas industry compounds.

Third Task

The third task was to define the products that would be produced by this project.
The overall product is defined in the program objective. It was decided that this
information could be best transferred through three media: (1) an electronic
database, (2) a report of findings, and (3) a series of mechanistic mathematical
models, to aid in the use of the data developed.
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Sincethisprogram isnotdesignedtodevelopmodels,itwas decidedthata stable
ofmodelsshouldbe identifiedthatcouldbe modifiedtoincorporatethe new
data.Thisstableshouldincluderelativelysimplemodelsthatcouldrun on a
personaleomputer witha minimum ofdataand expertise,and alsoone ortwo
more sophisticatedmodelsthatwouldrequiremore dataand expertstooperate.

Thus, the direction of work was set, together with the form of the final project
products. This defined the type of research to be undertaken, as well as tim
range and type of data required. However, GRI feels it is essential to be able to
transfer information to the gas industry as it is developed.

Fourth Task

For the fourth task, a series of necessary and not immediately obvious tasks were
identified, the data from which would keep the gas industry current with the
project progress. These tasks included:

° Development of an annotated bibliographic database to keep track of
reviewed literature.

° Development of abandoned well and injectier, well demographics.

° Review of today's techniques for handling drilling wastes, and of salt laden
soil remediation techniques so that the program can be properly focused.

° Review ofpastand presentgroundwaterresearchprograms,which willhelpto
preventreinventingthewheel,andwillpermitincorporationofnew data
developedby othersintothisprogram. Thisstudyalsoaidsinthe
identificationofdatagaps.

° A critical review of existing sampling and analytical techniques to aid in
choosing the best and most effective techniques for each sit.uation. This
study also may identify the need for new sampling or analytical techniques.

° A critical review of existing groundwater models that might be used to
achieve the program goals and be of use to the gas industry, even without
modification.

° A criticalreviewofthe literatureand dataon fateand transportof the
chemicalsidentifiedesbeingofinteresttothe gasindustry.

° A eriticalreviewofbioremediationtechnologies,and

° A reviewofremote sensingtechnologies.

Reports and databases on each of these tasks should be available by the end of
the year.

Fifth Task

The fifth general task is just being completed. That task was to define the
organic and inorganic chemicals to be investigated. The program advisors
provided a list of some 80 chemicals. Using data developed under other ongoing
GRI projects, this list was pared down to about a dozen high priority chemicals,
based on volume, human or ecological toxicity, and sometimes intuition. The
ehemicals currently under consideration include the RC RA meta_l_ ba_i,,__m._,
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mercury, arsenic, lead, strontium, and radium. The inorganies include benzene,
ethylenzene, toluene, xylene, glycol, amines, low molecular weight hydrocarbons
such as propane and hexane, phenols, and eresilie acid. Still, the material of
overriding importance is salt. Salt is found in a/most all water produced with
gas, and produced water is by volume the largest waste the gas industry has.

Future Tasks

The next phase of the program is just being examined. It must be based on the
results of these initial studies. The study of some items will be eliminated, due
to the work of others, or time and money constraints. Some studies started by
others will need to be extended. The need to understand the effects of mixtures
has already been identified, since m _st groundwater studies have concentrated on
single chemicals. The addition of s' Lt to these mixtures and the influence salt
might have on system properties m, ._t be understood. Understanding the fate of
elemental mereury in the unsaturm _.dand saturated zones is also a very high
priority.

V. Summary

In summary, GRI is a not-for-profit organizatiol_ doing research to benefit the gas
industry and the gas rate payer. GRI plans, mana_,es and develops funding for
research. GRI's research program is financed largely by a FERC approved fee on gas
used by the gas customer. While GP.i personnel manage the research programs, the
organization has an excellent hierarchy of industry and scientific advisors to help
evaluate and direct the more than 500 ongoing research programs. The proeess used
by GRI to choose, set priorities and manage research has received overwhelming
approval by the National Research Council after a very thorough review requested
by FERC on GRI's 10th anniversary. GRI has a better than 4.5 to one return in
benefits to the gas industry and the ratepayer on the money spent in research.

GRI conducts research in many areas. I have concentrated here on a few of those
programs that originate in the Environment and Safety Research Department
program. While the programs I have discussed today consider gas industry needs, you
can see that they will benefit many other industries, not the least of which is the
coal industry.
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ABSTRACT

Sherbume County Generation Plant (Sherco) units 1 and 2 have limestonewet scrubbersto collect
sulfur dioxide and fly ash. Ali the solids collected in the scrubbers are slurried to a storage pond.
Constructionof the pond placedthe ripraponly part-way up the slope. The water level inthe pond is now
highenoughto requireadditionalriprap. This projectlooksat fly ash from Riversideunit 8 and Sherco unit
3 as potentialsubstitutematerialsfor riprap,to protect pond slopes from erosionand to reduce costs.

The laboratorytesting had two phases. Phase I studiedthe fly ashes usingfour possible placement
methodsandthree moisturelevels foreach placement method,for a total of 24 mixes of fly ash as possible
slope protectionmaterial. Unconfinedcompressivestrengthtests were run on these 24 mixes. Usingthe
results of the strength tests, nine mixes were chosen for Phase II of the laboratory testing. Phase II
consisted of freeze-thaw resistance and erosion resistance tests. In additionto the testing mentioned
above, an economicanalysis of the placement methodswas done on the mixes.

The field testing also has two phases. Phase I of the field testing had six mixes selected usingthe
resultsof the laboratory testing and the economicanalysis. The placing of the mixes in the field helped
to determinewhat equipment shouldbe usedto place the new slopeprotection material. Additionalwork
was done on the economicanalysis. Phase II field testing mix could have been any of the mixes used in
Phase I. The mix is Sherco 3 ash to be placedby compaction.
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INTRODUCTION

Sherbume County Generation Plant units 1 and 2 began operation in 1976 and 1977. Units 1 and
2 have limestone wet scrubbers to collect sulfur dioxide and fly ash. Ali the solids collected in the
scrubbersare slurriedto a storagepond. After the solidssettle, the water returnsto the scrubbers. The
ponds at Sherco haveclay linersto controlseepage from the ponds. To protectthe clay linerfrom erosion
there is a protective layer over the clay liner.

Purpose

"Development of Fly Ash Based Slope Protection Materials for Waste Disposal Ponds" is a joint
venture for Northern States Power (NSP), the University of North Dakota Energy and Environmental
Research Center (EERC)and the Department of Energy(DOE). Fly ash from Riversideunit 8 and Sherco
unit 3 have been tested as potential substitutematerial for riprap, to protect Sherco pond slopes from
erosion. Neither of these ashes meets the ASTM class C specificationfor fly ash for use in concrete.
Laboratoryandfieldwork have been performedto developboththese fly ashes as a slopeprotectionlayer.
Different slope protectiontechniques (riprap, geotextiles,etc.) have been compared to the cost of the
differentfly ash slope protectionmaterials. Field testinghas verified optimum design choices.

Background

A second scrubber storage pond for units 1 and 2 was built in 1984. The protective layer over the
clay liner is 7 feet of bottom ash (the ash that collectsin the bottom of a boiler) and 1 foot of rock (riprap)
on top of the bottom ash. As a cost savingmeasureduringinitial construction,the riprapwas only placed
on the slopesof the pondsto an elevationof 973'-6". Figure 1 is a cross-sectionof the dike of the number
two scrubber storagepond.

Performance Criteria

The literature search was conducted in-houseto set design criteria. Most of the articles discussed
the applicationof ash in situationsthat were similarto slopeprotection, but very littleinformationwas given
on the design criteria. One article recommendedthat soilcement with a seven day compressivestrength
of 300 psi would be adequate as a slope protectionmaterial.1 Another article recommended soil cement
lossesfrom freeze-thaw or wet-dry tests shouldbe 5% or less for slope protection.2 The original design
of the second pond estimatedthat the protective layer had to last five years because the level in the pond
would always be rising. The decision to use design criteria similar to soil cement was based on the
informationfrom the literaturesearch and the originaldesign. The slope protectionfor this project has a
short life, so losses between 5 and 10 % for freeze-thaw or wet-dry tests and a 28 day compressive
strength of 400 psi would be acceptable. There are no environmental requirements for the ash slope
protection.
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Laboratory Development Phase I

The two ashes studied inthis projectare from Riverside Unit8 (Riverside #8) and Sherburne County
GeneratingPlant Unit 3 (Sherco#3). Riverside#8 bumsa subbituminouscoal in a cyclonefired boilerwith
an ESP for fly ash collection. Sherco#3 bums a subbituminouscoal in a pulverized coalboiler with a lime
spray-dryerabsorber and baghouse.

Ash Characterization

Characterization of both ashes was to document their chemical composition and relevant physical
properties. The tests performedfor the characterizationtask were those in ASTM C618. Both Riverside
#8 fly ash and Sherco #3 scrubberash have greater than 5% SO3, so neither of the two ashes m6et the
ASTM specificationsfor class C or F fly ash. Table 1 is a list of the complete analyses for both ashes.

Moisture Addition Studies

Even thoughtthe two fly ashes are not class C or F they are stillself-harding. The amount of water
in the mixwouldaffect howthe mixwas to be placed and ultimatelythe cost of placingthe protectivelayer.
The project was not lookingfor only the strongestmix.

The possible placement methodsare compactable, low-flowslurrymix, a high-flow slurry mix and a
pumpable grout. The compactablemixes were tested with a standard proctor moisture-densitytest, the
slurry mixes were tested with a mortar slump test, and the grout mixes were tested with a flow-conetest.
Based on previous research, we learned that with a slump of 4 to 6 inches fly ash mix will stay were
placed. With slumps of 7 to 10 inchesthe fly ash slurrymix will flow. For the fly ash mix to be used as
a grout the mix needs to be thin enoughto flow out of a standard flow cone in 10 to 40 seconds.3

The resultsof the Riverside#8 fly ash and Sherco#3 scrubberash moistureconsistencyand density
data are in Tables 2 and 3. For the Riverside#8 ash the maximum measured dry density was 80.6 Ibs/ft2
at a moisture content of 26.3% (of dry weight). Forthe Sherco#3 ash the maximum measured dry density
was 91.4 Ibs/tt2 at a moisture content of 26.0%. For the Riverside #8 ash, as the moisture content
increasedfrom 41.5% to 43.2% the mixwent from a slump of 0.75 inchesto a slump of 9.0 inches. This
small increase in moisturewould make it difficultto adequately controlmoisture content duringplacement
of a low-slurrymix with a Riverside#8 ash.

Strength Tests

The test matrix of 24 mixes for the strengthtestingwas from the results of the moisturetests. Each
placement method (compactable, low-flowslurry mix, a high-flowslurry mix and a pumpable grout) had
three moistures. The 28 Day unconfinedcompressive strength results are in Tables 4 and 5. Both
Riverside#8, 1998 psi and Sherco #3, 2950 psi had maximum strength at the proctor density. As the
moisturecontent increased beyondoptimummoisturethe strengthof the mix decreased for both the ashes.
Riverside#8 fly ash mixes without bottomash at moisturecontent of 51% or greater had strengths of less
than 400 psi. Riverside #8 fly ash with bottom ash and 61% moisture still had a strength of 458 psi.
Sherco #3 scrubber ash at moisture content of 46% or greater had a strengthof less than 400 psi.
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Laboratory Development Phase II

Phase II of the laboratorytest was to evaluatethe "best"mixesfor the slope protectionmaterial. The
results of the Phase I laboratory testing were used to pick the eight "best"mixes. Besides the design
criteria,an abilityto realisticallyproducethe mixinthe field was alsoused inreducingthe numberof mixes.
In additionto the selected eight mixes there was a mix that the laboratory proposed after seeing some
initialPhase II testing. Only some tests were run on thisninth mix. Table 6 is a listof the mixesfor Phase
II of the laboratorytesting.

Durability Testing

Both soil cement freeze-thaw and wet dry tests were performed on the "best"mixes. Four of the
Riverside#8 mixes and one of the Sherco#3 mixes had less then 10% lossesfrom the freeze-thaw tests.
The wet-dry tests only two of the Riverside#8 mixes and only one Sherco #3 mix had less then 10%
losses. Table 7 liststhe resultsof these soil cement tests.

Strength Tests

Additionalstrengthtests where run in Phase II of the laboratorywork. This test was the seven day
unconfinedcompressivestrength.The results listedin Table 8 show that only 3 of the Riverside#8 mixes
and only one of the Sherco #3 mixes had seven day strengths greater then 300 psi.

Erosion Resistance Testing

We could not locate a standard erosiontest during the literaturesearch, lt was decided that two
differenterosiontests would be run. The firstwouldbe a model usinga flume and the secondwould just
use a streamof water at a givenpressure. The samples used forthese tests were cured for 28 days. The
resultsof bothtestswould allowcomparisonof the differentmaterialsonly. Boththe Reynoldsnumberand
the Froude numberdescribe the forces that govern waves. To model wave forces accurately the model
has to be full-scale. Due to time constraintsand equipment availabilitythe model could not be full-scale.
Runningtwo erosionresistancetests allowscomparison of the resultsof the two tests and each test gives
a rankingof which material is best.

The flumewas scaled usingthe Froudenumber. The scale was 1 inch equals3 inches. The design
wave heightfor the pond would be one foot with a wave period of 2.5 sec. and a wave length of 22.5
feet._s Each sample was in the flumefor 7 days. Table 9 liststhe resultsof the 6 mixes run in the flume
test.

The water stream test was similarto one developed to evaluate erosionof soil cement,e Based on
this previouswork we used a water pressureof 10 psi and an orificesize of 1/8". The force of the water
used simulatesa 2.5 ft wave. The test length was seven hours. An indicatorof the amount of erosionwas
a 2 inchdot painted on the samples. The resultsof this test are in table 10 and give the same rankingof
the mixes as in the flume test. For the samplestested by both methodsali mixes show good resistance
to erosion.
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Economic Analysis

The economicanalysis was completed for the eight "best" mixes for Phase II of the laboratory work.
Both the gunite and fabric form methods of slope protection produced costs greater than the $1.40/_ for
riprap and are not considered here. The assumptions were that the slurry mixes without bottom ash (R-2
and S-2) are placed by plant personnel, and that the compactable mixes and any slurry or grout mixes
containing bottom ash are contractor-placed because of the additional equipment required, lt was assumed
that for ali mixes there are no loss of material.

Additional analysis was done after the field testing Phase I was completed and more information was
known on what equipment should be used. The Riverside #8 slurry mix (R-2) was the lowest; after the first
round, at $0.41/_. After using the field test information, R-2 was $0.62/_. The Sherco #3 compacted mix
(S-l) was initially estimated to be $0.89/ft=, and after the field test the estimate was $0.66/ft 2. For a
complete list of costs for ali the mixes see Table 11.

FIELD TEST PHASE I

The results of the laboratory testing and of the economic study determined the mixes for field testing
Phase I. The following mix changes were made in the field: Riverside #8 compactable (R-l) dropped,
Riverside #8 low slurry (R-5M) and Sherco #3 compactable (S-1M) added. In the field, R-1 mix set up faster
than it could be produced. In the field, Riverside #8 at 17% moisture (R-5) could be placed by compaction
and we wanted a mix that could be poured into place, so R-5M was added. Unit 3 could not get the mix
Sherco #3 compactable (S-1) to the moisture we wanted. Therefore, S-1M is the same as S-l, but as it was
placed additional water was sprayed on the mix. Cores were taken from the test sections and analyzed for
strength. Table 12 lists the results.

Ali but one mix meet the design criteria. Mix R-2 failed the wet/dry test, but since its cost was only one
third of traditional riprap it was kept as a mix. Table 13 lists the results of the additional cores taken to run
the wet/dry test on the R-2 test section. The average loss was 1.9%. The improved performance on R-2
might be due to the fact that in the field the moisture necessary to slurry the mix does not remain with the
material because of the 3 to 1 slope of the pond.

FIELD TEST PHASE II

Project results indicate that ali the mixes used in the Phase I field testingwould be good materials for
use as pond slope protection. However, each mix requires different equipment, so it was decided to pick
just one mix for the Phase II field test. The two most promising mixes were Riverside #8 slurry mix (R-2)
and Sherco #3 compactable mix (S-1M). The Riverside #8 ash is presently being landfilled at Sherco. The
unit generates about 60 yd3 of ash each day. There could be delays in the construction of the protective
layer due to the hauling distance and the small quantities of ash generated. The Riverside #8 slurry mix
would take about 18 weeks to place. Sherco #3 generates about 700 yd_ of ash each day. The biggest
delay in the construction would be if the unit had a forced outage and came off line. The Sherco #3
compactable mix will take about three weeks to place. Sherco #3 compactable mix had the second lowest
cost estimate but was the design mix picked for the Phase II field testing due to the shorter construction
time.
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TABLE 1

CHARACTERIZATION RESULTS

RIVERSIDE #8 SHERCO #3
FLY ASH SCRUBBER ASH

Chemical Composition Weiqht Percent Weiqht Percent

Silicon Dioxide (SiO_ 19.6 28.5
AluminumOxide (AI203) 14,4 15,3
Iron Oxide (Fe203) 5.1 2.9
Calcium Oxide (CaO) 23.0 24.2
Magnesium Oxide (MgO) 5.3 3.2
Sodium Oxide (Na20) 2.9 2.1
Potassium Oxide (K20) 0.4 0.6
Sulfur Trioxide (SO3) 7.6 17.0
Loss-On-Ignition 16.9 1.7
Moisture Content 0.2 1.8

Physical Properties

Fineness
(% Retained on #325 Sieve) 35.4 13.6

Pozzolanic ActivityIndex:

With Portland Cement
(% of Control) 58 107

With Lime
(psi) 780 2160

Water Requirement
(% of Control) 102 95

Autoclave Soundness 0.42 0.09

Specific Gravity 2.40 2.42
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TABLE 2

RIVERSIDE #8 FLY ASH - CONSISTENCY AND DENSITY DATA

MoistureContent Dry Density Slump Flow
(% Dry Wt) Consistency (Lbs/Ft3) (In) (Sec)

8.2 Compactable 74.4
17.4 Compactable 76.3
21.4 Compactable 78.4
26.3 Compactable 80.6
30.6 Compactable 79.1
35.7 Marginally

Compactable 75.3
41.5 Slurry 67.7 0.75
43.2 Slurry 67.7 9.0
45.9 Slurry 64.1 10.4
51.4 Grout 61.8 15
55.9 Grout 59.8 12
60.6 Grout 55.9 10

TABLE 3

SHERCO #3 SCRUBBER ASH - CONSISTENCY AND DENSITY DATA

Moisture Content Dry Density Slump Flow
(% Dry Wt) Consistency =(Lbs/Ft3) (In) (Sec)

11.0 Compactable 75.5
16.5 Compactable 78.8
21.0 Compactable 83.8
24.3 Compactable 90.5
26.0 Compactable 91.4
28.1 Compactable 88.6
31.0 Compactable 86.3
36.4 Slurry 77.7 0.4
43.2 Slurry 73.5 2.75
47.0 Slurry 71.5 5.5
52.3 Slurry 67.7 9.5
62.1 Slurry - Grout 61.1 53
64.9 Grout 58.6 19
72.1 Grout 56.1 12
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TABLE 6

Mixes for Phase II of Laboratory Work

Bottom
Placement Fly Ash Fly Ash Ash Moisture Content

Mix Number Method Source Percent Percent (% Dry Wt)

R-1 Compaction Riverside 8 100% 0% 26%
R-2 Hi Slurry Riverside 8 100% 0% 43%
R-3 Hi Slurry Riverside 8 25% 75% 28%
R-4 Pumpable Riverside8 20% 80% 35%
R-5 Low Slurry Riverside 8 25% 75% 17%

S-1 Compaction Sherco 3 100% 0% " 26%
S-2 Low Slurry Sherco 3 100% 0% 42%
S-3 Low Slurry Sherco 3 25% 75% 18%
S-4 Hi Slurry Sherco 3 25% 75% 21%

TABLE 7

Soil Cement Tests
(Losses in percents)

12 cycles unless stated

Freeze-thaw Test Wet-dry Test

Mix Number Sample 1 Sample 2 AveraQe _Sample1 Sample 2 AveraQe

R-1 >1 >1 1 1.1 1.7 1.4
R-° >1 >1 1 60 21 40.5
R-3 3.1 4.5 3.8 38 (8 c) 38 (8 c) 38
R-4 10 24 17 54 (6 c) 51 (6 c) 52
R-5 4 3 3.5 7 6.4 6.7

S-1 5.3 6.5 5.9 2.1 1.8 2.0
S-2 100 (5 c) 100 (3 c) 100 100 (9 c) 100 (9 c) 100
S-3 100 (4 c) 100 (4 c) 100 14 13 13.5
S-4 100 (5 c) 100 (1 c) 100 25 32 28.5
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TABLE 8

Strengths for Phase II of Laboratory Work
(Units in psi)

7 Day UnconfinedCompressiveStrength

Mix Number Sample !; Sample 2 Average

R-1 800 689 745
R-2 486 492 489
Ro3 198 163 181
R-4 21 * 21
R-5 511 563 537

S-1 594 806 700
S-2 28O " 28O
S-3 243 219 231
S-4 156 * 156

" Sample broke before testing.

TABLE 9

Flume Erosion Test
Test was Run for Seven Days

Est. Yr.

Average Average Average
Mix Number mm in. in.

R-1 0.05 0.002 0.104
R-2 0.06 0.002 0.104
R-3 0.14 0.006 0.312

S-1 0.06 0.002 0.104
S-2 0.09 0.004 0.208
S-3 0.29 0.011 0.572
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TABLE 10

Erosion Resistance

Mix Number Conditionof Work

R-1 Littleor no difference

R-2 Noticeable change in the middle 114of the marking.
Looked as if a couple of portionsof the slab
surface broke off.

S-1 Noticeable dissolvingof center 2/3 of the marking.

S-2 Severe dissolvingof entire marking.

TABLE 11

Costs for Placement of Fly Ash Based
Slope Protection Material

1991 Dollars

First Estimates Final Estimates

Total Cost % of Riprap Total Cost % of Riprap
Mix Number Per Ft2 Cost Per ft= Cost
R-2 & S-2 $ .41 29 $ .62 44
R-3, R-4
& S-4 $ .82 59 *°
R-1 & S-1 $ .89 63 $ .66 47
S-3 $ .90 64 **
R1-M &
R-5 " $ .94 67
R-5M * $ .82 59
Riprap $1.41 100 $1.40 100

" Mix added duringfield test.
*" Mix dropped from field tests.
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TABLE 12

Mixes for Phase I of the Field Work

Strength
Fly Ash Bottom Moisture Content 80 day Density

Mix Number Source Percent Ash ,Proposed Achieved psi (Ib/ft3)

R-1 Riverside 8 100% 0% 26% *
R-2 Riverside 8 100% 0% 43% 29.5% 655 69
R-lM Riverside 8 25% 75% N/A 17.1% 881 N/A
R-5 Riverside 8 25% 75% 17% 18.0% 991 N/A
R-5M Riverside 8 25% 75% N/A 22.7% 435 102"*

S-1 Sherco 3 1_._0% 0% 26% 19.3% 1058 89
S-lM Sherco 3 10(_% 0% N/A 26.1% 1512 86

" Mix dropped.
*" Solid material only.

TABLE 13

WET-DRY TEST
(R-2 CORES)

Core Number Los....._t

Core C 1.7%
Core D(1) 2.5%
Core D(2) 1.4%
Average 1.9%
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FIELD STUDY OF WASTES FROM FLUIDIZED-BED COMBUSTION TECHNOLOGIES

by:

AndrewWeinberg
LarryHolcombe

Radian Corporation
Austin,Texas

Ray Butler
Energyand EnvironmentalResearchCenter

Grand Forks, North Dakota

The U.S. Departmentof Energy(DOE) hasundertakena researchprojectto monitoradvanced coal process
wastes placedin naturalgeologic settings. The overallobjective of the study is to gather field data on the
engineeringand environmentalperformanceof disposedsolidwaste from variousadvanced coal processes.

The coal ash from a fluidized-bed combustionunit is being studiedas part of the DOE program. The unit
is a 1lO-MW circulatingfluidized bed (CFB) at Colorado Ute Electric Association'sNucla Steam Electric
Station, which is beingdemonstrated with the supportof the DOE Clean Coal Technology Program. The
ElectricPowerResearchInstitute iscofunding the study. In June of 1989, a test cell approximately100 feet
squareand 8 feet deep was constructedand filled with ash from the Colorado Ute CFB unit. The cellwas
instrumentedwith lysimetersand neutronprobeaccess tubesto monitor waterflow and leachate chemist_
in the ash; groundwater wells and runoff collection devices were installed to determine the effects on
groundwater and surface water quality,and a meteorologicalstationwas installedto determine the water
balance. Additionally, tests are being performed to evaluate the chemical, physical, and mineralogical
propertiesof the solid waste and geologic materials.

Resultsfrom the first year of monitoringare presented.
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In a fossil fuel energy infrastructure dominated by refined hydrocarbon fuels, coal,
in its raw form, cannot meet complex energy needs. The drawbacks associated with use
of ra__w_wcoal include (1) its non-uniform composition which requires changes in boiler
design for each particular type of coal; (2) its bulky, solid form which results in transpor-
tation and handling problems; and (3) its release of sulfur oxide, nitrogen oxide, and air
toxics which are commonly blamed for smog and acid rain. Nevertheless, RAW COAL
IS TOO VALUABLE JUST TO BURN.

Despite their differences in appearance, coal and crude oil are quite similar. Both
are hydrocarbon-containing fossil fuels. Crude oii, with about 2 hydrogens per carbon,
has limited utility as a dirty, sulfur-containing material and miast be refined to produce
value-added products, such as gasoline, jet fuel, and other fuels and petrochemicals.
Thus, gasoline refined from high sulfur crude or from light Arabian crude is still
gasoline. Unfortunately, crude oil represents less than 2% of the U.S. known fossil fuel
resources.

Raw coal, with a hydrogen-to-carbon ratio of 1:1, contains complex hydrocarbons,
sulfur, and nitrogen. High sulfur bituminous coals and high moisture subbituminous
coals are very different raw materials and carmot be interchanged as fuels. Coal is our
country's most abundant fossil fuel, accounting for over 95% of the U,$. fossil ener_
reserves. The United States has 43% more energy in its coal reserves than the energy
equivalent of ali the "knownoil and gas reserves in the world.

Just as is it unimaginable that crude oil would be used in its raw form, so should it
be unthinkable that we would merely burn raw coal.

I. OVERVIEW OF THE CHARFUEL® COAL REFINING PROCESS

The patented Charfuel ® coal refining process is analogous to crude oil refining
processes in that it employs fluidized hydrocracking to produce char and liquid products
from virtually all types of volatile-containing coals, including low rank coal and lignite.
lt is not gasification or liquefaction which require the addition of expensive oxygen or
hydrogen or the use of extreme heat or pressure. It is not the German pyrolysis process
that merely "cooks" the coal, producing coke and tar-like liquids. Rather, the Charfuel®
coal refining process involves thermal hydrocracking which results in
"hydrodisproportionation" (rearrangement of hydrogen within the coal molecule) to
produce a slate of co-products, just as is done with crude oil in petroleum refining. See
Figure I. In the Charfuel® process, pulverized coal is rapidly heated in a reducing at-
mosphere in the presence of internally generated process hydrogen. When the coal
molecule is hydrocracked, inherent hydrogen is transferred away from certain carbons
(yielding char) to other carbons (yielding liquids).
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This hydrogen rearrangement allows refinement of various ranks of coals to produce
a pipeline transportable, slurry-type, environmentally clean boiler fuel (Charfuel®
fluidic fuel) and a slate of value-added traditional fuel and chemical feedstock co-
products. Using coal and oxygen as the only feedstocks, the Charfuel® hydrocracking
technology economically removes much of the fuel nitrogen, sulfur, and potential air
toxics (such as chlorine, mercury, beryllium, etc.) from the coal, resulting in a high heat-
ing value, clean burning fuel which can increase power plant efficiency (reduced CO2)
while reducing operating costs. The result is cleaner air and less expensive electricity.
The thermally efficient, environmentally benign Charfuel® coal refining process
produces no waste products or heavy tars. It does maximize liquid yields by conserving
hydrogen inherent in the coal, thus eliminating the need for exoensive externally genera-
ted hydrogen. This makes the process very economical.

The Charfuel® process is elegant in its simplicity. See Figure II. In the
hydrocracker, pulverized demoisturized coal is subjected to a high heat rate, short
residence time devolatilization and hydrogenation. A commercially available partial
oxidation (POX) unit provides both heat and hydrogen (from the coal) to the
hydrocracker. Sulfur and nitrogen, liberated during volatilization, are removed
downstream as elemental sulfur and ammonia. The reaction product temperature is
reduced by quenching to preserve the liquid product ("process oil") yield by inhibiting
the formation of gaseous products which result from hydrocracking at higher tempera-
tures. This quench step conserves valuable inherent hydrogen which would be used up
in a hydrocracking reaction. Char is separated from the quenched hydrocracker effluent
as a dry, free-flowing solid. The remaining effluent is cooled to condense and recover
the liquid products. Naphtha and BTX (benzene, toluene, and xylene) can be separated
from the liquid product as valuable co-products. The remaining raw oil can be mildly
hydrostabilized, if required, and used as the principal liquid blending component for
production of the Charfuel® fluidic fuel. The Charfuel® technology can be applied to
waste coals or feedstocks high in pyritic sulfur through appropriate control of process
parameters and the inclusion of coal and/or char physical cleaning as necessary.

FB&D evaluated the commercial feasibility of a Charfuel ® coal refinery processing
10,000 TPD (MAF) of Powder River Basin coal. FB&D calculated the thermal 0f-

ficiency of this facility to be about 78.9 percent and attributed this high efficiency to the
direct integration of the POX unit and hydrocracker, low oxygen consumption, and
direct heat recovery from process streams. See Table I.
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TABLE I

PROCESS THERMAL EFFICIENCY*

POWDER RIVER BASIN COAL Meyer -3-
10,000 TPD MAF COAL

Energy Input MMBtu/hr Percent of Total
Coal, HHV
(15,547.26 TPD @ 8,227 Btu/Ib) 10,658.9 97.15%

Electric Power
(91,529 KW @ 3,413 Btu/KWH) 312.4 2.85%

TOTAL ENERGY INPUT (HHV) 10,971.3 100.00%

Energy Output **
CHARFUEL Fluidic Fuel 7,119.4 64.89%
Methanol 200.2 1.82%
BTX 583.0 5.32%
Naphtha 513.4 4.68%
Ammo,_ia 53.5 0.49%
Sulfur 18.8 0.17%
CO 2 *** 164.7 1.50%

SUB-TOTAL PRODUCTS
AND CO-PRODUCTS 8,653.0 78.87%

CONSUMPTION & LOSSES 2,318.3 21.1 3%

TOTAL ENERGY OUTPUT
(HHV) 10,971.3 100.00%

PLANT THERMAL EFFICIENCY 78,87%
(Product Yield/Energy Input)

* Based upon Ford, Bacon & Davis Feasibility Study

** Does not include MTBE production. MTBE economics are mar-
ginal when methanol selling price above $0.50/Gai.

*** CO 2 contains 2.35 Volume % light hydrocarbons desirable in EOR
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These high thermal efficiencies compare very favorably with coal conversion
processes as shown in Table II. The efficiencies for these processes range ft'ore about 49
percent for the indirect conversion of coal-to-methanol-to-gasoline, to about 64 percent
for the direct conversion of coal to gasoline. Even the most efficient of these conversion
process is about 17 percent less efficient than a typical Charfuel® coal refining facility.
The thermal efficiency of the Charfuel ® coal refinery results in improved economics
and reduced CO2 emissions when compared to these direct and indirect coal conversion
processes.

TABLE ]_I
COMPARISON OF COAL CONVERSION EFFICIENCIES

Feedstock to Product

Type of Pr®ccms Conversion Efficiency. % (1)

Coal to Gaso|kne (Direct) 64

Coal to Methanol (Indirect) 54

Coal to Gasoline 49
(Indirect-Methanol to Gasoline)

Coal to Diesel (Indirect) 56

Coal to Gasoline (Indirect) 56

(1) DOE Estimates

The higher efficiency and lower CO2 emissions of the Charfuel ®process are primarily
due to conservation of intern_ hydrogen. Direct and indirect coal conversion processes
that produce gasoline, diesel, fuel oi_ etc., require large quantifies of hydrogen (hydrogen
to carbon atomic ratio of over 2:1). Much of the hydrogen required is normally produced
via the water-gas shift reaction, i.e., CO + H20 --> H2 + CO 2. Therefore, producing a
large amount of hydrogen also produces a large amount _f CO2, thereby increasing CO2
emissions.

Economic advantages of the Charfuel® process as compared with coal g,'._siIication or
other conversion processes include manufacture of multiple products, ;aigh yield of
lightweight process oil, and lower capital costs. Thermal efficiency of the process and high
rates of carbon conversion (up to 60%) make the process extremely economical. Based on
a comprehensive financial model developed by Morrison-Knudsen Engineers; Ford, Bacon
& Davis; Kidder, Peabody; Arthur Andersen & Co.; and W.R. Grace, projected pre-tax in-

ternal rates of return for commercial scale Charfuel@coal refineries are in the range of 20 -
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30% when the Charfuel® fluidic fuel is priced at the avoided cost of coal and the remain-
ing co-products are priced to be competitive with petroleum derived products when crude
oil is $15/barrel. As compared with the Charfuel ® coal refining process, both liquefaction
and gasification require extremely high capital costs and the addition of expensive external
hydrogen, and/or catalytic reaction systems. Because of their low efficiency, the require-
ment for hydrogen production, and high operating costs, these coal conversion processes
produce excessive amounts of CO2 and are profitable only when crude oil prices are over
$35.00 per barrel.

Price sensitivity analyses have been performed for Powder River Basin coal in order to
assess the impact of price fluctuations on base case economicL Each product price was in-
dependently varied +20% and +40% from base case prices, The results of the sensitivity
analyses are shown on Figure III. The sensitivity analysis indicates that the economic
viability of the Charfuel® coal refining process is not particularly sensitive to fluctuations
in the prices of the co-products. This is illustrated on the graph by the relatively flat slope
of plots for fluctuations in co-product prices,

The short residence time required for coal refining allows a much higher throughput
rate in smaller reactor equipment. This, combined with mild operating conditions and high
on-line factors, results in very low capital costs. Since the Charfuel® coal refining process
requires no external ]_ydrogen and is very thermally efficient, operating costs are mini-
mized.

II. CHARFUEL®FLUIDIC FUEL

A Compliance Boiler Fuel

According to Dr. C. Lowell Miller, Associate Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Office
of Clean Coal Technology, DOE data project that if ali the operators subject to Phase I
compliance decided to scrub, the deposition of wet scrubber sludge would cover the island
of Manhattan to a depth of nine feet each year. Echoing Dr. Miller's concerns, Coal
Voice 1, in an article entitled "Setting Priorities: Strategies for Environmental Protection",
recommended several environmental strategies. Number seven was to emphasize pollution
prevention by encouraging action that prevents pollution from being generated in the first
place. The conclusion: clean-up)the fuel. not the flue _as.- v

The principal product of the unique Charfuel® coal refining process is a new fuel
form, an admixture of the char and a portion of the low viscosity, high Btu, hydrocarbon li-
quids. See Figure IV. It can be substituted for coal or fuel oil as a boiler fuel and provides
a least-cost, multi-option win/win solution for utilities. With a heating value of 13,000

1. National Coal Voice Association, March/April 1991, Vol. 14:2, pgs. 6-9
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BtB/Ib., virtually nq vaporizable metals or chlorine, little fuel nhrogen, reduced _h_r.mal

.N-_x. and minimal _ulfur, the Charfoql ® fluidic fuel would allow B_ilities _q keep all their
optlons open. By utilizing the Charflae!® fluidic fuel. either alone or in a co-fired con-
figuration, labilities cquld nol; only improve boiler effiqiency and achieve emission com-
Dliance. avoiding capital and operating co_ts for scrubbers, bU_al_o alloc.ate substantially
all of Itheir compliance COstsw;Othe c0_t of fuel. Co-firing Charfuel ® fluidic fuel with coal
for which the utility has already contracted could allow the utility to select the level oi"regu-
lated emissions which best suits its business plan and compliance objectives.

The Charfuel ® fluidic fuel can be manufactured for a particular boiler's fuel specifica-
tions from a wide variety of coal feedstocks by varying process operating parameters.
Refined fuels derived from coals having differing characteristics, i.e., eastern coals and
western coals, can be "blended" like petroleum fuel oils to produce an economical com-
pliance product.

Combustion of Charfuel® fluidic fiael increases power plant capacity, improves system
efficiency and economics, and allows the utilization of a secure, abundant natural resource:
U.S. coal. If the utilities targeted for Phase I compliance with the 1990 amendment to the
Clean Air Act were to combust Charfuel® slurry (blended 50% from western coal and 50%
from eastern coal) rather than unrefined high sulfur bit',rminous coal, SOx emissions could
be reduced by 6.75 million tons per year and NO x could be reduced by 1.7 million tons per
year, without producing any solid or liquid scrubber waste. When a blended Charfuel®
product is utilized instead of scrubbers, over a billion dollars a year can be saved. See

Figure V. Combuszing Charfuel® fluidic fuel is the least cost alternative for meeting SO2
compliance. See Table III.
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TABLE III
COMPARATIVE FUEL COSTS

(SO2 Compliance Fuels)

Charfuel®
Raw Coal Natural No. 6 No. 2 Fluidic
Pdlhs..E.C,_ Gas Fuel Oil 6 Fuel Oil

Typical Delivered
Fuel Cost, $/MMBtu $1.29 1,2 $2.49 2 $3.45 2 $3.84 2 $1.90

Power Plant Retrofit
Costs: 3

Capital Costs,
$/MMBtu $0.17 $0.02 $0.05 4 $0.04 4 $0.05 4

Operating & Main-
tenance Cost,

$/MMBtu $0.72 ($0.22) 5 ($0.15) 5 ($0.19) 5 ($0.07) 5

Net Fuel Plus Retrofit

Cost, $/MMBtu $2.18 $2.30 $3.35 $3.69 $1.88

SO2 Reduction 90.0 100.0 (0 to 80%) (74 to 98%) (80 to 96%) 7

1 Coal with 2.5 percent sulfur, HHV of 12,360 Btu/Lb, and SOx emission of 3.8
lbs/MMBtu.

2 Fuel costs from DOE data.

3 Based on retrofitting pulverized coal-fired boiler with 20 year additional plant life and
274 days/year operation. Net heat rate for power plant before retrofit is 9,493
Btu/KW-Hr.

4 Includes 30 days of liquid storage.

5 Includes operating and maintenance costs for retrofit equipment and credit for retiring
coal storage, handling and grinding, and eliminating or reducing ash handling and dis-
posal costs.

6 May require flue gas desulfurization, depending on fuel sulfur content.
7 80% SO2 reduction utilizing Chaffuel ® from W. Kentucky No. 9 coal and 96%- reduc-

tion utilizing Charfuel® from Powder River Basin coal.
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Increased Power Plant Efficiency

In retrofitting to utilize Charfuel® fluidic fuel, elecm'c power generating stations can
economically replace current coal storage, conveying, and pulverizing facilities with pumps
and storage tanks, possibly maintaining the old coal handling facilities for back-up. These
simple replacement facilities to handle Charfuel® fluidic fuel eliminate fugitive dust emis-
sions and coal pile freeze up associated with current coal handling systems. Commercially
available corrosion inhibitors (ff needed) will ensure safe, long-term operation of the re-
placement facilities.

The costs at the power facility to store and deliver the new Charfuel# fluidic fuel sys-
tem to the boiler are much less than the costs to store, crush, pretreat, pulverize, and con-
vey raw coal. In a 500 MW plant, this represents a net savings of approximately 7 MW of
power plus a substantial reduction in operating, maintenance, and replacement costs. With
proper operation and maintenance of facilities, Charfuel# fluidic fuel is handled more
cleanly and safely than coal or dried coal products. The Great Plains Gasification Plant
has demonstrated safe, commercial handling of process liquids derived from coal.

The net result of a utility using Charfuel® fluidic fuel is a higher overall efficiency for
generating electric power in retrofitted utility plants, i.e., less fuel energy is required to gen-
erate a KW-Hr of electricity. Therefore, less CO2 is produced per net KW-Hr of electric
power generated.

Even when the CO 2 generated by the Charfuel® refining facility is added to the com-
bustion CO2, the total CO2 produced by combusting Charfuel® fluidic fuel is less than that
emitted from a compliance pulverized coal boiler (see Table IV).
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TABLE IV

CO2 EMISSIONS BY FUEL TYPE
(Lbs-of CO 2 Emitted Per KW-Hr) (1)

CO2 Emissions
CO2 Emissions Associated With Total
Associated With Electric Power CO2
Production Of Fuel Generation (1) Emissions(1)
(Fuel Source)

Coal-Fired Steam Plam_:
Bituminous Coal w/o Scrubber 0.126 = 1.878 *(2) 2.004
Bimm_.nous Coal w/Scrubber 0.132 * 1.983 *(3) 2.115
Sub-Bituminous Coal w/o Scrubber 0.120 =* 2.190 **(4) 2.310
Atmospheric Fluidized Bed Comb. 0.131 * 2.020 *(5) 2.151

Charfuel® Fired Steam Plant 0.268 **(6) 1.79 **(7) 2.059

(1) Lbs. of CO2 produced per KW-Hr of electric power placed on power grid.

(2) Bituminous coal with 9,658 Btu/KW-Hr net heat rate*. THIS IS NOT A COM-
PLIANCE FACILITY.

(3) Bituminous coal and wet limestone scrubber at 10,060 Btu/KW-Hr. Includes C09
released from limestone. --

(4) Sub-bituminous coal with 8,200 Btu/Lb heating value and 10,200 Btu/KW-Ht net heat
rate.

(5) Bituminous coal at 10,000 Btu/KW-Hr net heat rate. Includes CO 2 released from
limestone.

(6) Includes CO2 gen,_;rated in refining process plus CO2 generated operating refining
facility.

(7) Bituminous coal refined to produce Charfuel ® fluidic fuel with 13,830 Btu/lb heating
value and 9,390 Btu/KW-Hr net heat rate.

* DOE estimates based on amount of coal required to produce 1 KW-Hr. of net power.
** CFA estimates.
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A Pipeline Transportable Fuel

Products from coal hydrocracking are ideally suited for blending to produce a slurry-
type, fluidic, boiler fuel. The process maximizes yields of low viscosity liquid products and
produces rounded char particles that resemble small ball bearings. With only mild hydros-
tabilization, the product oil resists oxidation and polymerization. These properties of the
oil and char minimize the liquid requirements to blend a pumpable fuel.

The Charfuel® fluidic fuel is more user-friendly than either #6 fuel oil or coal/water
slurries. It does not need to be agitated or heated to prevent settling or solidification. Nor
does it require bulky and expensive solids-handling equipmem. Transportation costs will
lower because the fuel can be shipped in the same pipelines used to ship petroleum fuel.
Railroads, via tank cars, are available to transport and distribute the co-products as well as
the boiler fuel.

As shown in Figure IV, a small quantity of wet methanol and concentrated process
water are emulsified with the oil and char to improve the transportation and handling
characteristics of the slurry. The dissolved organics and solids in the concentrated process
water are natural emulsifying agents that stabilize the three-phase suspension. The emul-
sifted water and methanol also provide a "wall-slip effect" when the slurry is transported by
laminar flow in a pipeline, thus giving the fluidic fuel a dynzmic viscosity lower than that of
light crude oil. The moisture content of the fluidic fuel is less than 5 weight percent. This
is less moisture than is contained in subbituminous coal which hz,s been dried using the best
available commercial technologies. In addition to enhancing the rheological characteristics
of the fuel, the moisture also enhances combustion efficiency.

Actual rheology tests have demonstrated that the Charfuel® product is transportable
in lan-tinar flow using existing oil handling facilities (including oil pipelines) at about the
same transportation costs as those charged for light crude oil. As shown in Figures V and
V!, this represents substantial savings over the transport of coal. Utilization of existing oil
pipelines and oil handling systems (which might require minor pump modifications) would
eliminate the need to construct new slurry pipelines and create new rights of way. The
fluidic fuel, as well as the co-products, can also be transported by rail, barge, truck, or ship.

ARCO Pipeline Company has evaluated the commercial feasibility for pipeline
transportation of Charfuel ®fluidic fuel. Based on actual rheological measurements, a 24-
inch pipeline is estimated to transport 10 MMTPY of Charfuel® fluidic fuel at a cost of
about $0.05/MMBtu/1000 miles. In comparison with rail transportation costs at $0.020 to
$0.025/ton-mile for coal and dried coal products, Charfuel® fluidic fuel is transported 1000
miles by pipeline at a cost of only about $0.0026/ton-mile.

The pumpable nature of Charfuel® fluidic fuel also reduces loading and freight costs
for ocean transportation. Oil-type tankers can load and transport Charfuel ®fluidic fuel at
an estimated cost of $0.30/MMBtu for shipment from California to Japan, Taiwan, and
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Korea. Loading and shipping Powder River Basin coal for the same ocean transport is es-
timated to cost $1.00/MMBtu. The combined cost advantage for both land and ocean
transport of Charfuel® fluidic fuel from the Powder River Basin to Japan exceeds
$2.00/MMBtu. See Figure VI.

The costs at the power facility required to store and deliver the new Charfuel® fluidic
fuel system to the boiler are much less than the costs to store, crush, pretreat, pulverize,
and convey raw coal. In a 500 MW plant, this represents a net savings of approximately 7
MW of power and a substantial reduction in operating, maintenance, and replacement
costs. With proper operation and maintenance of facilities, Charfuel@ fluidic fuel is
handled more cleanly and safely than coal or dried coal products. The Great Plains
Gasification Plant has demonstrated safe, commercial handling of process liquids derived
from coal.

As shown in Figure VIII, the Charfuel® fluidic fuel could be used as a transportation
medium: at the destination the oil could be separated from the char, leaving a high con-
centrated char/oil blend (about 90% solids) for use in existing coal-fired boilers, while the
separated hydrocarbon liquid would be available for use as a chemical feedstock, a refinery
material, or for turbine peaking.

New installations will be able to burn Charfuel® fluidic fuel in boilers which resemble
less expc.nsive, oil-fired units without the need for scrubbers to control emissions, thus
greatly reducing the capital and operating requirements of new power generation capacity.
There is a significant steam generator cost savings when using a high caloric "clean" fuel
(13,000+ Btu/lb) such as the Charfuel® fluidic fuel. These savings result from smaller fur-
nace volume and elimination of capital and operating costs associated with coal pul-
verizers, flue gas desulfurization systems and NO x conversio_a systems. The use of peaking
turbines (fired using Charfuel® fluidic fuel hydrocarbon liquids) can result in additional
savings. Another concept would be to remove the high value oil products from the Char-
fuel® fluidic fuel and burn the oily ch_- in an on-site fluidized bed boiler. If the oil
products are not required for peaking turbines or other stationary combustion, they can be
refined or sold "as is" to generate income for the utility, thereby offsetting total fuel cost. In
cogeneration application, the Charfuel® coal refining plant is the process heat generating
portion of the cogeneration (see U.S. Patent No. 4,854,937 issued August 8, 1989 to Carbon
Fuels Corporation). This configuration is so efficient and economical, it could quite pos-
sibly become the prototype for future power generation facilities.

The Charfuel® fluidic fuel, like the BTX, naphtha, and other upgraded co-products,
can be utilized as transportation fuel to reduce dependence on foreign oil. The Charfuel®
fluidic fuel is a manufactured product and, therefore, the char content can be varied and/or
the char can be cleaned to remove inorganic material such as ash. Carbon Fuels Corpora-
tion has approached one manufacturer regarding the development of diesel engines which
will utilize the Charfuel® fluidic fuel. Unlike coal/water mixtures or powdered coal, the
Charfuel® fluidic fuel has a very high Btu content and is comparable to diesel fuel. Ap-
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plication as a fuel for off-road venicles such as mining equipment, agricultural equipment,
and the like is particularly important. Another very significant market could include rail-
road locomotives.

III. COAL REFINERY "VALUE-ADDED" CO-PR®DUCTS

In addition to Charfuel® fluidic fuel, the versatile Charfuel® coal refining process
produces a number of co-products with established markets. See Table V. Within limits,
the process parameters can be adjusted to vary product quantities as demand fluctuates.
The co-product slate includes methanol and MTBE (gasoline additives to produce high
test, oxygenated motor fuels); BTX (petrochemical feedstock) or benzene (chemical
grade); naphtha (component of premium non-leaded fuel and a chemical feedstock); am-
monia (fertilizer); and elemental sulfur (chemical feedstock). Industrial grade carbon
dioxide can be separated when useful for tertiary oil recovery or other industrial uses. The
char product, which usually would be the solid component of the Charfuel® fluidic fuel,
could alternatively be utilized to produce formed coke or refined coke for anodes. Coal
ash can be recovered for use in cement or other building materials. Even the trace metals
in the coal feedstock, which would form air toxics if combusted, can be extracted when
economical in light of market demand.

As :_ set forth in Coal & Svnfuels Technolo_, Volume 10, No. "'• _ __ .4, Ju_e 19, 1989, the
methanol market as an oxygenated fuel is expected to rise substantially. The Clean Fuels
Development Coalition estimates that the Clean Air Act Amendments will increase the
market for methanol by 100 million to 200 million gallons. The conversion of 1,000,000
cars to alternative fuels would require 500 million to 1 billion gallons of those fuels. The
market for MTBE as an oxygenated gasoline additive is also expected to expand exponen-
tially. Thus, the planned market share for these two Charfuel® co-products would have a
small impact on total supply of oxygenated fuels.

Figure IX depicts the co-product slates which can be manufactured from Powder River
Basin subbituminous coal and from Kentucky high sulfur bituminous coal. Figure X shows
that refining coal yields more value-added products than can be derived from crude oil.

The recovery and sale of acid rain precursors, i.e., sulfur and nitrogen, and of
greenhouse gases (carbon dioxide) along with the production of naphtha, BTX, and
methanol co-products, improve the economics for producing the low-sulfur, low-nitrogen,
high Btu, pipeline transportable Charfuel® fluidic fuel. Thus, the Charfuel® process has
the potential of allowing coal-derived products to reach both traditional and non-
traditional domestic energy markets in an environmentally responsible manner and to
reduce dependence on foreign oil. Moreover, exporting the clean-burning Charfuel®
fluidic fuel opex_.snew foreign markets for U.S. coal while reducing the trade deficit.
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IV. NATIONAL AND REGIONAL BENEFITS

Fundamental problems facing the U.S. include (1) environmental pollution, (2) energy
security, (3) balance of trade deficit, (4) regional economic depression, and (5) remaining
competitive in an increasingly global economy. The Charnel® coal refining technology
provides answers to each of these problems, whether the feedstock is high sulfur eastern
coal, western subbituminous coal or great plains or southern lignite.

Environmental Pollution

Since about 85% of the sulfur and 65% of the fuel nitrogen are removed from the raw
coal during the refining p:'ocess, combustion of the uniform Charfuel® fluidic fuel
produces very limited amounts of the pollutants which cause acid rain. This new fuel form
can be fired in existing power plants in compliance with current environmental laws
without the need for scrubbers or other flue gas clean-up apparatus. Further, by avoiding
FGD, no scrubber sludge is produced. An additional advantage is that eliminating the
need for pollution control equipment increases power plant efficiency, thus reducing
production of "greenhouse ga_e_". The Charfuel ® process also reduces volatile toxics such
as mercury, lead, cadmium, sodium, beryllium, and chlorine in the fuel. These materials
are rendered benign or removed during the process so that they are not emitted from the
power plant stack.

Ener_ Securiff

Because the Charfuel® fluidic fuel is a manufactured product, it is applicable to
boilers in ali regions and can utilize a wide variety of domestic coal feedstocks. Petroleum
substitutes refined from U.S. coal will supplement domestic crude oil reserves, thus reduc-
ing the need for imported oil. By relying on U.S. resources to meet our energy require-
ments, we can enhance our national security.

Balance of Trade Deficit

Charfuel® fluidic fuel can be transported easily and inexpensively in crude oil
pipelines to coastal ports, loaded aboard oil tankers, and exported to such markets as
Japan, Korea, Taiwan, and Europe, helping our negative balance of trade. The high quality
Charfuel® fluidic fuel and its liquid co-products derived from U.S. coal are expected to be
highly competitive in overseas markets, particularly those in the Pacific Rim. At present,
U.S. coal exports are declining. This trend can easily be reversed by lowering the transpor-
tation costs, upgrading export products, and making available a stable resource base (U.S.
coal).
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Regional Economic Depression

In the Charfuel® process, approximately 2 tons of coal yield about 1 ton equivalent of
boiler fuel and about 1 ton equivalent of value-added co-products which are salable to
non-traditional coal markets. This results in double the demand for raw coal. Thus, there
is an economy of mining because of large scale operations. Since the Charfuel® coal
refinery can utilize a wide range of feedstocks, there is no need to "hi-grade" or to waste
material in order to meet contract requirements. Mine mouth plants can be located in ali
coal producing states, not only increasing mining jobs, but also employing operators for the
refinery and creating new jobs for support and spin-off industries.

A total of some 750 full-time employees would be required to operate both a 10.000
TPD Charfuel® refinery .'nad the coal mine(s) dedicated for supply of 4 million tons ker
year of coal feedstock. An estimated additional 1,100 jobs would be created in the local
area to proviee support for the permanent 750 new jobs created for the Charfuel® refinery
and coal mines. Moreover, spin-off industries for utilizing or marketing the slate of co-
products will add to the employment base. Locally, these new jobs result in higher property
values, increased tax revenues and enhanced community services. At a state level, in-
creased mining and industrial infrastructure contribute increased mineral royalties, income
taxes, and corporate taxes, thereby providing funding for additional economic development
programs.

U.S. Position in a World Market

To remain competitive, domestic manufacturers must control costs, improve produc-
tivity and offer innovations in products and services not found elsewhere. Maintaining a
secure, least cost electric power supply is one essential element of this strategy. Reducing
dependence on foreign oil is another. Unless electricity costs to critical industries are mini-
mized and fuel supplies are secure, the whole U.S. economy is threatened. Utilization of
Charfuel® fluidic fuel is less expensive and more environmentally responsible than burning
coal and it improves the production efficiency of the power plant. Thus, this new fuel form
creates a "domino" effect: less expensive electricity, less expensive manufactured goods, less
importation of foreign goods and energy, and, ultimately, a better quality of life throughout
the nation.
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CHARFUEL®PRODUCTION FACILITY

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
POWDER RIVER BASIN COAL

prepared May, 1991
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ABSTRACT

The LiQuids From Coal (LFC) process produces two new fuels, a liquid and
a solid, that will be low sulfur alternatives. Handling, storage, combustion
and ash utilization properties of the solid fuel, produced by applying the
LFC Process to Powder River Basin coal, are described. Based on these
properties, a Demonstration Plant is under construction at the Buckskin Mine
in Wyoming.

INTRODUCTION

Beneficiated low sulfur Powder River Basin coals will be one component
in the strategy to reduce sulfur dioxide emissions from power plants
throughout the world. A critical factor in the acceptance of these new fuels
by the power generation industry will be their handling and combustion
characteristics.

The reasons for the interest in Powder River Basin (PRB) coal are the
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large reserve base, relatively low cost of production and low sulfur content.
Because of the operating cost of flue gas desulfurization units, there is
incentive to consider PRB coal in plants with scrubbers as well as plants
without scrubbers. Factors that inhibit more extensive use of PRB coal are
the long transportation distances and the lower heat content of PRB coals
relative to coal from most other basins.

Properties of interest to operations can be categorized as:

- Handling, principally dust control

- Ambient temperature reactivity
Water sorption
Spontaneous combustion

- Combustion temperature reactivity
Flame stability
Combustion efficiency

- Ash

Deposition
Fly ash collection
Utilization

ENCOAL Corporation will be producing 500 tons per day of a beneficiated
PRB coal beginning near the end of 1991. This paper presents the data on
fuel properties that formed the basis for proceeding with the development of
the Demonstration Plant. All the descriptions of product properties and
utilization in this paper assume the solid fuel is unblended.

THE ENCOAL PROJECT

ENCOAL Corporation, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Shell Mining Company,
has entered into a Cooperative Agreement with United States Department of
Energy (DOE) to design, construct and operate a 1,000 ton of feed coal per
day mild gasification demonstration plant at the Buckskin Mine near Gillette,
Wyoming. The demonstration plant will utilize the LiQuids from Coal (LFC)
technology developed by Shell Mining Company and SGI International of La
Jolla, California. The demonstration project cost is $72,564,000. DOE's
share is 50_ and is part of the Congressional program for cost-sharing of
Clean Coal Technology demonstration projects.

The ENCOAL Project is organized as follows. The LFC technology is owned
by Tek-Kol, a joint venture of Shell Mining Company and SGI International.
Tek-Kol licenses the technology to ENCOAL. As indicated above, funding for
the project will be provided by ENCOAL and the Department of Energy. The
demonstration plant will be located at Triton Coal Company's Buckskin Mine.
Feed coal will be purchased from Triton. The contractor for construction of
the demonstration plant will be M. W. Kellogg Company.

The demonstration plant will start up late in 1991 and will produce 500
tons per day of a low sulfur solid fuel and 500 barrels per day of a low
sulfur liquid fuel.
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THE LIQUIDS FROM COAL PROCESS

This paper focuses on the properties of the solid product generated in
the LFC process. A simple overview is shown in Figure 1. As indicated in
Figure 1, PRB coal will be processed to produce marketable solid and liquid
products. Gases will provide heat for the process. The products retain 90_
of the feed coal's heating value.

A detailed description of the process is given elsewhere 1, First, coal
from the Buckskin Mine is screened to remove fines. The resulting 2"xl/8"
coal is dried in a rotary grate dryer and fed to a pyrolyzer where the solids
are mildly pyrolyzed. Solids from the pyrolyzer are cooled and stabilized.
Gases released during pyrolysis are cooled to condense the liquid product and
the residual gases are burned.

PRODUCTANALYSIS

The solid product is called Process Derived Fuel, or PDF. A comparison
of properties of PDF with the Buckskin feed coal is given in Table 1.
Heating value increases both on an as-received basis and on a moisture and
ash free basis. This latter increase, from 12,800 to 14,100 Btu/lb is due to
chemical changes occurring during pyrolysis. Sulfur, on a lb/MMBtu basis
decreases slightly. This decrease may be more significant when the LFC
Process is used with higher sulfur coals from regions outside the Powder
River Basin. Water content is reduced from 30_ to about 4_.

Because the ash stays with the solid and about 1 ton of product is
generated for 2 tons of feed, the percent ash doubles. On a lb/NNBtu basis
the increase is much smaller, from 6.0 to 8.3 lb ash/NNBtu. Because of the
increased efficiency of burning PDF compared to its parent PRB coal, the
amount of ash generated on a lb/kwhr basis for PDF is only about 30_ more
than from the parent PRB coal. The volatiles content decreases
significantly. The impact of this reduction is discussed below in the
section on Combustion Temperature Reactivity. Ash fusion temperatures are
the same as for the parent feed coal.

The liquid product is called Coal Derived Liquid, or CDL. A comparison
of properties of CDL with a low sulfur No. 6 oil is given in Table 2. The
properties of the CDL will not be discussed in this paper. The CDL will be
marketed as a low sulfur synthetic residual fuel oil. The CDL also appears
to be a good feedstock for production of certain high-value specialty
chemicals. In order to keep the demonstration plant as simple as possible,
upgrading of the CDL has not been included. Utilization of this product will
be the subject of considerable developmental interest when significant
quantities become available from the demonstration plant. Research
delineating the optimum processing and use of the CDL is ongoing.

I. Comprehensive Report to Congress, Clean Coal Technology Program,
ENCOAL Mild Coal Gasification Project, DOE/FE-O194P, June 1990.
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TABLE I

TYPICAL PDF QUALITY COMPARISON

FEED
COAL PDF

Heating Value (Btu/Ib) 8,300 12,000
SO2 (lb/MMBtu) 1.2 1.1
H20 (% wt) 30 5
Ash (% wt) 5 10
Volatiles (% wt) 29 19
Fixed Carbon (% wt) 36 66
Sulfur (% wt) 0.50 0.66
Ash Fusion Temp. (°F) 2220 2220

TABLE 2

TYPICAL COL QUALITY COMPARISON

LOW SULFUR
CDL NO.6

API Gravity (o) 6 5
Sulfur (%) 0.3 0.8
Nitrogen (%) 0.6 0.3
Oxygen (%) 6.2 0.6
Viscosity @122 OF(cs) 88 420
Pour Point (°F) 96 50
Flash Point (°F) 165 150 min.
MBtu/gal 144 150

PDF PROPERTIES

Handling - Dust Control

When coal is mined, a distribution of coal particle sizes results. The
fine particles less than 100 u can be released as nuisance dust during
handling. However, the dust tends to stick to larger particles in the
presence of surface moisture. Hence, coal with zero surface moisture will be
rslatively dusty unless separate dust control is used.

Dustiness of PDF is reduced in three ways. First, the fines less than
I/8" are removed. Second, the gasification process itself affects the

friability of the product compared to dried coal. While specific friability
tests on PDF have not been conducted, truck transportation (over 2500 n,iles
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total) of drum size Quantities plus repeated flow through a model of one of
the major pieces of equipment for the demonstration plant resulted in less
particle size degradation than would have been expected for dried coal.

Third, Shell Development Company has developed a dust suppression
additive, called MK, and the technology to apply it effectively. MK will be
applied to the PDF product.

Field tests of the MK additive and quantitative laboratory data indicate
that the amount of nuisance dust generated by an MK treated product will be
reduced by as much as an order of magnitude relative to untreated product
subjected to the same handling. Our original work was carried out on dried
PRB coal with the results shown in Figure 2. The particle size distribution
for the dried coal sample, without dust Suppression treatment, shows about I%
of the sample being in the nuisance dust range. Treatment with oil, a
candidate dust suppression agent, reduced the nuisance dust level to about
I/3 of that of the untreated sample. With MK, at .a much reduced loading
relative to oil, a much more significant reduction in dust resulted, to
roughly 1/10 of the untreated sample.

An example of work done in a field test at Triton Coal Company's
Buckskin Mine is shown in Figure 3. The effect of MK addition was dramatic
in this test. The pictures in Figure 3 were taken from a video recording of
the test and are not sharp. Both pictures are taken from the same location,
showing a front end loader dropping coal into a hopper. The top half shows
dried coal, treated with MK. Dust is not noticeable when dumping the treated
coal. The bottom half shows the same activity, but in this case the dried
coal was not treated for dust suppression. In the bottom picture, the front
end loader is engulfed in a cloud of dust and is barely visible.

Ambient Temperature Reactivity - Moisture Resorption

Once moisture has been removed from PRB coal there is the Question of
whether the dried product will resorb moisture and return to its original
state. Only a small amount of water would naturally resorb into PDF. Two
factors contribute to the tendency to resorb only small amounts of water, one
physical and one chemical. Some of the pores collapse, thereby physically
preventing reentry of water.

In addition there is a chemical effect inhibiting moisture resorption.
When PRB coal is subjected to LFC pyrolysis conditions, the oxygen content,
on a dry ash free basis, is reduced by approximately 50%, the final amount
being dependent on the extent of pyrolysis. With less oxygen and therefore
fewer polar oxygenated sites, the PDF is more hydrophobic, Inhibiting the
sorption of polar waker molecules. Data from a severe test for moisture
resorption are shown in Figure 4. In these tests, a ground sample of PDF
with low moisture was equilibrated with a 97% relative humidity environment.

With respect to the decision to go forward with the ENCOAL Prooect,
these and other similar data indicated that moisture resorption from humid
air would not cause PDF to regain the high moisture levels of its parent feed
coal.
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Ambient Temperature Reactivity - Spontaneous Combustion

Several conditions must exist for spontaneous combustlon to occur in a
stockpile. Oxygen must come in contact with the coal and tnen react with it.
If there is insufficlent heat transfer to the surroundings, the heat released
by the coal-oxygen reaction raises the temperature of the coal and leads to
spontaneous ignition problems as manifested by a smoldering or hot stockpile.

If the spontaneous ignition tendency is assumed to De proportional to
the reaction rate with oxygen, all other factors being equal, then measuring
the reaction rate with oxygen can be bsed to estimate relative performance.

In Figure 5 are shown data in which oxygen uptake was measured on about
2 Ib of 2"xO coal _n a reactor with the temperature controlled at 122 °F.
The data show that the uptake rates of oxygen for both the parent wet coal
and PDF are relatively flat over this time frame. However. the rate for
oxygen consumption for PDF is only about I/2 the rate for the parent PRB
coal. Because the rate at which oxygen reacts with PDF is significantly less
than with the parent PRB coal, the tendency for spontaneous combustion is
predicted to be reduced also.

With respect to the decision to go forward with the ENCOAL Project,
these and other data indicated that the _ndency for spontaneous combustion
of PDF will be less likely than that of PRB coal.

Combustion Temperature Reactivity:
Flame Stability and Combustion Efficiency

This section addresses the reactivity of PDF at flame temperatures,
namely what are its anticipated flame stability and combustion efficiency
characteristics. As above, the data comprise a comparison of PDF with the
parent PRB coal.

The most significant difference between PDF and most other coals that
are used for raising steam is the lower volatiles content of PDF. The most
frequently specified minimum volatiles content is 25%. For some individual
units the minimum can be as high as 35%. However, the data that form the
basis for the preceeding specifications are generated on bituminous coals.
PRB coal volatiles content, on a moisture ash free basis, is in the 50% range
so that volatiles content for PRB coal is not an issue in flame stability.
Therefore, it was necessary to determine combustibility and rgactivity of
this new type of solid fuel, a subbituminous based product having about 19%
volatiles.

A preliminary evaluation of the combustibility characteristics of PDF
was carried out in a 600,000 Btu/hour (70 to 100 pounds of coal/hour) pilot
test facility at Shell Development. Key properties examined included PDF
flame visual appearance, stability at the burner, and completeness of
_ombustion. Poor flame stability is manifested both in the Shell pilot
facility at full scale by large flame fluctuations, possibly accompanied by
loss of flame detector signal, as well as pressure pulsations associated with
blowout and re-ignition of the fuel. In extreme cases where solid fuels are

burned, natural gas support may be required to ensure good f_ame stability.
Carbon monoxide emissions and carbon on flyash provide a measure of
completeness of combustion.

In general the stability characteristics of PDF appeared to be Quite
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good and were comparable to the parent PRB coal. Neither required support
fuel, and the problems noted above, that would be associated with poor flame
stability, were not encountered.

Data on carbon monoxide levels and carbon burnout are shown in Table 3.
Two types of PDF were tested, one with a volatiles content lower than the
projected 19_ for the commercial PDF product, and the other higher. Also,
tests were run at two furnace exit gas temperatures. As shown in Table 3,
the carbon monoxide levels for PDF were only slightly higher than the parent
PRB coal. In addition, there was little variation in carbon monoxlde
emissions between the two furnace exit gas temperature conditions tested. As
an additional point of comparison, the carbon monoxide levels generated by
PDF were less than many bituminous coals tested under the same conditions in
the Shell pilot facility.

Carbon burnout for PDF, at all conditions tested was comparable to the
parent PRB coal. PDF carbon burnout levels (99_.) were also higher than
those observed for a number of bituminous coals tested under the same
conditions (which ranged as low as 90-95_).

TABLE 3.

LABORATORY COMBUSTION TESTS

Carbon Carbon
Volatiles FEGT Monoxide Burnout

(_) (°F)* (PPM) (_)

Higher FEGT Range
Parent Coal 34 2160 18 99+
PDF, Higher vol. 22 2150 25 99*
PDF, Lower vol. 17 2200 27 99+

Lower FEGT Range
PDF, Higher vol. 22 2030 25 99+
PDF, Lower vol. 17 2060 32 99+

* Furnace Exit Gas Temperature

The high reactivity of PDF may be due to its structure at flame
temperature compared to bituminous coals. Most bituminous coal softens,
losing surfe_e area as its temperature increases. Subbituminous coal does
not agglomerate, thus retaining the high surface area. Tests show that PDF
from PRB coal is non-agglomerating.

One unique combustion feature of PDF is that the flame is relatively
non-luminous. Pictures from a video taken during combustion oY PDF _nd of a
bituminous coal are shown in Figure 6. In the top picture the brighter area
comprising the top I/2 of the burner view is the bituminous coal flame. This

same area in the bottom picture appears darker, when viewing PDF combustion.
The dark area is the burner quarrel, which is water cooled. Thus, for PDF
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the non-luminous flame does not screen the view of the burner quarrel.
The reduced luminosity can probably be attributed to less generation of

soot in the flame from the reduced amount of volatiles present in PDF. Soot
is known to be a strong contributor to the luminosity or brightness
characteristics of both coal and oil flames.

The data above indicate that PDF will be a viable fuel for utility steam
generators and supported the decision to go forward with the ENCOAL Project.

Ash - Deposition

In the LFC process, essentially all the ash remains with the solids.
One would anticipate that the ash deposition behavior of PDF will be similar
_o that of PRB, one difference being an increased ash loading.

Testing in Shell Development's combustion facility has verified the
prediction of similar ash deposition characteristics between PDF and its
parent PRB coal, for the most part. The one difference was that superheater
deposits for PDF were significantly more brittle than those of the parent PRB
coal, thus making removal by sootblowing easier. This difference was
manifested during sootblowing.

Much of the potential market for PDF is in steam generators not designed
for PRB coal. Successful test burns of PRB coals, both unblended as well as
blended with Eastern coals, have been reported2 recently in steam generators
designed for bituminous coals. Thus, it is anticipated that PDF will be
compatible with steam generators designed for Eastern coals with respect to
ash deposition.

The high calcium content of the PRB ash produces a significantly
different deposition pattern than the high iron content in the ash of Eastern
coals. Furnace waterwall deposits for ash from PRB coals from the Gillette
area are thin and easily blown off the walls. The furnace appears "bright"
compared to Eastern coals. The effect on furnace heat transfer patterns of
these ash radiative properties as well as the non-radiant nature of the flame
will be part of extensive field testing with host utilities.

Backpass fouling, which is heavier with PRB coals than with most Eastern
coals, will be a site specific factor depending on tube spacing and
sootblower coverage. Backpass fouling on operation with PDF will vary and be
studied on a case by case basis. The increased brittleness of PDF

superheater deposits, as noted above, could be a positive factor in reducing
convection section fouling.

Flyash Collection and Utilization

There are no differences between PDF and the parent PRB coal in the area

of flyash collection and utilization. On line flyash resistivity
measurements in Shell Development's model boiler were in the _xpected 1011 to
1012 ohm-cm range. Power plants that have cold side electrostatic

2. Coal Week, November 26, 1990, pg 4; Coal Week, October 29, 1990,
P9 I; Southern Coal, August 27, 1990, pg 4; Southern Coal, June 11,
1990, pg 2; Coal Outlook, December 18, 1990, pg 5.
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precipitators designed for higher sulfur coals have several potential avenues
to maintain efficiency when switching to low sulfur coals. One o7 these
options, S03 conditioning, can be used with the high calcium ash in PDF
generated from PRB coal.

Flyash from PDF generated from PRB coal Qualifies as ASTM Class "C".
Power plants burning PRB coal often can market all the flyash they generate.
Having the same ash composition, this saleability should also be the case for
PDF from the Demonstration Plant and future commercial plants situated in the
Powder River Basin.

CONCLUSION

The LFC process will produce two new fuels, a liquid and a solid, that will
be low sulfur alternatives. The work presented in this paper indicates that
the solid product, PDF, has desirable handling, storage, combustion and ash
atilization properties. Based on these properties, a Demonstration Plant is
under construction. In 1992, the plant will begin production on a scale
sufficient for full scale utility test burns and "could mark the beginning of
an important step forward for America's energy industry".
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FIGURE 3. FIELD TEST OF MK DUST SUPPRESSANT ON
THERMALLY DRIED BUCKSKIN COAL.
TOP: TREATED WITH MK
BOTTOM: UNTREATED
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FIGURE 6. FLAME LUMINOSITY COMPARISON.
SEE TEXT FOR DESCRIPTION.
TOP: (UNPROCESSED) BITUMINOUS
COAL FLAME.
BOTTOM: PDF FLAME
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FULL SCALE MILLING AND BURNING TESTS OF BROWN COAL AND
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INTRO_TION

The Puentes 1400 MW Power Pl_qt, owned by ENDESA, in Galicia, Spain,
burns in its four 350 MWe units local brown coal with high sulphur content
(2.5 % wet basis) since the start up of the first unit in April 1976.

The plant equipment has been manufactured mainly in Spain under license,
nanel y: KOPPERS-KRUPP (Coal feedi ng system), MITSUBISHI (Turbines),
WESTI_SE (Electric generators) and FOSTER WHEELER (Steam generators).

The steam generators as shown in Figure I a and b are of the natural
circulation type (operating parameters are as listed in Table 1) with tower-
type arrangement of the water-steam heating surfaces. The air heaters are
regenerative, ROTHENUHLE type. EVT has supplied the pulverizing, and firing
equipment. Each unit has six individual pulverizing systems with fan mills
without classifiers and with a pre-crusher rotating in the opposite direction
to that of the beater wheel.

TABLE I

DESIGN AND TYPICAL OPERATING VALUES OF PUENTES POWER PLANT AT FULL LOAD.

Average value
Parameter Design value 1985 1990

Steam output, t/h 1090.4 - -
Superheated steam pressure, MPa 16.55 15.62 15.78
Superheated steam temp., C 540.6 539.2 539.5
Drum pressure, MPa 17.96 16.64 17.23
Reheated steam t_p., C 540.6 540. 539.1
Feedwater t_., _C 254.4 253.1 253.4
Sprays f low, t/h - 149.8 20.
Air temp. at air heat inlet, °C 15. 24. 21.
Air temp. at air heat outlet, °C 300. 356. 350.5
Exhaust gas temp., _C 189. 214. 194.
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Pulverized coal burners consist of 3 pairs of jet burners and follow a
tangential arrangement. The boilers are equipped with travelling-type burn out
grates,

The general characteristics of the local brown coal are those shown in
Table 2. It should be noted that the mineral matter is formed basically of
aluminium-silicate clays and the pyritic content is very important and is
responsible for the existence of more than 50 % of the total sulphur,

TABLE 2

BASIC CHARACTERISTICS OF LOCAL BROWNCOAL AND _ER RIVER BASIN
SUB-BITUNI_S COAL.

I !

I PRB sub-bituminous Puentes Brown Coal I

I 'Prox imate AnaIysis I
Nk)isture % I 28.34 40.33 I
Ash % I 5.47 25.9e I

Volatiles % I 31.35 19.80 IFixed carbon % 34.85 13.91

I I

Sulphur % I 0.32 2.26 I
Calorific values I I

High kcal/kg I 4588 1971 ILow kcal/kg 4249 1635
I I

Initial problems with local coal handling caused by surface, moisture on
the coal, were solved with the covering of the coal storage y&rd and the
instal lation of rotating extractors under the coal hoppers.

Right from the start up, a number of combustion-derived problems
occurred. Early modifications (see differences in Figure I a and b) in
different parts of the boiler such as:

- elimination of radiant suDerheater panels

- change of economizer circulation pattern

- elimination of the sixth nozzle of burners

- installation of an additional level of baskets in the air preheater

alleviated some of the problems but a number of major problems remained
unsolved for almost a decade in spite of the effort_ of the engineering
con13anies involved in the plant. The most significant problems were:

Intensive slagging in the upper part of the furnace and the convective
surfaces. These deposits were caused by the high pyritic content of the fuel.

Abnormai!y high exhaust gas t_ratures (20 to 40 °C over design values)
and continuous spray flows of up to 150 t/h resulting in a loss of efficiency
of about 3 %.

Non uniform flow and t_rature of the gases in and after the furnace.
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Frequent choking of the mill spiral resulting in high gas flows to avoid
the problem.

Overloading of the grates with eventual blockages and sudden increases in
unburnt in bottom ash.

In 1985, the bulgarian engineering company, TECHENERGO, signed an
agreement with ENDESA in order to solve the combustion-derived and associated
problems. The modifications proposed were based on the concept for efficient
action on the aerod"namics of tangential firing furnaces which is to
counteract the tendency towards post-ignition deformation of the individual
pulverized coal/gas jets along the entire furnace height as well as for a more
adequate distribution of the heat liberated along the furnace height. An
overal I procedure was establ ished consisting on,

a) Definition of a positive gradient along the burner height of the
outlet jet velocities and of the jet slopes towards the horizon.

b) Achievement of a gradual decrease of the coal dust concentration in
the jets along the burner height.

c) Increase in the flow and exit velocity of the jets of secondary air,
proportional to the distribution of coal dust in height and uniform
to the six burners irrespective of the number of mills in operation
and the distribution of fuel among them.

Most of the reconstruction was carried out during scheduled maintenance
periods and the results were extremely positive as, (i) slagging of the
furnace and convective surfaces was eliminated; (ii) efficiency of the units
was improved in more than 3 % due to lower exhaust gas temperatures, reduced
consumption of spray water and recirculating cooling gases; (iii) choking of
the mill spiral was also totally elliminated; and finally, (iv) the problem of
burn-out grate overloading was solved to a great extent.

In this context, ENDESA has set as a corporate decision to reduce SCh
emissions significantly (45 %). To this objective, it was initially considered
to retrofit two units to burn bituminous coal, low in sulphur, from the
international market. Preliminary studies concluded that this solution
required extremely important alterations to the present units and would never
result in efficient boilers. As an alternative, the same studies suggested the
use of a fuel more compatible with the existing installation and that could
even be burned mixed with the local brown coal. This solution implied
additional advantages:

(i) Environmental, with lower NC_ emissions, emissions independent of
the number of units in operation and possibility of operation with sub-
bituminous coal only when significant inmission levels are to be
expected because of unfavourable meteorological conditions.

(ii) Operational, maintaining the present operation procedures, a
constant fuel quality (correcting the quality oscillations of the local
coal supply)and a drastic reduction in unavailability caused by the
lower erosion generated with the mixture.

In this sense, sub-bituminous coal seemed the one to look for and that of
the Powder River Basin looked like one of the major sources of it.
Unfortunately no previous experience was known of burning mixtures of these
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two types of coal (brown and sub-bituminous) using fan mill technology and
therefore it was necessary 133 run a series of tests '_ confirm it as a valid
alternative. The pre.%ent paper, shows some of the most significant results of
the tests conducted over the last year.

PRELIMINARY STUDIES AND PILOT PLANT TESTS

As a first step towards the definition of tests at plant level,
preliminary studies comprising theoretical studies and pilot plant tests were
executed.

Theoretical studies were conducted using a proprietary con_uter code
specifically developed for Puentes Power Plant. The program predicted the
values of a number of operating parameters that would allow a safe and
sensible operation with the mixture of coals, and suggested a series of
sampling points to clarify the behaviour of the fuel used, and of the
installation for certain specific aspects, and also to validate the model used
for the simulation. It concluded that if the behaviour of the mixture of the
two coals in the milling and combustion processes was favourable, the existing
installation with fairly simple modifications such as a significant increase
in the flow of recirculating gases would be acceptable for the test_ even if
the efficiency was not the optimum.

TABLE 3

SIEVE ANALYSIS OF 50/50 % MIXTURE AFTER MILLING AT EVT PILOT PLANT.

Coal Overal I Fraction

Characteristics Sample <100#m I00-200#m 200-500#m 500-1000#m >1000#m
I

Prox. Analysis
Moisture % 9.64 8.93 9.83 10.12 10.44 20.01
Ash % d.b, 26,03 27,88 21,47 25,20 27,90 32.69

% w.b. 23,52 25,39 19.81 22.65 24.99 29,42
Volatiles % d.b. 38,51 37,86 39,74 39.13 37,05 35.48

% w.b. 34,80 34,48 35.83 35,17 33.18 31,93

Calorific values

High kcal/kg d.b. 4837 4630 5199 4963 4668 4255
kcal/kg w.b. 4371 4217 4688 4461 4181 3829

Low kcal/kg 4132 3991 4446 4222 3951 3609

Ultimate Anal. d.b,

Ash % 26.03 27.88 21.97 25,20 27,90 32.69
Carbon % 50.50 48.62 54.45 51.16 48.55 44.70
Hydrogen % 3.83 3.61 3.88 3.80 3.58 3.40
Nitrogen % 0.78 0.76 0.86 0.80 0.78 0.76
Sulphur % 2,18 2.28 1.90 2.42 1.91 1.67
Oxygen % 16.68 16.85 16.94 16.62 17.28 16.78
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At the same time, pilot plant milling tests were done at EVT Stuttgart
complex to determine the capability of grinding and milling together, in fan
mills, two coals such as the local brown coal and Powder River Basin sub-
bituminous coal of so different individual characteristics as listed in
Table 2. The results, summarized in Table 3, showed that for the operation of
fan mills without classifier and with pre-crusher the Powder River Basin coal
was milled satisfactorily and in a similar fashion to the Puentes brown coal
and, in principle, no serious variation in the concentration of the coals in
the different granulometric fractions was to be expected and that the fan
mills in operation at Puentes Power Plant should be able to handle the
mixtures of the two coals.

FULL SCALE MILLING AND _STION TESTS

Once the theoretical studi es and pilot pl ant tests were finalized,
concluding that burning the mixture with the technology of Puentes Power Plant
was possible, full scale tests were scheduled 133 clarify some of the remaining
unanswered questions as,

- Preparation and handling of mixtures of the two coals, to be
sulf i c ient 1y homogeneous.

-Compatibility of the two types of coal in the milling process, in
particular the differences in behaviour that could arise in the
mi 1 1ing and the aerodynami cs after mi 1 1ing.

- Problems that could arise in the combustion process, namely slagging,
foul ing and caki rig.

- Post-combustion problems such as particle retention in the
electrost_ti c preci pi t_tors.

AI so the tests would suppl y very useful information regarding the
retrofitting of the plant if th_ tests were successful.

1.- Milling Tests

Although pilot plant tests suggested that no major problems would be
encountered with the mixtures of the two coals involved, it was necessary to
verify that the behaviour in the actual plant and without classifier was the
expected one since the grindability index given by the supplier of the sub-
bituminous coal was so different to that of the local brown coal.

To assess the possible aerodynamic segregation of the two coals after the
mill, a series of tests were conducted in one mill of the boiler to be tested
taking samples at each of the ducts to the fingers of the burner. The
following table, Table 4, shows the sieve analysis for the five ducts,
corresponding no. 1 to the highest finger and no. 5 to the lowest. Due to the
inertial separation at the mills outlet, the particle size of the lower
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fingers is greater than that of the upper ones as it happens nowadays with the
local brown coal. The chemical analysis shown in Table 5 proves that there was
no significant concentration of energy at a certain level,

TABLE 4

SIEVE ANALYSIS OF PULVERIZED MIXTURE
IN THE DUCTS TO A BURNER.

Screen Amount retained (%)
si ze
(mm) Duct 1 Duct 2 Duct 3 Duct 4 Duct 5

1.0 6.6 9.8 5.8 9.0 16.6
0.4 7.4 4.6 5.7 16.6 18.4
0.2 3.8 3.2 7.0 17.0 12.4
O. 1 14.0 9.8 17.8 19.6 14.0

TABLE 5

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF PULVERIZED MIXTURE
IN THE DUCTS TO A BURNER.

Mill F, Unit 4
Coal

Characteristics Duct 1 Duct 2 Duct 3 Duct 4 Duct 5

Prox. Analysis
Moisture % 10.06 12.98 10.28 11.14 13.96
Ash • 26.89 28,98 29,07 27.47 27.95
Volatiles % 33.34 31.68 32.61 32.90 30.86
Fixed carbon % 29.71 26,37 28,04 28,50 27.23

Calorific values
High kcal/kg 4047 3661 3883 3983 3690
Low kcal/kg 3810 3422 3653 3743 3445

The conclusion obtained from these tests was that the differences in
behaviour of the two coals in the_ milling and subsequent transport processes
were perfectly acceptable and that the next stage, the combustion tests, could
be carried out with more guarantees thai before.
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2.- Combustion tests

Full scale combustion tests were designed under two different operational
al ternati yes:

A.- Feeding five or only four mills with a 50/50 % in energy mixture of
local brown coal and sub-bituminous coal.

B.- Feeding two opposed mills with a 50/50 % in weight mixture (70/30 %
energy content) and the other two mills operating only with local
brown coal.

Whilst the first alternative is conventional for burning coal mixtures,
the second produced originally some apprehension regarding the furnace gas
_rature symmetry and possible slagging since about 70 % of the energy is
fed to the furnace by a pair of opposed burners only. The characteristic,:, oF
the mixtures used in both alternatives are shown in Table 6.

TABLE 6

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF COAL MIXTURES USED FOR COMBUSTIONTESTS.

1

50/50 weight percent 50/50 energy percent
i

Proximate Anal ysis
Moisture (%) 33.80 38.69
Ash (%) 13.84 16.76
Volatiles (%) 26.08 23.29

Calorific values

High (kcal/kg) 3513 2847
Low ( kcal/kg) 3182 2502

Ultimate Anal. dry basis
Ash (%) 20.90 27.33
Carbon (%) 56.03 48.56
Hydrogen (%) 3.92 3.76
Nitrogen (%) 0.89 0.76
Su 1phu r (%) 1.64 2.41
Oxygen (%) 16.62 17.18

For each of the alternatives different tests were run at various
operating conditions: full and minimum load, changing quantities of excess air
and recirculating gases, and different speeds of the beater wheels. A la,-_,e
set of data, both typical data of the supervisory control system, _,_
specifically set data for the tests such as 64 heat flux measurements along
the furnace height, 24 measuring points at the preheaters cold end, gas
temperature distribution at the hot end of the primary superheater and even
acid dew point data, were collected. A selection of the results for two of the
tests are listed in Table 7.
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TABLE 7

OPERATIONAL VALUES OF PLANT VARIABLES DURING TESTS WITH COAL MIXTURES
AND LOCAL BROWNCOAL.

Normal Operati on
Parameter A1ternati ve A1ternati ve ( Puentes Brown

A B Coal Only)

Superheated steam temp., "C 529. 524. 541.
Reheated steam temp., _C 538.6 528.1 539.
Feed water temp., _C 256.6 256.9 257.
Sprays flow, t/h - - 38.
Reci rculat_d gas flow, Nn_/h 282.ICP 221.IC_ 124.ICP
Stack gas flow, Nm3/h 1.83"10 B 1.82"106 1.97"106
C_ at furnace outlet % 4.2 4.8 3.3
C_ at stack gas % 6.2 6.6 5.4
Stack gas temp., °C 201. 191. 201.
Secondary ai r temp., _C 358. 351. 356.
Mi I 1 speed, rpm 450. 470. 480.
Outlet rail 1 temp., 'C 204. 203. 204.
Drum pressure, kg/cn_ 177.4 178.4 177.7
M i!Is in operat ion 5 4 5

In general the results of the tests were the best that could had been
achieved considering the limitations imposed by the plant in its present
state. The combustion process was very stable with an increase in the amount
of heat transferred by radiation in the furnace and lower heat transfer in the
convective sections of the boiler. Nowhere in the furnace slagging was found
except the traditional slag deposits around t_ openings of tfr burners due to
the shape of the burner outlet sections with poorly cooled areas between the
outlet openings for pulverized coal-gas mixtures and secondary air. No caking
was found, in fact, the unburnt in fly ash does not differ practically from
the case when burning local brown coal and in all cases it remains within very
acceptable limits (0.8 - 1.8 %). Also, no agglomeration or, the grates, above
the normal, was produced even for a short time during the tests.

The massive quantity of data obtained, al lowed us to validate the
computer code used for different operating conditions and to correct some of
the empirical parameters of the model. This last exercise allowed us to
determine possible design alternatives for the retrofit of Puentes Power Plant
such as those shown in Figure 2. Recently, and based on the results of these
tests, ENDESA has decided to go ahead with the modification of the existing
units to burn the mixture of sub-bituminous coal and local brown coal and is
presently in the process of defining the specifications required for tenders.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes measurements made with an on-line

nuclear analyzer to determine the feasibility of measuring the

sodium content of a North Dakota lignite in a timely fashion.

The results indicate that a fifteen minute measurement time is

sufficient to characterize the sodium content quite well. The

range of sodium in the lignite was from O.21 to 11.18% in ash.

The ash range was 5.09 to 9.90% as received. For 22 samples the

analyzer achieved a standard error of 0.055% Na20 in coal and

0.63% Na20 in ash.

INTRODUCTION

It is well known that high sodium levels in carbonaceous

fuels produce significant fouling problems in utility boilers.

The method currently used to insure a low sodium feed is to blend

carefully fuels from several different sources for which the

sodium content is known from core samples or historical
information.

Unfortunately, this method is not always satisfactory, since

the material being mined may have widely varying composition,

even in the same seam. This seems to be particularly so for
lower rank fuels.

Some months ago a North Dakota lignite producer-user, having

heard about our Coalscan Model 9000 device, inquired about the

feasibility of making sodium measurements with it. We were quite

happy to arrange a test, since we had long felt that our

equipment should be capable of measuring any of the elements

normally found in coal or lignite.

THE MODEL 9000

The Coalscan Model 9000 has proven to be an accurate and

precise method of measuring ash, sulfur and moisture in coal. It

uses the PGNAA (prompt gamma neutron activation analysis)

technique to measure the elemental content of material passing

through a central tube; refer to Figure i. In PGNAA a

radioactive source of neutrons (Californium, made in reactors)
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directs a beam of neutrons into the material. Some of these

neutrons are absorbed by the nuclei of the material in the tube;

refer to Figure 2. The resulting nuclei give off extra energy in

the form of gamma rays. Gammas may have a variety of energies,

but each nucleus has its own "signature" energies. So that if

the energies of the gammas can be measured, the elemental content
of the material in the tube can be measured. In theory, anyway.

There are a number of reasons why it is not always easy to

make these measurements in practice. The likelihood that a

neutron will actually be captured in a given nucleus depends very

strongly on the element represented by that nucleus. Also, some

nucleigive off only one or two gammas when they have extra

energy; others may give off 30 or 40. This results in a "weak"

signature.

The situation with sodium is that both problems occur.

Sodium nuclei do not absorb neutrons readily and the sodium gamma

signature is not very strong. We should note also that sodium in

general is not present in large quantities in coals and lignite,

but other elements are. As a general rule these other elements

will provide many gammas from neutron capture (in fact, hundreds)

that will to a large degree mask the gammas from the sodium.

Nevertheless, with patience and know-how such measurements

can be made. We had earlier made a number of preliminary

elemental determinations; see Table I. From these we were

encouraged to proceed with more in depth studies. The

opportunity to test the Model 9000 with some lignite samples
seemed ideal.

THE MEASUREMENTS

We received seven drums of lignite from the producer-user;
two sets of three were from a low sodium area of the mine and a

high sedium area. The seventh drum was from an 80 foot long

randomly selected cut from the belt. The samples assayed 0.86,

10.80 and 10.00% sodium in ash respectively.

We produced 22 different samples by mixing varying amounts

from the 6 drums in order to provide a wider distribution of

sodium content. We then sampled each batch as it exited the

analyzer; see Table 2 for the results.
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The analyzer used was a Model 9000 installed at a power

station in Western Pennsylvania. The coal is fed to the unit

from the reject stream of a truck augering set-up. In routine

operation incoming coal trucks are auger sampled randomly to

insure contract compliance in terms of ash, sulfur, moisture and

layer loading.

For each sample the measurement time was 15 minutes. Longer

measurement times could be expected to provide more precise

results, but 15 minutes is a reasonable time in terms of

implementing a blending strategy. Refer to Figure 3. Changes in

the blend should not be implemented faster than the blending

system can respond.

RESULTS

Figure 4 is an x-y plot of the laboratory sodium in ash

values vs the readings which would have been obtained had the
calibration been installed. The calibration was based on the 22

samples and was not obtained until all the laboratory work had

been done. It was impractical to bring additional material to
the analyzer at that later date and test the calibration. It

stands to reason that similar results would have been obtained.

Figure 5 is the same data plotted in a tracking format. It

is easy to see from this plot that the analyzer reproduces the

laboratory data quite well.

The rms error of these data was 0.63% Na20 in ash. The rms

error is defined as the square root of the average of the squares

of the differences between the lab and the analyzer.

We can conclude that a blending program based on the results

of on-line analysis with a Model 9000 would produce a more
uniform, predictable product in terms of sodium content. This

would be of value to both producers and users of low rank coals.
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TABLE 1

Model 9000 Elemental Analysis (5 minute period)

Element Range Model 9000 rms Error

Hydrogen 3.80- 4.40 0.07
Chlorine 0.06- 0.18 0.02

Nitrogen 1.07- 1.36 0.04
Sulfur 0.78- 4.42 0.13

Carbon 69.60-73.0 1.79

SiO2 31.90-58.7 0.68

TJ02 0.90- 3.0 0.25

CaO 0.70- 2.0 0.21

S03 1.00- 1.9 0.14

Fe203 3.70-38.2 0.11

Na20 0.10- 2.2 0.25

A1203 22.00-30.8 0.95

Ash 10.50-17.0 0.53

Volatiles 21.20-27.6 0.81
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TABLE 2

LIGNITE SAMPLES ASSAYS

Sodium Model 9000

Sample Number Ash (wt% in ash) Sodium in ash

1 6.46 7.99 10. ii

2 6.69 8.55 8.26

3 6.70 8.51 9.35

4 6.94 9.09 8.84

5 5.44 0.35 1.O9

6 5.32 0.32 0.82

7 5.63 0.24 0.60

8 5.44 0.21 -0.70

9 5.20 11.18 10.54

10 5.20 12.30 12.22

II 5.28 2.47 2.14

12 5.09 2.41 1.68

13 5.33 2.14 2.71

14 5.12 2.41 2.68

15 5.15 5.59 7.09

16 5.30 6.19 8.63

17 6.19 5.09 5.51

18 6.00 5.56 4.59

19 6.20 6.65 6.55

20 6.30 6.13 5.77

21 6.14 7.93 8.12

22 5.85 8.28 7.65
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ABSTRACT equivalent of nearly 55 years of Alyeska Pipeline
production at 1.5 million barrels per day.

The thrust of this study has been the characteri- Despite this enormous energy reserve, the
zation of dried and pyrolyzed products from Nenana Basin is a small component of Alaska's
Usibelli coal, with emphasis on how product char- total wealth of coal. Alaska's 5.5 tafllion tons of
acteristics will affect handling, transportation and estimated coal resources comprise about half the
utilization. United States' coal resources(1), with each trillion

Two high temperature drying/pyrolysis pro- ton containing the energy equivalent of approxi-
cesses and one hydrothermal pr,._:=ss were investi- mately 5,500 years of Alyeska Pipeline production
gated. The high temperature drying_yrolysis pro- (1.5 MM Barrels/day). The locations of the major
cesses were conducted at (1) the Wyoming coal regions in Alaska are shown in Figure 1. The
Research Institute, (WRI) an affiliate of the largest of Alaska's coal basins, estimated to be
University of Wyoming Research Corporation, over 4 trillion tons, _s the Northern Alaska Basin.
Laramie, WY, and (2) Coal Technology It consists of a tremendous subbituminous coal de-

Corporation (CTC) of Brisol, VA. Hydrothermal posit, which in areas overlies a rich bituminous de-
processing was conducted at MIRL, University of posit(i). The Cook Inlet-Susitna Basin, which is
Alaska Fairbanks. composed mainly of low-rank coals, may contain

over a trillion tons. The remainder of the coal
INTRODUCTION basins are small by Alaskan standards but still

contain billions of tons of reserves.
In addition to their low sulfur levels, many of

The Mineral Industry Research Laboratory's the LRCs have moderate ash levels and reactivities
(MIRL) near term goals for this project, which has typically an order of magnitude higher than their
now been completed, were: 1) develop data on ,,he bituminous counterparts. They are prime candi-
responses of Alaskan coals to advanced ,dry- dates for use in advanced applications such as
ing/pyrolysis processes; 2) assess the stability of gasifers and fluid-bed combustors. Some Alaskan
the dried/pyrolyzed products towards moisture LRCs are recoverable by strip mining and near
readsorption, fines production and oxidation (an tidewater, making them amenable to low-cost
estimation of reactivity and tendency for sponta- ocean transport.
neous combustion) as a function of the process and Major reasons for the limited use of Alaskan
operating parameters; and 3) reassess transporta- coals include low population density, distance from
tion requirements and costs based on altered coal high energy use areas, abundant more convenient
properties. The candidate cczl for this test work energy forms (gas and oil) and mining and trans-
was subbituminous "C" coal from the Usibelli Coal portauon costs. In addition, the low-sulfur, highly
Mine, Healy, Alaska; chosen due to existing do- reactive LRCs are plagued with the high moisture
rnesr,c and export markets, its environmental qual- inherent to their rank. This has restricted the
ity, znd its association with Alaska's developed worldwide usage of most LRCs to mine mouth
transportation infrastructure, power generation.

Like other Alaskan low-rank coals (LRCs), The initial focus of this project was to evaluate
Usibelli co',d has extremely low sulfur content and the impact of two high temperature dry-
is already a compliance coal (0.4 lb SO2/MM Btu). ing/pyrolysis processes on the product coals'
The latest, three year average, sulfur content for properties and transportation costs. During the
Usibelli coal was 0.17%. The Nenana Basin, course of the study, it was also decided to evaluate
which hosts the Usibelli Coal Mine, Alaska's only a third drying process, hydrothermal a'eatment of
operating coal mine, has approximately 10 billion lump coal. Of course, the long term goal of this
tons of proven reserves(1). Ten bil!ion tons of and other coal drying studies conducted at MIRL,
subbituminous "C" coal contains the energy was to define drying technologies that have signifi
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cant and real potential to competitively move of Alaskan low-rank coals and improve its mar-
Alaska's, low-rank coals into the export, steam ketability as a steam coal. Presently the coal from
coal market of the Pacific Rim. the Usibelli Coal Mine is the only low-rank coal

In 1990, Japan imported 33 million metric tons exported internationally as a steam coal; primarily
(mt) of steam coal with an additional 39 million mt for its blending properties with other coal to ira-
imported by other Far East nations(2). Australia prove combustion. But for Alaskan low-rank coals
dominates the export steam coal market to these to truly stand on their own merits, economical
Pacific Rim countries and exported 48 million mt in drying processes must be developed that produce a
1990 and an additional 61 million mt of metallurgi- physically and chemically stable dried product.
cal coal(2).

The steam coal export market has been expand- Coal Drvin_ Technolo_s
ing rapidly, from 20 million mt in 1973 to 150 rail- Dry._ng-process are generally categorized by
lion mt in 1989, and is expected to double to nearly operating temperature, drying environment and the
300 million mt by the end of the century(3). Much type of feed; either sized or ground coal. Within
of this new demand will be by Western Europe, these broad categories, processes differ according
where coal production is experiencing rapid decline to the type of drier and methods of quenching and
due to exhaustion of reserves. At the same time, stabilizing the dried product.
there will be increased demand for coal for the so-
cial and economic development of eastern o Conventional. Evat)orative Drying- There are
European nations emerging from oppressive com- numerous low temperature drying technologies
munist regimes. It is worth noting that Western available, each with its pros and cons. Most pro-
European countries imported 90 millions mt of cesses use hot flue gases to evaporate the coal
steam coal in 1990, compared to 80 million mt in moisture. The f'mal product moisture is dependent
1989 and 74 million mt in 1988(2). While it is un- on feed size and residence time at temperature. For
likely that Alaskan coals could compete in the entrained reactors like a Parry drier, moisture can
European market, increased demand by Europe be reduced to a few per cent(4). For larger sized
should keep the price of steam coal on a stable to feed such as those used in rotary kiln driers, a
positive slope worldwide. For example, in Japan nominal moisture level of 15% is typical(4).
the contract price for steam coals rose by 4.3% in Due to the low temperatures used, these pro-
1990 to $41/mt (fob Australia and Canada)(2). cesses are the least expensive and are preferred ff
Could Alaska capture only 3% of the projected the dried product is to be used immediately.
new, steam coal market, which is not an unreason- However, since the drying temperatures arc too
able expectation, the value of the state's coal ex- low to cause permanent changes in the coal strue-
ports would soar from nominally $28 million per ture, the dried coals behave like sponges, and,
year to over $100 million per year. However, when re-exposed to humidity or water, reabsorb
without development of economical methods for th _.lost moisture unless steps are taken to minimize
.drying/stabilizing Alaskan LRCs, the only increase the exposed dried surface area(4). The untreated
m export of Alaskan coals will be from the few dried product is also susceptible to spontaneous
"higher rank" coals within a "reasonable" transport heating and fines production.
range of the existing Alaska rail system or tidewa- Methods for minimizing these problems in-
ter. The only high-rank candidate yet identified is elude: coating the coal with residual tar or oil; dry-
the Wishbone Hill property being developed by ing only larger lump coal; or producing briquettes
Idemitsu Kosan, near Palmer, Alaska. or pellets from dried pulverized coal. Ali of these

For Alaska to truly participate in the expansion additional processing steps increase the cost of the
of the Pacific Rim steam coal market, existing final product _md must be evaluated on a coal and
d,ying technologies must be modified and/or new site specific basis. For oil treatment, the key eco-
technologies developed for application to Alaskan nomic factor will be how much oil is required to
coals that will yield a product which will be cont- stabilize the product. For large sized ,'oal drying,
petitive in the open market. In addition to the the key will be the amount of fines produced and
State's need to develop environmentally sound in- their use. For briquettes or pellets, an important
dustries that offer generations of employment op- economic factor will be binder requirements and
portunities, any increase in the export of Alaskan processing costs.
coal will be welcome to the U.S. economy in its The largest commercial drying venture in the
struggle to reduce the trade deficit. U.S. has entered its initial operating phase at

As discussed above, the overall aim of this AMAX's drying plant near Gillette, Wyoming.
project was to evaluate three coal drying technolo- Drying of the subbituminous coal to a "stable," _0
gies that showed promise for enhancing the quality - 15 % moisture product in a fluid-bed drier is the
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main objective. The gravel sized dried product is Hot-water drying induces coalification and al-
stabilized by a coating of residual oil and fines are ters the hydrophilic nature of LRC into a hy-
returned to the process combustor(5). Technically drophobic material that has equilibrium moisture
the project has met with little success due to the levels similar to those of bituminous coals. This
extreme friability of dry LRCs and the problems process also enables the production of coal-water
associated with reactive coal fines. To date the fuel (CWF) from finely ground LRCs with solids
owners are constrained to ship a product with a loadings comparable to those obtained with high-
slight moisture reduction and an increase in the rank coals. The ability to produce CWFs from
heating value of less than 10% to 8,900 LRCs takes on added significance when consider-
Btu/lb(6,7). ing Pacific Rim countries. Lead by Japan, already

producing 75 megawans from CWs, Pacific Rim
o High Temperature DrTing - If LRCs are dried at countries are moving rapidly to achieve a diversi-
temperatures above about 240°C the basic chemical fled energy mix from stable suppliers(10). No
a,x)dphysical coal characteristics begin to change, longer will the users be restricted to the purchase of
Decarboxylation occurs and CO2 is evolved(8). CWFs made from expensive high-rank coals.
Decarboxylation helps reduce the coal's capacity to With HWD, the cheaper, more reactive LRCs of
bind water by ridding the surface of hydrophilic Alaska become attractive.
functionalities(8). Much of the coal's additional
volatile matter, tars and oils, are also liberated and DESCRIPTION OF DRYING
migrate to the coal's surface(8). If the tars are not PROCESSES
stripped during drying, they remain on the coal, ef-
fectively sealing the mica'oi)ores and reducing the The technologies that have the most potential
coal's ability to hold water, for increasing the use of Alaskan coals are those

Product stability, especially towards f'mes pro- that can reduce the moisture content of these coals
duction and spontaneous combustion, is a major economically, and produce a fuel that is accepted in
concern for most high temperature processes that the international market piace. Drying technologies
yield a dry product. The same stabilization meth- will no doubt differ, depending on the end use of
ods described previously for low temperature dry- the fuel; be it dried lump coal, briquettes or pellets
ing processes are proposed to enhance product for pulverized coal or stoker applications, or con-
stability, but to date we are unaware of any high centrated coal-water fuels made from hot-water
temperature drying process, which produces a dried LRCs. There are a number of developing
dried LRC product that can withstand the rigors of processes that may work with Alaskan coals.
shipping. Some driers, however, have been plagued by the

production of excessive amounts of coal fines.
o HQ)-Wot_r Drying (HWD) - This process, also Since the demand for Alaskan coal is currently lira-
referred to as hydrothermal processing, is an ad- ited to lump size coal, large quantities of f'mes are a
vanced technology featuring high tempera- definite liability.
ture/pressure, non-evaporativedrying. In this pro- In this study, two high temperature dry-
tess LRC is treated at coal specific temperatures ing/pyrolysis processes and one hydrothermal pro-
beginning as low as 240oc at the corresFonding cess were investigated. The high temperature dry-
saturated steam pressure. Water is removed via ing/pyrolysis processes were conducted at (1) the
expansion and expulsion of C02. Devolatilized tars Wyoming Research Institute, (WRI) an aff'fliate of
and or oils, being hydrophobic, are retained on the the University of Wyoming Research Corporation,
coal surface in the pressurized aqueous environ- Laramie, WY, and (2) Coal Technology
ment. This uniquely uniform tar distribution seals Corporation (CTC) of Brisol, VA. Hydrothermal
most of the micropores, reducing water reabsorp- processing was conducted at MIRL, University of
don. The overall process, induced coalification, Alaska Fairbanks.
removes the inherent moisture and for some high
moisture coals the process may even become a net The WRI Process
producer of water. In some coals, alkali and alka- The Western Research Institute, offers new
line earth cations associated with the carboxyl inclined-fluid-bed (IFB) technology to produce
groups are released into the aqueous phase and can dried lump coal. The WRI IFB drier uses mini-
be removed by washing the product during the fi- mum fluidization velocities, allowing the dried coal
nal mechanical dewatering step. This gives a to move in plug flow gently through the slightly
product with a much lower propensity for boiler sloping reactor. By avoiding the turbulence and
tube fouling(9), intense back-mixing found in most fluid bed appli-
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cations, the WRI process may yield a high propor- Entrained solids in the exit gas are collected
tion of lump coal to fines, in a cyclone separator prior to venting the

In order to block the coals micropores, and cap gas to atmosphere. The cooled dry coal is
hydrophyllic functionalities on the dried coal's sur- collected as product after it exits the IFB
face towards moisture readsorption and oxidation, cooler." (11)
the coal tars produced in-situ must remain with the
coal. To date, no process which seeks to add sta- During the tests, gas-to-solids weight ratios
bility by "recoating" with coal tars or "inexpensive" varied from approximately 0.7 to 4.0 for Usibelli
stabilizing agents has been successful. WR/uses a coal. Similarly, average IFB reactor temperatures
second IFB fluidized with cool, process generated varied from approximately 632 to 1230OF.
CO2 to attempt to quench the tars on the coal sur- Residence times varied from 1 to 12 minutes.
face. Depending upon the ternperatureand residence time

The experimental bench-scale IFB coal employed, the WR/IFB reactor could produce a
processing equipment, used at WR/ is range of coal products from a dried coal to a py-
shown in Figure 2. It consists of two 5-ft- rolyzed char.
long IFB reactors in series separated by
lockhopper valves that pneumatically isolate The CTC Process
the two reactors while allowing for solids Coal Technology Corporation processed sam-
transfer from the first reactor to the second, pies of Usibelli coal in the bench scale pyrolysis
The reactor provides for particle disengag- unit shown in Figure 3. There are two reactor
ing space above the bed. Effluent gas is tubes 6 inches in diameter x 8 feet long with a coal
withdrawn from multiple openings to avoid capacity of approximately 70 pounds of coal in
imparting significant horizontal velocity to each tube, or 140 lbs/batch. Coal is placed in the
gas in the disengaging space. Effluent gas reactor tubes, preheated inert gas is used to assure
piping is arranged such that gas from ali that air is excluded at ali times during the process,
outlets flows the same distance and through the temperature in the tubes is gradually raised at a
the same number of turns to balance flow planned rate over a 4-6 hour period to a maximum
from each withdrawal point. Heaters are of 1300°F. Gases from the reactor are piped to a
placed to give four zones of independent condensing system to collect coal liquids. The
temperature control. Bed thermocouples, non-condensible gases go to a flare after samples
gas sample points, and solid sample points have been obtained. At the end of the heating pe-
are located such that complete sets of sam- riod, the char is discharged to a cooling bin by
pies at known temperatures can be taken opening gates at the bottom of the reactor tubes and
from the bed. by pushing from the top of the tubes by a hydraulic

Controlled amounts of CO2 fluidizing plunger.
gas are introduced into each of the IFB re- For a given coal the customary variables in the
actors. In the first reactor (IFB coal dryer) pyrolysis process are: heating rate (usually about
the CO2 is heated prior to introduction into 0.5°F/minute); final char temperature; and coalthe dryer. This hot CO2 supplies the pro-
cess heat required for drying the coal. The particle size. The heating rate and the final chartemperature determines the residence time. Alsocoal is fed to the dryer from a sealed hopper
using a variable-speed screw conveyor, diminished gas flow to flare indicates completion
Fine coal particles entrained in the fluidiz- of devolatization of the char at the specific operat-
ing ga_ are collected in a cyclone separator ing temperature.
and in a settling chamber (secondary fines Normally CTC's objective has been to select
collector). The exit gas from the settling operating conditions that will maximize the quality
chamber flows into a series of three air- and quantity of the coal liquids, as well as making
cooled and two water-cooled condensers to a char that can be used in a specific market applica-
remove water from the gas. A small tion.
amount of the dry solids-free gas is sam-
pied and analyzed using a gas chromato- The Hydrothermal Drying Process
graph (GC). The remainder of this gas is Fischer and Schrader first studied hydrothermal
vented to atmosphere, treatment of coals in 1921. The process involves

The fluidizing gas (CO2) introduced subjecting coals to a temperature of 320° to 400oc
into the second reactor (IFB cooler) is at in the presence of water in an autoclave.
ambient temperature, lt is used to cool the Koppleman's process, used in the K-fuels system,
dried coal that exits the IFB dryer, treats LRCs at temperatures of 5000 to 600oc and
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high pressure. The process liberates moisture as proximate and Ultimate Analyses
well as light hydrocarbon gases and liquids. The The most notable characteristic of both WR/
process developed by University of North Dakota pyrolyzed coal (Table 1) and CTC pyrolyzed coal
and Bechtel uses temperatures less than 400°C. (Table 2) is devolatilization. This is not surprising
The gases liberated principally consist of CO2(12). nor unexpected given the mild gasifica-

In cooperation with Dr. Warrack Willson tion/pyrolysis nature of the processes.
(Manager, Fuel and Process Chemistry Research Devolatilization increases with higher temperann'es
Institute, EERC, University of North Dakota), the and longer residence times, and is demonstrated by
University of Alaska acquired a hydrothermal the increasing percentage of timed carbon and de-
treatment system consisting of a 2 gallon autoclave creasing fractions of volatile matter, hydrogen, and
and a 1 gallon quench autoclave (Figure 4). oxygen. The most serious consequence of this de-

Sized 1 x 1-1/2 inch Usibelli coal samples were volatilization is the loss of considerable mass,
subjected to hydrothermal treatment while (a) ira- which has valuable calorific value, and more im-
mersed in hot water, and (b) subjected to steam portantly, the altering of the coal's fuel ratio (fixed
pressure. These resulting hydrothermally treated carbon: volatile matter).
coals were used for chemical and physical charac- The fuel ratio is an empirical ratio. Many coal
terization as well as petrological study, users consult it when buying coal to assure high

Approximately 1400 gm of coal and 2800 gm enough reactivity to achieve nearly complete carbon
of water were loaded into the 2 gallon autoclave, burnout. The higher the fuel ratio, the lower the
For hot water treatment, coal pieces were sub- volatile content, which is indicative of a material
merged in water in a specially built stainless steel that is difficult to ignite and requires longer resi-
basket. For steam treatment, coal pieces were held dence times for complete carbon burnout. (1.6 is
in a stainless steel basket and suspended above suggested as a cut off point for many combustion
water level. The autoclave was heated to the de- applications). It is important to note that the fuel
sired temperature, then turned off when the desired ratio for WRI and CTC chars increased dramati-
temperature was reached for tests 1, 3 and 5, while tally with process temperature.
the desired temperature was maintained for 60 min. In the case of WRI chars, the raw coal's fuel
for tests 2, 4, and 6 to evaluate residence time ef- ratio of 0.9 was altered to fuel ratios from 3.0 to
fects. Three different temperatures, 275°(2, 300°C 4.2 for process temperatures above 1000OF. CTC
and 325oc were tested at 0 and 60 min. residence chars showed the same trend, with fuel ratios in-
times, creasing within the 1.8 to 5.5 range for tempera-

tures ranging from 900OF to 1300OF respectively.
PRODUCT CHARACTERIZATION Despite the drastic alteration in fuel ratios these

chars appear highly reactive with respect to sponta-
After representative samples of Usibelli Coal neous heating. Thus, without additional experi-

had been subjected to the various drying/pyrolysis mental tests, it is difficult to predict how the chars
processes (WRI, CTC and HWD), the products would combust in a power plant setting, i.e., fuel
were subjected to a suite of coal characterization ratios indicate poor ignition and combustibility but
tests. These tests were chosen to describe the they are highly reactive. It is possible that the
physical and chemical stability of the dried coal, as spontaneous heating which the chars demonstrate,
well as its composition, grindability, and ash is initiated by the heat of wetting from moisture re-
fusibility. Not ali tests were run on all dried prod- absorption and that the chars may be otherwise re-
ucts due to constraints imposed by product size, fractory, but this dichotomy was not resolved in
time and funding. However, enough data has been this study. The bottom line here is that if the
generated to describe the dried products and allow market for a coal product is power generation
general conclusions about their desirability as end (combustion), then it behooves the process not to
use materials, strip the calorifically valuable volatile matter from

Where ASTM procedures existed for a particu- the parent coal. These volatiles aid ignition and
lar test and/or analysis these were followed. The combustion of coal particles.
general format of this section of the report is to Tables 3 and 4 shows proximate and ultimate
present the data and a discussion thereof by charac- analyses for hydrothermally dried lump coal. Even
terization tests category, i.e., grindability, oxida- at the highest temperature and longest residence
tive stability, ash composition .... Discussion time tested, the fuel ratio remained below the nor-
emphasizes the dried products' characteristics with mal 1.6 suggested as a cut off point for many com-
respect to handling, transportation, and com- bustion applications. The fuel ratio of 0.9 for the
bustability, parent Usibelli coal, was altered upwards to 1.2 to
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1.4 for HWD temperatures from 525OF to 620°F heating tendencies demonstrated by the WR/prod-
respectively. The proximate analyses show there ucts. This will be discussed later.
is still a decrease in volatile matter and an increase CTC products show the same basic moisture
in fixed carbon associated with HWD. However, removal / reabsorption properties as the WR/pro-
the volatile matter removed during HWD is primar- tess, though CTC products do not reach quite as
ily CO2, which has no calorific value. Previous low post process moisture levels. The CTC prod-
work conducted at MIR in preparing coal-water ucts also demonstrate slightly lower equilibrium
fuel from finely ground Usibelli coal has shown moisture levels than WRI products. For both pro-
that while there may be 88-92% mass recovery cesses, the trend observed is that higher process
from HWD, the energy recovery is 95-97% that of temperatures and longer residence times yield
the parent coal on a dry basis. This difference can products with lower equilibrium moisture levels.
be explained by CO2 evolved during the drying . Again, this observation is not unexpected. It is
process. Like hydrothermally treated coal, the well known that if LRCs are dried at temperatures
WR/dried products maintained a low fuel ratio, above about 240oC the basic chemical and physical
0.9-1.3. coal characteristics begin to change.

In discussing proximate analyses, there must Decarboxylation occurs and CO2 is evolved(8).
be some mention of the calorific value changes ob- Decarboxylation helps reduce the coal's capacity to
served for the various drying processes, reabsorb water by ridding the surface of hy-
However, these values must be considered in the drophilic functionalities(8). Much of the coal's
light of mass recovery and energy recovery to be additional volatile matter, tars and oils, are also lib-
truly meaningful. While reference to mass and en- crated and migrate to the coal's surface(8). If the
ergy recoveries have already been made for hy- tars are not stripped during drying, they remain on
drothennal processing, these values are unavailable the coal, effectively sealing the micropores and re-
to MIRL for the WR/and CTC process samples ducing the coal's ability to hold water.
characterized. It would appear that only the f'trst of these two

On an equilibrium moisture basis, WRI char criteria are met by the WRI and CTC pyrolysis
products increased in calorific value from 8000 processes. That is, they effectively destroy func-
Btu/lb for the raw coal to 9500-10080 Btu/lb for tional groups, but devolatilize the coal to such an
process temperatures of 1090OF - 1230OF respec- extent that the tars and oils are stripped and un-
tively. This represents an increase in energy den- available to seal the coal surface against moisture
sity of between 19- 26%. The CTC process pro- reabsorption. WRI dried products demonstrate
duced calorific value increases in the 26 - 35% higher equilibrium moisture levels than the WRI
range, with products ranging from 9870 - 10610 char products. This brings into question the effec-
Btu/lb from a parent coal of 7830 Btu/lb. Note that tiveness of the tar/oil sealing of micropores during
none of these value ranges for WRI or CTC prod- the WRI process. Perhaps this sealing quality
ucts contain any information about energy recov- could be enhanced through residence dme and tem-
cry, though for the cases of the chars, this must be perature control.
considerably less than that observed for HWD due A serious drawback with both WRI and CTC
to the greater devolatilization and higher fuel ratios processes is that in order to achieve lower equflib-
observed for the WRI and CTC processes. HWD rium moisture levels in the dried/pyrolyzed prod-
produced calorific value increases of 31-46%, with ucts, they are required to reduced the product
products ranging from 10,700 - 11,900 Btu/lb moisture level far below equilibrium moisture con-
from a raw coal of 8150 Btu/lb. WRI dried coal tent. Hence, there is the propensity towards spon-
increased from 8000 to 8700 Btu/lb on an equilib- taneous heating as moisture is reabsorbed. In con-
rium moisture basis; a gain of 9%. trast to this, hydrothermal treatment of lump coal

produces a product with equilibrium moisture lev-
Moisture Removal/Reabso_tiot) els lower than that of the product's initial, post

Contained in the same respective tables, just process, moisture content. That is, the lump coal
noted in the previous section, are moisture data for _sdischarged from an aqueous drying environment
WRI, CTC, and hydrothermally dried coal prod- and contains considerable pore and surface mois-
ucts. The WR/process removes 99-100% of the rare. If the moisture is then removed by mechani-
as received moisture in Usibelli coal, though equi- cal / thermal processes to levels very near equilib-
librium moisture levels recover to approximately rium moisture levels, the tendency towards mois-
half the original moisture levels of the parent coal. ture reabsorption is greatly reduced, lt is proposed
This fractional moisture reabsorption probably has that the spontaneous heating, attendant to moisture
a significant effect on the increased spontaneous
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rcabsorption, should also be reduced, though to can hold up to I kg of coal. This sample block is
date MIRL has no data to support this supposition, separated from an outer aluminum shell by a i mm

Tables 3 and 4 shows that HWD produces air gap. The outer shell is wound with a heater el-
lump coal with equilibrium moisture levels at least ement which, in conjunction with a computer rcgu-
equal to and probably s_.,.pcriorto those of the WRI lated proportional controller, raises the temperature
and CTC processes, of the outer shell to match the temperature rise be-
Despite the lower treatment temperatures of HWD, ing generated by the oxidation of the coal sample
equilibrium moisture levels rival those of higher contained in the inner block. This adiabatic system
temperature drying processes. This is probably controls the coal environment to 0.01°C. The tem-
due in part to the surrounding high pressure aque- perature of the two calorimeter blocks are measured
ous phase, which promotes retention of tars/oils by highly sensitive and accurately calibrated ther-
with the coal product, resulting in more effective mistors. A second, larger heater, is also contained
coal particle surface sealing against moisture real>- within the inner block to enable the sample tem-
sorpuon. The fact that HWD does not devolatilize perature to be raised quickly to its initial tempera-
the coal to the extent of the atmospheric pyrolysis tur¢, typically 50oc.
processes also supports this proposition. The oxidizing gas is passed into the inner block

A detailed study of moisture reabsorption char- via a manifold, passes down through the coal and
acteristics for CTC and WR/products showed that out an exhaust manifold. The gas is heated to the
in general, the products reach moisture levels temperature of the coal before entering the block to
within 0.5 - 1% of their equilibrium moisture levels eliminate cooling affects. The flow rate of the ox-
within 3-5 days of exposure to 98% relative hu- idizing gas is monitored continually and the mois-
midity at 30oc. This emphasizes the fact that auc content of the gas is adjusted to a predeter-
moisture reabsorption and the attendant sponta- mined level by passing it through a gas/water satu-
neous heating is rapid and falls within the present rator consisting of two water tidied Drexil bottles
transportation / storage scenarios experienced by held at a constant temperature.
UsibeUi coals enroute to markets. This system is used to monitor the temperature

The argument could be made that briquetting rise of a coal sample, under strictly controlled oxi-
the WRI processed fine coal would decrease dizing conditions, over a 48 hour period or until a
moisture reabsorption tendencies. The effective- maximum temperature of 80°C is reached. The
ness of briquetting would no doubt be dependent slope of the temperature/time plot is taken as a
on binder consumption and binder type and the rc- measure of the rate of oxidation of the coal sample.
suiting integrity, porosity, and permiability of the The reproducibility of this measurement, as deter-
briquetted products. MIRL received inadequate mined by duplicate measurements on a number of
briquetted coal product from WRI with which to coals under the same experimental conditions, is
test moisture reabsorption or physical stability. 0.01oC/hour.
MIRL did however receive a sample of briquetted
char from CTC. This sample of briquetted char In a typical calorimeter test the sample of coal
was pelletized from CTC test no. 13 char product, was crushed to 1 mm, under conditions designed
In this one case, for which binder consumption and to minimize fines generation, and the minus 0.25
type are not known, briquetting appears to have lit- mm material removed. This sample size range was
tie impact on moisture reabsorprion as compared conducive to good permeability and significant
between CTC sample 13 and CTC briquettes. As oxidation rates. A representative 960 g sample was
will be seen in a later section, briquettes of CTC placed in the calorimeter for testing. Prior to the
sample 13 had no great physical stability advantage addition of oxygen, containing 4.2°1omoisture, the
either, sample was further dried to a constant moisture

content by passing nitrogen (500 crn3/min) through
Oxidation Stabili__ (13) it at 50°C for 16 hours. Longer times were found

Nine samples of coal and/or char were sent to to have a negligible effect on the resulting initial
Australia for testing in the adiabatic calorimeter cur- moisture content or observed oxidation rate. The
rently used in coal oxidation studies by BHP sample was monitored as a function of time for ap-
Research, Newcastle Laboratories. The oxidation proximately 48 hours or until a maximum tempera-
propensity of the samples were determined using a ture of 80oc was reached. The initial temperature
modified version of the self-heating calorimeter de- of the system and the oxygen moisture content
scribed in the literature(14), used in this procedure were chosen as a compro-

The calorimeter consists of an aluminum block mise between enhanced reaction rates and experi-
with 18 cylindrical sample compartments which mental convenience.
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Ali samples were stored, "as received" in a moplasticity in a subbituminous 'C' coal; a charac-
freezer prior to testing to reduce oxidation. The re- teristic generally attributed only to bituminous
suits of the nine calorimeter tests arc summarized in coals. This is particularly true for coal pieces that
tables 16 and 17. Ali coals and chars tested in this consist of large pure vitrinite bands. Examination
series are regarded as having an extremely high of sections of these coals showed evidence of the
propensity for spontaneous combustion. By com- complete fluid character of vitrinite and the devel-
parison, the majority of black bituminous coals opment of spherical cavities occupied by gases.
currently mined in Australia have heating rates of The development of thermoplasticity is responsible
less than 0.2oC/hour. Australian lignites, from for an eventual product with a very cohesive sur-
Victoria, typically have heating rates of between face.
0.4- 0.6 °C/hr. The shrinkage cracks that developed in coal

A number of observations were made during pieces were elliptical in shape and were not con-
the test which arc relevant to these results: nected. These cracks terminated before reaching

• Sample WRI Char IFB-59 ignited during the particle surface. Coals dried by this process
sizing and could not be tested further. This seem to hold together weil.
was the first sample tested. Following this LRCs dried by evaporative processes develop
incident precautions were taken during the cracks that run all along the bedding planes, result-
handling of all samples. In all subsequent ing in particle degradation. Particle degradation
cases the samples were sized at reduced was very apparent from friability tests run on CTC
temperature under a steady stream of nin'o- products. These data are shown in Table 7 and
gen. No further heating of the samples demonstrate the friability range of 60-73 for the
during preparation was observed. CTC products is considerably greater than the raw

• Samples CTC Char blend of #7 plus #I0, coal friability of 25. These numbers indicate the
CTC Char Test #I I and CTC Char Test much higher propensity of the CTC products to
#13 when opened gave off a burnt odor degrade during handling. While their tendency to
which was not present with the other char produce minus 0.3 mm fines (dust index) is not
samples, much greater than the raw coal, the tumbled char

Tables 7 and 8 suggest that the heating rate dc- does seriously degrade in size. The trend would
creases with increase in treatment temperature and indicate the increase in friability with higher drying
retention time. CTC samples with seven hour re- temperatures, though this is not conclusive.
tention time showed an order of magnitude lower Tumbled, briquettcd CTC product showed se-
heating rate compared to WR1 samples with maxi- rious size degradation to produce 34% minus 0.3
mum retention time of 12 minutes. Data on the mm particles after I hour of tumbling. This could
spontaneous heating characteristics of hot water pose a greater dusting problem during handling and
dried coal is unavailable at this time. transport of the briquettes. Again it should be em-

phasized that briquette stability will be significantly
Physical Stability and Grindabilitv affected by binder type and dosage as will the eco-

Physical stability of CTC products was deter- nomics of the briquetting process.
ASTM procedure D-409-90 was used to de-mined using a relative friability measure test as

termine the Hardgrove grindability index (HGI) ofoutlined by ASTM procedure D441-86. This test
is useful in determining the relative resistance of the various dfied/pyrolyzed products. This method
coals to degradation during handling, but should produces data which may be used to evaluate the
not be construed as being servicable for determin- energy input required for grinding and/or pulveriz-
ing friability within narrow limits. The size frac- ing coal. A higher HGI is indicative of a material
tion of coal tested using this procedure is 1.5 x 1 that is easier to pulverize.
inches. For this reason, WRI product could not be Ali three drying processes benefited the grind-
tested using ASTM-441-86. However, due to the ability of their products. HWD showed the great-
similarity between WRI and CTC char products est improvement, increasing the HGI from 34 for
analyses, it is the view of these authors that their the raw coal to 78-115 for the hydrothermally
friability and dust indices would also be similar, treated products. Higher temperat_es and longer
Hydrothermally (steam) treated lump coal also de- residence times improved grindability. These val-
graded readily when tumbled. Two preliminary ues indicate a product which would require less
tests yielded friability values from 59-68 and dust than half the size reduction energy required for the
indices of 20-25. raw coal, at significant cost savings to the power

The most striking feature of the effect of hy- plant.
drothermal treatment is the development of ther- Improvements in HGI were less spectacular

after WRI and CTC processing. Hardgrove grind-
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ability of WRI chars was improved from 33 for the The CTC products showed total loss of exinites
raw coal to 59-60 (Table 7). CTC chars were only resulting in cavities. Ulminite was quite intact.
slightly improved to an HGI range of 41-48 (Table Some ulminites developed plasticity and conse-
8). For CTC chars, the benefit to HGI from py- quent cell structure due to trapped gases. This
rolysis seems to diminish with increasing tempera- again was the result of slow heating rate. In con-
ture. trast WR/ products developed significant cracks

both in ulminite layers as well as dcsmocollinite
Vitrinite Reflectance and Microstructure due to rapid evolution of gases. Particles of ul-

Vitrinite material (Ulminite, Telecollinite, minite that have gone through a plastic stage can
Desmocollintc) in low rank coals is present in sev- also be found.
eral forms as precursors to vitrinite in high rank
coals. Ulminite is gelified plant tissue in which cell Density and Porosity
structure can be seen. Telccollinite is completely The apparent densities of various dried product
gelified structureless plant tissue. Both these mac- and char particles were measured: relatively coarse
erals can be sccn as thick bands. Desmocollinite is hydrothermally treated coal at 1 x 1-1/2 inch (larger
also a completely geLifiedstructureless material but after treatment); WRI products at 16 x 100 mesh
is found as a ground mass embedding other mac- with out any size reduction; CTC samples were
erals such as cxinites and inertinites, crushed to 14 mesh for density determinations.
Desmocollinite is generally of lower reflectance Apparent densities of the hydrothcrmally treated 1
than ulminite, x 1-1/2 inch particles were measured by hanging

Although vitrinite reflectance is not a best indi- individual particles in a fmc nylon mesh, suitably
cator of rank for low rank coals, it is a very good weighted to keep the low density particles ira-
indicator of structural changes accompanying ther- mersed. A top loading balance was used for these
real treatment of coals. For this purpose ulminite particle density determinations. Particle densities
and telecoUinite were chosen as indicators. Mean reported are mean values for 10 particles from each
maximum reflectance was measured in oil. The test. All other apparent density determinations arc
data are presented in Tables 2, 3, 7 and 8 and made using Hogarth bottles either with ethanol or
shown in Figure 5. Hydrothermal processing in- kerosene as the displacement medium.
creased reflectance from 0.30 in raw coal to a Raw coal and products were pulverized to 60
maximum of 0.79. CTC products showed in- mesh for measurement of truc density, using
creased reflectance to a maximum 3.66 at 1300°F, Hogarth bottles with kerosene as the displacement
and WR/products increased up to 2.4 for sample medium. Particle porosities developed duc to high
treated at 1230OF. The higher reflectance of CTC temperature treatment wcrc calculated from appar-
products is due to a very low heating rate compared cnt and true density values. The density of parti-
to WR/. Reflectance in oil for ulminite proved to cles decreased with increased severity of hy-
be very sensitive to treatment temperature and also drothermal treatn_nt and was also a function of thc
to the heating rate to some extent. The separation presence of pure vitrinite layers. These enhanced
of curves in Figure 5 for CTC and WRI is a reflec- development of cell structure due to fluidity. The
tion of heating rates used for the two systems, presence of trimacerite and mineral matter tended to

The method of thermal treatment is also re- inhibit particle swelling.
flected in the microstructure of the products, CTC samples developed the lowest porosities
Figures 6-13. In hydrothermally treated coals, ranging from 1 to 2.1 percent. WRI products had
pore structure developed in ulminite bands due to intermediate porosities ranging from 2.8 to 6.3
development of thermoplasticity. Ulminite did not percent. Hydrothermally treated coals developed
show any cracks that did not heal towards the par- highest porosity ranging from 14.5 to 31%. Again
ticle surface. At 325°C vitrinite showed develop- the slow heating rates used for CTC samples pro-
ment of slits and angular pits. The slit and pit dc- moted devolatization without undue cracking and
velopment was restricted to ulminite, devoid of resulted in the lowest porosities. WRI samples,

with rapid heating rates and fast devolatilization,
other associated macerals. This is followed by developed cracks. Hydrothermally treated coal dc-widespread vesiculation of vitrinite. The highly
volatile exinites, particularly suberinite and spori- veloped a more plastic property and the gases, such
nite, volatilized leaving cavities. Increasing tem- as CO2, expelled during treatment were retained in
perature promotes vesiculation of resinite and loss the pore structure, since the system was operating
of subertinite. Resinite is only partially volatilized under pressure. The apparent particle densities of
even at the highest temperature tested, (325°(2). products hydrothermally treated at or above 300oc
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were decreased to near unity. Porosities of these (3) W. Irwin, "Review of Coal-Water Fuel
particles exceeded 30%. Technology," Report to the Alaska Science

and Technology Foundation, February,
1991.

CONCLUSIONS (4) W.G. Willson, et al., "Low-Rank Coal-
Water Slurries for Gasification - Phase 2

1. CTC pyrolysis chars were 2-3 times more fri- Analytic Studies," EPRI Final Report, At) -
able than the raw coal. HWD processed dried 4905, December 1986.
lump coal was also physically unstable. (5) "SO2 Talk Prompts $20MM Dryer," Coal

2. CTC and WRI char products were highly rcae- & Synfuels Tech. Vol. 10 (No. 1), pp. 3-
tive and showed a high propensity to sponta- 4, Jan. 9, 1989.
neous heating. Dried WRI coal tested for self (6) WESTERN COAL REPT. #774, Aug. 21,
heating characteristics showed very similar re- 1990.
activity compared to the raw coal. (7) WESTERN COAL REPT. #777, Sept. 11,

3. Chars produced by the rapid heating of the 1990
WRI process developed more cracks along (8) W.G. Willson, et al., "LRC Coal-Water
bedding planes compared to the slower heating Slurries for Gasification," Fuel Proe.
rate of the CTC process. Hydrothermally pro- Tech., 15, pp. 157-172, 1987.
cessed coals produced the least cracks, but (9) W.G. Willson, et al., "Low-Rank Coal
were more porous. Water Slurries for Gasification," Final

4. Hydrothermally treated coals retained the most Report, EPRI Report No. AP-4262, Nov.
desirable fuel ratios; from 1.2 to 1.4 versus 0.9 1985.
for the raw coal. CTC char showed the highest (10) W. Irwin, "Future Prospects for Expanded
fuel ratios ranging from 1.8 to 5.5. WRI chars Utilization of Steam Coal," Western
range from 3.0 to 4.2. WRI drying did not al- Canada Geological Forum, April, 1989.
feet the fuel ratio of the product. (11) J.E. Boysen, et al., "Development of an

5. Poor physical and oxidative stability of lump Advanced Process for Drying Fine Coal in
char would preclude their export, an Inclined Fluidized Bed," Report to U.S.

6. Further research is needed for the production of Department of Energy, February, 1990.
a physically stable hydrothermally treated (12) Li, Yufu, 1990, Hot Water Drying of Two
product. Current high pressure pump technol- Alaskan Low-Rank Coals, M.S. Thesis,
ogy would dictate that -1/4 inch coal could be University of Alaska Fairbanks, Fairbanks,
processed hydrothermally. A -1/4 inch product Alaska.
may have improved physical stability. (13) N. Moxon, Personal Communication,

1991.
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Table 5
Oxidation Calorimeter Results for Raw Coal, Dried Coal and Char Products from Mild Gasification

Treatment in WRI's Inclined Fluid Bed (IFB) Reactor

I

Feed Treatment Retention Oxidation W
Test Size, Temp. Time, Rate,

Number Mesh OF Min. °C/Hour Observationsi

Raw Coal N/A N/A N/A 1.2

101/102 16 x 0 700 3 1.0

59 16 x 100 1090 1 '_ Ignited after sizing

64 16 x 100 1180 7 6.8

62 16 x 100 1230 12 3.5

Table 6

Oxidation Calorimeter Results for Raw Coal and Char Products from Mild Gasification Treatment ir, CTC

Feed Treatment Retention Oxidation

Test Size, Temp. Time, Rate,
Number Mesh OF M in. °C/Hour Observations

Raw Coal N/A N/A N/A 0.4

11 2 x 1/4 900 420 1.2

7/10 2 x 0 1000 420 0.6 l Slight burnt odor13 2 x 1/4 1300 400 0.4
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Figure 3. CTC's Pyrolysis Unit.
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Figure 4. MIRL's Hydrothermal Autoclave System.
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Figure 5. Variation of vitrinite reflectance in oil with

treatment temperatures. (15)
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Figure 6. Brecciation of desmocollinite (D) and Figure 7. Extensive fracturing of desmocollinite
vesiculation (V) of ulminite (U). Test WR/64. (D) parallel to bedding due to loss of exinite and

Reflected light, shrinkage. Test WR.I 64. Reflected light.

Figure 8. Desmocollinite (D) developed small Figure 9. Ulminite (U) developed long slits paral-
vesicles while ulminite remained free of slits and lel to bedding while desmocollinite (D) developed
vesicles. Test CTC 12. Reflected light, oil im- small vesicles. Test CTC 12. Reflected light, oil
mersion, immersion.
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Figure 10. Development of microslits in ulminite Figure 11. Hydrothermally treated 1-1/2" subbitu-

(U). Note the slits are randomly oriented and very ruinous 'C' coal particle in section, showing evi-
few are parallel to bedding. Test US 5. Reflected dence of the matrix undergoing a plastic stage and
light, oil immersion, development of extensive vesiculation. Oblique

illumination.

Figure 12. Vesiculation (V) of resinite (R) sur- Figure 13. Vesicles in des_Uinite (D) developed
rounded by desmocoUinite (D) developing small during volatilization of exinites. Test US-5. Re-
vesicles. Test UHW-3. Reflected light, oil immer- fleeted light, oil immersion.
sion.
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